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ABSTRACT 

Many literary critics and theorists propose that 

Canadian postmodernism has been \influencedt by ~erridean 

deconstruction and that Robert Kroetschts \deconstructive8 

theory and criticism have led the way for critics who have, 

since the early 19701s, rebelled against the metaphysical 

notions of 'unityIt 'coherence,' and \identityt upon which 

modernist literature and thematic criticism depend: notions 

which are basic to a coercive humanism and a patriarchal, 

repressive hegemony that governs our modes of thought and 

our lives. The \intentt of postmodern fiction and criticism 

is to challenge that hegemony by disturbing the repressive 

patterns of thought upon which it depends, and that 

disturbance is to be accomplished by a paradoxical 

\Derrideant practice of simultaneously asserting and 

subverting. Unfortunately, \paradox8 is a metaphysical 

notion, inseparable from the \unityt and \identityt which 

dialectic is believed to achieve, and, in practice, this 

postmodern 'asserting and subvertingt reaffirms the 

logocentric philosophy these writers claim to contest. 

In this dissertation, I attempt to explicate Derridean 

deconstruction and to determine the extent to which it is 

relevant to Canadian postmodernism, particularly in the 

prose of Robert Rroetsch. I have concentrated on Kroetschts 

work because he is hailed as one of the \fatherst of 

~anadian postmodernism and because he has been so actively 

iii 



engaged in determining what his colleagues have come to 

describe as \deconstruction.' My contention is that 

Kroetsch reaffirms the very values, conventions, arid 

attitudes he claims to resist, because his thought is cazght 

up in the quest of the hero, the grounding myth of Western 

thoughtts philosophy of the Subject. 

The four chapters of Part I provide background in 

Derridean deconstruction and situate Robert Kroetsch in 

Canadian postmodern literary theory. Part I1 addresses the 

metaphysical presuppositions which govern Kroetschts 

criticism, literary theory, and novels, and considers the 

extent to which Kroetschts theoretical pronouncements have 

determined his critics1 readings of his work. 
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PART I 

Canadian Postmodernism, Derridean Deconstruction, 

and Robert Kroetsch 

When I say I can't believe in truth, it 
doesn't mean I believe in nothing. . . . 
I guess against the idea of truth I 
would posit the idea of play or game. 

(Robert Kroetsch, in Neuman, 1981: 237-38) 



Chapter One 

Introductory Comments and Statement of 

Although the term 'postmodern' is as elusive as it is, 

of late, ubiquitous, and both French and English Canadian 

literary theorists have made a concerted effort to define 

it, I have chcsen to concentrate only on those writing in 

English who have responded in some tangible way to the work 

of Robert Kroetsch. Their attempts include the 1986 "Future 

Indicativew Symposium, the 1988 Learned Societies 

Conference, Frank Davey's Readins Canadian Readinq (1988), 

and Linda Hutcheon's books on postmodernism -- - A Poetics of 

Postmodernism (1988), The ~anadian Postmodern (1988), and 

Politics of Postmodernism (1989) -- as well as various works 

on individual authors (suck as Robert Wilson's and Robert 

Leckerts readings of Robert Kroetsch) and Stephen Scobie's 

collection Siqnature Event Cantext (1989). 

In accord with Robert Kroetsch's claim that lgcriticism 

is really a version of storygg (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 

30), one distinctive feature of Canadian postmodernism seems 

to be the loosening of genre distinctions between fiction 

and criticism. This intermixing of genres, or dissolving of 

categories, is, in the opinion of most writers on Canadian 

postmodernism, a direct result of the closer than usual 

relationship between the literary and the theoretical, which 

has come about through "the strong presence of a great 

number of important writer/theoristsw (Hutcheon, 1988a: 13). 
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For example, as Linda Hutcheon points out, " [ w ] e  have Robert 

Kroetschts novels 2nd poetry, but we also have his 

interviews, his own criticism, and his unorthodox essays 

that challenge the borders of genre and of traditional 

academic argument (and its accompanying authority)" (13). 

Other creative writers involved with postmodernism and with 

criticism and/or theory are George  ower ring, Frank Davey, 

and Stephen Scobie. Although each of them emphasizes 

different aspects of postmodernism, from Boweringws 

predominantly literary interest in Itthe relationships 

between language, writing, and literature" (Bowering in 

Moss, 1987: 242) to Davey's "arguing not so much for a 

literary as for a sociological postmodern" (Davey, 1988: 

106), certain characteristics of Canadian postmodernism are 

described in all their writings and in the work of other 

critics and theorists such as Linda Hutcheon, Robert Lecker, 

Stan Fogel, Robert Wilson, Brian Edwards, Susan Rudy 

Dorscht, and a non-Canadian critic, Walter Pache. The major 

characteristics by which these writers define postmodernism 

are essentially a paradoxical simultaneous asserting and 

subverting of traditional literary and cultural conventions 

and values along with a preference for multiplicity, 

fragmentation, and discontinuity over the modernist 

preference for unity, order, and wholeness. According to 

postmodernismls advocates, this paradoxical practice or 

method and these postmodernist preferences drastically 

disturb our traditional values, conventions, and modes of 
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thought, thus challenging and subverting the patriarchal, 

repressive hegemony which depends upon those patterns of 

thought to determine and control our attitudes toward 

ourselves and each other as well as our social, political, 

and cultural interactions with one another. 

In my opinio~, this postmodern asserting/subverting and 

these postmodern preferences (for multiplicity, 

fragmentation, and discontinuity) do not significantly 

challenge the hegemony which their practitioners would 

subvert; rather, they serve to reinforce, in a more subtle 

and more complicated way than do modernist practices and 

preferences, the very attitudes and modes of thought the 

postmoderns would contest. In an attempt to demonstrate how 

these traditional patterns of thought are unwittingly 

reaffirmed by these preferences and practices, I will 

examine the prose of Robert Kroetsch as exemplary of 

Canadian postmodernism -- exemplary because, by virtue of 
his work with boundary 2, his extensive criticism on 

Canadian literature, and his postmodern creative writing, 

many critics and theorists regard him as the guiding force 

behind ~anadian postmodernism. 

The \unearthingt of the writer which this dissertation 

attempts is based upon two inseparable premises: (1) %hat 

Robert Kroetsch is representative of Canadian postmodernism 

in that postmodernist theory manifests itself in his work in 

ways that typify its operation in the work of Canadian 

postmodern theorists and critics; and (2) that although 
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Kroetsch claims to resist and subvert the hegemony by which 

we in the Western world are governed, his writing (in his 

essays, reviews, and novels) and his published conversations 

(in interviews) does nothing more and nothing less than 

reaffirm nst only the modes of thought by which that 

hegemony operates, but also, the values, prejudices, and 

violence which are part and parcel of those familiar and 

therefore unexamined patterns of thought. 

That postmodernism provides the means by which Kroetsch 

attempts to disentangle himself from traditional thought and 

to resist or subvert the hegemony governed by it is 

problematic because: (1) Canadian postmodernist theorists do 

sincerely attempt to rigorously examine our familiar modes 

of thought and to challenge and resist the hegemony; (2) the 

means by which their resistance is to be accomplished is by 

a simultaneous asserting and subverting of 'the Subject,' 

representation, and traditional values and conventions; and 

(3) the postmodern theory by which this \asserting and 

subverting' is to be accomplished is a hodgepodge of bits 

and pieces from thinkers as incompatible as, for example, 

Foucault, Kristeva, Bloom, and Derrida. It is my contention 

that the only way we can possibly resist traditional modes 

of thought is to seriously take into account Derridean 

undecidability, which means that we cannot pretend that 

Derrida and Foucault or Kristeva or Bloom are all \doing the 

same thing.' Otherwise, our attempts at resistance will 

inevitably fail, because the work of metaphysics will 



invariably draw us back into asserting (without subverting) 

the very hierarchy, or hegemony, or patterns of thought we 

wish to contest. Moreover, I am convinced that, despite the 

seemingly Derridean flavour of \simultaneously asserting and 

subverting, ' and despite the postmodernists constant 

references to \deconstructionf and 'undecidability, 

Canadian postmodernism, like American Deconstruction, is not 

in any sense Derridean, 

Donna Bennett typifies this problematic dissolving of 

conflict and difference between various contemporary 

theories when she describes Labvrinths of Voice as "an 

extended interview with Shirley Neuman and Robert Wilson [in 

which Pobert Kroetsch] discusses his and other Canadian 

writings in the light of such European and American 

theorists as Roland Barthes, Julia Kristeva, Harold Bloom, 

Jacques Derrida & du (Bennett, 1983: 166). A statement 

which gathers together IfRoland Barthes, Julia Kristeva, 

Harold Bloom, Jacques Derrida & aff as representatives of 

"recent critical methodologies (mostly emerging from 

France)" (166) implies that these \theoristsf can be, if not 

equated, at least discussed in terms of some identifying 

principle or method. Indeed, they are all commonly called 

'post-structuralist,' a term which seems to refer to methods 

or theories of reading which, in a temporal sense, follow 

' Actually, the "both/andtf nature of this \postmodern 
gestureg is Hegelian. Derridean thought follows \a certain 
logic' which is not compatible with traditional logic. 



after Structuralism, as first devised and practised by the 

Russian Formalists. This temporal connotation of \postf 

would possibly be acceptable, if we were very careful to 

remember that these \post-structuralistf thinkers follow 

divergent paths, most of which are, in fact, the old 

structuralist trail re-blazed by new terms. 

Our forgetting/non-recognition of this difference is 

endorsed, even perhaps initiated, in literary theory and 

criticism, where this effacement of difference leads to a 

monstrous lumping together of Derrida and practitioners of 

"so-called deconstructive criticismw (Gasche, 1986: 2541, as 

that 'gathering together' manifests itself, for example, in 

Deconstruction criticism, a collection of articles by 

Harold Bloom, Paul de Man, Jacques Derrida, Geoffrey H. 

Hartman, and J. Hillis Miller. But the theory and methods 

the American critics pursue are offspring of New 

Criticismf8 (GaschC, 1986 : 254) . Any relationship between 

Bloom (1979) , sometimes referred to as the Yale 
Manifesto. 

For similar assessments, see also Gasch6, 1979; 
Leitch, 1983, particularly 115-21; and Berman, 1988. 

Art Bermants book is concerned with American literary 
criticism's reception of structuralism and post- 
structuralism, and it proceeds from the assumptio,~ that 
American literary critical theory is based upon the 
philosophical suppositions of empiricism. After identifying 
"the premises of empiricism and the effects of these 
premises on the development of New criticism [Berman 
examines], in the same context, structuralism and post- 
structuralismfl (I), establishing that while these later 
movements "at first seem to fulfill, from an American 
perspective, the basic criteria necessary for a valid 
critical theory, they ultimately prove to be based on 
underlying epistemological assumptions, particularly those 



these critics and Derrida Pies in their naming themselves/ 

being named \Deconstructionistst and in their use of terms 

coined or uniquely used by Derrida, even though their 

\definitionst are not similar to Derrida8s (non)definitions 

of those terms, and their 'deconstructions' are not 

Derridats. Each of those critics proposes a theory of 

literature and of literary criticism as well 2 s  a 

methodology based upon his/her theory, whereas Derridean 

deconstruction (of which there is no such thinq) is neither 

a theory nor a method. 

Canadian postmodernism is a complex 'movementt or 

'cultural formt advocating multiplicity, fragmentation, 

paradox, and discontinuity as tools with which to accomplish 

its pr~ject of simultaneously asserting and subverting 

subjectivity, representation, and our culture's ethnocentric 

and patriarchal hegemony. Most definitions of Canadian 

postmodernist literature contain terms coined by Derrida and 

are concerned with gaps and spaces/closure and unity, as is 

concerning the self, that are incompatible with certain 
principal and fundamental influences on the temperaments and 
predilections of American literary criticstt (1). Although I 
disagree with Bermants reading of Derridats project as 
"Derridean skepticismw (5), I do agree that the American 
deconstructionists, whose works appear with Derrida1s in 
~econstruction and Criticism, have found in their 
(mis)readings of Derrida something that "oddly legitimates 
for [them] the reinforcement of notions of self and 
creativity that are quite inharmoniousg* (5) with Derrida Is 
work. Other than Bloom, whose 'anxiety of influencet will 
be mentioned in my readings of Kroetschss work, the American 
~econstructionists per se are of no interest to me here, and 
I mention them only to point out that it may be interesting 
to trace the affinities between "The Canadian Writer 
[Critic) and the American Literary [Theoretical] Traditi~n.~~ 



Derrida, whose concern is the play of diffgrance and/or 

undecidability in gaps and spaces -- the play which always 
already precludes metaphysical closure. Therefore, it would 

appear that Mark Taylor's comments on unity and split 

writing are relevant to Canadian postmodernism. 

If the grounding principle of philosophy 
is One (i.e. identity and unity), then 
it might be possible to write otherwise 
by writing duplicitously. To write 
duplicitously, it is necessary to break 
the laws and deviate from the methods 
that implicitly and explicitly govern 
writing in the ontotheological 
tradition. Strategies have to be 
devised to write what philosophy has not 
said and cannot in language that is 
nevertheless philosophical. The 
realization of a writing that is neither 
philosophical nor nonphilosophical 
requires the ceaseless mixing of genres 
and the constant shifting of styles. To 
be duplicitous the writer must redouble 
her efforts by4writing with at least two 
hands at once. (Taylor, 1987: 268) 

The split writing to which Taylor here refers is the 

Derridean double gesture by which concepts are put \under 

erasure,' and which will be discussed in the following 

chapter. But before we move into the brief explication sf 

Derridean deconstruction which will inform the assessments 

made in this dissertation, it would be helpful to consider 

Mark Taylor's account of postmodernism and its relationship 

* The expression \writing with two hands1 comes from 
Jacques Derrida, "Freud and the Scene of Writing," in 
Derrida, 1978b: 196-231. 



to modernism. It is the most clear definition I have 

encountered and it is in agreement with Derridats views. 

Although it recurs throughout the 
century, concern with difference and 
otherness is a distinguishing trait of 
thinkers who can be described as 
\postmodern.' . . . While it is 
impossible to define and delimit 
modernity with any degree of precision, 
there seems to be a consensus that 
modern philosophy begins with 
Descartesls inward turn to the subject. 
Plagued by uncertainty and doubt, 
Descartes seeks certainty through doubt. 
He doubts everything until he reaches 
what he regards as indubitable--his own 
doubting self. Descartes labels this 
self-certain subject res cositans, which 
he distinguishes from all else, 
described as res extensa. Having 
radically differentiated res cositans 
from res extensa, . . . ~escartes 
insists that the subject's relation to 
otherness is medi~ted by and reducible 
to its relationship to itself. 

In the wake of Descartests 
meditations, modern philosophy becomes a 
philosowhy of the subject. As the locus 
of certainty and truth, subjectivity is 
the first principle from which 
everything arises and to which all must 
be returned. With the movement from 
Descartes, through the Enlightenment to 
idealism and romanticism, attributes 
traditionally predicated of the divine 
subject are gradually displaced onto the 
human subject. Through a dialectical 
reversal, the creator God dies and is 
resurrected in the creative subject. As 
God created the world through the Logos, 
so man creates a \worldf through 
conscious and unconscious projection. 
In different terms, the modern subject 
defines itself by its constructive 
activity. Like God, the sovereign 
subject relates only to what it 
constructs and therefore is unaffected 
by anything other than itself. What 
appears to be a relationship to 



otherness--be that other God, nature, 
objects, subject, culture or history-- 
always turns out to be an aspect of 
mediate self-relation that is necessary 
for complete self-realization in 
transparent self-consciousness. 
Absolute knowledge actualized in the 
full self-consciousness of the subject 
seems to realize Western philosophy's 
dream of enjoying a total presence that 
is neither disturbed by irreducible 
difference nor interrupted by the return 
of an absolute other. 

(Taylor, 1987: xxi-xxii) 

It would appear that, in Taylor's view, modernism is 

involved with notions of self-identical, self-certain 

knowledge -- in other words, with presence, as is 
traditional Western thought -- whereas postmodernism is 
concerned with irreducible difference and radical alterity 

-- in other words, undecidability -- as is ~erridean 
deconstruction. And this analysis seems also to be in 

acccrd with the views of ~anadian postmodernists, as they 

posit closure, unity, totality as ingredients of modernism 

and discontinuity, differance, and fragmentation as aspects 

of postmodernism. It is certainly compatible with the view 

of Linda Hutcheon, who sees the 1960's as a period in which 

"previously silenced ex-centrics: those defined by 

differences in class, gender, race, ethnic group, and sexual 

preferencew (Hutcheon, 1988a: 11) were \inscribed1 into 

history or allowed a voice, and the seventies and eighties 

as a period in which postmodernism has allowed those same 

ex-centrics to be 'inscribed1 into fiction: "Female, gay, 



and various ethnic voices can now be heard, and the 

postmodern interest in the ex-centric has . . . contributed 
both to this new valuing and to the challenging of all kinds 

of \-centrismt (andro-, hetero-, Euro-, etc. ) (11) . 5  In 

other words, It[t]he postmodern \differentt . . . is starting 
to replace the humanist \universalt as a prime cultural 

value. . . . And postmodernism offers a context in which to 
understand the valuing of differencew (ix). 

DiffGrance (a Derridean term) is but a means of talking 

\undecidabilityIt which is Jacques Derridats major concern. 

Having said this, I would like to emphasize that my concern 

in this dissertation does not lie with modernism and/or 

postmodernism as such. I am concerned with undecidability 

and with how taking undecidability into account can shake 

the metaphysical ground of Western thought and, through that 

shaking or displacement, force us to become aware of the 

oppressive violence and the work of negation which inhere in 

that thought and its permutations in \the worldt; without 

the thought of undecidability, logocentrismts oppressiveness 

cannot be recognized, because the work of Western thought is 

precisely to hide and efface the violence by which 

metaphysics achieves its ends. That is, I am not interested 

in postmodernism se in any of its \manifestationst or 

This view of the sixties and its resistance to 
\centrismsl is iterated also in A Poetics of Postmodernism, 
where Hutcheon writes that w[p]ostmodernism retains, and 
indeed celebrates, differences against what has been called 
the 'racist logic of the exclusivett* (Hutcheon, 1988b: 61). 



according to any of its definitions. I am very much 

interested in how a thinker such as Robert Kroetsch, who 

claims an interest in differance, is necessarily held 

captive by the very system he wishes to shake, when (or 

where) the strategy he adopts in order to effect such a 

displacement is a negative one, a strategy of resistance 

through the dialectical anti, which is entirely governed by 

the very metaphysical thought which, on one level, he 

desires to 'escape.' As Linda Hutcheon recognizes when she 

insists upon postmodernism's simultaneous asserting and 

subverting of socially constructed 'identities,' values, and 

conventions, we must give up the dream of escape, and accept 

the fact that metaphysics is inescapable. which is not to 

say that it cannot be resisted. However, the negation by 

which Kroetsch claims to 'reject history' and 'resist the 

temptation of meaning* can never accomplish the subversion 

ascribed to it, but will do nothing more nor less than 

assert the very values and modes of thought which 

postmodernism claims to challenge. Concepts (such as 

'history,' 'meaning,' 'unity,' and so on) cannot be rejected 

(negated) or destroyed, and attempts to destroy them will 

result in their coming back, with new names, to haunt us, 

with all their metaphysical implications and gestures still 

intact. Metaphysics and the oppressive violence it fosters 

can be... not escaped, but resisted (and this resistance is 

not a negation) only by our rigorously contextualizing the 

'metaphysical' concepts which govern our thought, our 



actions, and our lives. 

If it is the case that the thought of undecidability is 

indeed necessary to any act of resistance that is not caught 

in the metaphysics it wishes to resist, and, if Kroetschts 

resistance is not \rootedg in Derridean undecidability, we 

will find, by considering Kroetschts definition of 

postmodernism and juxtaposing his definition with his work, 

that the tenets of postmodernism which he claims to espouse 

are not borne out in his work, neither in his theory of 

Canadian literature, nor in his readings of Canadian 

literature, nor in his novels.  his dissertation will 

attempt to show that, rather than being resistant to systems 

and unfettered by ideology, as he claims it is, Kroetschts 

work is firmly grounded in the very metaphysical 

presuppositions which have governed not only modernism, the 

movement against which he defines his thinking as different, 

but also, all of Western thought. Essentially, Kroetsch's 

thought is caught in traditional metaphysics because his 

basic theme is the quest of the hero, the very quest of any 

metaphysics of identity. That quest is the grounding myth 

of Western thought's philosophy of the Subject and is the 

pursuit through which the full presence of the Self is 

sought by means of a dialectic which posits the other as 

'one's own other,' in order that the victorious hero may 

succeed in subsuming the other within his completed and 

immediately present Self. 



Statement of 

In this dissertation, I attempt to accomplish two 

goals: (1) to provide an explication of ~erridean 

deconstruction and to demonstrate its relevance to 

assessments of postmodern aspects of literary works, and (2) 

to delineate the philosophical presuppositions which 

underlie Robert Kroetschts postmodern literary theory as he 

presents it in interviews, in a selection of his essays, and 

in his novels, thus subjecting all of these works to 

deconstructive readings. My purpose here is not to point 

out KroetscRts deceitfulness or failure, but, rather, to 

show how his loyalty to the traditional thought he opposes 

is, for him, unavoidable, because metaphysics can be 

subverted or resisted neither by an effort of will nor by a 

proclamation of oneself as anti-system or anti-ideology. 

(The anti calls forth the negation by which dialectic 

operates, the dialectic upon which Western thought depends 

in its pursuit of and desire for presence,) 

I have chosen to critique Kroetschts work partly 

because he is considered to be one of the \fathersf of 

Canadian postmodernism and partly because he claims to 

resist metaphysical implications such as 'unity,' 'meaning,' 

and \telost and speaks often of \undecidability.I But 

because he equates undecidability with indeterminacy, 

because his \resistancet to metaphysics is a 'resistance by 

negation,' and because he believes metaphysics can be 
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destroyed or escaped, he is, unwittingly, confirming and 

perpetuating the repressive and exploitative modes of 

thought that he claims to subvert. This is of concern to me 

because he has been highly influential in shaping the 

thought of his contemporaries, and, because postmodernity is 

generally held to be \other1 than traditional and therefore 

resistant to metaphysics, the force which his work adds to 

the oppressive power of metaphysical thought is insidious. 

I am convinced that we cannot risk remaining unaware of 

the ways in which our world and our attitudes are 

conditioned, usually unbeknownst to us, by the traditional 

modes of thought which at least since Plato have dictated 

and governed our views of reality -- dictated and governed 
by denying and suppressing difference and otherness. And 

Derrida is the only thinker of whom I am aware who manages, 

through his use of such (non)concepts as originary doubling 

and undecidability, to demonstrate precisely how Western 

metaphysics represses otherness and difference, while 

managing to resist succumbing to the very gestures he means 

to resist. Therefore, I have chosen to read Kroetsch from a 

Derridean point of view, even though Derrida has yet to use 

the term \postmoderng and despite Kroetschgs confessing to 

anxiety about \deconstruction, l 6  because my ultimate purpose 

In Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 60: "1 think my ultimate 
anxiety about deconstruction, or even structuralism, is its 
built-in objective of winning over the a ~ t h o r . ~  Cf. am 
attracted to deconstructionist critics like Derrida who talk 
about violence and free play. The writer asserts his 
writerliness by doing violence. . . . in order to get a 



here is not merely to criticize him for advocating and 

promoting the negative attitudes which he holds in common 

with the culture in which he lives and works, but, rather, 

to criticize the attitudes themselves. 

My decision to read Kroetsch from a Derridean point of 

view is supported by several factors: (1) at this time, 

there is no other mode of thought available to me by which 

the metaphysical presuppositions which underlie and govern 

Kroetsch's (our) thought may be uncovered and/or subverted; 

(2) misconceptions of Derrida's work which are fostered, or 

at least perpetuated by several contemporary theorists and 

critics' being called ~econstructionists permeate Kroetsch's 

criticism; (3) terms coined by Derrida, such as \decon- 

struction,' \under erasure,' 'trace,' and differance occur 

often in Kroetsch's criticism and dialogue; (4) Kroetsch is 

seen by his contemporaries as "having worked through 

Derridals theoryw1 (Godard, 1987: 46), and his criticism is 

considered to have l1led the wayn in "Canadian 

deconstructionist criticism1' (43) ; and (5) Kroetsch's 

preference for 'multiple voices1 is believed to subvert 

traditional conventions of dialogue and narrative, and that 

belief seems to stem from a current notion that an avant 

uarde approach will in itself overcome our longing for 

Unity, an essential self, Presence; and (6) Kroetsch, like 

many other postmodern thinkers (such as Harold Bloom), has 

space on the shelfw (42). 
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appropriated Derridafs work, modifying it in such a way that 

this thinking which, in Derridafs hands, is subversive of 

our familiar modes of thought is, in Kroetschfs work, used 

to confirm the very hegemony he would resist and subvert. 

Primarily, I am concerned with the claims that Kroetsch 

makes for himself (and that others make for him) in regard 

to his subverting so-called \modernf notions of unity and 

continuity. This concern is double-edged: I am convinced 

(1) that those claims would have been unthinkable without 

Derrida and (2) that Kroetschfs resistance to Derrida, 

particularly his denial of Derridals insistence that we 

cannot escape metaphysics, makes it impossible for those 

claims to be borne out in his conversation or his work. 



Chapter Two 

'Writing With Two Handsv: Derridean Deconstruction 

Derridean deconstruction is a strategy of critical 

reading which "does not point out the flaws or weaknesses or 

stupidities of an author, but the necessitv with which what 

he does see is systematically related to what he does not 

see1' (Johnson, 1981: xv). It is not an interpretation or a 

commentary, but a critical reading which "does not ask 'what 

does this statement mean?' but 'where is it being made from? 

what does it presuppose?'" (xv; emphasis Johnson's and --- 

mine), and is thus a critique of "the metaphysical forces 

that structure and smother differance in every textw (xvi; 

emphasis added). The metaphysical assumptions and 

presuppositions which the deconstructive reading seeks to 

disturb inhere in 'philosophy1 and in the everyday language 

that we use, a language which is governed by a metaphysics 

of presence; that is, a metaphysics which presupposes and 

requires that all human experience be grounded in a concept 

of presence, which, I,I turn, manifests itself in concepts 

such as 'truth,' \essence,* \substance,' 'meaning,' 'God,' 

and so on. In a Derridean deconstructive reading: 

Structure is perceived through the 
incidence of menace, at the moment when 
imminent danger concentrates our vision 
on the keystone of a3 institution, the 
stone which encapsulates both the 
possibility and the fragility of its 
existence, Structure then can be 



methodicallv threatened in order to be 
comprehended more clearly and to reveal 
not only its supports but also that 
secret place in which it is neither 
construction nor ruin but liability. 
This operation is called (from the 
Latin) solicitinq. In other words, 
shaking in a way related to the whole 
(from sollus, in archaic Latin ttthe 
whole," and from citare, "to put in 
motion.It (Derrida, 1978b: 6) 

The notion of structure has always been determined and 

defined by a centre or a fixed origin which organizes it 

and, most importantly, ensures 

that the organizing principle of the 
structure would limit what we might call 
the play of the structure. . . . [Tlhe 
center of a structure permits the play 
of its elements inside the total form. . 
. . [and] closes off the play which it 
opens up and makes possible. As center, 
it is the point at which the 
substitution of contents, elements, or 
terms is no longer possible. At the 
center, the permutation or the 
transformation of elements (which may of 
course be structures enclosed within a 
structure) is forbidden. At least this 
permutation has always remained 
interdicted. . . . The concept of 
centered structure is in fact the 
concept of a  lay kased on a fundamental 
ground, a play constituted on the basis 
of a fundamental immobility and a 
reassuring certitude, which itself is 
beyond the reach of play. 7 

(Derrida, 1978b: 278-79) 

Thus, the centre has been thought as the very thing which 

Derrida uses the term \play1 according to a very 
rigorous 'definition,' which we will come to soon. 



governs a structure, while itself escaping strueturality; 

'Ithe center is, paradoxically, within the structure and 

outside it. The center is at the center of the totality, 

and yet, since the center does not belong to the totality 

(is not-part of the totality), the totality has its center 

elsewherew (279); the sentre is and is not centre. Hence, 

the concept of structure is theological insofar as the 

centre is accorded the privilege of the transcendental 

position (beyond and independent of that which it makes 

possible), and structure is conceived 'Ion the basis of a 

full presence which is beyond playw (279). According to 

Derrida, the history of metaphysics, like the history of the 

West, has as its matrix "the determination of Being as 

presence in all senses of this wordw (279): presence as 

'meaning,' \GoZJs \loses,' ~consciousness,s \alSthia,D 

'essence,' \man,' and so on. And the history of the concept 

\structurer has been thought "as a series of substitutions 

of center for center, as a linked chain of determinations of 

the centerfr (279). Presence, as 'centre,' 'meaning,' 

\substance,' and so on, has always been presupposed to be 

transcendental and absolute, a self-sufficient, self- 

identical ground for all human experience, homogeneous in 

itself while generating and explaining all diversity. 

That the centre is and is not centre is the double- 

edged prc2osition by which metaphysics is able to find 

coherence in paradox, ensuring the gathering together of 

everything in full and immediate presence. But, according 
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to Derrida, it is undecidability which both makes possible 

this double-edged proposition and makes impossible the full 

and immediate presence which metaphysics constantly desires 

and requires. The thought of undecidability shakes and 

displaces the concept of presence, or, to put it another 

way, it is through this 'double meaningg that the movement 

of undecidability allows for the various determinations of 

presence as \centre,' God, loqos, and so on, while, at the 

same time, that same movement of undecidability never allows 

any of those determinations to become fully present. The 

centre is and is not the centre, and the movement of 

undecidability endlessly differs and defers 'Ithe substitute 

which comes to take the place of that which was never fully 

presentw (279) -- fully present neither inside the structure 
nor outside the structure. Thus, the transcendental 

signified (of which the \centreg or \origing is only one in 

a series of determinations) is absent, not in the sense of 

'not present,' but in the sense that it can never be fully, 

self-sufficiently present. 

The thought which does not seek to find coherence in 

paradox is the unthinkable thought of undecidability -- 
unthinkable in that it does not conform to traditional logic 

and in that it accepts contradiction as unresolvable. 8 

The principle of non-contradiction "states that \The 
same attribute cannot at the same time belong and not belong 
to the same subject and in the same respectg (Aristotle, 
Metaphvsics, 1005 b19-20). It is also stated more concisely 
as \It is impossible for the same thing to be and not to bet 
(Aristotle, Metaphvsics, 1005 al) (quoted in Flew, 1984 : 



According to this (Derridean) thought, \play1 is no longer 

limited by presence in the form of a fixed origin or centre. 

One could call play the absence of the 
transcendental signified as 
limitlessness of play, that is to say as 
the destruction of onto-theology and the 
metaphysics of presence. . . . [This 
play1 is not a play in the world, as it 
has always been defined, for the 
purposes of containinq it, by the 
philosophical tradition and as the9 
theoreticians of play [game theory ] 
also consider it. . . . To think play 
radically the ontological and 
transcendental problematics must first 
be seriously exhausted; the question of 
the meaning of being, the being of the 
entity and of the transcendental origin 
of the world . . . must be patiently and 
rigorously worked through . . . and 
their effectiveness and legibility must 
be conserved. Even if it were crossed 
out, without it the concepts of play and 
writing to which I shall have recourse 
will remain caught within regional 
limits and an empiricist, positivist, or 
metaphysical discourse. . . . It is 
therefore the same of the world that 
must be first thought; before attempting 
to understand all the forms of play in 
the world. (Derrida, 1974: 50) 

The \game of the world,' which is, according to 

~errida, grounded in a desire for presence, is governed by 

the binary structure of Western conceptuality, a structure 

75). 
Throughout the history of the West, philosophy has been 

nothing more and nothing less than an attempt to deal with 
this principle and to resolve contradiction in presence. 

\Playv is not to be confused with \game, which is 
governed by traditional notions of structure and, thus, by 
the rules of logic and metaphysics. 



of dichotomies or polarities such as presence/absence, 

being/nothingness, identity/difference, speech/writing, 

truth/error, certaint~y/uncertainty, good/evil, mind/body, 

and so on. However, because presence is assumed to be 

homogeneous -- the self-sufficient, self-identical unity 
which allows and contains all multiplicity -- these polar 
opposites are not considered to co-exist as independent and 

equal entities, but, are hierarchically opposed; one term is 

given priority while the other term is considered to be the 

negative, corrupt, undesirable version of the first -- a 
fall away from it. This hierarchical structure, deemed g 

priori and natural, allows absence to be considered a lack 

of presence, evil to be a fall from good, difference to be a 

lack of identity, thus privileging attributes of presence 

such as unity, identity, and immediacy over distance, 

differentiation, dissimulation, and deferment. 

This hierarchical structure, and the desire for 

presence which motivates it, is indissociable from the 

privilege accorded to voice. Voice is privileged because it 

is thought that perfect understanding is rendered possible 

in speech and, by definition, cannot be threatened by any 

temporal or spatial distance between speaker, speech, and 

listener, for both speaker and listener are simultaneously 

present to the utterance. Even when this seems not to be 

the case, speech is deemed more valuable than writing. For 

example, natural writing, "the writing of truth in the soul, 

. . . the book of Nature and God's writingw (Derrida, 1974: 
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15) are Itimmediately united to the voice and the breath. . . 
. [they are] not grammatological but pneumatological. 
[Natural writing] is hieratic, very close to the interior 

holy voice of the Profession of Faith, to the voice one 

hears upon retreating into oneself: full and truthful 

presence of the divine voice to our inner sensew (17). 

#'Writing, the letter, the sensible inscription, has always 

been considered by Western tradition as the body and matter 

external to the spirit, to breath, to speech, to the logosw 

(35), whereas speech is considered to be immune from the 

contagion of the \outside1 or of distance, because it is 

presupposed that in the spoken word we know what we mean, 

mean what we say, say what we mean, and know what we have 

said. According to Derrida, this image of perfectly self- 

present meaning is the underlying ideal of Western culture, 

and he has termed this belief in the self-presentation of 

meaning (as opposed to writing's -resentation of speech) 

\logocentrism,I from the Greek Loqos (meaning, speech, 

logic, law, reason, the Word of God): that is, presence. 10 

~ogocentrism is also a pkonocentrism; voice is 

privileged by virtue of the presumed Itabsolute proximity of 

voice and being, of voice and the meaning of being, of voice 

and the ideality of meaningw (Derrida, 1974: 12). This 

priorizing of voice requires that speech be privileged over 

writing, as, indeed, it has been, at least since Platols 

lo For a thorough discussion of the history of the 
loqos in Western philosophy, see Richardson (1990), 1-15. 



condemnation of the poets in the Republic and his 

condemnation of writing in the Phaedrus. l1 (In Revelation, 

the book's writer is told to take the scroll which is open 

in the hand of the angel "and eat itn and then: "You must 

again prophesyM (m. 10:8-11); in order to truth, the 

scroll, the written word, must be transformed into 'natural 

writingv and voice.) Within Western metaphysics, 

phonocentrism merges with the historical 
determination of the meaning of being in 
general as presence, with all the 
subdeterminations which depend on this 
general form and which organize within 
it their system and their historical 
sequence (presence of the thing to sight 
as eidos, presence as substance/essence/ 
existence (ousia), temporal presence as 
point (stism&) of the now or of the 
moment (nun), the self-presence of the 
cogito, consciousness, subjectivity, the 
co-presence of the other and of the 
self, intersubjectivity as the 
intentional phenomenon of the ego, and 
so forth). Logocentrism [supports] the 
determination of the being of the entity 
as presence [and the] epoch of the logos 
thus debases writing considered as 
mediation of mediation and as a fall 
into the exteriority of meaning. 

(Derrida, 1974: 12-13) 

In the logocentric system, speech is considered to be a 

presentation thought, and writing to be merely the 

" Interestingly, while engaged in the act of writing, 
Plato concretizes the metaphysical gesture of excluding 
writing by recommending the exclusion of poets from the 
\idealf republic. For a thorough deconstruction of this 
exclusion, mainly in regard to its treatment in the 
Phaedrus, but with reference to all of Platols work, see 
Derridals "Platovs PharmacyIft in Derrida, 1981a. 
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representation of speech. Hence, unlike speech, writing is 

distanced from consciousness and is stained by the brush 

ofJwith =(presentation), the imitation which, in the wake 

of Platols determination of poetry as mimesis, is proclaimed 

inferior to the imitated -- in this case, speech/thought. 
Writing is deemed a substitute for speech, a second-rate 

activity that cannot overcome spatial and temporal distance 

because it is involved with that distance; the writer 

inscribes her thought on paper, thus distancing her thought 

from herself, transforming it in such a way that it is no 

longer immediately present to herself, is no longer governed 

by her, and is \present1 to be read even after her death. 

This process includes distance, difference, and death, which 

are thought to corrupt the self-presence of meaning, t~ 

expose meaning to the adulteration which the immediacy of 

speech is believed to prevent. Writing threatens 

lsgocentrismls desire for full, immediate presence, because 

its necessary inclusion of distance (spatial and temporal) 

ensures the impossibility of overcoming space and time. 

It is through the gesture of privileging one term over 

its opposite, while considering the second term to be the 

negative of the first, that Western metaphysics cheerfully 

reconciles binary oppositions in a satisfying unity -- in a 
third term which represses difference by positing the 

privileged term as an \originalg unity from which the 

negative term has fallen, but back to which, through "the 

fight to recover what has been lostw (Eliot, 1971b: V.15), 



the original identity can be restored, redeemed, reappro- 

priated in a future final unity which is the telos of both 

terms. Hence, "[in] my beginning is my endw (1.1). 

However, this reconciliation, or synthesis, or 

reappropriation, is essentially violent -- it is the 
violence of a metaphysics which inheres in the gesture of 

exclusion/effacement by which we reassure ourselves of the 

self-identity of presence. Derridean deconstruction 

endeavours to expose this violence by demonstrating that the 

underlying notions of Western thought are grounded in and 

determined by the concept of presence and that the concept 

of presence must contain its own absence -- its own 
difference from itself. 

One way in which Derrida reveals the cracks in the 

supposed self-identity and self-sufficiency of presence is 

to demonstrate the unstable nature of concepts such as 

'writing,' \textlg 'sign,' 'meaning,' and so on. By 

indicating how these presumably closed signifieds are always 

already inhabited by irreducible alterity,12 and by thus 

displacing the self-sufficient notion of presence upon which 

these signifieds depend, he attempts to reveal the gap, the 

'almost nothing,' the diff6rance through which Western 

metaphysics is opened to the possibility of its \otherg -- 
to the possibility of an always already occurring process of 

l2 Irreducible alterity, or radical alterity, is 
difference which is not simply the 'otherf of identity and 
therefore cannot be reduced or resolved in a dialectical 
synthesis. 



differentiation that is denied/repressed by the metaphysical 

gesture through which the 'inferiort term of a binary pair 

is reappropriated (rel&ve13) in its binary opposite. 

In revealing the cracks within the self-identity and 

self-sufficiency of presence, Derrida must use the concepts 

of Western zetaphysics because those concepts structure our 

thinking and our language; to think we can escape them is an 

impossible dream. Derrida points out repeatedly that to 

exchange the old concepts/words for new ones is to run the 

risk of (mistakenly) thinking that we have rid ourselves of 

the metaphysical implications of the word or concept we have 

aband0nr.d or banned. The problems posed by the metaphysical 

l3 - La relgve is: 

a reinterpretation of the central ~egelian 
concept: the Aufhebunq. Aufhebunq literally means 
'lifting upt; but it also contains the double 
meaning of conservation and negation. For Hegel, 
dialectics is a process of Aufhebunq: every 
concept is to be negated and lifted up to a higher 
sphere in which it is thereby conserved. In this 
way, there is nothing from which the Aufhebunq 
cannot profit. . . . [The] translation of a word 
with a double meaning is particularly difficult. . . (Baillies's rendering of Aufhebunq as 
'sublation* is misleading.) Derrida, however, in 
his attempt to make Aufhebunq write itself 
otherwise has proposed a new translation of it 
that does take into account . . . its double 
meaning. Derridats translation is rel5ve. The 
word comes from the verb relever, which means to 
lift up, as does Aufheben. But relever also means 
to relay, to relieve, as when one soldier on duty 
relieves another. Thus the conserving-and- 
negating lift has become la relsve, a \liftt in 
which is inscribed an effect of substitution and 
difference, the effect of substitution and 
difference inscribed in the double meaning of 
Aufhebunq. 
(Translator's note; fn. 23, in Derrida, 1982: 20) 
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implications we wish to resist inhere in our familiar and 

therefore unexamined habits of thought, and, in attempting 

to examine and change those habits of thought, Derrida must, 

at the same time, both use and 'eraset the concepts in which 

they inhere. To put a concept 'under erasure' is not to 

substitute a new concept for it or to reject it, but to take 

note of undecidability, thus allowing "the value of the 

[concept to] make its necessity felt before letting itself 

be erased. The [reinscribed concept] must comply with both 

that necessity and that erasurew (Derrida, 1974: 61). This 

double gesture accomplishes a shaking that dislodges the 

familiar (metaphysical) order of thought by virtue of the 

fact that "the [ 'sous raturet: putting 'under erasuret] is 

in fact contradictory and not acceptable within the logic of 

identityw (61; emphasis added). l4 (Graphically, to put 

under erasure is to write a word and then cross it out, 

printing both the word and the deletion. The word is 

printed because it is necessary and crossed out because 

undecidability makes it impossible for the word or the 

concept to stand as a self-identical 'entity.') In speaking 

of the necessity of using and erasing the concepts of the 

metaphysics/language he is disrupting, Derrida says, 

l4 In traditional logic, difference is contradiction, 
and the work of logic is precisely to resolve contradiction 
by interning difference in identity. In Derridean thought, 
difference is retained and contradiction is not resolved. 



Since these concepts are indispensable 
for unsettling the heritage to which 
they belong, we should [not] renounce 
them. Within the closure, by an oblique 
and always perilous movement, constantly 
risking falling back within what is 
being deconstructed, it is necessary to 
surround the critical concepts with a 
careful and thorough discourse--to mark 
the condition, the medium, and the 
limits of their effectiveness and to 
designate rigorously the intimate 
relationship to the machine whose 
deconstruction they permit; and, in the 
same process, designate the crevice 
through which the yet unnameable glimmer 
beyond the closure can be glimpsed. 

(Derrida, 1974: 14) 

This 'unnameable glimmert is the gap, the 'almost 

nothing1 (between opposing terms) which Derrida refers to as 

undecidabilitv. According to Derrida, undecidability has to 

do not with the impossibility of deciding whether something 

is 'thist or 'that,' but, rather, with oriqinarv dsublinq. 

Every entity, every self, every term of a binary opposition 

is originarily doubled, always already marked with its 

other. For example, as Taylor points out, because 

consciousness of self is dependent on the possibility of a 

separation of self from self, on an originary doubling, 

"[the] search for self-presence in self-consciousness leads 

to the discovery of the absence of the selfw (Taylor, 1984: 

50). l5 As Derrida says: What can look at itself is not 

" 'Absence, here, is precisely the absence we 
encountered in terms of the centre and of the transcendental 
signified. It is not an absence that is the negative of or 
lack of presence, but the 'absence' which, by virtue of 
originary doubling, makes it impossible for an entity or 
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oneu (Derrida, 1974: 36) and the "deconstruction of presence 

accomplishes itself through the deconstruction of 

consciousness and therefore through the irreducible notion" 

(70) of undecidability and/or originary doubling. 

In order to understand how deconstruction displaces 

presence, we must look more carefully at \undecidables.' 

Although I will discuss a number of these \undecidablest as 

though each were a lsomething,l we must constantly remember 

that undecidability is the important notion here -- I 
emphasize that there is no such \thing1 as an \undecidable.' 

Each of the \undecidablesr is useful only as a means of 

talking undecidability. Also, although 'undecidable terms' 

such as \diffgran~e,~ \tracerg 'text,' and so on, are not 

synonymous in any conventional sense, they are members of a 

non-finite chain of differing, deferring \substitution,' 

because each of them is a way of \writingt undecidability. 

One may ask why Derrida does not merely use one of these 

terms -- diffgrance, for example -- in order to avoid 
confusion; the answer to that question is that he continues 

to \writer undecidability in terms of an ever increasing 

*listr of \undecidablesr in an effort to avoid any one 

term's becoming a 'master-wordr (a transcendentalizing 

term), thus seeming to acquire a solidity or 'essence' which 

undecidability, by definition, cannot have. 

In Derrida's deconstructive readings, which attempt to 

concept to be fully present, 



show an always already occurring process of ilfferentiation 

which allows both for the possibility of presence (as an 

effect of undecidability) and for the impossibility of 

presence (as a self-identical concept), Derrida posits a 

series of terms which cannot be reduced to any single, 

unified, self-identical meaning -- terms such as pharmakon, 
suuplement, trace, text, writing, differance, and so on. A 

Derridean 'undecidable,' which resides in the gap between 

opposed terms, refuses to be incorporated into the familiar 

dichotomy, and, moreover, functions as a force that resists 

the sublimation or synthesis (Aufhebunq) of the binary 

opposites between which it resides, partaking of both, yet 

being neither. For example, pharmakon resides in the gap 

between \poisong and 'remedy,' making possible both poison 

and remedy (as effects) and making impossible both poison 

and remedy (as self-identical entities). Pharmakon marks 

the space of undecidability, the originary doubling and the 

of differences by which 'poison1 and 'remedyt each 

constitutes its other, and which at the same time disallows 

either 'remedy' or \poisonr to constitute itself as an 

original plenitude under the authority of which the other 

may be subsumed, reappropriated, or excluded. 

~econstructiun teases out, marks and re-marks the operation 

of these undecidables, thereby avoiding both I1simply 

l6 The reader will recall that 'play1 is the 'absence1 
of the transcendental signifier, the limitless movement of 
undecidability. 



neutralizinq the binary oppositions of metaphysics, and 

simply residinq within the closed field of those 

oppositions, thereby confirming it" (Derrida, i981d: 41). 

As an \example1 of an undecidable, let us consi-des 

diffgrance, in which the 2 marks the space of undecidability 

and the generative movement of differentiation. 

The verb \to differt (differer) seems to 
differ from itself. On the one hand, it 
indicates difference as distinction, 
inequality, or discernibility; on the 
other, it expresses the interposition of 
delay, the interval of a spacinq and 
temporalizinq that puts off until 
\laterf what is presently denied, the 
possible that is presently impossible. . . . In the one case \to differ1 
signifies nonidentity; in the other case 
it signifies the order of the same. Yet 
there must be a common, although 
entirely differant root within the 
sphere that relates the two movements of 
differing to one another. We 
provisionally give the name differance 
to this sameness which is not identical: 
by the silent writing of its a, it has 
the desired advantage of referring to 
differing, both as spacing/temporalizing 
and as the movement that structures 
every dissociation. . . . diffgrance is 
not simply active (any more than it is a 
subjective accomplishment); it rather 
indicates the middle voice, it precedes 
and sets up the opposition between 
passivity and activity. With its a, 
diffgrance more properly refers to what 
in classical language would b? called 
the origin or production of differences 
and the differences between differences, 
the play (*) of differences. 

(Derrida, 1973: 129-30) 

"Differance is not a \concept1 or \idea1 that is \truer1 



than presence. It can only be a process of textual work, a 

strategy of writinql'" (Johnson, 1981: xvi) . As Derrida 

says, with respect to diffgrance: 

E-rery concept is necessarily and 
essentially inscribed in a chain or in a 
system, within which it refers to 
another and to other concepts, by [means 
sf] the systematic play of differences. 
Such a play, then--diff&rance--is no 
longer simply a concept, but the 
possibility of conceptuality, of the 
conceptual system and process in 
general. (Derrida, 1973: 140) 

Because undecidables are not concepts or even words18, 

but effects of an originary doubling which allows for both 

the possibility and the impossibility of concepts and words, 

they cannot be gathered into a system that can be vlclosed 

upon itself by means of some d~minating center. . . . The 
system of the [undecidables] cannot be formalized, 

l7 \Writing1 here refers neither to writing as marks on 
a page, nor to the act of writing, but rather, to the 'split 
writingv or double gesture of deconstruction which Mark 
Taylor mentions in the quotation included in Chapter One, 9. 

l8 In the logocentric system, in accordance with the 
privilege granted to voice, the word (m) is presumed to be 
"the elementary and undecomposable unity of the signified 
and the voicew (Derrida, 1974: 20), "a unity of sense and 
sound, of concept and voice, of the concept and a 
transparent substance of expressionv1 (20). But 
differance is . . . what makes possible the presentation 
of being-present, it is never presented as suchv1 (Derrida, 
1981a: 4). Because diffgrance can never present itself as 
such, because it is but the marking of undecidability in a 
text, of the play of differences by which \wordst are 
constit.uted, its \names can be a word (an atomic unity) no 
more than diffgrance (itself) can be a self-sufficient, 
self-identical concept. So it is with all undecidables. 
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idealized, or systematized because it is precisely its play 

that makes these projects possiblet1 (Gasche, 1986: 185) . 
Derrida emphasizes that, because undecidables Isblock every 

relationship to theology," every relationship to any 

manifestation of presence ('transcendental signifiedt), none 

of them may become master-word or a master-eonceptl1 

(Derrida, 1981d: 40) and, therefore, their operation 

precludes any possibility of absolute closure. 

The metaphysical gesture which denies and represses 

diffgrance could not accomplish itself without double-edged 

concepts like Aufheben or Aufhebunq. But what metaphysics 

must deny and repress is an awareness that those concepts 

which allow it to repress diffgrance are, at the same time, 

the very concepts through which diffgrance is always already 

in operation. That is, Itthere is always an effect of 

diffgrance when the same word has two contradictory 

meanings. Indeed it is this effect of diffgrance . . . that 
is precisely what the Aufhebunq can never aufheben: lift up, 

conserve, and negatew (Bass in Derrida, 1982: 20). The 

deconstructive reading which brings into focus this effect 

of differance is a double gesture, and, although the 

\phasest of the double gesture are described below as though 

they were sequential, the deconstructive reading proceeds as 

a "writing with at least two handsw (Taylor, 1987: 268) and 

the \phases1 are not chronologically separate. 

The \first1 phase of Derridals double gesture occurs in 

those places throughout his work where, for example, "the 



polemical energy seems clearly engaged in putting writing 

above speech" (~pivak, 1974: lxxvii]. The hierarchy is 

reversed; the \inferior1 term of a binary opposition seems 

to have been exalted over its privileged opposite. However 

-- and this is a crucial phase of the deconstructive double 
gesture -- this reversal must displaced. otherwise, we 

would merely reverse the terms in the hierarchy, while 

leaving the structure (hierarchical opposition) intact. The 

closed field of binary oppositions would be confirmed, and 

the play of undecidability would still be repressed. 

In performing the \second1 phase of the double gesture 

(to continue the speech/writing opposition), ~errida 

demonstrates how the very possibility of opposing speech and 

writing on the basis of presence versus absence or immediacy 

versus representation is impossible, since speech is always 

already structured by difference and distance. A word is 

always already divided into a phonic sisnifier and a mental 

sisnif ied, and, as Saussure pointed out, lg language is a 

system of differences and not a collection of independently 

meaningful units. The sign "is not a homogeneous unit 

bridging an origin (referent) and an end (meaning), but is 

always already inhabited by the trace of another sign which 

never appears as suchw (Spivak, 1974: xxxix). Therefore, 

each unit (like each self, each member of a binary pair) is 

always already \contaminated1 by its other, by what it is 

l9 In his Course &I General Linnuistics, critiqued by 
Derrida in of Grammatoloqv (1974). 



not -- in other words, alterity is the condition of 
' identity' . 20 Language (a system of differences) is always 

already constituted by the very distances and differences 

that the priorizing of speech seeks to overwhelm. 

The structure of the sign carries within itself the 

trace of a perennial alterity. To this \structure,' which 

is undecidable, Derrida gives the name 'writing.' Thus, he 

8~simultaneouslv provokes the overturning of the hierarchy 

speechlwriting, and the entire system attached to it, and 

releases the dissonance of a writing within speech, thereby 

disorganizing the entire inherited order and invading the 

entire fieldw (Derrida, 1981d: 42). This 'writing' (the 

20 [Identity] means \sameness8, and the 
concept arises in Christian theology 
especially in connection with belief in 
a life beyond death, whether conceived 
as the resurrection of the body or the 
immortality of the soul (and these two 
ways of thinking of the matter have been 
confused in theology since the first 
century). How is it conceivable that 
the same person could live on either 
side of death? (Flew, 1984: 279) 

That \identityN and 'sameness1 are considered synonymous in 
theology, philosophy, and everyday language (governed as 
theology and everyday language are by the concepts laid down 
by Western philosophy) is precisely the 'starting point' of 
a deconstructive reading. To Derrida, 'sameness' and 
\identity1 are not synonymous, and, with this difference 
between sameness and identity (demonstrated over and over in 
his work), he begins a critique which shows how the concepts 
which govern our thought are never able completely to 
control its operation and how the differance, the 
something/nothing, the almost indiscernible gap that cuts 
\identity1 from 'sameness8 opens the movement of 
differentiation which we call 'thought' and/or 'language.' 



structure always already inhabited by the trace2') is 

undecidability, and, as such, is also the name of the double 

gesture which effaces the presence of a concept (9presence,8 

as defined by Western metaphysics, cannot be structured or 

inhabited by alterity) and yet keeps it legible. 22 

We must remember that the double gesture of a 

deconstructive reading takes notice of the undecidability 

that is always already operating and does not destroy a 

unity that is/was present. Within the familiar 

philosophical oppositions, there is always a "violent 

hierarchy. One of the two terms controls the other 

(axiologically, logically, etc), or has the upper hand. To 

deconstruct the opposition, first of all, is to overturn the 

hierarchy at a given momentw (Derrida, 1981d: 41). But in 

21 Derrida s 'trace, the mark of the other within the 
self, of absence within presence, marks the play of 
undecidability or originary doubling. "A trace is 
derivative of, and opposed to, an instant or instance of 
full presence, the trace . . . names the difference, and . . . must inhabit that agency of full presence in order to 
distinguish it from its traceft (Gasche, 1986: 188). Since 
the trace (for example, the trace of the other within the 
self, without which the self could not constitute itself as 
itself) "can only imprint itself by referring to the other, 
to another trace ('the trace of its reflectiont) by letting 
itself be upstaged and forgotten, its force of production 
stands in necessary relation to the energy of its 
[effacement]" (Derrida, 1981a: 331) and it Igcannot be 
thought without thinking the retention of difference within 
a structure of reference where difference appears as suchH 
(Derrida, 1974: 46-47). 

22 The reader will recall that this double gesture 
which effaces the presence of a concept while keeping it 
legible is the gesture of putting the concept 'under 
erasure.' See 30-31. 



the 'next phase, 23 this reversal must be displaced, the 

apparently exalted term must be reinscribed. The 

(deconstructing) reader must make room for "the irruptive 

emergence of a new 'conceptIf a concept that can no longer 

be, and never could be, included in the previous regime 

[system of  opposition^]^ (42). This new \conceptf is 

neither a word nor a conce~t; that is, it is not 

theological, not grounded in Being or non-Being, but is the 

space, the gap, the nothing, that allows for both the 

possibility of binary oppositions as effects and for their 

impossibility as self-identical, self-sufficient concepts. 

If this interval, this biface or 
biphase, can be inscribed only in a 
bifurcated writing (and this holds first 
of all for a new concept of writing, 
that simultaneously provokes the 
overturning of the hierarchy 
speech/writing, and the entire system 
attached to it, and releases the 
dissonance of a writing within speech, 
thereby disorganizing the entire 
inherited order and invading the entire 
field), then it can only be marked in 
what I would call a srouved textual 
field: in the last analysis it is 
impossible to point it out, for a 
unilinear text, or a punctual position, 
an operation signed by a single author, 
are all by definition incapable of 
practicing this interval. 

Henceforth, in order better to mark 
this interval . . . it has been 
necessary to analyze, to set to work, 
within the text of the history of 
philosophy, as well as within the so- 

23 It will be remembered that these \phasesf cannot be 
separated and are produced not sequentially but 
collaterally. 



called literary text . . . certain 
marks, . . . that by analosv (I 
underline) I have called undecidables, 
that is, unities of simulacrum, "falseH 
verbal properties (nominal or semantic) 
that can no longer be included within 
philosophical (binary) opposition, but 
which, however, inhabit philosophical 
opposition, resisting and disorganizing 
it, without ever constituting a third 
term, without ever leaving room for a 
solution in the form of speculative 
dialectics (the pharmakon is neither 
remedy nor poison, neither good nor 
evil, neither the inside nor the 
outside, neither speech nor writing; the 
sumlement is neither a plus nor a 
minus, neither an outside nor the 
complement of an inside, n~ither 
accident nor essence, etc. . . .  
Neitherlnor, that is simultaneously 
either or). In fact, I attempt to bring 
the critical operation to bear against 
the unceasing reappropriation of this 
work of the simulacrum by a dialectics 
of the Hegelian type (which even 
idealizes and "semantizesV the value of 
work), for Hegelian idealism consists 
precisely of a relgve of the binary 
oppositions of classical idealism, a 
resolution of contradiction into a third 
term that comes in order to aufheben, to 
deny while raising up, while idealizing, 
while sublimating into an anamnesic 
interiority (Errinnerunq [the 
'interiorizing memory* into which 
contradictions are 'lifted up* (negated) 
and preserved]), while interninq 
difference in a self-presence. 

(Derrida, 1981d: 42-43) 

Briefly then, Derrida dislocates the speech/writing 

opposition by reinscribing 'writing* as a structure of 

alterity which at once makes speech and writing possible (as 

The sumlement is the undecidable produced in 
Derridals reading of Rousseau in "Nature, Culture, Writingw 
in Derrida, 1974: 95-316. 
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effects of undecidability) and impossible (as self-identical 

totalities). Similarly, he reinscribes the restricted 

notion of text (i.e., as a self-enclosed, self-sufficient 

physical entity) as a notion of the 'general textt (i.e., as 

undecidability). Traditionally, \text1 has been determined: 

(1) "as the sensibly palpable, 
empirically encounterable transcription 
of an oral discourse, as a material 
opacity that must efface itself before 
its oral reactivation and the meaning it 
representsv1; (2) "as an intelligible 
object. . . . thought to correspond to 
the signifying organization of 
diacritically or differentially 
determined signifiers and signifiedslv; 
(3) l1as the dialectical sublation, 
either as \formt or \contentt of both 
its sensible and ideal determinations. . 
. . the text is determined as the 
milieu, the element of Aufhebunq, or, 
which is the same, of the dialectical 
exposition of that which is implied in 
its very concept." 

(Gasche, 1986: 278-79) 

Derridats generalized notion of text overrides all these 

determinations, tampering and changing Ivall those boundaries 

that form the running border of what used to be called a 

text . . . that is, the supposed end and beginning of a 
work, the unity of a corpus, the title, the margins, the 

signature, the referential realm outside the frame, and so 

forthw (~errida, 1979: 83) and forcing us to extend the 

notion of the text. A \textv is no longer "some content 

enclosed in a book or its margins, but a differential 

network, a fabric of traces referring endlessly to something 



other than itself, to other differential tracesm (84). 

It is in regard to textuality as much as to \writing1 

that Derrida has been misunderstood, or not read. Probably 

his most infamous line is "There is nothing outside of the 

text (there is no outside-text; fi n'v 3 pas & hors- 

texte) " (Derrida, 1974 : 158) , from his reading of Rousseau. 
He explains in "Living Ontt that "it was never our wish to 

extend the reassuring notion of the text to a whole extra- 

textual realm and to transform the world into a library by 

doinq away with all boundaries, all framework, all sharp 

edgest1 (Derrida, 1979: 84). Rather, the notion that Itthere 

is no outside-textw questions the opposition inside/outside 

and the notion of the \textt as a totality, the unequivocal 

meaning of which can be determined in a self-identical 

signified, transcendental or otherwise. But just as the 

\text1 cannot be reduced to an 'extra-textual1 meaning (in 

terms of nspeech, life, the world, the real, historyl1 (84) 

and so on), neither can a 'text1 be about itself. Because 

it is undecidable, it has no unified identity or self with 

which to coincide. ItAll self-referral, as shown in "he 

Double sessionft is grafted on a structurally endless 

referral to other determinate texts, thus making all textual 

self-reflexivity ultimately impossibleM (Gaschg, 1986: 281). 

The play of differences supposes, in 
effect, synthesis and referrals which 
forbid at any moment, or in any sense, 
that a simple element be present in and 
of itself, referring only to itself. 



Whether in the order of spoken or 
written discourse, no element can 
function as a sign without referring to 
another element which itself is not 
simply present. This interweaving 
results in each \elementg--phoneme or 
grapheme--being constituted on the basis 
of the trace within it of the other 
elements of the chain or system. This 
interweaving, this textile, is the text 
produced only in the transformation of 
another text. Nothing, neither among 
the elements nor within the system, is 
anywhere ever simply present or absent. 
There are only, everywhere, differences 
and traces of traces. 

(Derrida, 1981d: 26) 

Although Derridean deconstruction does not search for 

the \meaningg of a text in any traditional sense, and, 

although it Igmust always aim at 3 certain relationship, 

unperceived by the writer, between what he commands and what 

he does not command of the schemata of the language that he 

uses1! (r~errida, 1974: 158), it Igis not a form of textual 

vandalism designed to prove that meaning is impossible" 

(Johnson, 1981: xiv) 25 or, as Kroetsch accuses, "to one-up 

the authorgt (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 60). Derrida is 

engaged in a type of critical reading which teases out of a 

\textt the deconstruction of its metaphysical 

25 On the same page, Johnson points out that: 

The deconstruction of a text does not proceed by 
random doubt or generalized skepticism, but by the 
careful teasing out of warring forces of 
significatim within the text itself. If anything 
is destroyed in a deconstructive reading, it is 
not meaning but the claim to unequivocal 
domination of one mode of signifying over another. 



presuppositions; that is, the deconstructive reading does 

not produce or perform a deconstruction, but takes notice of 

the deconstruction that is always already taking place. 

It is a typical accusation that Robert Kroetsch makes 

against 'deconstructionf when he writes: "The words violence 

and deconstruction are in complicityvt (Kroetsch, 1980c: 

108), an accusation which fails to take notice of certain 

features of both deconstruction and metaphysics and 

capitalizes upon the disturbing connotations of the term 

\deconstructionI1 connotations which derive from considering 

\destructiont and \deconstruction1 to be synonymous even 

though, etymologically, \deconstruction1 is not related to 

\destru~tion.~ \Deconstructiont is defined in the OED as 

Itto undo the construction of, to take to pieces," and 

Derrida uses the term as referring to how the \constructsf 

upon which our thought is based are always already undone, 

even as they assert themselves. As he says, he tries 

to respect as rigorously as possible the 
internal, regulated play of philoso- 
phemes or epistememes by making them 
slide--without mistreating them--to the 
point of their nonpertinence, their 
exhaustion, their closure. To 
wdeconstructn philosophy, thus, would be 
to think . . . the structured genealogy 
of philosophy's concepts, but at the 
same time to determine . , . what this 
history has been able to dissimulate or 
forbid, making itself into a history by 
means of this somewhere motivated 
repression. By means of this 
simultaneously faithful and violent 
circulation between the inside and the 
outside of philosophy . . , there is 



produced . . . a writing [which] enables 
us to read philosophemes--and 
consequently all the texts of our 
culture--as kinds of symptoms . . . of 
something that could not be presented in 
the history of philosophy, and which, 
moreover, is nowhere present, since all 
of this concerns putting into question 
the major determination of the meaning 
of Being as presence, the determination 
in which Heidegger recognized the 
desti~y of philosophy. 

(Derrida, 1981d: 6-7) 

We must constantly remember that deconstruction is the 

movement of undecidability that is always already operating, 

making possible our familiar modes of thought. It is not a 

destructive action which a reader performs upon a once 

stable and unified totality; it is the undecidability which 

always already permits the endlessly differing and deferring 

substitution which permits the notions of \structure,' 

'unity,' \presence,* and so on, even while it disallows 

self-sufficient full presence in any of the forms in which 

we desire to find it. Furthermore, and more importantly, we 

must never lose sight of the blind violence by which 

metaphysics accsmplishes the reappropriating gesture of 

mastery and exclusion by which the self seeks to achieve the 

presence which we have always, until Derrida, found so 

reassuring. It is the violence which another writer has 

recognized in the following manner: "Philosophers are 

violent and aggressive persons who, having no army at their 

disposal, bring the world into subjection to themselves by 

means of locking it up in a systemw (Musil, 1988: 1.300). 
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The Aufhebunq can only accomplish itself by means of a 

violent gesture of negation (of the \inferior1 term, person, 

or culture) and conservation (in the \superior1 term, 

person, or culture), Whereas philosophy does not recognize 

its violence and blindly seeks to neutralize difference -- 
condemned as contradiction -- by repressing and subsuming 
whatever and whomever is judged \inferior1 (whether it is 

\absence,' \evil,' \inferiorf peoples, or groups of 

\inferior1 people), the thinker of undecidability seeks to 

recognize that: 

For an era dominated by the struggle 
between, among, and against various 
\isms1--communism, fascism, 
totalitarianism, capitalism, racism, 
sexism, etc.--the issue of difference is 
undeniably political. Is difference 
tolerable? Are others to be encouraged 
to express and cultivate their 
differences? Or is difference 
intolerable? Are others who are 
different to be converted, integrated, 
dominated, excluded, or repressed? The 
ghettos of Europe, America, and South 
Africa, the walls in Germany, China, and 
Korea, and battlefields throughout the 
world testify to the urgency of the 
issue of difference. 

(Taylor, 1987: xxi) 

In the troubled world in which we live, we cannot condemn as 

*violent1 or \negativef the Derridean thought which 

recognizes difference and is not based upon the negating and 

conserving (in oneself) work of the dialectic. 



Chapter Three 

'Gaining Groundr: 

Situating Robert Kroetsch in Canadian Postmodernism 

It is not without good reason that Robert Kroetschts 

colleagues have considered him to be at the cutting edge of 

postmodernism in all aspects of his work. In 1972, he and 

William Spanos founded "the influential critical journal 

boundarv 2: A Journal of Post-Modern Literaturet8 (Brown, 

1983: 418). According to Robert Lecker, Kroetschts "attempt 

to defy the 'tyranny of narrativef . . . explains his 
involvement as coeditor of a journal of postmodern 

aesthetics significantly entitled boundary 2" (Lecker, 1986: 

12). Linda Hutcheon also alludes to his postmodernist 

attempt to defy 'the tyranny of narrative,' telling how the 

editing contradicted IvKroetschvs constant desire to combat 

ordering impulsest1 (Hutcheon, 1988a: 172) to such an extent 

that he reacted against the editing act: "lit becomes so 

goddamned orderlyt that he wants to add pictures of crashing 

planes (and he does) to combat 'a humanism that c ~ e r c e s * ~  

(172). Editing this influential journal is one way in which 

%roetsch has been deeply engaged in the formal process of 

defining contemporary literary sensibilitiesM (Thomas, 

1980a: I), perhaps partly through boundary 2's convening of 

a symposium devoted to postmodern literary theory in 1976. 

Somehow, Rroetschts critics find no discrepancy between his 

"attempts to defy the tyranny of narrativev and his being 



"deeply engaged in the formal process of defining 

contemporary literary sensibilities." 

In 1985, looking back to find "Aspects of Postmodernism 

in Canada," Walter Pache defines postmodernism as a literary 

movement that originated and established itself in the 

United States before 1960. However, "[i]t required a writer 

of the independent stature of Robert Kroetseh to liberate 

the postmodern debate in Canada . . . and turn it into a 
productive force," and Pache describes flKroetschfs central 

role in this processw (Pache, 1985: 67). According to 

Pache, Canadian writers welcomed the movement as "a tool 

against modernism and its implications of literary 

dominationw ( 6 4 ) ,  even though these same writers agreed that 

postmodernism began with the 'death of modernismf -- 
somehow, postmodernism is perceived as both a cause and an 

effect of modernismts 'death.' Leaving that contradiction 

aside, though, Pache sees the 'death of modernismf as 

including both literary and political elements, namely, 

the end of the psychological and social 
realism of mimetic fiction, . . . [and 
the] disappearance of a unified and 
hierarchically structured world picture. . . . While modernists were seen as 
vainly struggling to cope with an 
increasingly fragmented world by using 
more and more subtle narrative devices, 
the new experimental writers abandoned 
any attempt to describe and analyze the 
'real world.' They decreed that the 
communicative function of lite~ature was 
superseded by the new poetics of a 
'literature of silence.' Many of their 
texts, by deliberately exposing their 



own artificiality, refuse to provide 
readers with traditional means of 
orientation and identification. The 
reader's role becomes more and more 
complex as he is asked to reconstruct a 
new context from disparate fragments or 
to discover this context by 
deconstructing the structure of a 
written text. Consequently, postmodern 
novels frequently tend to lay open the 
rules governing the reader's perception 
of reality. 

There is a general tendency for 
contemporary writing to become openly 
self-reflexive. New terms like 
metafiction . . . indicate that fiction 
focuses more and more on the creative 
process itself, wherpgs its referential 
function is reduced. As the literary 

26 Metafiction is also referred to as "Literature of 
ExhaustionfV8 a term deriving from John Barthfs 1967 essay 
and used to describe "fiction whose subject is fiction in 
the making, the creative process in actionn (MacKendrick, 
1978: 10). It seems that metafiction is inseparable from 
'w'fabulation,' with an emphasis on design and form which 
'asserts the authority of the shaper, the fabulator behind 
the fabletww (Robert Scholes (1967), quoted in MacKendrick, 
1978: 11). With this assertion of the authority of the 
sha~er, the author, I find it difficult to understand how 
metafiction accomplishes ''[tlhe assault on form, linearity, 
and conventionw' which "accentuates play, discontinuity, and 
fantasym (12) in such a way that, "[rlegardless of its 
predominantly theoretical focus, metafiction is highly 
committed fictionw (Fogel, 1984~: 15), "an essential weapon 
of deconstructionn (32) committed to "a political thrust" 
(15) aimed at subverting Vhe language of the regime" (19). 
I agree, with MacKendrick, that lathe apparent anarchy of 
much postmodern writing merely affirms its oral qualityv1 
(12), but I also contend that this affirmation of voice 
reaffirms the traditional notions by which 'realist' 
literature is governed: notions of Presence and the Self, 
'meaning' and 'truth.' 

Incidentally, John Barth followed his "The Literature 
of Exhaustionw with "The Literature of Replenishment: 
Postmodernist Fictionw (1980). In the later article, Barth 
refers to the earlier essay as wwmuch misreadvt (71) : 

the simple burden of [the earlier essay] was that 
the forms and modes of art live in human history 
and are thus subject to used-upness, at least in 
the minds of significant numbers of artists in 



imagination becomes engrossed with 
explaining its own workings, fiction 
turns to fantasy or fabulation, 
experimenting with word games and sound 
patterns. Older genres like romance and 
allegory are revived--.if only to be 
subjected to new forms of parody and 
travesty. . . . Historical narrative, 
in particular, turned out to be a 
favorite target for this process of 
deconstruction and transformation, 
because it represented a type of fiction 
tied more closely than others to the 
existence of an objective reality. 

(Pache, 1985: 65-66) 

Linda Hutcheon resoundingly echoes Walter Pachegs assessment 

particular times and places; in other words, that 
artistic conventions are liable to be retired, 
subverted, transcended, transformed, or even 
deployed against themselves to generate new and 
lively work. . . . But a great many people . . . 
mistook [Barth] to mean that literature, at least 
fiction, is ka~ut . . . that there is nothing left 
for contemporary writers but to parody and 
travesty our great predecessors in our exhausted 
medium. (71) 

The essay was tgreally about . . . the effective \exhaustiont 
not of language or of literature but of the aesthetic of 
high modernismgg (71). Barth claims that "the modernists, 
carrying the torch of romanticism, taught us that linearity, 
rationality, consciousness, cause and effect, naive 
illusionism, transparent language, innocent anecdote, and 
middle-class moral conventions are not the whole storytt 
(70), but that the contraries of these things -- 
wdisjunction, simultaneity, irrationalism, anti-illusionism, 
self-reflexiveness, medium-as-message, political 
olympianism, and a moral pluralism approaching moral 
entropy--. . . are not the whole story eitherw (70). And 
the whole story is what Barth seeks, as he proclaims that 
n[a] worthy program for postmodernist fiction . . . is the 
svnthesis or transcendence of these antithesesw (70; 
emphasis added). Through that synthesis or transcendence, 
Barth hopes that Presence will be attained in "[tlhe ideal 
postmodernist noveln (70; emphasis added) and postmodernist 
fiction "might also be thought of one day as a literature of 
replenishmentw (71), of rebirth, of redemption. 
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of Robert Kroetsch as the motivating force behind Canadian 

postmodernism: "In many ways it is probably redundant to 

call Robert Kroetsch a postmodernist; he is Mr Canadian 

Postmodern1l (Hutcheon, 1988a: 160). Therefore, it is not 

surprising that in the Introduction to The Canadian 

Postmodern, the chapter in which she defines postmodernism, 

she quotes Kroetsch extensively and briefly discusses some 

of his novels as examples of postmodern works. 

Hutcheon sees postmodernism as a tlcultural form [which] 

began to appear in the seventies and eightiesw in Canada 

(1). She allows that its definition Itremains decidedly 

vague," but, in accord with Pache, she nglean[s] from the 

usaqe of the term [that] \postmodernisml would seem to 

designate art forms that are fundamentally self-reflexivet1 

(1). To her, the term 'self-reflexivet applies to 

art that is self-consciously art (or 
artifice), literature that is openly 
aware of the fact that it is written and 
read as part of a particular culture, 
having as much to do with the literary 
past as with the social present. Its 
use of parody to echo past works signals 
its awareness that literature is made, 
first and foremost, out of other 
literature. (Hutcheon, 1988a: 1) 

Recognizing that her definition could apply to modern and 

postmodern works and admitting the continuity between them, 

Hutcheon argues that "what distinguishes them . . . is that 
in the postmodern this self-consciousness of art as art is 



paradoxically made the means to a new engagement with the 

social and historical wcrld in such a way as to challenge 

(though not destroy) our traditional humanist beliefs about 

the function of art in societyu (1-2). 

According to Hutcheon, as to Pache, postmodern self- 

reflexivity finds its most apt expression through 

fragmentation and parody, techniques which render 

postmodernism paradoxical in that Itit both sets up and 

subverts the powers and conventions of artw (2), using and 

abusing them in order to question both the ttmodernist search 

for order in the face of moral and social chaosw and Itany 

realist notion of transparent referencew (2). Moreover, the 

paradoxes of postmodernism are not only artistic, but also 

political, concerned with an Parchaeologicalt stance which 

fragments the order and continuity sought by history and 

with Itthose contradictory acts of establishing and then 

undercutting prevailing values and conventions in order to 

provoke a questioning, a challenging of 'what goes without 

sayingt in our culturew (3). Whereas modernismts self- 

consciousness and use of parody sought for order and/or 

truth, postmodernismts self-consciousness, its use of parody 

and irony, situates postmodern literature 

squarely in the context of its own 
reading and writing as social and 
ideological actualities. For many 
Canadian novelists . . . the act of 
making fictions is an unavoidablv 
ideological act, that is, a process of 
creating meaning within a social 



context. . . . [Mluch Canadian fiction 
presents itself as investigating the 
relationship between art (and language) 
and what we choose to call \reality1, 
between the discourses of art and the 
structures of social and cultural power. 

(Hutcheon, 1988a: 10) 

I suppose it is postmodern irony which allows Hutcheon to so 

applaud the political stance of postmodernism here and in 

Poetics of ~ostniodernism (llpostmodernism is . . . 
inescapably politicalI1 (Hutcheon, 1988b: 4 ) ) ,  while, in 

another article, she writes: @I1Feminism is a ps1itics.I 

Postmodernism is not; it is certainly political, but it is 

politically ambivalent, doubly encoded as both complicity 

and critiqueu (Hutcheon, 1989a: 43). 

In terms of Robert Kroetschls aesthetically and 

politically postmodern stance, Stan Fogel refers to the 

irony which Hutcheon deems essential to Canadian 

postmodernism. 

Kroetsch realizes [the ironic 
sensibility] is an attractive mode for 
one who juggles two antithetical 
national identities and their attendant 
aesthetics, It also appeals to one who 
is sensitive to the special qualities of 
self and state, but who also finds 
himself unable either to voice or even 
to accept the inherent truth of those 
entities in an unmitigated way. Irony 
precludes the prophetic or messianic 
voice; rather it encourages iconoclasm, 
irreverence. National and personal 
characteristics are never permitted to 
solidify, to acquire wholehearted 
assent. (Fogel, 1984c: 81) 



This distinctly Kroetschian irony is inseparable from 

Kroetschls fascination with dialectic and from his 

postmodernist project of simultaneously setting up and 

subverting conventions. It is "[tlhe postmodern irony that 

refuses resolution of contraries -- except in the most 
provisional termsw (Hutcheon, 1988a: 4) and is "perhaps . . 
. the most apt mode of expression for what Kroetsch has 
called the 'total ambiguity that is so essentially Canadian: 

be it in terms of two solitudes, the bush garden, Jungian 

oppositestw (4). According to both Hutcheon and Kroetsch, 

only parody can produce this irony because it allows the 

postmodernist to both assert and undercut that which she or 

he contests; the paradoxes created by parody "'inscribet and 

then nesate subjectivity . . . they represent and then undo 
representationw (14; emphasis added). However, it is my 

contention that this 'inscribing and then negatingt will 

only affirm and then reaffirm that which it means to 

challenge, because negation is the process by which 

\differencest are set up as logical opposites, which can 

always be resolved by dialectic, and are so resolved, even 

when a dialectician such as Robert Kroetsch claims that his 

opposites are 'totally ambiguousf and irreconcilable. 27 

27 Peter Thomas notes indirectly the affirmative nature 
of negation in his comments upon "Kroetschts comedy [which] 
is deeply attuned to the whole sensibility of neo- or Post- 
Modernismw (Thomas, 1980a: 98). Thomas notes the farcical 
nature of postmodern comedy and its relation to a \comical1 
"current of apocalyptismw (58) which results from the 
postmodernist interest in chance. He concludes that 
"[clhance inevitably produces farce in the abrupt collapse 
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Hutcheon's insistence upon postmodernism's dependence 

on paradox, which allows the simultaneous asserting and 

subverting of the subject, of representation, of socially 

constructed values and conventions, and so on, is typical of 

all writing on Canadian postmodernism. For example, Stan 

Fogel sees Kroetsch as one of Canada's few postmodernist 

writers in that Ifhe recognizes demands for voice and 

identity, for a cultural framework, but he cannot capitulate 

to system, stability, or frameworkw (Fogel, 1984c: 80). 

Frank Davey writes that "the term \postmodernism' has . . . 
[come] to denote not any specific literary movement . . . 
but the gamey, ontologically floating and simultaneouslv 

totalizinq and decentralizinq culture [Davey] had tried to 

name in 1973 [in From Here to There]" (Davey, 1988: 107; 

emphasis added), Brian Edwards also refers to postmodern 

asserting while subverting: "The artifice and power of the 

printed word, the authority of the writer to prescribe 

reality, and the consequent reminder that the text's 

presented versions of reality are fictions are all 

foregrounded in What the Crow SaidN (Edwards, 1987a: 106- 

107). And Stephen Scobie invokes this postmodern paradox in 

his closing remarks at the "Future Indicativew conference: 

tnTraditionally, in those long-distant mythological days 

of our fictions of concordance. This may be disguised by a 
narrative order which conforms to chance (a kind of double 
neqative); for instance, Backstrom's rain and his electoral 
victory provide an ending that appears to justify his chaosw 
(98-99; emphases Thomas's and mine). 



Before Theory, the first word was the province of the poet, 

of that godlike Author whose death has been so thoroughly 

proclaimedw (Scobie in Moss, 1987: 239), and "the last 

wordw was "the ambition of the criticw (240). But now, 

if there's one thing that we can learn 
from contemporary movements in theory, 
from that moment of theory in which we 
now find ourselves, it is that there's 
no such thing as the last word: no 
summation, no totalizing formula, no 
closure. And the reason that there's no 
last word is that there's no first word 
either: no source, no origin, no In 
Principio Erat Verbum. Instead, we're 
all stuck somewhere in between, in the 
process of translation, trying to 
translate first words into last words, 
and vice versa. 

(Scobie in Moss, 3.987: 239) 

To proclaim that there are neither first nor last words will 

not ensure that one has 'lost faith1 either in those words 

or in their metaphysical implications, particularly when one 

is engaged in the process of translating Iffirst words into 

last words, and vice versa." To see the end in the 

beginning and to restore the origin in the end has always 

been the project of Graeco-Christian thought, and to claim 

to be \floating1 in \processt will not release us from the 

bondage of first or last words, or of origins or ends, 

however intensely we stress paradox, because paradox is the 

magical \power1 by which the \translation1 of which Scobie 

speaks has always been thought to be made possible. 

~lso, it would seem that in Derridals honour Scobie has 



entitled his 1989 collection of essays Siqnature Event 

Cantext, and its 'preface,' "Arnorce: Always Already." In 

this collection, Scobie cites and discusses Derrida 

frequently and at length, devoting the \preface1 to a 

discussion of 'always already,' which he calls "one of the 

commonest phrases of post structural ism^^ (Scobie, 1989: l), 

citing occurrences of the term in of Grammatolosv. The 

essays discuss other common phrases of poststructu~alism 

such as !?the death of the Authorw (Ch. 1) and "the 

deconstruction of writingw (Ch. 2). 'Deconstruction of 

writing' makes no sense whatever in terms of Derrida's 

thought. What Derrida does is to rigorously contextualize 

the concepts, demonstrating how undecidability allows 

'writing' and 'speecht to be differentiated from one 

another, while, at the same time, never allowing either to 

stand as a self-identical, self-sufficient entity, wholly 

separate from the other. If Scobie did so, he would not use 

the term 'deconstruction of writing.! 

In Hutcheon's analysis of postmodernism, we are given 

to understand that postmodern self-reflexivity, unlike 

modern self-reflexivity, is very much concerned with 

challenging the concept of subjectivity, with debunking the 

notion of a self-sufficient, self-identical, fully present 

Self by revealing the socially constructed nature of our 

traditional notions of Self (which are predominantly and 



dominantly male). 28 And Hutcheon, like Kroetsch, maintains 

that Canadians were particularly receptive to the paradoxes 

of postmodernism because Canadians, like women, had no real 

sense of selfhood or identity before the 1960's. Therefore, 

it is necessary that we first assert our identity before we 

are able, in a parodical, paradoxical, postmodern manner, to 

subvert \the subjectfq the humanist \universalt which 

suppresses difference. That the second stage of this 

paradoxical gesture does not always occur in postmodern 

fiction, criticism, or theory becomes obvious in the final 

paragraph of Hutcheonqs Introduction: 

postmodernism . . . is the name we give 
to our culturets \narcissisticq 
obsession with its own workings--both 
past and present. In academic and 
popular circles today, books abound that 
offer us new s~cial models, new 
frameworks for our knowledge, new 
analyses of strategies of power. This 
phenomenon does betray a loss of faith 
in what were once the certainties, the 
\masterq narratives of our liberal 
humanist culture. 29 But that loss need 

28 That this postmodern project of debunking the 
Subject is to be accomplished through any form of self- 
reflexivity is problematic in that 'self-reflexivity1 is 
inseparable from the notion of the perceiving consciousness, 
from the twentieth century phenomenological notion of the 
self as a consciousness. Self-reflexivity \is' the moment 
of phenomenological intuition or pure consciousness, and is, 
therefore, just one more form of essentialism, through which 
the 'intentional Subjectt is transcendentalized. 

29 'A loss of faith in our \master narrativess is, 
according to Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard, the cause and guiding 
force behind postmodernism, and Robert Kroetsch also 
subscribes to this theory. 

Also, "the narcissistic indulgence characteristic of 



not be a debilitating one. 
(Hutcheon, 1988a: 23; emphasis added) 

What Hutcheon does not see is that this loss is not 

debilitating precisely because it is not a loss; regardless 

of how 'new1 they may be, 'frameworks for our knowledget and 

the 'strategies of power' which are inseparable from those 

frameworks are precisely the concern of the male-dominated 

hegemony which has always sought and served to silence \ex- 

centricsfl to exclude, deny, and repress difference. 3 0 

Replacing old \master1 narratives, old \frameworkst or 

the literature of exhaustion [surfiction, metafictionJtt 
(Ross, 1985: 65) inevitably leads to solipsism and, 
therefore, reaffirms "strategies of powertn rather than 
subverting them. 

30 Interestingly, in her review of The ~anadian 
Postmodern, Donna Pennee implies a similar blindness in 
Hutcheonls work on postmodernism and she claims that the 
wcumulative effectw of Hutcheon's process of defining 
Canadian Postmodernism "is to make the rubric useless, to 
dissolve the postmodern 'differenceq into a disturbing 
samenessw (Pennee, 1990: 112); to put it another way, 
'difference' is resolved and interred in 'identity.' Pennee 
describes Hutcheonts project as an attempt to save 

various forms and degrees of what is loosely 
referred to as metafiction from its detractors. 
The first stage of the project insisted that the 
shift in fiction from mimesis to diegesis did not 
constitute a loss of the role that the mimetic was 
once believed to perform, but problematized and 
improved it by demanding greater and more aware 
reader participation in the production of the 
text. The greater didactic potential of such 
fiction has always been stressed in Hutcheonts 
comentaries, . . . Now, Hutcheon focuses on that 
didactic potential in postmodern art. (109) 

(In HThe Postmodern Scribew (1984), for example, Hutcheon 
claims that "metafiction . . . proves to be a most didactic 
genren (284) . ) 



systems, and old 'strategiesi with new cnes leaves the 

structures of those systems intact, which allows power 

politics to dominate our thinking and our lives, just as 

they always have. That this is the case is suggested by the 

fact that Kroetschts influence upon Hutcheon's views of 

postmodernism and her admiration for him compel her to 

define Canadian postmodernism in terms of Kroetsch's work 

and to call him W r  Canadian Postmodern," which rings out 

the Canadian version of a knight's title. Hutcheon's 

declaiming Kroetsch as Canadian Postmodern, in 

juxtaposition with another of the very appropriate epithets 

applied to him -- 'Male: Robert ~roetsch'~' -- renders her 
lauding of Kroetsch somewhat confusing, in view of her claim 

that postmodernism is "a cultural practice that has actually 

been defined, in part, by the impact of feminism" (Hutcheon, 

1988a: viii) .32 AS Donna Pennee points out, Hutcheon gives 

31 "Male: Robert Kroetschpl is the title of Alan Twigg's 
1981 interview with Kroetsch. 

32 For Hutcheon's more thorough explication of the 
manner in which feminism has influenced postmodernism, see 
Hutcheon, "Incredulity Toward MetanarrativeNt (1989). In 
that article, she refers to Lyotard as she argues that 
"ferninisms have successfully urged postmodernism to 
reconsider -- in terms of gender -- its anti-metanarrative 
challenges to that humanist \universalf called \Mant and 
have supported and reinforced its \de-doxifying' of the 
separation between the private and the public, the personal 
and the politicalw [Hutcheon, 1989a: 43). 

Another writer who sees Canadian postmodernism as 
political and influenced by feminism is Gail Scott, who 
writes: 

the ethical function of the text has been 
underscored in a [postmodern] writing practice 



Kroetsch "the first as well as the last word on the Canadian 

po~tmodern,~' and she questions Hutcheon's participating in 

"entrenching his already too-dominant place in the canon of 

Canadian letters, especially at the expense of the 

'different,' the feminist, and the 'new engagement with the 

social and historical' that is supposed to be the 

\postmodernl" (114). However, both Hutcheon and Kroetsch 

maintain that the latter's work is influenced by feminism, 

as do some other critics of his work, 

Susan Rudy Dorscht's "Telling the Differencew Ifis a 

postfeminist rereading of 'woman,' with Robert Kroetsch's 

writing1' (Rudy Dorscht, 1988b: iv). In that work, Rudy 

Dorscht differentiates between first, second, and third wave 

feminism, the first and second waves being concerned with 

women's suffrage and equal rights, and the third -- post- 
feminism -- being both lia lack of political energy among 
young womenw and "a feminism that is quite rightly 

disillusioned with the discourse of 'equal rights,' the 

liberal political philosophy within which feminism has been 

inscribed'' (5). 

greatly concerned with deciphering the effects of 
social constructs in language. This emphasis on 
the relation between our [womenis] struggles and 
writing-as-change has gained us . . . a new sense 
of what the essay is: a form deriving not only 
from the ideological, but also, the self-reflexive 
and the fictional. In other words, a text where 
the everyday, the political, the cultural meet, 
risking syntax in the process of positing and 
dissolving "meaningw (notably the traces of male 
dominance), and the (traditional female) subject. 

(Scott, 1989: 10) 



In ~rder for f2ertain kinds of change to 
be effected, feminism has hzd ta assume 
the liberal humanist belief in a stable, 
unified subjectivity. But no matter how 
politically useful the appropri?.tion of 
identity has been and continues to be, 
the future of feminist intellectual work 
depends on the simultaneous recognition 
that identity itself--for men or women 
--must be seen as an historically and 
culturally specific notion. . . . Apart 
from its unfortunate connotations in 
popular parlance, postfeminism can 
generate a useful space of difference 
within feminism because it does not take 
for granted the possibility or the 
desirability of fixed identity. . . . 
Postfeminism is like deconstructive 
feminism in that it attempts to 
destabilize predominantly male cultural 
paradigms. But postferninism suggests 
further that what we think of as Itmale 
cultural paradigmsu are constituted 
within a set of ideological practices-- 
including literary practices--which are 
themselves contradictory, which already 
tell the differences within. 

(Rudy Borscht, 1988b: 6-7) 

However, despite the fact that diff6rance makes Itmale 

cultural paradigmsn impossible as unfissured, fully present 

entities, while making them possible as effects, and despite 

Rudy Dorschtls perfectly correct claim that it is the 

thinking of Derridean &ffgrance which makes it possible for 

a postfeminist to uncover the contradictory nature of Itmale 

cultural paradigmsw and to "tell the differences within,*# 

Rudy Dorscht actually works to dissolve difference and to 

reduce everything to identity, as does traditional Western 

thought. To put it another way, her readings of Kroetschts 
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work celebrate "the ambiguity and c~ntradiction~~ of a world 

of both ands, 'I as do ttKroetschls textsa (30) . The 'world of 

both ands' which she finds subversive and somehow 

'incorporating1 differance is the 'Hegelian world1 in which 

we all live and in which Kroetsch "undermine[s] 'the1 

difference between men's and women's writing--between binary 

oppositions of all kindsff (19), underminins difference by 

resolving it, against 'his own intention,' in an identity 

kT'lich is, ultimately, always egocentric and male. Rudy 

Dorscht claims that Kroetsch "deliberately undermines 

authority, stability, identity, and gestures toward the 

position of the daughter." Yet, she supports this statement 

as follows: "'He' displays 'hiss position of marginality-- 

the marginality of all of us who speak--in order to point 

out the possibility of 'theirst as always already his own: 

'this is what it is/ to love daughtersHt (83). The 

daughters' position, which second wave feminists would seek 

to call 'theirs,' is, to Kroetsch and to Rudy Dorscht, 

"always already his own." His property, his prerogative, 

his identity, his story. 

Rudy Dorscht tells us that Itthird wave feminism 

[postferninism] is, in Julia Kristevals words, a 'siqnifyinq 

space' where 'the very notion of identity [of difference 

between] is challengedw (iv), and, by inserting **[of 

33 The reader will recall that ambiguity and 
contradiction are essentially metaphysical notions and are 
not synonymous with Derridean diffgrance. - 



difference between]," she equates \differencef with 

'identity.' If, in fact, third wave feminists perceive 

'difference betweenf as identical with 'identity,' how is it 

possible that postfeminism challenges "notions of self, 

origin, truth and meaningw (19) by deconstructing 

traditional notions of identity? Obviously, it cannot do 

so, regardless of how strenuously Rudy Dorscht fBa~~ro~riates 

Jacques Derridafs metaphor of the 'post-postal letter1 to 

delscribe Kroetschfs mcst recent textstf (v; emphasis 

added) . 34 In the end, the postfeminist theory and the 

"misreadings of \Kroetschtsl writingff (84) which she offers 

appropriate Derridean diffgrance in a gesture which 

justifies Itmale cultural paradigmsw and reinforces the male- 

dominated hegemony by presenting the impossibility of those 

paradigmst standing as seamless, self-sufficient, fully 

present 'entities1 as an 'alibi' -- an alibi which allows us 
to ignore and, thus, deny those same paradigms1 effects. 

Unlike Walter Pache and Linda Hutcheon, George Bowering 

claims not to subscribe to the idea that postmodernism is a 

reaction against modernism or an effect of its 'death.' In 

a way that is reminiscent of Yeatsls 'theory of gyresl and 

that seems compatible with Derridafs concern with the 

'undecidability' which makes it impossible to strictly 

" This metaphor is not Jacques Derridafs. It is a 
term used by Greg Ulmer in his de/scribing of Derridats The 
Post Card (1987), and Rudy Dorschtfs appropriation of it -- 
fails to take account of Derridafs problematization of the 
notions of 'textf and 'metaphor.* 



divide 'literary historyf into periods, Bowering considers 

postmodernism "not simply a successor to the modern. It is 

a re-emergence of a tradition that has always existedn 

(Bowering, 1978: 32). At the same time, though, he is 

extensively engaged in periodization and in defining the 

differences distinguishing the postmodern from the modern. 

In "Modernism Could Not Last Forever," he claims that 

modernism is wontological in purpose," whereas "post- 

modernism is  epistemological,^^ and, incidentally, 

"nineteenth-century fiction was teleologicalu (Bowering, 

1979-80: 82). 35 He maintains that postmodern or post- 

realist fiction is unlike realist fiction in that it is not 

mimetic or representational, not a window on the world or a 

35 Interestingly, Brian McHale, another theorist of 
postmodernism, opines that It[t]he dominant of modernist 
writing is e~istemolosical~~ (McHale, 1986: 58), and that the 
move from modernism to postmodernism is characterized by 
"the shift of dominant from problems of knowinq to problems 
of modes of beinq--from an epistemological dominant to an 
ontolosical onen (59-60). He adds that: 

Intractable epistemological uncertainty . . . 
becomes at a certain point ontological plurality 
or instability: push epistemological questions far 
enough and they \tip overt into ontological 
questions. By the same token, push ontological 
questions far enough and they tip over into 
epistemological questions--the progression is not 
linear and one-way, but circular and reversible. 

(60 )  

I would suggest that the crux of the question is not so much 
whether modernism is epistemological while postmodernism is 
ontological or vice versa, but rather, that both Bowering 
and McHale wish to present postmodernism as further removed 
from \nineteenth century1 teleology than is modernism. 
Unfortunately, both epistemology and ontology are 'tainted1 
by teleology, just as teleology is 'tainted' by ontology and 
epistemology. 



reflection of the world, but, rather, a process through 

which the writer "create[s] what did not exist beforew 

(Bowering, 1978: 26). With his emphasis on creation, 

Bowering implies that purely \representationalt fiction is 

essentially impossible, because Itthe only way a story can be 

told is fictively. . . . life is revealed as a fiction. Or 

. . . the only way we can entertain a meaning of life 
experience is in the recounting. For the reader, reality 

can only exist in the fictionM (27) . 
Like other Canadian poets, Bowering has l'followed the 

direction of Olson . . . back to this Heideggerian emphasis 
on processw (Godard, 1984: 12), and that direction is shared 

by Kroetsch, despite Kroetschts attempt to separate Canadian 

and American postmodernism. Their common interest in 

process is an interest in 'the tellinq of the story,' 

although Bowering more heavily emphasizes the fiction, 

whereas Kroetsch emphasizes the tellinq that makes us real. 

To both of these writers, process is very much a 'process of 

tellingft which leads them, in slightly different ways, to 

priorize Voice. 36 Bowering maintains that "one of the 

36 This emphasis on process could as aptly be described 
as Yierkegaardim, Wietzschean, Heraclitan, or Hegelian: 
"For the real issue is not exhausted by stating it as an 
aim, but by carrying it out, nor is the result the actual 
whole, but rather the result together with the process 
through which it 7ame aboutw (Hegel, 1977: 2-3). 

In regard to the propensity of later Canadian poets to 
emphasize process, Barbara Godard notes that: 

Little theoretical work on the question is to be 
found in Canadia~ periodicals: rather it is 



delights of the new fiction has been the returning of 

interest in the verbal, even the vocal formsw ( 3 5 ) ,  but his 

interest in the verbal is, on the surface, different from 

Kroetschvs. Whereas Kroetsch is concerned with Ifthe only 

heroic act . . . the telling of the storyM (in Neuman and 
Wilson, 1982: 179) and is interested in the oral tradition 

because he is convinced that "we talk ourselves into 

existencew (Kroetsch, 1981g: 6; emphasis added), Bowering 

located in the pages of Boundary 2. . . . Two 
issues are of special interest in focussing the 
lines of this criticism, that on Heidegger in 1976 
[4.2] where Riddel continues his explorations in 
nFrom Heidegger to Derrida to Chance: Doubling and 
(Poetic) Languagew and Spanos describes 
Heideggervs attempt to recall "forgotten beingw in 
"Heidegger, Kierkegaard and the Hermeneutic 
Circle: Towards a Post-Modern Theory of 
Interpretation as Discl~sure.~~ More influential 
in regard to Canadian poets has been the issue 
devoted to oral poetics [4.2, 19761, stemming from 
Olson's concern with a return to "speechf@ and 
nbreath,w language marked by an irreducible 
doubleness, Logos or discourse, the return to 
language as an act of the instant, speech 
equalling performance, the "actfv that shatters 
representation. (Godard, 1984: 12) 

In discussing "the shift from phenomenology to 
deconstructionism that has occurred within Kroetschvs 
criticismw (14), Godard notes that senses a 
meta~hvsical presence in the valorization of absence. 
Silence holds the fullness of the ineffable, despite 
Kroetschfs determined \effingv. . . . . Horeover, the 
tendency of American deconstructionism is not without 
resemblances to the old 'new criticismfw (17; emphasis 
added), because American d deconstruction ism [is] in constant 
danger of inversion, making a heaven out of hell, a presence 
out of absencew (18). 

Incidentally, Douglas Barbourfs and Dennis Duffyvs more 
recent wTransformations of (the Language of) the Ordinary: 
Innovations in Recent Canadian Poetryff (1989) and "Losing 
the Line: The Field of Our Modernismn (1989), respectively, 
may also be of interest in this discussion of the Canadian 
poets' emphasis on process. 



deems this return to the verbal important because "[tlhe 

only thing real about language is the speaking of it, the 

act of the one voicett and "Voice, speech, is a means of 

bonding or asking; it is what connects people with one 

another & with the world, or reaching from the post-modern 

world, with the universeIt (Bowering, 1978: 35). He claims 

his interest in this \verbal1 aspect of postmodern fiction 

is not ideological or political. In fact, he ascribes 

political intention to realist novelists, who "assumed that 

there was a real world one could make sense of & care enough 

about to want to correct. [They] therefore tried to make 

[their] realism convey the real world,It but now, "[a] lot sf  

novelists will agree that the real world is a fiction. . . . 
So why convey that? Why not make your own?" (36). 

Just as authors should \make [their] own1 stories, so 

should critics make their own theories; Bowering wishes 

Inthat there be a little less application of theoretical 

systems, or perhaps the same amount of application, but of 

more peoplets systems -- in other words, fewer Bakhtinian 
readings of Canadian texts, for example, and more eccentric, 

unsystematized, unorganized readings according to personal, 

original theoriesIq (Bowering in Moss, 1987: 242). Yet, even 

he says he wants Itto deconstruct everything [he's] said 

until now and from now onw (241) , 37 which indicates the 

37 This sort of \deconstruction1 would be essentially 
what Davey does in Readinq Canadian Readinq, which, as 
Lawrence Mathews implies, could just as appropriately have 
been entitled 'IDavey Reading Daveyw (Mathews, 1990: 101) . 



ubiquity of \deconstruction9 in contemporary vocabulary. 

But even though most definitions of postmodernism 

contain terms coined by Derrida -- \deconstr~ct(ion),~ 
\diff&rance,' \undecidability,Iand 'under erasure9 -- and 
most Canadian postmodern theorists allude to him, Frank 

Davey is the one who most openly discusses what he sees as 

Derrida9s importance to postmodernism. He notes that 

questions concerning the relative 
priority of speech and writing have 
appeared frequently in Canadian writing 
since 1960, both anticipating and 
echoing Derrida9s 1967 comments on 
logocentric and phonocentric elements in 
Western culture. At issue here has been 
the location of meaning--whether it pre- 
exists an utterance or text, is produced 
by that utterance or text, or is 
produced by its recipient. Our 
culture9s tendency . . . has been to 
view the written text as a poor copy of 
a prior transcendent meaning . . . and 
to view the spoken word as \closert to 
transcendent meaning than the written 
word. The emphasis on poetry as an oral 
event, found in the sixties in . . . 
diverse Canadian poetries . . . argued a 
different sense of the spoken word not 
as encoding any transcendent and prior 
intention but as constituting an 
intrinsically significant act of speech. 
Meaning was to be created in  he act of 
speaking. (Davey, 1988: 109) 

Davey8s emphasis on the significance of the speech a, with 
his insistence that "meaning is created in the act of 

speaking," does exactly what Kroetsch9s emphasis on the oral 

tradition does. It priorizes Voice, just as "our culture's 

tendency,I8 our traditional mode of thought, has always done. 



And the wlogocentric and phonocentric elements in Western 

culturew are left undisturbed.  his phonocentric 

'preference,' which is common to all of Canadian 

postmodernism, is concomitant with the postmodern emphasis 

on process, as Peter Thomas has noted in regard to 

"Kroetsch's more recent claims for the value of the oral 

tradition in his own developmentn (Thomas, 1980a: 13): "the 

understanding of \story1 is that sf the spontaneous act of 

narrative structwe and not the repeated traditional tale. 

The conventions of such narrative depend heavily upon voice 

and performance and even audience participationw (13). 

Hence the postmodern concern with the 'active reader.' 

So far as I have been able to discover, Kroetsch does 

not offer a concise definition of postmodernism. However, 

in ~abyrinths of Voice, he discusses his postmodern novels 

and philosophy, telling how his ideas and methods differ 

from those of modernists. According to Kroetsch, Canadian 

writing abounds with postmodern works, whereas modern 

Canadian works are scarce. 

I don't see much Modernism in our 
[Canadian] literature. Sheila Watson is 
an obvious exception. We came into 
contemporary writing with relative ease 
because we didn't have an Eliot or a 
Pound to deal with. There is a gap 
between older Canadian writing and most 
contemporary work. . . . Modernism was a 
product of a high urban civilization and 
we just didn't have any. There is a 
strong Victorian influence that lingers 
in Canadian writing right on through the 
1920's. . . . But KcLuhan seems to 



emerge suddenly as a postmodernist 
figure, with little or nothing to 
prepare his way. He illustrates what I 
mean by saying that we came into 
contemporary writing easily. I think 
that has been because we had little 
contact with Modernism but also because 
we have. . . . basically an open, 
discontinuous system of communication. . . . having $&ways had to deal with qaps 
and spaces. Our national disconti- 

" McLuhan will not be discussed in this dissertation, 
but it should be noted that 'gaps and spacesc are exactly 
what a \communication system1 attempts to close or cover up; 
there can be no such thing as an open svstem, because a 
system is a structure of closure; as for a \discontinuous 
communication system,' I have no idea what Kroetsch means to 
say, but unless contact is made and the spaces are closed by 
some continuous line, again, no communication occurs. As 
Derrida says, 

[The notion of] communication . . . implies a 
transmission charqed with makinq pass, from one 
subject &Q another, the identity of a siqnified 
object, of a meaninq or of a concept rightfully 
separable from the process of passage and of the 
signifying operation. Communication presupposes 
subjects . . . and objects. (Derrida, 1981d: 23) 

Interestingly, Linda Hutcheon refers to McLuhanfs 
thought, calling him "the sixties' prophet of the new folk 
orality in the electronic global village . . . Canada's own 
contribution to Derridals \phonocentric' conspiracytv 
(Hutcheon, 1984: 288). She goes on to say that 
"contemporary Canadian novelists . . . despite themselves, I 
suspect, are McLuhanVs true spiritual heirs. They too come 
out of the contradictory, neo-Romantic, anti-establishment 
sixtiesw (289). But she manages to find irony in McLuhan's 
celebration of \the invention of writing1 as "the step from 
the dark [of the mind, where all backward peoples still 
live] into the light of the mindw (289). She claims that 
"it is hard not to be aware of the ironic way McLuhan has 
chosen to get across his message" (289) and then proceeds to 
posit his \irony1 as the factor which redeems contemporary 
Canadian novelists from the accusation of neo-Romanticism 
with which she had tainted them. According to her, these 
novelists who are 

looking, often desperately, to auditory models for 
metaphors of the immediacy of artistic process 
 o om antic?] . . . are not guilty of what Derrida 



nuities made us ripe for Postmodernism. 
(Kroetsch in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 111-12) 

(emphasis added) 

Throughout this extended interview, Robert Kroetsch, Shirley 

Neuman, and Robert Wilson offer statements about 

postmodernism, and some of them are as follows: 

A Postmodernist resists overriding 
systems, ideologies like Marxism, 
Thomism, Darwinianism and religious or 
political ideologies. 

(Kroetsch, 31; indirect quotation) 

The Modernist was tempted by the 
cohesive dimension of mythology, while 
the Postmodernist is more tempted by 
those momentary insights that spring up 
here and there. . . . And that does not 
provide the organizing principle of a 
narrative. (Kroetsch, 112) 

Postmodernism hypothesizes discontinuity 
and diffgrance as the condition of the 
text. (Neuman, 196) 

The spirit of high Modernism was to 
assert the validity of a single 
cosmology and, with it, closure. 
(Kroetsch, 28) In reaction against this 
assertion, the postmodernists propose 
that intertextuality is 'la whole set of 
cosmologies that in turn become another 
elaboration of each other." 

(Kroetsch, 10) 

would see as a resurrecting of the myth of the 
authenticity of the spoken word. Rather, what 
they set up and investigate is a dialectic between 
the written and the oral, or, as we have seen, 
more generally, between the static and the 
dynamic, always aware of the similar double nature 
of their texts* very production: the experience- 
fixing art of writing . . . and the reactivating 
one of reading. (289) 



Postmodernism is a reaction against the 
conception of the artist as Artist. 
"I'm not an artist, Irm a writer." 

(Kroetsch, 195-96) 

In serious Postmodernist writersr work: 

[Mlimesis becomes ironic, or self- 
reflexive, and, therefore, subsumed 
under the act of telling. (Neuman, 200) 

Perhaps we are mimetic, nowadays, under 
erasure. (Kroetsch, 201) 

[There is] an emphasis on the act of 
narrating over signification. This would 
certainly seem to be a reaction against the 
conventions of mimesis in the novel. 

(Neuman, 199) 

[There is] a concentration on the 
signifier over the signified and a 
similar split in the idea of the self . . . it seems difficult for the 
postmodernist writer to conceive of a 
unified self. (Neuman, 207) 

A wonderful sense of incompleteness. 
(Kroetsch, 204) 

Apparently, a postmodern writer is unfettered by 

ideology or adherence to totalizing systems -- including a 
totalizing subjectivity -- but is concerned with self- 

reflexivity, 'mimesis under erasure,' and rrdiff6ran~ as the 

condition of the text." The emergence here of the terms 

'under erasure1 and 'diff&rancer points to the generally 

accepted idea that Kroetsch has his  philosophical roots in 

[various later philosophers] and especially Derridam 

(Hutcheon, 1988a: 160). If Kroetsch's thinking were 

especially influenced by Derrida, his work would take 



account of 'undecidability, in the Derridean sense, and 

would, in fact, be radical and subversive of our traditional 

modes of thought, However, his thinking is dialectical, his 

mode of 'resistance* is negation, and his thougtt is, 

therefore, metaphysical: dependent upon and supportive of 

the thinking patterns he means to resist. That this is so 

is strongly sugges.ted by his closing comments in Future 

Indicative: "1 think criticism and theory are a writing of 

the culture--and I like the pun there, a \rightingg of the 

culture--because when we simply have books we don't yet have 

a culturew (Kroetsch in Moss, 1987: 244). Writing? 

Righting? Getting it right? As opposed to wrong, or left? 

Putting it right? As Robert Kroetsch does in his criticism, 

which writes (rights) Canadian literary history and is 

nationalistic, narcissistic, and "very radically 

storymakingn (cited in Hutcheon, 1988a: vii) -- an effort to 

'makeg or to "have a culture." 

Frank Davey is also concerned with 'writing as 

culturett and is concerned more with the sociological 

aspects of postmodernism than with the literary. 39 But the 

39 This is what Davey says that he finds he was arguing 
f ~ r  in From There Here (1974), which is interesting, in 
view of his opening remarks in Survivinq the Paraphrase 
(19831, where he writes the following: 

It is a testimony to the limitations of Canadian 
criticism that thematic criticism should have 
become the dominant approach to English-~anadian 
literature, In its brief lifetime, Canadian 
criticism has acquired a history of being 
reluctant to focus on the literary work--to deal 
with matters of form, language, style, structure, 



difference between the sociological and literary 

characteristics of postmodernism can be resolved because, as 

Davey sees it, the two are compatible, even inseparable. 

Sociologically, this postmodernism is 
characterized by framentation and 
multi~lication, by the relativity of 
authority, by the problematic growth of 
global 'multi-national1 structures which 
paradoxically both alienate local 
humanity . . . and demand its assent and 
participation. In writing (understood 
not as the creation of literary objects 
but as one of society's many ways both 
of declaring itself and of conducting 
its ideological conflicts) it is 
characterized by a multiplicity of 
aesthetics and discourses, by decentred, 
discontinuous forms, by processes rather 
than structures. 

(Davey, 1988: 106; emphasis added) 

Apparently, Robert Kroetsch meets the socislogical and the 

literary requirements of postmodernism, for Davey seems to 

consider him a model postmodernist. In the essay in which 

he uses the "Future Indicativen conference on contemporary 

Canadian literary theory as a vehicle through which to 

"comment on the state of Canadian criticism, on its still 

and consciousness as these arise from the work as 
a unique construct. . . . Even the New Criticism's 
espousal of autotelic analysis did not muve 
Canadian critics in this direction. . . . 

Host of the weaknesses of thematic criticism 
stem from its origin in Arnoldian humanism, a 
tradition in which both the critic and the artist 
have a major responsibility to culture. . . . The 
focus of such criticism invariably rests outside 
the writing--on E1literature, "culture, '* [and so 
on]. (Davey, 1983b: 1-3) 
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frequent lack of awareness of its own assumptionsu (Davey, 

1988: 17), Davey posits "carnival and ViolenceM (1982) as 

the exemplary antidote to New Criticism, which "visibly 

elaborated and systematized elitist and paternalist views of 

university education," and to n[u]nitary theories such as 

those of Graff, Jung or Todorov [which] serve a residual 

humanism in our culture which would defend both a single 

concept of humanity and the efficacy of an analytical vision 

of knowledgen (11). 

Davey's call for changes in Canadian criticism is a 

constant in his writing, as, for example, in "Atwood Walking 

Backwardsw (1973; a review of Surfacinq and Survival), From 

Here to There (1974), "Surviving the Paraphrasew (1974), -- 

Surviving the Paraphrase (1983), the Introduction to Open 

Letter's Robert Kroetsch: Essavs (1983), and Readinq 

Canadian Readinq (1988). Responses to this call possibly 

include: the "Minus Canadianw issue of Studies in Canadian 

Literature (2.2, 1977), with the introduction ("Mandatory 

Subversion Manifesto: Canadian Criticism vs. Literary 

Criticism") in which Barry Cameron and Michael Dixon echo 

and expand upon Davey's comments in IfSurviving the 

Paraphrasew; the "Beyond Nationalismw issue of Mosaic (24.2, 

1981; "The Canadian Literary Scene in Global Perspectivew), 

with a preface by Robert Kroetsch; and the issue of Essays 

on Canadian Writinq (11, 1978) which includes a section on - 

Kroetsch as well as Russell M. Brownls "Critic, Culture, 

Text: Beyond ThernaticsM and an editorial in which Jack David 



and Robert Lecker respond favourably to Brown's article 

while adding that "[tlhe contents of this issue of Essays 9 

Canadian Writinq also demonstrate the exploration of 

critical areas beyond Brown's suggestionsw (6). 

As Barbara Godard points out in "Other Fictions: Robert 

Kroetschts Criticismw -- a paper describing "[tlhe history 
of Kroetschts publications1' as "the unfolding history of the 

'new new criticism1 of Canadian Literaturew (Godard, 1984: 

9) -- the debate between the old thematic criticism and the 
new new criticism crystallized in 1974, the catalyst being 

Frank Davey's "Surviving the Paraphrase." At that time, 

"the death of the subjectn (9) was the major focus of this 

debate, 3s it has continued to be throughout the almost two 

decades in which have emerged the various theories of 

Canadian postmodernism I have discussed. From the beginning 

of this 'controversy4 or \development,' the criticism, 

theory, and creative work of Robert Kroetsch has been and 

continues to be of paramount importance to everyone involved 

with Canadian postmodernism in literature. However, before 

considering Kroetsch's work se, I would like to look 

more closely at the attention his work has received from his 

colleagues throughout this turbulent period. 



Chapter Four 

'Field Notes': Robert Kroetsch and the Critics 

Robert Kroetschls criticism and creative writing were 

considered so influential in the \developmentg of ~anadian 

postmodernism that in 1978 a section of one number of Essays 

on Canadian Writj..nq was devoted to him, opening with his - 

review of Harrison's Unnamed Country (1977), followed by 

three articles on his fiction, and preceded by an editorial 

in which the editors herald the change in direction which 

sounds the death knell of thematic criticism, most of which, 

according to them, can be easily dismissed as "drossn (m 
1 5 6 ) .  Their gesture was repeated and very much enlarged 

when, in 1983 and 1984, Frank Davey and bp Nichol devoted 

two numbers of Open Letter to Kroetschss work, a single 

issue of his critical essays and a double issue of essays on 

his creative work. In his Introduction to the 1983 issue, 

Davey refers to Kroetsch's essays as "provocative 

incitements to readn (Davey, 1983c: 7), outstanding examples 

of postmodern criticism. He describes and applauds the 

essays, explaining why they are radically different from the 

criticism to which we had been accustomed. 

In [Kroetschfs] critical approach the 
text must inevitably be \misreads; 
Kroetsch treats it as a code subject to 
time and space, a code that changes as 
the moment of its creation recedes in 
time, as it moves from country to 
country, room to room; each reading 



occurs in a new spatio-temporal context; 
in each reading the text must interact 
with new circumstances, a new reader. 
To use Kroetschrs own terminology, each 
reading \reinventsv the text, each act 
of criticism responds not to an 
objectively existent and timeless 
textual object but to an evolving text 
and a subjective process of reading. 

Although these are anything but 
essays that invoke authority, other than 
that of their own perceptions, 
Kroetschvs occasional mention of 
Heidegger and borrowings from Derridian 
[sic] critical vocabulary 
(vdeconstruct'onv, \delayt, \trace1, 
\archaeologytio) tell us from what 
philosophical tradition his criticism 
springs . 4 1 (Davey, 1983c: 7) 

40 \Archaeologyv is not a Derridean but a Foucauldian 
term. Apparently, Davey equates Derridean deconstruction 
and Foucauldian archaeology, as do many other critics and 
theorists. (See, for example, Barbara Godard (1984), 
particularly page 8, where she lists both Foucault and 
Derrida under ~deconstructi~nism.~~) 

In wDeconstructing Derridartt Bernard Harrison 
describes the "basic statement of the critical theory of 
\deconstruction', as that term has come to be understood 
among English-speaking literary criticstv (Harrison, 1985: 

No text has a determinate meaning. 
A text, though it may refer to other texts, 
refers to nothing extratextual. 
Equally legitimate interpretations of a text may be 
incompatiblz with one another, or just have nothing 
in common. 
Since a text gives no access to the conscious states 
of its author, it gives no access So authorial 
consciousness tout court, and therefore cannot be 
taken as in any sense a communication from author to 
reader. 
The job of the critic is not to explain what a text 
means, but to elaborate it into a new text. (3) 

The defenders of this \new critical orthodoxyi recommend it 
wprimarily on philosophical grounds, and the philosophical 
support in question is taken to come most importantly from 
the work of Jacques Derridan (4; .  Harrison argues ,Lhat 
"Theses (1)-(5) can be shown to be strictly incompatible 
with Derridats philosophical position, if his work is read 



The much celebrated 'death of the authort has led to a 

theory of \misreadingt which is believed to be subversive of 

the privilege and authority traditionally granted to the 

author. But how subversive can a theory be if it merely 

transports authorial privilege, from the 

author to the reader? Neither the concept of the Subject 

nor its privileged status has in any way been displaced; we 

have merely accomplished a reversal through which the reader 

is now at the centre, and worse, the reader is invited, even 

encouraged, to indulge herself in readings which need not 

adhere to the 'text.' That is, Davey finds it commendable 

that the text tells a story that nis n ~ t  quite as Bob tells 

itw (Djwa (1979), quoted in Davey, 1983c: 7). 42 

Not long after Open Letter published the issues by and 

about Kroetsch, Arnold and Cathy Davidson took exception to 

Stan Fogells stating ''that the ~anadian novel is out of tune 

with the avant-garde tenor of the times and needs to be more 

experimentalw (Davidson and Davidson, 1984-85: 63). In 

as a connected body of thought, rather than just used as a 
convenient quarry from which to extract exhilaratingly 
sceptical obiter dictaM ( 4 ) .  He observes that w*[a]ctivel 
reading does not for Derrida . . . mean subjective readingn 
(22) of the sort which Davey here recommends. 

42 This 'active role* of the reader is also stressed by 
Linda Hutcheon, who attempts to dissolve the privilege of 
the subject by making the writer and reader co-producers of 
~aning: "Reading becomes an act of philosophical puzzling 
as well as one of co-creationm (Hutcheon, 1988a: 17); "The 
meaning of the past is not coherent, continuous, or unified 
-- until we [writers and readers] make it sow (16). So 
where is the discontinuity, fragmentation, and disunity that 
postmodernism celebrates if we writers and readers together 
produce 'coherent, continuous, unified meaning1? 



protesting against Fogells criticism by examining Gone 

Indian (along with Aquinls LtAnti~honaire) as an 

experimental, avant-garde novel, they quote from Kroetsch 

-- ''It is hard to hear a new voice, as hard as it is to 
listen to an unknown language. Where does the voice come 

from? What is it trying to tell us? Why do we resist 

hearing?It (Kroetsch (1978a), quoted in Davidson and 

Davidson, 1984-85: 163) -- noting that Fogel's 

preconceptions prevent him from hearing Itwhatever new voices 

may be sounding in the landw (163). They "argue that 

Aquin and Kroetsch are two of Canada's most impressive 

'L novelists (postmodern or otherwise)" and say they "have '-. 
chosen L'Anti~honaire and Gone Indian to represent . . . the 
originality of Canada's best experimental fiction" (164), 

fiction which 

eschews realism, linear plot designs, 
and conventional first- or third-person 
renditions of action and presentation of 
detail. . . . regularly employs 
deceiving and self-deceived narrators in 
order to test, in the fiction itself, 
the limits of fiction, of the word, of 
the world, . . . explore[s] the 
boundaries between present and past, 
history and fiction, teller and tale, 
story and silence. Particularly in 
their use of titles (which countermand 
any notion of simple 'labellingv), 
setting (the sense of place and no- 

43 It is probable that when the Davidsons submitted the 
article positing Kroetsch as an example of the Canadian 
avant-garde of which they claim Fogel is unaware, Fogells & 
Tale of Two Countries (1984) was not yet published. In that --- 
book, he devotes a chapter to Kroetsch as a "Figure of 
Rapprochementn whose work is experimental and 'new.' 



place), characterization (the I and the 
Other, the Not-I and the double who is 
and is not the Other), narrative 
structure (deconstructed), and ending 
(the anticlimax with which each text 
implodes), L'Anti~honaire and Gone 
Indian are . . . landmarks of Canadian 
experimental fiction. 
(Davidson and Davidson, 1984-85: 164) 

The Davidsons claim that "each author is passionately 

concerned with the \realityf of fiction and the 

\fictionalityn of everything else. . . . [Tlhey double- 
speak the same parodic language of fictive disorder" (176). 

That language of disorder, parody, and doubleness is exactly 

the \languagen that Kroetsch had described as postmodern in 

interviews and essays, '' the language which, according to 
the Davidsons, "indicates that Canada does have its avant- 

garde writers just where they should be -- out in front of 
the rest exploring through calculated transgressions the 

boundaries of fictionw (176) ... Boundaries. \The space 

between.' The Kroetschian paradigm which 'Iemerges when . . 
. matched pairs meet and interact. . . . [to produce] a 
borderline world rendered metaphorically as a 'double hookn 

. . . which place[s] the 'equally matched oppositesf . . . 
in relation to a . . . middle lineN (Lecker, 1986: 6). 

In the Preface to his book on Kroetsch, Robert Lecker 

also refers to the influence Kroetsch has had on our 

See, for example, Kroetsch in Kroetsch and Gravel, 
1970; Kroetsch, 1 9 7 1 ~ ;  Kroetsch, 1971f;  Kroetsch in Brown, 
1972; in Cameron, 1973; Kroetsch, 1974a; Bessai and 
Kroetsch, 1978; in Brahms, 1980; in Neuman and Wilson, 1982.  



readings of Canadian literature. 

Robert Kroetsch has transformed our 
perception of Canadian literature. A s  a 
novelist and poet he has articulated new 
visions of Canadian experience that are 
distinctly at odds with those held by 
any of his predecessors. And as a 
critic he has posed vital, challenging 
questions about Canadian writing that. 
have initiated a reexamination of the 
standards and perspectives from which 
Canadian literature is judged. 

(Lecker, 1986: \Preface1 n.p.) 

He refers to the criticst reading Kroetsch according to 

Kroetsch, ncting "the extent to which Kroetsciils own novels 

and narrative theories have influenced his criticsw (123). 

[Rlecent criticism of Kroetschls poetry, 
unlike the early commentary on his 
novels, tends to be inspired by 
Xroetschns curr nt critical 
pronouncements. ' We find 

45 I do not agree that early critics of Kroetschls 
novels did not read Kroetsch according to Kroetsch. For 
example, see ItRobert Kroetsch and his Novelsw (Ross, 1973), 
in which the entire commentary is directed by two quotations 
from Kroetsch, one from Creation and one from Alberta, 
These quotations reflect Kroetschls concern with "re- 
creating experience in languagew (101) and with "the process 
of namingw (108), concerns which had, at that time, also 
emerged in *The Canadian Writer and the Literary Traditionvt 
(1971) and ItWriting from Prairie Rootsn (1971). 

Also, see Wninventing StructuresN (Ann Mandel, 1978), 
in which Kroetsch is quoted in regard to the writer's 
responsibility to name, which has, by this time, become the 
writer s "task to unnamew (Kroetsch (1973h) , quoted in 
Mandel, 1978: 53). 'Naming by unnamingt and 'uncreating 
oneself into existence1 (56) are the inseparable topics of 
Wnhiding the Hidden," and Mandel1s discussion centres 
around Kroetschis proposed "radical invention of the 
Canadian's past, a decomposition of all systems of language 



poststructural and deconstructionist 
readings of his early poems, 
phenomenological rereadings of his long 
poems, reader-response critiques of his 
intertextual narratives, talk of 
fragments, diffgrance, and meaning 
deferred. My (partial) list is meant to 
suggest the extent to which an 
acconplished writer-theorist can instill 
a new critical vocabulary in a receptive 
audience. There is no question that 
this new vocabulary--and the radical 
theories it implies--does free our sense 
of text and allow us to see literature, 
and particularly Canadian literature, 
from entirely new perspectives. 

(Lecker, 1986: 123) 

Somehow, Lecker's lauding of the \new critical vocabulary,' 

'the radical theories it implies,' and the 'entirely new 

perspectives' from which Kroetsch has allowed us to view 

Canadian literature implies a sense of 'progresst which we 

also find in Kroetsch's writing. Another aspect of this 

same notion of progress is the informing principle of 

Leckerls book, an excellent study of Kroetschls work in 

which threaten to define him and his literature, an 
unlearning of myth, metaphor, tradition, an uninvention of 
the world, and an uncreation of the selfw (53) in "[a] 
demand for authenticityw which, Mandel claims, in accord 
with Kroetsch, l1is not a demand for explanationm (68). 

Furthermore, see "The Oral Tradition and Contemporary 
~iction" (Godard, 1977) for an example of a critic's using 
Kroetschls ideas about the oral tradition (from Kroetsch's 
coments in the Cameron interview (1978) and Creatios 
(1970)) as a basis for reading not only his work (The 
Studhorse -1, but also, the work of Robertson Davies, Roch 
Carrier, Anne Hgbert, and others. 

As I see it, the major difference between Kroetschls 
earlier and later critics is that the latter have laced 
Kroetschls larchaeological,l iintertextual,l and 
tdeconstructive' theory with citations from Foucault, 
Kristeva, Derrida, and so on. 
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terms of his 'development1 as a writer. Lecker discusses 

the novels in pairs, "with the obvious exception of Alibi, 

which has yet to be followed by its 'rcate"' (Lecker, 1986: 

21). Each pair is discussed in terms of one of Kroetsch's 

interrelated \principles1 or themes (such as 'the border,' 

\unnamingrl and so on), and his parallel development as a 

poet is discussed in the penultSmate chapter. In order to 

explicate his creative development, Lecker begins from the 

traditional premise "that there is an aesthetic centre in 

Kroetschls work, a crucial tension which haunts him and 

influences everything he writes. The terms used to describe 

this tension [terms such as 'borderr and so on] shift as 

Kroetschls art develops, but the basic situation remains the 

samew (148; emphasis added). Leckerls thesis is that 

Kroetschls work \developsr or 'progresses' in tandem with 

his abandoning the dualities which define the tension that 

is central to his theory and his creative writing -- an 
abandonment which Lecker sees as reaching a climax in Crow; 

yet Lecker describes that abandonment in terms which depend 

upon binaries and upon the victorious conclusion inherent in 

any notion of binary opposition: "the central narrator is 

gone, the text is disembodied, fabulation takes precedence 

over observation, innovation seems to winw1 (150; emphasis 

added). Paradoxically, he deems "Kroetschls weakest novelfr 

(150) to be Crow, the one in which he achieves that for 

which Lecker claims he had been striving; it is the weakest 

"because [Kroetschj kicks free too much, too oftenw (150). 



Lecker concludes that "[tlhis may be why [Kroetsch] returned 

to the predominantly binary form so central to Alibi, his 

first attempt to apply the concept of erotic delay to a 

full-length noveltt (150). 46 

This celebration of progress and the success with which 

it is necessarily associated -- notions perfectly in keeping 
with traditional metaphysical thought -- seem to me to 
cohabit rather uneasily with the postmodernistst declared 

rejection of metaphysicsv traditional (patriarchal, 

nationalistic, capitalistic) linear and exploitative cult of 

the individual, the Self, the Subject. However, the 

reverence with which Kroetsch regards progress (and success) 

is shared by most of his critics, from those whose work 

appeared as early as, for example, 1978, through Arnold and 

Cathy Davidson, who find Canada's "avant-garde writers just 

where they should be -- out in front of the restw (cited on 
8 3 ) ,  to those who publish even as I am writing. 

Geert Lernout praises the progressiveness of Kroetschvs 

work in an essay which studies Crow "as an example of a new 

novelistic form that follows the post-modernist 'novel of 

exhaustionv and that seems to be, at least partly, a 

reaction to itn (Lernout, 1985b: 52). According to Lernout, 

"the plot has all but disappearedu in the novel of 

exhaustionv (nouveau roman), whereas, in the new novelistic 

46 Peter Thomas also suggests that Crow is vlperhaps the 
end of one line of [Kroetsch8s3 developmentw (Thomas, 1980a: 
124). 
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form (no~veau nouvzau roman), the authors "fill every nook 

with plots, subplots, stories, bits of gossip. Their navels 

carry the seeds for a hundred potential novels and this 

makes them narcissisticw (52). 47 But these new narcissistic 

novels, unlike the older novels, do not concern themselves 

with wsubjective, urban experiencen ( 5 2 ) ,  and, Itwhile the 

earlier post-modern novel was predominantly intellectual . . 
. [and] self-conscious about its written quality, the [new 
form] is often explicitly rooted in oral traditionw (53). 

Although mltraditional' post-modern novels8* and the new 

post-modern novels are all "written from the point of view 

of a third-persor' narratorm -- which leaves me wondering how 
Lernout would categorize _The Studhorse Man and Gone Indian 

-- the new narrator "does not personalize himself either as 
writer of the fiction . . . or as first-person participant 
in the narrativetr (53). But finally and most importantly 

Itthe self-contained nature of the [new] novel . . . becomes 
clear in its apocalyptic ending: in one magisterial gesture, 

the author closes his story and dissolves the world he has 

createdn (53). How this magisterial gesture is possible for 

a narrator who 'does not personalize himselfs is 

inexplicable to me, as is Lernout's claim that the 'earlier 

post-modern novels,' concerned with 'subjective experience,' 

47 Interestingly, one of the chief characteristics of 
the novel of exhaustion was said to have been its 
narcissistic nature, See, for example, MacKendrick, 1978; 
Hutcheon, 1980; and Thomas, 1980b. 



are not narcis~istic.~~ However, these problems are not my 

concern. What interests me is the fact that postmodernism, 

for all its proponents1 talk of discontinuity, is every bit 

as caught up as modernism is with the idea of progress, and 

\progress1 is inseparable from notions of linearity and 

continuity as well as from the hierarchical structuring of 

binary pairs which makes possible the notion of 'success1 

over onegs own other (or one's precursors). 

Of course, the resolution of binary pairs is thought to 

be prevented by the postmodern (paradoxical) practice of 

asserting and subverting, and Robert Wilson alludes to that 

practice, referring to Robert Kroetschgs Alibi and Murray 

Bail's Homesickness; these texts ''are unmistakably national: 

they exude their national cultures. They also transcend 

their obvious national affiliationsgf (Wilson, 1988: 93). 

How is this postmodern celebration of \exudingt and 

\transcending1 different from the traditional critic's 

search for the \universalg in the \particulart or the 

\regionalg? 'Coherence in paradoxg has always been the aim 

of traditional criticism, as of all traditional thought -- 
the dialectical, metaphysical thought in which criticism 

48 Interestingly, Lernout discusses the narcissistic 
nature of the "nouveau nouveau romanw in terms of the 
typology developed by Linda Hutcheon to discuss metafiction, 
the novelistic form which Lernout claims the "new post- 
modern novelw succeeds. "The typology was first developed 
in an article in Poetisue, 29 (February 1977), 90-106, and 
then published as the first chapter of Narcissistic 
Narrative: The Metafictional Paradox [Hutcheon, 19801" 
(Lernout, 1985b: 63, fn. 3). 



grounds itself as the philosophy of literature. 

Similarly, Stephen Scobie discusses one of Kroetsch's 

poems in terms of 'signature as performative,' ending thus: 

It is . . . an act (of breath, of 
speech, of mourning) which Robert 
Kroetsch performs in the lovely poem 
"The Poet's Mother," which closes Advice 
to my Friends. "In the death of my 
mother, he writes, "I recite my name. 
My name: the name that lives on, the 
name of survival. It is (Kroetsch) the 
father's name; but in the mode of this 
poem, the mode of mourning, it is the 
mother's name, on which he lives. It 
comes back to him, revenant; it is what 
he comes back to. He comes back to it 
in order to recite it. He quotes the 
name, out of the archive and genealogy 
of mourning, a name which is already 
there. He requotes it, as a recitation, 
a name which is always already there. 
It is the site of quotation, the insight 
which incites us to write. 

(Scobie, 1989: 164-65) 

'The name of survival' is the survival of the father's name, 

the name \loanedf to the mother, the 'proper name' through 

which the son returns to the father, even as, by ascribing 

the father's name to the mother, the son figuratively 

'performs' the necessary parricide by which he is to achieve 

his 'proper,' self-sufficient identity. And he comes back 

to the 'mother's namet in order to cite it, recite it, say 

it, perform it, make it properly his own. On the 'site of 

quotation,' the omphalus at which the questing hero is 

inspired or \incitedf to write. Despite the lip-service 

Scobie pays to Derridals rigorous problematizing of the 
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metaphysical implications of the proper name, his conclusion 

is a perfectly traditional affirmation of the subjectivity 

and privileged Voice to which the postmoderns are devoted. 

Like other postmodern critics (not only Canadian), 

Brian Edwards equates Derridats thought with that of 

Barthes, Bloom, and Kristeva (Edwards, 1987a: 92). To his 

credit, he does differentiate between Derrida and Foucault 

(93), if only to posit Foucaultts archaeology as more 

\optimistict than Derridals deconstruction, in that it 

"emphasizes the possibility of locating the historical 

condition of signifiers and particular realities of 

discoursefe (93), thus providing lfprovisional insights into 

discursive formations and holds upon the play of textualityft 

(107). Edwards, like Davey and Kroetsch, is sufficiently 

embarrassed by the 'destabilisation of the signf to claim an 

interest only in provisional meaning, just as Hutcheon 

claims that Kroetschls binaries are only provisionally 

resolved (cited on 55) ,  and he, like all Canadian 

postmodernists, emphasizes process in an attempt to resist 

the closure and totalization that \meaningt implies (106). 

But Edwards and his colleagues do not recognize that 

traditional modes of thought are not as static as Kroetsch 

claims they are, Process has never been denied by 

metaphysics and, in fact, was stressed as strenuously by 

Hegel as it is by postmodern theorists. 

Also, like Kroetsch, Edwards equates Derridean 



\undecidabilityt with indeterminacy. 49 None of the 

postmodernists mentioned in this chapter recognizes that 

Derridats deconstruction is not Bloomts, that ~erridean 

\deconstructiont is not something one does to a text, 

whether one is a critic, a poet, or a novelist, and, 

finally, that 'recent critical methodologiest cannot be 

thought of as equivalent or identical with Derridats 

thought, because none of them -- for example, Foucaultts 
archaeology, Bloomts \anxiety of influence,' or Kristeva's 

\intertextualityt -- takes account of \~ndecidability.~ 
That Robert Kroetsch has been highly influential in 

$.efining or determining the shape of Canadian postmodernism 

is attested to by his colleaguest numerous accolades to him. 

Another sign of his privileged position is the alacrity with 

which his colleagues follow Walter Pache in hailing him as 

the major force behind Canadian postmodernist literary 

practices and theories. For example, Barbara Godard claims 

that ttKroetschls criticism led the wayv (Godard, 1987: 43) 

for Canadian deconstructive criticism. Also, in the 

Introduction to Future Indicative, the printed version of a 

conference on Canadian postmodern literary theory, John Moss 

says of the arrangement of the conferencets agenda that 

"[i]t seemed both reasonable and aesthetically pleasing to 

situate George Bowering and Robert Kroetsch at the beginning 

and the end of thingstt (MOSS, 1987: 2). So does Linda 

See particularly Kroetsch, 1989b and Edwards, 1985. 



Hutcheon \situate1 Robert Kroetsch \at the beginning and the 

end of things1 in The Canadian Postmodern. 

But of the many proofs of the esteem with which Robert 

Kroetsch's colleagues regard his ground-breaking work, not 

least is the tendency his critics to posit Kroetsch 

himself as the \authorityt according to whom his work is to 

be read. For example, his importance as a leading figure in 

contemporary Canadian literature led to Peter Thomas's 

excellent (Thomas, his 

work. Thomas follows the bent that Kroetsch's critics had 

followed and still continue to follow: that is, to read his 

work according to his own proclaimed intentions (and, for 

later critics such as Brian Edwards, according to his 

theoretical interests). Thomas's "wish has been to be true 

to Kroetschts imagination, as [Thomas understands] it, and 

to make [Kroetsch's] emphases [his]" (120). He goes on to 

say that 

Kroetsch is a self-consciously literary, 
eclectic and critically engaged writer 
whose main field of intellectual 
reference is to what, for want of a 
better term, is described as Post- 
Modernism. What that means, how 
Kroetschls imagination constructs its 
symbols, what the obsessive motifs are 
which control his sense of form -- these 
are the proper subjects, I believe, for 
a first critical account of his whole 
canon to date. (Thomas, 1980a: 120-21) 

Even though Thomas does not admire everything about 



Kroetsch's work, he concludes that Kroetsch "is a bold 

artist. . . . He is writing a comic anthropogeny that is 
also, in its constant formal renewal, a remarkable testament 

to creative vigourl' (Thomas, 1980a: 124) . 
Concomitant with the propensity of Kroetschls critics 

to cite him as the authority by which his works should be 

read is their unquestioning acceptance of his claim that the 

dialectic informing his work is never resolved. As Robert 

Lecker puts it: "Providing a conclusion . . . to a study of 
Robert Kroetschgs work is a contradiction in terms. More 

than any other Canadian writer, Kroetsch teaches us to 

50 See particularly IgChapter Fivetg (on Crow), where 
Thomas condemns what he sees as Kroetschgs misanthropy. 

In regard to Thomas's condemnation of this aspect of 
the novel, Lecker quotes him, agreeing that "the effect of 
the narrative 'is to weaken the value of individual lives, 
to ignore their existential weight in time, to insist upon 
their expendabilityrw (Lecker, 1986: 185). But Lecker notes 
that wThomasvs comment can only be seen as a critique if we 
accept the notion that characters must have 'existential 
weight in time,' that their individual lives ought to have 
'valuegv* (105). He defends Kroetsch's stance as follows: 

But Kroetsch repudiates this concept of character. 
His story insists that identity be freed from 
temporal structures; it implies that 'value' is a 
concept tied to a nineteenth-century view of the 
novel as a product of a materialistic culture in 
which everything . . . possesses a certain 
'worth.' We simply cannot apply these standards 
to Crow; in fact, one of the problems inherent in 
the novel is that it gives us few leads as to any 
standards we might apply. One thing is certain; 
to read Crow we must enter into its spirit of play 
and realize that it is possible to read without an 
end or message in mind. (105; emphasis added) 

Even while Lecker claims that Crow subverts the concept of 
value, he fails to notice that his own account of the novel 
privileges identity, the traditional value excellence. 
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question endings, to refuse summation, to open meaning up1' 

(Lecker, 1986: 148). Or, as Linda Hutcheon writes: 

Consciously postmodernist, the work of 
[Robert Kroetsch] makes an appropriately 
inappropriate ending to this study-- 
that is, I hope that its constant 
paradoxical combatting of the 
inevitability of closure will act as the 
analogue for this final chapterqs 
attempt to both tie up and unloose 
notions of the Canadian postmodern. 

(Hutcheon, 1988a: 160) 

In fact, most of the works on Kroetsch are, Pike Leckerls 

and Hutcheon1s, attempts to prove his claims for the open- 

endedness, the doubleness, and the paradoxes by which he 

says he resists 'the temptation of meaning1 and 'the tyranny 

of narrative,' with their inevitable privileging of one term 

of a binary pair and their closure, which is always already 

implied in the setting up of the opposition. Because of 

their acceptance of Kroetschls claims for his work, his 

critics are caught in precisely the same metaphysical bind 

in which he is caught -- in a dialectic which confirms 
metaphysical closure and the traditional conventions and 

values which he claims to subvert. 

However, because Derrida's thought and the notion of 

progress are infinitely incompatible, I find it most 

difficult to understand how critics who claim for Kroetschls 

work a 'Derridean postmodernism' also find in his 'Derridean 

stance1 the same concern for progress that his early critics 



discuss. One such baffling work is Daveyls Introduction to 

the issue of Open Letter devoted to Kroetschls essays, where 

he tells us of Kroetschls Derridean roots while applauding 

the progress marked by his critical essays. Another is the 

review of Excerpts (1986) in which Susan Rudy Dorscht begins 

with a quote from Kroetsch and follows critics of her time 

by invoking Derrida: "To borrow a term from Greg Ulmerss 

recent discussion of Jacques Derridals The Post Card, 

Kroetsch writes (in) 'post-postal letterss, (in) words -- 
excerpts -- which are the real world.'l5l Like Kroetsch, 

though, Rudy Dorscht is only interested in ~erridean thought 

insofar as she can modify it in such a way that it will fit 

into the mainstream, into the traditional pattern of thought 

by which she can claim that "Derridavs deconstruction of 

logocentrism . . . moves us into a post-postal age." 
Without the rigorous contextualizing of 'influence' and 

patriarchal authority that The Post Card undertakes, her 

appropriation of his comment (from Ulmer) serves to link 

Derrida with the traditional ideas of progress which she 

ascribes to Kroetsch's work and which she latches onto in 

\borrowing1 Ulmerls term slpost-postalss -- akin to 'post- 
postmoderns or nouveau nouveau roman. The \deconstructives 

flavour imparted by her catchy use of parentheses -- as in 
"(in) post-postal letters, (in) wordsIn "no exception (or 

should I say 'excerption ' ! ) , and Itthese (a-) partsw -- mixes 

*' Susan Rudy Dorscht. 1989a: 40; emshasis added. This 
is a one-page review, and all quotations are from page 40. 
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with Kroetschls claim that tl[a]utobiography is paradoxical: 

it frees us from selfn (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 209), in 

order that she may tell us that "[tlhese post-postal letters 

are not written by an expressive self, but by a Derridean, 

linguistically-decentred subject," whatever that might mean. 

And the progress implied by 'post-postalt finds its \proper1 

place in the final paragraph: 

Excerwts from the Real World is writing 
in a post-postal age. It offers, in 
Ulmerfs words, "a communication network 
without \destiny8 or \destination1 in 
which mail (messages) would be addressed 
only 'to whom it may concern1 -- a 
system which values \noise1 or 
\invention1 over transparent meanings.ll 

(emphasis added) 

A network. A system. A hierarchical system at that. Yet, 

Rudy Dorscht ends by telling us that Excerpts "exposes the 

philosophical assumptions behind the writing of 

autobiography [and] challenges the conventions of the postal 

era.'# (What postal era? Are we to read \the modern era'?) 

As it may. But, whatever Excerpts does, this review does 

nothing more and nothing less than to confirm the very 

\philosophical assumptionsf which Rudy Dorscht claims 

Kroetsch exposes in the work she here reviews. 

Similarly, in "The Carnival of Babel: The Construction 

of Voice in Robert Kroetschls \Out Westq Triptychn1 (awarded 

the George Wicken Prize for 1987), John Clement Ball brings 

full circle the very appropriation of deconstruction into 
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mainstream thought that Kroetsch's criticism and creative 

work achieves. In this essay, Ball insists that Vroetschfs 

purpose in Words can be seen as the deconstruction of the 

systems that have defined prairie literature, through the 

inteqration of dualities that have always defined 

separatenessw (Ball, 1989: 7; emphasis added). Like all of 

Kroetsch's critics, Ball takes at face value his claim that, 

in ~anadian literature, ~anadian life, and the ~anadian 

imagination, 'the old dualities' are always in a state of 

such equal balance that stasis is our first, middle, and 

last name. And Ball sees Kroetsch's dialectical resolution 

of those 'static' and 'equally balanced' contraries as a 

wdeconstructive approachIf (14, 15) which subverts the 

traditional conventions of the novel with a violence that is 

not meaningless, but in keeping with the tenets of "The 

Exploding Porcupine: Violence of Form in English-Canadian 

Fiction," an "essay that can be read as a postmodern 

manifestow (8). However, the violence which allows the 

integration or resolution that Ball discovers in these 

novels is the violence of metaphysics, the violence by which 

'the old dualitiesi are always inevitably posited in a 

hierarchical relationship which allows the privileged term 

or self to appropriate its other within itself. The 

'deconstructive approach' which Ball describes is precisely 

the work of dialectic, or logic, which allows and requires 

the quest of the Self: the very basis of traditional Western 

thought. And Ball explicates meticulously how this work of 



the negative -- which allows the Other tb be negated in 

order that dialectic may resolve logical contradiction - -  is 
accomplished in Kroetsch's 'Out West' triptych. 

As we might expect, and I think he is correct in this, 

Ball describes Kroetschts working out of what he and others 

call Kroetsch's deconstructive approach (and what I call his 

traditional dialectical approach) as an ontological process 

accomplished through Voice. Ball sees Johnnie as initially 

characterized by silence, but, at the conclusion of the 

opening scene, Johnnie speaks, promising that it will rain. 

He "has by these few spontaneous words--and this is borne 

out by the events of the novel--turned himself from a nobody 

into a some body^^ (4). He is initially "the silent link 

between Applecart's disembodied voice and the ears of the 

c~mrnunity,~' but when he speaks, he "cuts off Applecart's 

words, and replaces them with his own" (4) . His act is Ita 

creation of the self ouQ of silence," and ''there is an 

unusual correspondence . . . between the level of story and 
the level of bookw (5-6), the story being Johnnie's and the 

book being Kroetsch's. The "I-creator (Johnnie as narrator) 

and the I-created (Johnnie as character) . . . become 
identicalw (6; emphasis added). Moreover, 

there is an association of the two 1's 
in the same way that there is an 
association of the levels of story and 
its telling. . . . Words is in fact 
about this very kind of unity--the 
bringing together of normally separate 
things, the resolution of dichotomies or 



dualities. . . . Kroetsch is bringing 
horse and house, male and female, 
together, and in ways that do not 
diminish the man's heroic stature or 
threaten the integrity sf his role as 
cowboy, orphan, and outlaw. 

(6-7; emphasis Ball's and mine) 

Similarly, in the second novel of the trilogy: 

[b]y turning the story of another man's 
life into the story of his own, 
[Demeter] defines himself. . . . By 
speaking himself into existence as 'D. 
Proudfoot, Studhorse Man1 (156), he 
achieves a personal intesration that is 
completely self-contained, and he does 
it through nothing more nor less than an 
act of narrative. (13; emphasis added) 

That is, by means of an oral appropriation of his other, 

Demeter achieves a self-identical, self-sufficient Self: the 

goal of all quests. And in Gone Indian, Madham "takes 

possession of Jeremy's story and uses it as a vehicle to 

construct, or at least reinforce, his own reality" (15). 

Ball notes that, in all three novels, "a version of 

carnival serves as a focal event, and as a turning point in 

the progress of the central characterN (19; emphasis added), 

and that tlKroetsch comes close to the carnivahization of the 

prairie itselfw (20). The prairie is, to Kroetsch and his 

critics, a frontier, a "new place, as the boundary between 

known and unknownw (20). As such, as "a natural location 

for the becominq world of carnival., it is also a natural 

metaphor for the larger place of which it is a part: the 

new, becominq country sf Canada with its new becominq 
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literaturew (20; emphasis added). With this emphasis on 

process, which Kroetsch and other theorists consider one of 

the most dominant characteristics of Canadian postmodernism, 

the stage is set for what Brian McHale describes as the 

postmodern shift from an epistemological to an ontological 

dominant and for what John Clement Ball describes as Robert 

Kroetschvs vrintensely nationalistic critic[ism] of Canadian 

literaturew (I), 

However, before considering Kroetschvs critical essays, 

I would like to expand upon the relationship between him and 

his critics. I have argued that most critics of Kroetschls 

work read the work according to his theoretical 

pronouncements and that they accept at face value his claim 

that, in his \deconstructive appr~ach,~ the binary 

oppositions with which he is fascinated are never resolved. 

The point of my citing and analyzing some of these readings 

has been, in this chapter, to show how influential Kroetsch 

has been to notions of Canadian postmodernism. Now, I would 

like to consider some studies of Alibi, to discover (1) how 

Kroetschvs \deconstructivel critics have accepted his 

'deconstructive intentr at face value, and (2) how both his 

and their own thorough grounding in traditional modes of 

thought leads them to produce traditional thematic readings 

of the novel, even while they \intendg to explicate its 

deconstructive features, 



Chapter Five 

'Learning the Herof: Alibi and the Critics 

Because this dissertation offers a deconstructive 

reading, it is reasonable to expect that one of its \aimsf 

would be to engage in a debate with traditional literary 

criticism, not to annihilate it, but to trace its limits and 

to subvert its pretensions to mastery, to write it: 

In the space in which is posed the 
question of speech and meaning. I try 
to write the question: (what is) meaning 
to say? Therefore it is necessary in 
such a space, and guided by such a 
question, that writing literally mean 
nothing. Not that it is absurd in the 
way that absurdity has always been in 
solidarity with metaphysical meaning. 
It simply tempts itself, tenders itself, 
attempts to keep itself at the point of 
the exhaustion of meaning. To risk 
meaning nothing is to start to play, and 
first to enter into the play of 
diffgrance which prevents any word, any 
concept, any major enunciation from 
corning to summarize and to govern from 
the theological presence of a centre the 
movement and textual spacing of 
differences. (Derrida, 1981d: 14) 

~raditional criticism, its history inaugurated (like that of 

literature) by Aristotlecs production of the concept of 

literature in the Poetics (in the aftermath of Plato8s 

determination of poetry as mimesis), proclaims the priority 

and precedence of the imitated over imitation and perceives 

literature as "reducible to its signified, its message, the 



truth it expressesw (Gasche, 1986: 256). The self-effacing 

and deferential doubling of literature in the form of 

critical commentary is rooted in the "history of philosophy, 

determined as the history of the reflection of poetic 

inauguration" (Derrida, 1978b: 28). This link to philosophy 

explains "the security with which the commentary considers 

the self-identity of the text, the confidence . . . [which] 
goes hand in hand with the tranquil assurance that leaps 

over the text toward its presumed content, in the direction 

of the pure signifiedft (Derrida, 1974: 159) . 
However, my \debatet is not with traditional criticism 

per s. (That \debater has been raging in Canadian letters 

at least since 1974, when Frank Davey declared war on 

thematic criticism). Rather, I am concerned with the 

Canadian postmodernistsl claim that their criticism is 

neither traditional nor thematic, but deconstsuctive. If, 

by saying \decanstructive,~ they mean to say that their 

criticism is somehow aligned with Derridean thought -- and 
they dos2 -- I am convinced that their claim is unfounded; 

their criticism is based upon a notion of intentionality 

that is ultimately and essentially phenomenological. 5 3 

52 See, for example, Davey, 1983c, 1988; Edwards, 1985, 
1987a, 1987b; Rudy Dorsaht, 1987, 1988b, 1989a; Godard, 
1984; Hutcheon, 1988a, 1988b. 

53 Barbara Godard notes that, in the early seventies, 
"[i]n English Canada, as elsewhere, a debate was taking 
place over the death of the subject, between phenomenology 
and structuralism. A certain division between North 
American and European influences on phenomenology and 
structuralism has tipped the balance in favour of the 
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All twentieth century notions of subjectivity reflect 

the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl. In his last book, The 

Crisis of European Sciences Transcendental Phenomenolosv 

(1970), Husserl describes the \crisisr of the sciences as an 

ever widening gap between technology and human needs -- a 
gap which has been created by an emphasis on methodologies 

and \facts1 which is so extreme that the sciences have 

abandoned their subjective origins -- and he offers his 
transcendental phenomenology as an antidote. He proposes 

that the 'natural attituder (the unexamined assumptions 

through which the world of objects appears to exist 

independently from consciousness) must be \bracketedf or 

suspended in order that the phenomenologist can describe 

what appears immediately to her consciousness, free of any 

interpretation. However, to assume that \purer description 

is possible is to presuppose that \beingr consciousness 

and that consciousness is intentional. As HusserP says, 

"the basic characteristic of being as consciousness, as 

consciousness of something, is intentionalitvrr (Husserl in 

Taylor, 1986: 123). But this is to say that, rather than 

receivins objective sensations, consciousness produces them, 

and objectivity, as such, is a subjective construct. Thus, 

the distinction between Descartesr res cositans and res 

extensa is dissolved, and Husserl resolves objectivity in 

subjectivity through a dialectical gesture which considers 

formern (Godard, 1984: 9). 
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consciousness to be immediately and unmediatedly present to 

its intentional phenomena. (Incidentally, Kusserl never 

attempts to \brackett the phenomenologically reduced 

consciousness, which he also calls the 'transcendental 

subjectt and \primordial intuiti~n.~) 

According to Husserlts phenomenology, the only absolute 

given is the transcendental subject (consciousness), and the 

'objectt or the \othert must be an extension and reflection 

of the self. Phenomenology is a philosophy of presence and, 

as such, is both solipsistic and irrevocably bound by 

notions of the absolute, of essence, of teleology, and so 

on. As a philosophy of presence, it is also dialectical, 

premised upon a series of hierarchically structured binary 

pairs, the resolution of which ensures the repression of 

difference and/or otherness. As Mark Taylor says: "The 

absolute knowledge made possible by the phenomenological 

reduction of difference to identity in subjectivityts full 

knowledge of itself realizes Western philosophyts dream of 

enjoying a total presence that is undisturbed by absence or 

lackw (Taylor, 1986: 3). 

In the previous chapter, I noted that most of Robert 

Kroetschts critics have read his creative work in the light 

of theoretical pronouncements he has made in critical essays 

and interviews. One result of this tendency is that, in 



studies of Kroetschls work, great emphasis is placed on 

Kroetschts intention -- usually described as subversive or 
\deconstructive. 15* This emphasis on intention has two 

major ramifications: most critics are predisposed to find in 

the work whatever it is that they believe Kroetsch intends 

to be there; and this emphasis an intention is inextricably 

bound up with a mode of thought governed by Husserlss 

transcendental subject and is unavoidably aligned with 

Hegel's notion of the Understanding as the power which 

dissolves, in order that the True may be achieved in a 

reflection in otherness within the self. The ironic result 

is that critics who attempt to show how his \deconstructive' 

intentions are carried out in his novels are, like Kroetsch, 

caught in a systein of thought which necessarily commits them 

to finding in the work the very conclusions or resolutions 

which they say he resists. 

Like his earlier work, Alibi has evoked criticism which 

is centred upon the themes and the postmodern theoretical 

concerns most important to him -- the theme of the quest, 
sexuality, the kunstlerroman, parody, paradox, ambiguity/ 

doubling, and the status of the concept in a postmodern mode 

of thought which rejects systems, continuity, and 

54 AS the reader will have noticed, by comparing the 
foregoing discussion of phenomenology with Chapter Two's 
explication of Derridean deconstruction, the notions sf 
intsntion and deconstruction are mutually exclusive; there 
can be no such \thingt as a 'deconstructive intention.' 



wholeness. 55 For example, Alberto Manguel Is early review of 

the novel emphasizes "the theme of the quest (dear to 

Kroetsch)" and argues that "Alibi can be defined as a 

parodic quest in which neither the Language, nor the 

characters nor the story itself is convincingw (Manguel 

(1983), quoted in Lecker, 1986: 108). 

Robert Lecker argues that, because Manguel perceives 

Alibi's treatment of the quest theme to be parodic, and 

because the novells textual erotics thwart Manguells 

preconceived notions of the quest as well as his desire "to 

see the act before us resolved, fictionally, into closureN 

(log), he necessarily Nmisunderstands Kroetschls intentional 

ambiguity throughout Alibi, a radical ambiguity that . . . 
renders parody irrelevantw (108) -- which is interesting, in 
view sf Hutcheon's emphasis on parody as an important 

55 Not all criticism of Alibi can be said to intend to 
find Kroetschts 'postmodern intention' borne out in his 
work, but I am primarily concerned with that which does. 
However, Eva-Marie Kroller is one critic of Alibi who enjoys 
an intellectual independence by virtue of which she avoids 
the pitfalls encountered by those who tout the postmodern 
'deconstructive intention8 of "Slippery Saint Kroetsch. The 
exploderw (Lecker, 1984a: 84). In "History and Photography 
in Robert Kroetschts Alibi," Kroller suggests that 

Kroetsch confronts the issue of 'the anxiety of 
infl~ence.~ . . . [and] integrates it into Dorf's 
healing self as one of his options. . . . At the 
end of the novel, Dorf . . . has learnt that his 
own--and collective--history is not a question of 
Manichean opposites . . . , but of a responsible 
acceptance of human ambiguity and weakness. 

(Kroller, 1984: 73) 

Interestingly, the \deconstructivel critics of this novel 
are also much concerned with \Dorf1s healing self1 and with 
'a responsible acceptance of human ambiguity and weakness.' 
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feature of postmodern fiction. Lecker argues that the novel 

accomplishes "a denial of desireft (108). Like Peter Thomas, 

he considers Crow to be a turning point in Kroetschts 

development; he finds in "our unfulfilled desire to find out 

what the crow saidtt an emphasis on Itthe connection Kroetsch 

makes between desire and all that remains textually, 

erotically, unrevealed. In Alibi this play between the 

unrevealed and the revealed becomes a structural focus. We 

must read it with a new sense of con/text in mindtt (105) -- 
a context of desire inspired by Kroetschts interest in the 

work of Julia Kristeva and, particularly, Roland Barthes. 

Textual erotics seems to be a means by which ambiguity, 

the quest (with its sexual component), and voice are 

integrated in such a way that the erotic pleasure of 

intermittence (105) 'lean embarrass the text's return to 

morality, to truth: to the morality of truth; it is an 

ablique, a drag anchor, so to speak, without which the 

theory of the text would revert to a centered system, a 

philosophy of meaningn (Barthes (1975), quoted in Lecker, 

1986: 109). To discuss the operation of textual erotics in 

Alibi, Lecker excavates ideas from Kroetsehts earliest 

essays: "In defying this \centered system' Kroetsch is 

characteristically pulled two ways at once: he will 

decreate, demythologize, uninvent, unhide, undo, while he 

creates, remythologizes, invents, hides, puts on, covers up. 

Cover up: alibiw (109). According to Lecker's reading, 'the 

old dualities1 are still present in a \textual eroticst 
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governed by a metaphysical system which privileges voice as 

that which allows the self to become freely and immediately 

present to itself, as IwKroetschts belief that 'the fiction 

makes us realw takes on new resonancen (112). 

According to Eecker, Alibi is an expression of 

Kroetschts "desire to undo the text," and that desire lwis 

part of his deconstructive intent, his desire to shed 

received meaning and return to naked sourcetw (109). The 

intent is to return to an original source, to pure 

beginnings, to "the various forms of desire which, Dorf 

suggests, lie at the root of true creative understandingw 

(115; emphasis added). We find that "Dorf describes the 

governing metaphor of his quest when he asserts that \we 

all...desire our way back to the source of all desire, the 

sun itselfwt1 (112). Dorfws desire to pursue source is Itpart 

of the deconstructive energy that prompts him to pursue 

desirewt (112) and his pursuit of "sources, beginnings, 

process, and dreamwt are antithetically opposed to Karen's 

pursuit of "endings, completion, atasis, documentationN 

(613). And so they are, particularly if, as Lecker 

suggests, Karen is Dorfts Itother halft1 (113), his alter ego. 

However, to posit any two sets of \goalsw or terms as thesis 

and antithesis is to present them as logical opposites which 

will inevitably be resolved through the negative, ultimately 



unifying, work of dialectic.56 It is, in Kroetschvs case, 

the first step toward the reversal by which he rejects 

history and endings in favour of an archaeological pursuit 

of beginnings. It is to embark upon a quest for the pure, 

true, and lost origin which, by virtue of the quest, becomes 

the goal, the end, telos. It is an old story. 

Despite Leckervs claim that ItDorf signifies his role as 

an agent of deconstruction in one ~roetschian sense--that of 

moving against closure and resolutionn (112) and, despite 

his excellent analysis of the "three distinct narrative 

linesm (115) which are  consciously engineered--by Karen-- 

to destroy each other, one building a \storyv while the 

other destroys it, one framing an image while the other 

negates the framevv (116), he ultimately argues that this 

novel accomplishes something other than what he claims 

Kroetsch intends. That is, the valorization of desire, 

absence, and voice reaffirms our conventional notions of the 

self, of the 'realized through fiction1 subject for which 

metaphysical thought quests. Lecker claims that Kroetsch 

"will not reveal all, will not satisfy our desire, simply 

because desire satisfied is desire negatedw (110), which 

implies that desire is some concrete, self-sufficient 

\thingv which can be negated or subsumed by its other. 

56 AS Eva-Marie Kroller puts it, IvDorf and Karen come 
together in their desire for the absolutevv (Kroller, 1984: 
75). And Iteven the overall structure of Alibi contains, 
embedded in numerous cues of openness and alternative, 
evidence of sameness masked as difference1* (76). 



Lecker confirms the implication that desire has been 

reified, saying that "Dorf seeks desire itselfw (112; 

emphasis added). To him, \desire1 is but another name for 

Presence, the immediate and self-sufficient Presence which 

is always desired by metaphysical thought -- the 'centered 
system8 this novel is said to resist -- and absence 
 accounts in large part for the production of desirew (117). 

By defining Isaction by its absencew (118) and "[b]y defining 

Dorfls actions in terms of negatives . . . Karen invites us 
to concentrate on the absence she is evokingw (117); that 

is, she endeavours to make that absence present. 

And Presence is to be attained through Voice. As 

Lecker says, I1Dorf suggests that talking and touching are 

equivalent, and, moreover, that this equivalence must be 

establishedn -- that is, the two must be resolved in an 
identity -- "before intimacy, which is an intimacy of 
telling, can evolve. Talking and telling become erotic 

activities linked to the notion of desirem (108) in this 

novel which tells us that "[ylou invent yourself each time 

you sit down to make an entryg1 (Kroetsch (1983~)~ quoted in 

Lecker, 1986: 121), and Voice attains Presence through 

Kroetschls achieving an equivalence (identity) Itbetween . . 
. the two controlling motifs of Dorf1s journalv1: 

Itthe first poem, the first poem of all, 
was the cry of the osprey. Gwan-Gwan. 
I remembered it, then, even then, 
hearing the osprey; and I marveled at 
the acuracy [sic] of the 



transliteration, from bird voice into 
humanw (238). Since an equivalence is 
established here between bird and book 
we can assume that the ospreys' flight, 
their own search for fulfillment, will 
have a direct effect on Dorf's own 
desire for freedom. Indeed, we find in 
the final lines of Alibi, the successful 
flight of the ospreys allows Dorf to be 
optimistic about his own condition and 
fate. (Lecker, 1986: 120) 

Dorf is optimistic about his fate because "[tlhese ospreys 

are messengers for the undone world that Dorf so desperately 

wants to enter--a world divorced from history, society, and 

rules--one in which he would be free to take the plunge, 

even into nothingnessw (119). *' Nothingness, absence made 

present, the indifference into which Sadness plunges in Gone 

Indian: God. Dorf is optimistic about "the possibiity [sic] 

of spiritual (and narrative) rebirth in a world tied to 

sources, startsm (112). 

Just as Lecker's article is centred in a reified notion 

of desire, so is Stan Fogel's reading centred in a reified 

notion of language, despite his opening: "'we are all 

exiles,' (p. 151; cf. Kroetsch's But & Exiles) 

displaced, most acutely, . . . from logocentrism, and denied 
what Thomas Pynchon has called 'the direct epileptic Words 

and 'pulsing stelliferous meaning1" (Fogel, 1984b: 233). 

57 Cf. Gone Indian: ''And they rode away seeking 
NOTHING, They sought NOTHING. They would FLEE everythingm 
(Kroetsch, 1973c: 156). As Stan Fogel notes, t*Kroetsch's 
novels are strewn with characters who are in flight, 
literally and metaphorically, from confinement of all kindsu 
(Fogel, 1984b: 236). 



Underpants flesh out this motif in 
Alibi, but are, of course, no substitute 
for, or rather, are only a substitute 
for the flesh beneath. . . . For 
Kroetsch . . . the play of language and 
consummation, word and world, is an 
intricate one, a Derridean replication 
of substitutions that always ensnares 
man in alibis. (Fogel, 1984b: 233) 

Fogel argues that "the \doom in languaget . . . in the 
lexicon sf . . . Alibi, is that it is all alibitt (233) and 
that "Dorf writes out his story (history) knowing that it is 

alibi, catachresistt (240). Therefore, he claims, "DorfPs 

dilemma is not naively solvedtt (240), and the   illusory 

quality of language as a transparent mediumtt (240) is 

exposed as illusory. 

However, in view of the intimate connections drawn in 

this novel between talking and touching, or language and sex 

-- connections which, according to Lecker, establish their 
\equivalencet -- it is obvious that Fogel inadvertently 
argues against himself, concluding that ttDorfts bliss, in 

the mud, with the octupus, is always an inarticulate, which 

is to say a non-divisive, onem (240): that is, a complete, 

whole, self-identical one. \Languaget may be (nothing but) 

alibis, undergants, substitutions, but sex is 'the flesh 

beneath,' the real thing, the lanauaae that is the \ground,' 

\source,' or \end1 for which \languaget substitutes. Fogel 

engineers a Kroetschian reversal through which that which is 

to be resisted finds itself by means of a resolution through 

which the ostensibly denied term achieves full and immediate 



presence in its 'opposite,' and diffgrance is repressed 

while \languaget comes back to haunt us with a new, unspoken 

name. Again, logocentrism is reaffirmed, the very 

logocentricism from which Fogel says Alibi displaces us. 58 

In Alibi, the doubling of characters which occurs in 

all of Kroetschls novels, from the ego and alter ego 

relationship between Peter Guy and Hornyak in Exiles to the 

two Annas in Badlands, is repeated and intensified: 

the subtle doubling of voicing that 
occurs through the ironic tension 
between heading and chapter [a tension 
achieved by Vhe intrusion of a third 

58 Susan Rudy Dorscht also claims that Alibi displaces 
or undermines logocentrism -- with the concepts of "self, 
text, event, truthw that are inherent in logocentrism -- by 
means of a self-reflexivity that gginforms the reader of 
[~libi's] own deconstructive potential1' (Rudy Dorscht, 1987: 
82). She tells us that the novel "offers within itself a 
narratology that plays with the most seductive elements of 
deconstructive theoryg1 (82), but the idea of the 'novel 
itself1 leaves the concept of 'the textt unproblematized, as 
we see in the following statement: 

If there are events, in this anti-narrative they 
are textual events, scenes of writing and 
rewriting. By calling into question the identity 
of the narrator and positing many levels of 
narrative as scenes of writing, the text subverts 
our attempts at easy description of its 
construction; the text is about the processes of 
its own construction. (82; emphasis added) -- 

Or, in the revised version, "the text is about the processes 
of constructionm (Rudy Dorscht, 1988b: 161). We are back to 
iCroetschgs obsession with 'capturing process, with beinq as 
becoming -- the Heideggerian complicity with Hegel1s 
(bothland) process/product. The notion of an 'anti- 
narrative1 is inescapably bound up with the negative, with 
the \scienceg of narratolosv and with the losocentric 
concerns of the familiar patterns of thought which Rudy 
Dorscht claims Alibi deconstructs. 



person in the often sarcastic chapter 
headingsm into a first-person narrative] 
becomes the formal analogue of the 
entire doubling structure of a novel 
whose protagonist, named after two 
grandfathers with the same name, is 
Billy Billy Dorfen (or, in full, William 
William Dorfendorf). His two daughters 
are named Jinn and Jan, suggesting both 
Ying and Yang and Jules & Jim, perhaps. 
Dorf is a man with two lives and two 
lovers; things happen to him in twos, 
even attempts on his life. . . . 
Typically postmodern, though, the 
novel's doubles stay separate. 

(Hutcheon, 1988a: 177) 

In fact, one might say that permutations. of \doublinga 

proliferate even more broadly than Hutcheon suggests, in 

that the 'already doubledt Dorf is the \doublet or even 

\alibit of Deemer, who may be seen as representing the 

ordering impulse we find in professorial or writing-oriented 

characters such as Demeter, Madham, and Liebhaber. Deemer 

is the collector, but Dorf is his agent; Deemer desires and 

pays for the items and collections constituting his 

Collection, but Dorf seeks out the desired objects and makes 

the transactions through which Deemer gains property. 

Also, Dorf indeed has two lovers, but Julie is Deemerts 

"dangerous ladyw (178), and Karen is, like Dorf, his 

employee. Thus, Karen is also an 'alibi' for Deemer, an 

agent who imposes order on randomness by creating the 

documentary he commissions. Moreover, Dorf becomes involved 

in "a bizarre sex triangle with Julie and a dwarf doctor, 

Manuel de Medeiros. Not content with the Dorf/dwarf verbal 



doubiingtW the Dorf/Deemer doubling, and the Dorf/Karen 

doubling, "Dorf repeatedly links Manny to his other woman, 

Karen Strike, who shares his blond hair and narrative 

connotations of voyeurism, sex, and dangersf (179). But this 

is not a sexnal triangle, except in the most \innocents 

terns; that is, "the three of us became inseparable. . . . 
We talked. And, having talked, having spoken, we touched, 

our fingers joining into the conversation. We touched each 

other's hands, shook hands even at my instigation, as a kind 

of congratulationfi (Kroetsch, 1983c: 130). When this 

intimacy becomes overtly sexual, the endlessly proliferating 

possibilitites of \doublingf are evoked -- "It was the 
marvelous possibilities of our little triangle that gave me 

no rest from desiref1 (130) -- and immediately revoked: 

Manny had found his seeking; and I 
pushed to her hot, demanding hand, the 
whispered heat of her taking; the 
pillowed call; we gave attendance, Manny 
and I, to the sly ritual of her 
pleasure; we the attendant rut, doubled 
and one, the drowning of our voices into 
the long and meditated cry, the 
delicious scream of her outraged 
pleasure. 

(Hutcheon. 1988a: 129; emphasis added) 

The three-way relationships -- Dorf/Deemer/Julie, Dorf/ 
Deemer/Karen, DorfJManny/Julie, and so on -- are necessary, 
because the triptych facilitates the self-reflection 

inherent in the 'thesis, antithesis, synthesis1 operation of 

dialectic, or, as Dorf says, "only in a triangle does desire 



know itselfn (133; emphasis added). However, when the 

triangular relationship is overtly sexual, as with Dorf, 

Manny, and Julie, theirs is a meeting of two strictly 

heterosexual men with one woman, with Dorf controlling his 

machismo jealousy by fantasizing that he is frolicking with 

'his two lovers,Qoth female: "1 felt not the slightest 

touch of jealousy. Indeed by pretending just slightly that 

Manny was Karen,. . . I was able to add a further dimension 
to our already outrageous joy1' (130); or w[s]ometimes, lying 

on one side of Julie, I would conceive a great passion to be 

lying on the other. I needed to be twice myself" (142). 

Heaven forbid that this menase 5 trois should condone 

homosexuality, even though homosexuals are one of the groups 

of 'ex-centricst which Hutcheon claims is finally given 

voice in postmodern works. Also, to be 'twice myself' is to 

posit the other as one's own other, in order that the self 

may appropriate the other within the Self. 

The male/female dichotomy, a constant in Kroetsch's 

novels, is resolved in the hermaphrodite, the figure who 

"draws 'an opening*, a figure of female genitalia on 

[Dorf's] head, '[als if he'd figured a way to escape the 

worldtn (180) -- to become, as Lecker writes, 'free to take 
the even into (cited 

'Or enter it1 (p. 166). . . . In 
accepting all the dualities and 
anhivalences that constitute life, Dorf 
can then begin to construct himself 
ar lew,  literally, out of mud ['the 



elemental conjunction of water and 
earth1]. He breaks the rules of the 
spa: he exits naked but \decently coated 
in mud1 (p. 177) , is reborn as part of 
nature, and then re-enters the cave to 
plunge into the mud, but this time 
during the women's hour. This rather 
obvious return to the womb results in 
another of Dorfls sexual experiences 
fraught with symbolic value, but this 
time the mud and the women offer love 
and life, not threats of death. 

This is no final resolution of the 
ambivalences of the novel, however. 

(Hutcheon, 1988a: 180; emphasis added) 

In the face of this denial of final resolution, Hutcheon 

goes on to say that, at 

Deemer1s perfect spa . . . Deadman 
Spring. . . . Dorf works out his 
salvation. In a parodic inversion of 
Ulysses and the Cyclops, Dorf gives a 
nameless, one-eyed man one of his 
doubled names (Billy Billy), and his 
cure and curing seem to begin. Dorf 
must be led from his initial vision of 
life . . . to an acceptance of the body 
and its desires as also good and 
natural. 5 9  It is important that, up to 
now, what has been associated with these 
same natural qualities is the act of 
writing. . . . Writing remains the core 
of the novel, both in theme and in form. 
Desire exists in word as well as deed: 
\To be intimate. To intimate1 (p. 136). 
He tries to explain to Julie once that 
to touch is to talk: \Intimacy is, 
finallv, an intimacy of tellingt (p. 
136). Hence the journal; hence the 
novel. (180-91; emphasis added) 

59 Cf . l1 [B] y inhabiting his version of Plato s cave. 
Dorf also inhabits, finally, his own self and his history. 
The cave has two tunnels which are subterraneously joined, 
much in the way in which the two halves of Dorfts self are 
beginning to accept each otherw (Kroller, 1984: 76). 



Sex is traditionally associated with the quest and with 

writing, and, to Kroetsch, writing is telling. Writing and 

speech are 'equivalent,' because speech is privileged while 

writing is considered to be a fall away from speech, and 

writing can, therefore, be subsumed within speech. 

After Deemer ("a punningly parodic re-DeemerN (181)) 

arrives at Deadman Spring, "the cave in the ground becomes 

inverted into the cosmic 'final black hole' in which 

touching as telling takes on its full scope of meaningw 

(181) in an orgy of touching/telling during which, as "we 

learn in the last journal entries," Dorf was "violatedw 

(181). Then, he retreats "away from the bowels of the earth 

[underworld] to a cabin on a cliff in the woods," where he 

lfcomposes the narrative we have just read. But the last 

pages are pure journal and as such work to contest 

traditional novelistic closure; they provide no neat, 

satisfying ordering or resolving, in short, no overtly 

fictionalized endn (Hutcheon, 1988a: 181; emphasis added). 

'Pure journal' working 'to contest closuref in that 

these journal pages are "said to be not yet ordered or 

novelized, not yet reworked into narrative, structured and 

interpreted by hindsightw (181). Certainly, these pages are 

said to be not submitted to Karen's 'conscious engineering' 

(see 110), but, if Dorf 'composes the narrative,' how can we 

believe they are not 'interpreted by hindsight' or 'not yet 

reworked into narrative'? We can believe this, if we desire 

to believe that these journal pages do not represent but 



the full and immediate attainment of \creativity at its 

source' (see 109) and of the Presence sought in 'la centred, 

coherent s~bjectivity'~ (175) . 60 That desire to believe 

permeates Hutcheon1s analysis as well as her conclusion: 

Writing fixes and kills, but it can also 
offer a means of new life through the 
revivifying act of reading. Alone in 
nature, writing, Dorf can accept 
ambivalence. 6 1 . . . The doubled cry of 
the osprey (Gwan-Gwan) that ends the 
novel reasserts duality, and in so doing 
reasserts life--though always in the 
face of death. (182; emphasis added) 

The paradoxical resolution Vhat must come from acceptance 

of ambivalenceN (182) is Hegel's \both/andrl the dialectic 

through which synthesis is believed to be achieved: the 

actualized Self contains both the self and the other. 

Cf. 

Dorfendorf's journal at the end of Alibi is an 
attempt at cautiously synthesizing the results of 
his quest, at developing, as he puts it, the 
negatives provided by his original journal. . . . 
The seven days recorded in the journal evoke the 
seven days of creation, with a day of rest as a 
still centre. . . . In writing his journal, 
Dorfendorf connects himself to words and the 
ambiguity of artifact, but like a medieval monk, 
he works as a scribe rather than as a manipulator, 
the altered print . . . the closest a modern-day 
writer can presume to come to a monk's reverential 
glossing of the original text, i.e. creation. 

(Kroller, 1984: 77) 

61 Cf. "Xroetsch sends his \heroest on a spiritual 
quest in which they gradually learn to accept models and 
copies as the necessary compensation for human  imperfection^^ 
(Kroller, 1984: 73). 



The subject, the self, and language are concepts that 

are necessary for the operation of our traditional patterns 

of thought. As concepts, each of them is an Itidea of a 

class of objects; a general notionw (OED) which allows us to 

categorize or classify objects, people, qualities, and so 

on, considering particular \thingst in terms of attributes 

of the classes to which they belong. Ultimately, concepts 

allow us to entertain notions of to create 

stereotypes, to deny the differences between members of a 

class, and to create hierarchies among various classes of 

objects, people, attributes, and so on. 

It is from the point of view of 'the conceptt that 

Robert R. Wilson approaches Alibi. He points out, 

correctly, in my opinion, that, in the novel, 

there is a great deal of textual play 
that turns upon a single foregrounded 
concept: the collection. . . . [The 
novel] employ[s] the concept of a 
collection for absurdist ends but, as 
well . . . use[s] it as a vehicle for 
making serious (or seriously playful) 
comments upon the nature, scope and 
limitations of human conce~tualitv. 
First, the absurdist ends . . . may be 
expressed briefly: the human inclination 
to construct collections is often quite - 
funny since anything may be collected in 
any conceivable manner. . . . The desire 
to collect illustrates both the tenuous 
frailty of human ambition and the 
triumphant spirit of domination gi& 
cosnitive masterv. 

(Wilson, 1988: 93-94; emphasis added) 

This \foregrounding of the conceptt is bound up with notions 



of \knowledgeIt with the mastery implied in that notion, and 

with both 'language and realitys as \collections1: 

Second, the concept of a collection also 
functions quite differently to display, 
even to emblematize, the actual 
limitations of human thousht and 
lansuase. If it [sic] handles upon 
\reality1 are slippery, elusive, 
arbitrary and groundless as a collection 
(any and all), then what shall one say 
about that \reality1? What remains of 
it? How else could it be reached? What 
shall one say about fiction, the 
tradition of European realism, for 
example, that presumptuou p y  claims to 
represent that \realityt? 

(Wilson, 1988: 94; emphasis added) 

So it is less (Western) conceptuality than traditional 

notions of \realityI1 and less traditional notions of 

reality than \the tradition of European which 

foregrounded in this novel. to put it the more usual 

terms of Canadian postmodernists, Wilson claims that Alibi 

resists or disturbs the pre-postmodern literary conventi~n 

of realism. Less than a discussion of the limitations of 

conceptuality, this article is a paean to postmodernism. 

In support of this aim, Wilson goes on to write that 

62 I will not dwell upon, but would note, the 
ethnocentricism inherent in the assumption that \the human 
inclination to construct collections1 is universal and in 
the concepts of \human conceptualityfi \human ambitionI1 and 
'human thought and language.' To make such an assumption 
and to use such terms unconditionally is to presuppose that 
Western thought is human thought, which privileges our 
logocentric modes of thought even to the degree that \others 
forms of thought are entirely excluded as nonexistent. 



"Postmodernist writing focusses, with a wholly inescapable 

explicitness, one side of a fundamental dichotomyn (94). 

\Fundamentalt as necessary? As absolute ground? Or both? 

The 'fundamental dichotomy1 to which Wilson refers is the 

opposition between two points of view towards literature. 

In terms of this dichotomy, literature is perceived as (1) 

"the body of stories that express a people's history and 

culture. It is what defines them, helps to bind them 

together, and it is part of their educational processtt or as 

a large, though indeterminate, number of 
forms, of techniques and conventions, 
that make possible the telling of any 
story. It is also a vast, though 
equally indeterminate, elastic pool of 
motifs, of basic story-stuff. 
Literature is what makes the human 
capacity for narrative actual, and it is 
always transnational. Any convention, 
virtually any motif, will find its 
place, useful and fruitful, in any 
national literature. (Wilson, 1988: 94) 

The first of these views (traditional) "instructs one in the 

deep, interwound root-system of a literature within its 

national culturet1 (94) and Itin the deep specificities that 

bind any text to its time and to its place1# (96). The 

second (postmodern) "instructs one in the openness, 

elasticity, and adaptiveness of storiesft (95) and in 

innumerable connections that link every literary text to the 

larger context of the world, human civilization, and human 

historvn (96; emphasis added). However, this emphasis on 
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instruction renders the postmodern view as much a part of a 

people's 'educational processf as is the traditional, even 

though Wilson suggests that the former is superior to the 

latter because "[i]t opens the narrowly blinkered vision of 

nationalism. . . [and] calls attention to the massive 
currents of international influence, of model-borrowing and 

model-peddling, that constitute literary texts at any time 

and in any placeu (96) and because it "rejects boundaries, 

escapes from them, over-leaps them. . . . Literature is 
transcultural, polymorphous, nomadic (perhaps vagrant), 

piratical" (96). 

But if the traditional view is governed entirely by a 

"narrowly blinkered view of nationalismw and is bound by 

"coherence, probability, arid sense8' (94) within certain 

closed cultural contexts, how is it that Wilson explains its 

working \to instruct one in the deep, interwound root-system 

of a literature within its national culture1 by relating how 

"Spanish conquerors used their superior grasp of narrative 

to penetrate the narrative traditions of aborigines in order 

to exploit themn (95)? If, in fact, this traditional view 

of literature did not consider literature to be \a large, 

though indeterminate number of forms' and was not already a 

\transnational1 point of view in which \any convention, 

virtually any motif, will find its place,' how could those 

conquerors, with 'their su~erior srasp of narrative,' have 

appropriated the narrative traditions of aborigines? These 

two views of literature are not mutually exclusive and do 



not constitute a cleanly cut 'fundamental dichotomy.' 

But, then, Wilson does indirectly refer to this 

problem: 

The problem with postmodernism can be 
expressed succinctly: it makes a claim 
to describe culture but attempts at 
definition normally turn upon the 
identification of particular 
conventions, devices, strategies (those, 
at least, that are self-conscious, 
parodic or self-mocking, reflexive and 
playful). All such particular features 
of a text can be shown to have been 
available, always and already, as long 
as the art itself. (Wilson, 1988: 97) 

Although many problems of definition confront a postmodern 

theorist, "serious discussion might begin,'' if we accept a 

certain premise: it is the t'contemporary distrust of 

language, based upon and illustrated by a history of 

linguistic models in this century that have shown language 

to be arbitrary, game like and 'fallen,! that leads to 

various postmodern tendenciest1 (97-98). However, 

Much will depend upon what one 
understands by 'playt and what one 
wishes to make, playfully or 
unplayfully, of human ~lavfulness. . . . 
In the absence of conviction with regard 
to the sufficiency of language to 
represent the world (both authenticity 
and reference having been demystified), 
then all that remains (though this is 
already much) is play. . . . The role of 
play, the scope and significance of 
human playfulness, clamorously proclaims 
itself to be the centripetal issue fox 
any discussion of postmodernism. 

(Wilson, 1988: 98; emphasis added) 



'Centripetal' -- as centre? In the game that is language? 

Necessarily a \godgame,' if it includes a centre. That is, 

necessarily, a system which has a structure and requires a 

transcendental meaning. And that \meaning1 is human. How 

is this system or game to resist systems and release us from 

the solipsism and repression of the 'coercive humanism' from 

which postmodernists such as Robert Kroetsch wish to escape? 

And what does this game have to do with conceptuality or, 

more particularly, the concept of the collection? 

Its ability \to display, to emblematize, the actual 

limitations of human thought and language' (cited on 122) is 

the aspect of the collection that 

seems most to call to mind postmodern 
fiction. A collection symbolizes all 
other human activities that attempt to 
fasten handles upon, to grasp and hold 
onto the slippery groundlessness of, 
'reality.' Knowledse is not of things 
in themselves but of notations, 
schemata, conceptual organizations (that 
is, as traditionally argued, it is of 
universals): understandinq, of neither 
the particularity of things nor of their 
distribution across \reality1 but of, 
precisely, the mind's notational 
schemata, its armory of universal 
notions . . . The underlying cpestion 
that . . . Kroetsch raise[s] in multiple 
shapes is, Was anything, ever, in an 
ordinary, unexamined sense, more than a 
collection? (Wilson, 1988: 98; 

emphasis mine and Wilson's) 

According to Wilson, collections (particularly lists and 

inventories) were traditionally employed to "add depth to 



fiction or enhance \effect [sic] of the reallU1 whereas, in 

contemporary writing, collections emphasize Itthe 

postmodernist (skeptical, intellectual, playful, writerly) 

perspectivev1 (99) and expose the limitations of 

conceptuality by demonstrating that 

all concepts are collections. . . . 
Collections thematize the elaborate 
paradoxes of categories (of conceptual 
nets in general): the slopping, breaking 
boundaries, the endless possibilities of 
multiple inscription, and the voracious 
cannibalism of categories (as when, as 
games do, and even texts, one category 
swallows another). . . . The boundaries 
that bound, and do not bound, \realityv 
hold, and let fall, the fragments they 
collect. (Wilson, 1988: 99-100) 

Like the difference between traditional and postmodern views 

of literature, the difference between traditional and 

postmodern uses of collections is essentially a difference 

in intent. Whereas the traditionalist blindly employs the 

slippage between categories to unconsciously accomplish the 

dialectical work which achieves resolution in transcendental 

Presence, the postmodernist consciously and self-consciously 

employs this slippage to show that this resolution is 

arbitrary. The postmodernist also uses the concept of 

collection to show that namong their exhibitions, museums 

bear/bare a massive ideologyw (105). (I expect that 

\museumsv refers here to any \collection,' physical or 

mental (such as a concept).) The postmodern use of 



collections attempts to expose the ideology governed by "the 

curatorial ambition [to contain the world] and the triumph 

of cognitive powers" (107)- 

Deemer, Kroetsch's collector, 
internalizes the mad impulse to collect. . . . Dorf reflects that 'Maybe, instead 
of just trying to buy the world, he was 
hoping to buy it and reassemble it too. 
According to his own design, of course' 
(37). Assembling and reassembling are 
key notions: constructs, products of 
design, exhibitions of pattern and the 
blessed rage to order, there are no 
natural categories. (Wilson, 1988: 103) 

Wilson identifies the self's reappropriation of the 

other as 'the voracious cannibalism of categories.' But 

this enlightened point of view does not take account of 

differance; rather, it promotes scepticism about \realityw 

and obsession with language, which inevitably exalts 

language as the transcendental 'God term,' even though: 

It may even be the case . . . that the 
paradoxes of sets, of categories, of all 
collections are analogous to those that 
pervade language itself. Hence the 
theme of a collection plays into the 
preoccupations of postmodern writing: 
collections emblematize the inherent 
openness of language and textuality, the 
netted nestworks [sic] of possibilities. 
The abyssal distance between human 
concepts and the things that they 
collect has become the recurring 
obsession of postmodern writing: the 
human Grasp of 'reality' will appear, 
ultimately, no firmer[,] stronger, more 
trustworthy, than the representational 
validity of a collection. 

(Wilson, 1988: 100; emphasis added) 
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I1The abyssal distance between human concepts and the things 

that they collect has become the recurring obsession of 

postmodern writingn and l1the gap between signifier and 

signified [is] the only absolute in which one may possess 

absolute confidencen (105). If postmodernism wishes to 

expose the limitations of conceptuality and the grasping, 

ideological nature of a metaphysics based upon knowledge, 

why is it that we must still seek absolute confidence in an 

absolute? Because the loss of faith in \reality1 has been 

transformed, through "a deliberate, intensely ludic, move to 

transform a fundamental mode of human thinkinq into the 

materials for fictionw (107; emphasis added), and the 

postmodern writer of fiction is, like "most of Kroetschfs . 
. . first-person narrators: male, involved, passionate. . . 
creating itself into existence by the act of narratingn 

(102): seeking 'presence in absence,' in the gap. 

Wilson states in this article that much will depend 

upon what one understands by \play.I And so it does. For 

all its claims to resist solipsistic humanism, systems, 

meaning, and so on, the postmodernism Wilson describes here 

is not one which considers \playf to be \the absence of the 

transcendental signified,' as does Derridean thought. 63 

\Playt is, for the Canadian postmodernist, synonymous with 

game, and, as such, is riddled with traditional notions of 

\centrerl \structure,f and \meaningf -- with \human 

63 The reader will recall that 'absence,' in this 
statement, is not the 'opposite* of \presence, 



universals.' Or, as Wilson concludes: "Postmodern 

playfulness, whatever else it achieves, thrusts unself- 

conscious criteria into a fictional foreground. Play 

becomes . . . a lucid (brilliant, dazzling) instructive 
gamen (108). What is "lucidf but clear and coherent? What 

is 'instructivef but adding to knowledse, the very concept 

which lies Lehind the Hegelian cult of the Self and which 

postmodernism, according to Wilson, intends to undermine? 

This postmodern playfulness is indeed a serious 'game.' 

Changes in methodology do not necessarily ring changes 

upon the thinking patterns governing one's criticism. Even 

though the 'new new criticst have rebelled against it, 

thematic criticism is "at work whenever one tries to deter- 

mine a meaning through a text, to pronounce a decision upon 

it, to decide that this or that a meaning and that it is 

meaningful, to say that this meaning is posed, posable, or 

transposable as such: a themeM (Derrida, 1981a: 245). A 

theme is the minimal unit of meaning at the narrative level, 

an originary--that is--a constituted 
unity or substance [which, as such] 
exercises a totalizinq function with 
regard to all the signifiers of a 
literary work . . . [it] secure's a 
work's unitary meaning, its inner 
continuity. It is in the logic of 
thematism to be monistic, monological: 
therefore, the totalization to be 



achieved by a theme can succeed only if 
there is no other competing theme. 

(Gaschg, 1986: 262-63) 

The several possible themes in a work must be reconcilable 

with what is determined to be the work's self-identical 

ultimate 'meaning': reconcilable in that they can be 

reappropriated by the transcendental 'meaning' or totalizing 

theme. Each work of criticism discussed in this chapter 

inadvertently finds a totalizing theme or transcendental 

\meaning1 in Alibi, and all of them find their 'origin' or 

'motivationt in the conclusion of Judith Fitzgeraldts 

"Structure and Coherence in Robert Kroetschts Alibiu: 

Dorf undertakes a voyage of discovery of 
the self in terms of 'the other.' The 
idea of the quest involves the notion 
that the end justifies the means; 
conversely, the idea of the voyage of 
discovery involves the notion that the 
means (the journal and its greater 
framework, for example) implicitly 
justify the end. (Fitzgerald, 1984: 82) 



PART I1 

The Writing of Robert Kroetsch 

[As a graduate student] I began . . . to 
talk about the hero, the nature sf the 
hero, in literature, in the modern 
world, in my ~anadian world, and in a 
way I haven't stopped. 

(Robert Kroetsch, in Kroetsch, 1987: 154) 



Chapter Six 

\A Canadian Issue1: The Canadian Story 

As Donna Bennett observes in her study of Canadian 

criticism in English, "Canadian criticism--unlike that of 

the United States, Britain, and Europe--lends itself to 

classification by goals rather than by methodology,Ir and 

innovations in critical techniques and values Ithave remained 

secondary to a larger, usually cultural, ~rientation'~ 

(Bennett, 1983: 160). This emphasis on cultural identity 

has been predominant, because criticism of English Canadian 

literature has seemed to pass through various phases which 

reflect the stages by which Canada's status or \identity1 

has moved from that of a British colony to that of a nation. 

The earliest Canadian criticism, dating from the mid- 

nineteenth century, "tends to be corrective in function, 

addressing writers as much as readers about the need for a 

practical literature that would further the establishment of 

the Canadian community while maintaining the values, 

standards, and aesthetics of nineteenth-century Britaing1 

(149). With the movement toward Confederation came the 

conviction that "la national literature is an essential 

element in the formation of national character1 [and that] 

'the growth of an indigenous literature1 had been stunted by 

\our colonial position1" (149 [quotes from Edward H. Dewart, 

~ntroductisn to Selections from Canadian Poets (1864)l). 

With this cause of our literature's inferiority in mind, 
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post-confederation critics were bound to see the political 

consolidation of Canada's nationhood as allowing for 'true 

poetsf to emerge, as William Douw Lighthall implies in his 

~ntroduction to Sonqs of the Great  omi in ion (1889), an 

anthology organized in such a way that it offers "unifying 

myths and themes that grew out of a vision of a unified 

culturew (150). Although Lighthall remains apologetic about 

the quality of ~anadian literature, his praise of the 'newf 

poets contrasts markedly with the popular view of Canadian 

literature as an inferior imitation of British or American 

literature, and he set the stage for twentieth-century 

thematic criticism (& an interest in the local which 

Archibald Lampman posits as characteristically Canadian). 

And Lampman, together with Duncan Campbell Scott and Charles 

G. D. Roberts, initiated the Canadian poetsf involvement 

with criticism, followed by A. J. M. Smith, Earle Birney, D. 

G. Jones, and so on. 

The beginning of the twentieth century saw a call for 

change, as James Cappon protested against criticism which 

eulogizes in an attempt to prove that Canada has a 

literature (Cappon, 1905: 2) and called for "candid . . . 
criticismff (3) which would motivate improvement so we could 

one day produce the poet who would manage to get the right 

materials into his song in such a way that all the world 

would feel what it is that gives Canada character and 

significance among nations. By 1926, changes in approach 

led to Lionel Stevensonfs U~raisals of Canadian Literature, 



in which he takes Lighthall's earlier attempt to find 

unifying myths and themes one step further. He discusses 

the mythopeoic quality of Canadian writing and defines the 

distinctive cultural pattern in Canadian literature as an 

attempt by Canadians, who are still European, to shut out 

the New World wilderness -- a view that finds its way into 
Northrop Frye's \garrison1 theory (in the Conclusion to 

Literary History of Canada and The Bush Garden), D. G. 

Jones1 Butterfly on Rock, and Margaret Atwood's Survival, 

after cutting its way through W. E. Collins's White 

Savannah's (1936) view of Canadian literature as a 

literature of redemption. From then until 1974, when Frank 

Davey declared another need for change, thematic criticism 

flourished, becoming increasingly less defensive and more 

interpretive as the canon came to be established. 

With the rejection of thematic criticism has come a 

continuing barrage of theories from \phenomenology' and 

\structuralism' to \semiotics,' \ferninism,* and 

\deconstruction,' among others. New critical vocabularies 

proliferate, and postmodernism embraces them all. However, 

in the midst of the enthusiasm and confusion fostered by 

this inundation, it seems to me that the more things change, 

the more they remain \the same. 164 In support of this 

64 In 1981, John Moss had also concluded that the 
'anti-thematic1 critics' call for change had been 
\unproductive.' In I1Bushed in the Sacred Woodtn an 
excellent article on the concept of Canadian Literature and 
Canadian criticism, he proclaims that 'I[t]he resources of 
English Canadian literary criticism are no longer adequate 



to the achievement of the literaturetr (Moss, 1981a: 161). 
He claims that the (thematic) rr[c]ritics of the early 
seventies more than ever before asserted Canadian 
nationality as both the object of critical inquiry and its 
beneficiary. Criticism became the expression of an 
ebullient chauvinism that had about it more than a touch of 
paranoiaw (162). 

These critics "served profound social needs of their 
timert (164) but, in so doing, "severed our tradition from 
those which threatened to overwhelm itrr (162) and "left such 
a distorted perception of our literature that it will take a 
determined effort to offset it in the futureN (164). Moss 
is convinced that, although the cultural conditions (our 
status as a colony and a \minorf nation) which engendered 
this nationalistic thematic criticism have passed, our 
criticism has not changed. "Adversaries of the so-called 
thematic critics proved ineffectual. This is because they 
offered only the vaguest of alternatives, the most tentative 
of directionsw (165-66) . 

Critics of thematic criticism like Frank Davey, the 
editor of O ~ e n  Letter, W.J. ~eith, the editor of 
Universitv of Toronto Quarterly, and Barrie Cameron, 
editor of studies in Canadian Literature, for all their 
articulate opposition, have failed to consider the 
implications of thematic criticismrs apparent 
appropriateness and its undeniable success during the 
previous decade. (171) 

Those implications include the gesture by which ~anadian 
\thematicr criticism has accomplished the Bloomian 
(metaphysical) gesture that rrreduc[es] the outside world 
[\otherr literary ttraditionsr] to a level of inconsequence, 
simply by ignoring its existence. Our culture could stand 
alone--otherwise, it seemed, it would not be allowed to 
stand at allw (173). The results of this "Canlit syndromew 
(165) are twofold: 

~xperimentation has been discouraged, although 
orthodoxy does admit exceptions: Kroetsch and ~ndaatje 
are the best examples of formally innovative writers 
who have captured attention. In both cases, however, . . . invention is inseparable from a strong thematic 
thrust, which itself is highly conventional and very 
"Canadian." (167) 

And : 

[~iterature is treated] as a system, obscuring rather 
than enhancing the luminescence of individual works. . . . Literature becomes the vehicle of archetypal 



statement, let me say first that Robert Kroetsch's criticism 

is considered to be not only exemplary of, but also, largely 

responsible for the advent of 'new new criticismt in Canada. 

It is lauded as non-thematic, as de(con)structive of 

realism, authority, and the cult of the Subject. However, I 

would say that it is, against its own \intention1 perhaps, 

intensely thematic, with its theme and goal being that of 

all earlier criticism -- the creation and affirmation of a 
Canadian identity in literature. 

I am most interested in examining the gestures and 

presuppositions motivating the stances Krc- sch takes in his 

analyses of Canadian writing. I wish to address questions 

such as: Why does Kroetsch insist that Canadian writing is 

essentially postmodern? Why does he reject history in 

favour of archaeology? Why does dialectic surface in all 

his criticism and most of his interviews? Why does he 

resist meaning and unity? Why are words with negative 

prefixes (unlearning, =naming, unearthing, minventing, 

visions, patterns, regional idiosyncracies and socio- 
cultural obsessions, Art becomes secondary. Some 
critics consciously attempt to counter this, but so 
long as svstems are promulgated, their needs demand to 
be served. (172; emphasis added) 

In my opinion, Moss offers here an insightful analysis of 
the anti-thematicists' \failure1 to effect change as 
'causedR by their failure to fully understand the causes and 
effects of Canadian thematic criticism. However, his 
article is entirely proscriptive. Unlike Frank Davey, 
Russell Brown and others, he does not offer solutions to 
what he perceives as the problems created by thematic 
criticism, but it does seem that, by 1987, with Future 
Indicative, he feels that much \progressR has been made in 
that direction, 



disunity, disclosing, dismembering, and so on) his favourite 

words, or, why is he so fascinated with the negative? 

Throughout this chapter, the reader should bear in mind 

the \unorthodoxt nature of Kroetschts critical essays, 

essays which, according to Linda Hutcheon, "challenge the 

borders of genre and of traditional academic argument (and 

its accompanying authority) (cited Or: 

In terms of the prevailing rhetorics of 
Canadian and Anglo-American criticism 
these are eccentric essays. They are 
provocations, incitements to read or 
reread the texts they respond to. Far 
from seeking logical coherence, they 
refuse to complete their implied 
arguments, . . . to build the implied 
system. . . . Generalizations in these 
essays are responses of the moment, not 
components in systematic csnstructions. 
Perception not only takes precedence 
over argument, but often replaces 
argument. (Davey, 1983c: 7) 

These essays are said to dissolve the boundaries between 

fiction and criticism and not to present arguments, because 

arguments are, of course, tainted by 'meaning,' 'unity,' 

'continuityIt and 'wh~leness.~ In my opinion, Kroetschts 

essays do dissolve genre distinctions, but the story they 

tell could very appropriately be termed an \argumentt -- 
precisely the one for which Donna Pennee chastizes Linda 

Hutcheon. Pennee claims that Hutcheonts embracing of 

postmodernism is nationalistic, that she "has found \the 

contextt--postmodernism--that will make (English-) ~anadian 
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literature \significant,' or, at last, truly cosmopolitan. . 
. . It seems that we have always been \postmodernr by virtue 
of being \Canadianwr (Pennee, 1990: 110). 

In rrDisunity as Unity: A Canadian Strategy," Kroetsch 

cites Jean-Franqois Lyotardrs definition of postmodernism: 

Simplifying to the extreme, I define 
postmodernism as incredulity toward 
meta-narratives.. .. To the obsolescence 
of the meta-narrative apparatus of 
legitimation corresponds, most notably, 
the crisis of meta~hvsical ~hilosophv. . . . The narrative function is losing its 
functors, its great hero, its great 
dangers, its great voyages, its great 
goal. It is being dispersed in clouds 
of narrative language elements. 
(Lyotard (1984), quoted in Kroetsch, 1985b: 22) 

(emphasis Lyotardrs and mine) 

Kroetsch proposes that, by Lyotardls definition, Canada is a 

postmodern country. 65 The rationale behind this proposal is 

that Canada has always already been beyond Nationalism, 

because Ir[t]he shared story--[assumed story or meta- 

narrative]--has traditionally been basic to nationhood. . . 

We have already seen that in Labyrinths of Voice 
(1982), Kroetsch claimed that there is little Modernism in 
Canadian writing, that we were ripe for postmodernism 
because Modernism was unavailable to Canadians and because 
our geography allowed us to enter easily into postmodernism 
(see 71-73). Even earlier, he wrote: "Canadian literature 
evolved directly from Victorian into Postmodern." (Kroetsch, 
1974a: 1). He reiterates this claim in "Death is a Happy 
Ending: A Dialogue in Thirteen Partsm (1978) and again, at 
the "Future Indicativew Symposium in 1986: "Canadian writing 
skipped the m~dern periodw and, rr[a]s a result, Canadian 
writers in the sixties could write without its weight 
holding them backw (Kroetsch in Moss, 1957: 18). 



. [but] Canadians cannot agree on what their meta-narrative 
is1' (Kroetsch, 198523: 21). There are several reasons for 

our inability to agree upon a meta-nar~ztive, the first 

being that: 

One of the important elements in rrieta- 
narratives is the story of the place and 
the moment of origin. . . . In Canada we 
cannot for the world decide when we 
became a nation or what to call the day 
or days or, for that matter, years that 
might have been the originary moments. 

(Kroetsch, 1985b: 27; emphasis added) 

The second reason is that "Canada is a country of margins, 

beginning from the literal way in which almost every city 

borders on a wildernessm (22). Because of this marginality, 

V h e  centredness of the high modern period . . . made us 
almost irrelevant ta history. . . . In a high modern world, 
with its privileged stories, Canada was invisiblew (22). 

The third reason is that: 

Our sense of region resists our national 
sense. . . . We maintain ethnic customs 
long after they've disappeared in the 
country of origin. We define ourselves, 
often . . . by explaining to Americans 
that we aren't ~ritish, to the British 
that we aren't Americans. 

(Kroetsch, 1985b: 27; emphasis added) 

Fortunately -- at least for Canadians, a hitherto 
invisible people in an irrelevant country -- the movement 
away from European empires to the current domination by the 



USSR and the US -- which took place during or after the 
Second World War and which precipitated the death of the 

high modernism from which we were excluded -- "gave a new 
energy to countries like Canadaff (22). This energy became 

available because "those two empires, in attempting to 

assert or reassert their meta-narratives, turn all other 

societies into postmodern societiesn (22-23). As the 

colonial society loses its European centre, the centre 

defined by traditional meta-narratives -- religious, 
artistic, social, economic -- no longer holds, "the 
traditional authority of the novel itself begins to faltertff 

and the reader is allowed "to wonder how the fictional 

narrative centre relates to the writer writingff (23). As a 

result of this decentrinq, the "margin, the periphery, the 

edge, now, is the exciting and dangerous boundary where 

silence and sound meeta1 (23; emphasis added), and historical 

or realistic narratives are irrelevant. Now, it is self- 

reflexivity that replaces realism, and "it is a kind of 

archaeological act that succeeds, asainst the traditional 

narrativeff (25; emphasis added) . 
Let us briefly attend to \archaeology,' attempting to 

discover why this \methodt of writing is important enough to 

Kroetsch to be mentioned in every article he has written 

since "Beyond Nationalism: A Prolog~e.~~ The notion of 

archaeology is indissociable from genealogy and origins, or 

rather: "Not origins, but beginnings. Origins recede into 

history, history into myth. Beginnings recurt1 (Kroetsch, 



197833: 7). 66 Even in 1974, before 

archaeology, he was concerned with 
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he had begun to speak of 

the \unearthingt that he 

would come to describe as his concern with the 

archaeological 'site,' claiming that Itit is [the Canadian 

writer's] task to un-namet1 (Kroetsch, 1973h: 58) and that 

new writers are discovering something 
essentially new, something essential not 
only to Canadians but to the world they 
would uncreate. . . . they uncreate 
themselves into existence. . . , they 
will accept that the root meaninq of the 
word truth is un-concealinq! dis- 
closinq, dis-coverinq, un-h~dinq. 

(Kroetsch, 1973h: 63; emphasis added) 

In the first article mentiming archaeology by name, he 

says : 

Canadian writing takes place between the 
vastness of (closed) cosmologies and the 
fragments found in the (open) field of 
the archaeological site. It is a 
literature of dangerous middles. It is 
a literature that, compulsively seeking 
its own story . . . comes compulsively 
to a genealogy that refuses origin, to a 
genealogy that speaks instead, and 
anxiously, and with a generous 
reticence, the nightmare and the welcome 
dream of Babel. (Kroetsch, 1981b: 71) 

We have been told that \Canada is a country of marginss 

" The sentences quoted here are repeated in "The 
Moment of the Discovery of America ~antinues" (Kroetsch, 
1981g: 15), an article which appears to be an extensively 
expanded and revised version sf "On Being an Alberta Writer: 
Or, I Wanted to Tell Our Storyw (1980). 
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and that, by virtue of postmodern decentring, Itthe margin, 

the periphery, the edge now is the exciting and dangerous 

boundary where silence and sound meetM (cited on 141), which 

explains why the "rural or small-town setting--not the 

wilderness, but its edge--somehow remains the basic place of 

Canadian fiction, as if there must be a doubt even about 

where the place is, . . , there is a resistance to centresqt 
(Kroetsch, 1986d: 46). How is it, then, in view of this 

postmodern decentring and resistance to centres, that 

"Canadian writing. . . . is a literature of dangerous 
middlesn? Are middles not centres? Somehow, to Kroetsch, 

middles are not centres, if there is 'Ionly an absence at the 

centern (Neuman and Wilson, 1982: xii). Just as Canada's 

origin is an absence, and the Canadian identity is a lack, 

so is the Canadian \centret a lack or an absence. 

The artist, or at least the male artist, 
in Canada . . . insists that the middle 
ground is unreadable. In Thomsonfs 
painting [The Jack Pine] that middle 
becomes the lake--the surface of the 
lake that in its mirroring of the empty 
sky refuses to mirror us. . . . But thz 
lake . . . represent[s], at the very 
middle of things, the presenco of 
absence. 

(Kroetsch, 1989d: 38; emphasis added) 

"The empty sky refuses to mirror us." Whc? Canadians? 

People? Men? To continue: "the problem: how do we quote 

the unreadability that is in the middle of our... project? 

I've hinted that the feminist endeavour must no doubt help 



us to speak the unspeakablef1 (38 ; emphasis added) . 67 
- 

Absence is to Kroetsch a generative force; it is by 

virtue of our colonial beginnings, our lack of a determinate 

origin upon which we can decide and a meta-narrative upon 

which we can agree that we, as Canadians, were prepared to 

enter into the brave new postmodern world, hindered by 

neither a limiting centre, nor a restrictive, overriding 

meta-narrative, nor literary giants like Pound or Eliot. 

Postmodernism emerged in Canada because Canadians were 

discontented "with a history that lied to us, violated us, 

67 Cf . "My Book is Bigger than Yours, Kroetsch s 
review of the feminist \endeavourt A Mazinq Space, edited by 
Shirley Neuman and Smaro Kamboureli (1986). 

[A]s a male writer living in the presence of 
this feminist enterprise, I at times felt a 
variety of anxiety that was all my own. It is 
from that anxiety that I begin this response. 

In the book's long period of gestation, I at 
times felt what many fathers feel. I felt that, 
while I might somewhere in the recent past have 
made a small contribution to what was happening, I 
had become . . . irrelevant. . . . 

When the published book made its appearance I 
read with the feverish pride and senetic curiosity 
that many fathers must feel. . . . In this extreme 
predicament, to feel paternal in any way at all 
was to become suspect; and by the same token, not 
to feel paternal was to become suspect. 

This is the stuff of modern anxiety. 
(Kroetsch, 1988 : 195 ; emphasis added) 

What is 'the stuff of modern anxietyf? To become 
irrelevant or to become suspect? Or to become suspect 
whether one behaves in either of two ways? Must there be 
only two alternatives, or, in other words, must any interest 
in this feminist enterprise necessarily be paternal? But 
more importantly, why is 'modern anxietyt exclusively male? 
And why need the title of this review, with its connection 
to Freud's tBmisogynist disciple, Jacques Lacan," suggest 
that Vhe female critics in this fat volumew (200) write in 
order to compensate for Freudian 'penis envy*? 



erased us evenw (Kroetsch, 1981b: 6 5 ) ,  a history according 

to which we were irrelevant and invisible, unable to decide 

upon either our moment of origin or the meta-narrative from 

which our narratives would spring. We had no identity, no 

proper name, and our "literature . . . is the autobiography 
of a culture that tells its story by telling us repeatedly 

it has no story to tellt1 (Kroetsch, 1989e: 193). 

But even with no story to tell, we have managed to tell 

the story of our having no story to tell, and this paradox 

lies at the heart of Kroetschts view of our postmodernism. 

With a distinctively Canadian ingenuity, the source of which 

is our lack of a proper origin and a proper name, we have 

been able, through our artists and writers and our 

tlinsistence on the archaeological sense of narrativeN (182), 

turn that originary lack into an asset, "[flos in our 

very invisibility lies our chance for survivaln (Kroetsch, 

Canadian writing is the writing down 
of a new place. . . . The interest in 
the question of identity speaks 
presence in a curious way. That 
presence announces itself as an absence. 
Or . . one of the peculiarities of 
this new literature is the recurrence of 
major fictional characters who have no 
names. 

(Kroetsch, 1986d: 41; emphasis added) 

Are we to understand that writing becomes in some 
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mysterious way \art-speecht? 68 Yes. Our literature ltcomes 

. . . to a genealogy that speaks . . . the nightmare and 
the welcome dream of Babelw (cited on 142), Itthe feminist 

endeavour must no doubt help us to speak the unspeakablett 

(cited on 143-44) and 'the interest in the question of 

identity speaks its presence in a curious way.' One of the 

reasons for Kroetschts constant interest in the 

archaeological mode is that he believes it allows for Voice, 

for the oral tradition, in a way that history does not; to 

him, our survival depends as much upon our oral tradition as 

upon our invisibility: ttHow do we lift an environment to 

expression? How do you write in a new country? . . . rw1e 

talk ourselves into existencew (Kroetsch, 1981g: 6). 69 

Therefore: 

Many of our best novels . . . assert the 
primacy of speech over the act of 
writing. . . . The oral tradition, 
become a literary tradition, points us 
back to our own landscape, our recent 
ancestors, and the characteristic 
expressions and 

Narrators as well as 

~anadian literature. And 

modes of our own speech. 
(Kroetsch, 1981g: 6-7) 

characters are nameless in 

our namelessness is by choice: In 

68  t8Art-speech is the only truth. (D . H. Lawrence, 
studies in Classic American Literature (1961), cited in 
Kroetsch, 1978a: 11) . On the same page, Kroetsch writes: 
find myself agreeing, often, with Lawrence.It 

69 Cf . llIndividuals, communities, religions, even 
nations, narrate themselves into existencew (Kroetsch, 
1989e: 179). 



ftAmerican writing, the invisible man, or the voice that says 

'nobody knows my name1, those are the voices of people who 

feel they are being made nameless by others. The Canadian 

narrator makes him- or herself invisible" (Kroetsch, 1986d: 

4 4 ) .  ~nvisibility and/or anonymity is not an unfortunate 

accident of fate which has befallen us; it is an important 

aspect of the Canadian narrative strategy, as "[alrt becomes 

the politics of disguisetf (Kroetsch, 1989e: 189): "George 

Bowering is one of the models of what the narrative strategy 

is. . . . He writes under the name George Bowering, and he 
writes from behind a pseudonym. . . . In a way the Canadian 
writer, writing, writes from behind a pseudonym. That's the 

narrative strategyw1 (Kroetsch, 1989e: 181) . 
The Canadian ingenuity that Kroetsch repeatedly 

describes is a talent for dialectical thinking through which 

we, or our artists for us, can use every disadvantage, every 

lack or absence, to speak our presence as a self-sufficient, 

self-identical people. We who have fought no revolution to 

gain independence and are therefore without a determinate 

origin or a unified identity find that: 

If we cantt be united we canst be 
disunited. Our genealogy is postmodern. 
Each move of a generation back into time 
doubles the number of ancestors instead 
of refining itself toward a sacred 
moment. . . . The abundance, the 
disunity, is [our] saving unity. 

(Kroetsch, 1985b: 27; emphasis added) 

We who as colonists were named by others 



[come] reluctantly, uneasily, to the 
question: What is this anonymity about? 
What is the name for what is not named? . . . It may well be that Canadian 
writing owes its first debt to the model 
of Eve, and not to that of Adam. Eve is 
created into the world after Adam had 
been created--and after the naming has 
been done. 

The Canadian writer in English must 
speak a new culture not with new names 
but with an abundance of names inherited 
from Britain and the United States.. . . 
The problem then is not so much that of 
knowing one's identity as it is that of 
how to relate that newly evolving 
identity to its inherited or \given1 
names. And the first technique might be 
simply to hold those names in 
suspension, to let the identity speak 
itself out of a willed namelessness. 
(Kroetsch, 1986d: 50-51; emphasis added) 

We unname in order to rename, to find our own proper name, 

and Itwe survive by being skilful shape-changers. . . . by 
working with a low level of self-definition and national 

definition. We insist on staying multiplew (Kroetsch, 

1985b: 27-28). We who were without a literature until this 

century adopt a narrative strategy that allows us to survive 

and produces a self-reflexive jpostmodern) writing -- 

Canadian writing, by that trope of 
concealment [the concealing of one's 
self from one's name . . . along with 
the revealing of one's self in 
namelessness] reveals to the reader a 
readerly predicament that is . . . 
writerly. The reader reading Canadian 
becomes the reader writing the writer, 
then writing the reader. 

(Kroetsch, 1989e: 192) 

-- and will lead us to truth: 



That's the narrative strategy. . . . The 
truth is veiled. Except that we are, 
perhaps, being teased into looking 
behind the veil. Or under the veil. 
Except that, perhaps, we should be 
looking at the ve'l. The truth shall 
make you veiled. 7 k  

That's the way it is, in Canadian writing. 
(Kroetsch, 1989e: 181) 

As well as being very much involved with presence, 

absence, truth, and voice, all of this has to do with 

origins or, rather, with the Pack of a proper origin, which 

is of overwhelming importance not only to Kroetsch's notion 

of 'archaeologyo but, also, to the gesture which motivates 

his arquments in all his criticism. It is a gesture which 

is not only characteristic of Kroetsch, or of Harold Bloom, 

whose 'anxiety of influence1 obliges every aspiring poet 

(writer) to somehow misread in order to overthrow his most 

influential predecessor(s), or, in Kroetsch's words, of his 

"necessary doing of violence in order to get a space on the 

shelfvt (in Neman and Wilson, 1982: 42); it is also the 

metaphysical gesture par excellence, the exclusionary 

appropriation of the other by which the self attains its 

Yes, "the root meaning of the word truth is un- 
concealing, dis-closing, dis-covering, un-hidingw (cited on 
142), and Rroetsch affirms the 'truth' that is the dream of 
absolute presence in alethia or unveiling. Whether one 
embraces notions of veiling in favour of unveiling or 
absence in favour of presence, if undecidability is not 
taken into account, we will necessarilv, by virtue of the 
work of the negative, of the violence by which metaphysics 
reasserts the hierarchy of binaries, find ourselves ending 
by affirming the (totalizing) meaning of 'truthf as 
unveilinq in presence, even if that presence is announced as 
an absence. 



\identity.' In this case, it is Canada and Canadian 

literature which are to achieve an identity or proper name 

-- a singular, unique name which is our own and only ours. 
And that proper name is \postm~dern.~ In order for Kroetsch 

to gain for himself the identity he desires, Canada must be 

a postmodern country with a postmodern literature, not, as 

Walter Pache (and others, such as members and critics of the 

TISH group) would have it, because we imported postmodernism 

from the United States, but because we invented 

postmodernism. We cannot be derivative, we must be first. 

Therefore, just as our writers must uninvent or decreate the 

world in order to create it anew (Kroetsch, 1973h), and 

immigrants must uninvent their origins in order to be born 

anew in a new country (Kroetsch, 1984•’), so must Kroetsch 

uninvent (deny/negate) Canada's \originst and more than two 

centuries of ~anadian literature in order to create us and 

our literature anew. It is this desire as much as it is 

his obsession with voice that motivates Kroetschts so 

adamant rejection of history in favour of archaeology. 

Is it fair to claim that Kroetschts insistence upon 

Canada's lac!r. of a definite origin and identity, as well as 

his insistence on the absence of modernism in Canadian 

literature, is part of a desire to see Canada and Canadian 

literature as somehow always already postmodern? In my 

For ideas similar to Kroetschts in regard to the 
relationship between postmodernism and Canadian nationalism, 
see also Moss, 1974a; Carlsen, 1984; Fogel, 1984c; Edwards, 
1985; and Davey, 1988: 119-120. 



opinion, such a claim is supported by his comments on novels 

that are not generally considered to be postmodern. 

[As For Me and MJ House] is in effect a 
powerful novel about the inability to 
make art--it is a novel as a set of 
diary entries about an unwritten novel. 
The meta-narratives--religious, 
artistic, social, economic--do not hold. 
Even the great European meta-narrative 
about \nature1 does not hold here, as 
nature turns into wind and moving dust 
and an unreachable horizon. 

[In The Mountain and The Valley t]he 
meta-narratives sf art, of family, of 
love, don't hold. The narrative itself 
turns into brilliant and static passages 
of description, speculation, repetition. 
The story simply cannot move. 

Both these novels are set on 
geographical margins. . . . Both deal 
with lives that the people themselves 
see as marginal. . . . 

In both it is a kind of 
archaeological act that succeeds, 
against the traditional narrative. 

(Kroetsch, 1985b: 24-25) 

Similarly: 

Recognizing as [Tav John] does, through 
the fur trade of the western mountains, 
the meta-narrative of empire, and 
recognizing through the processes of 
conversion the meta-narrative of the 
Christian myth, it goes on to explore an 
acceptance of the 'hiddenness' of 
narrative in a manner that we now call, 
loosely, postmodern. 

(Kroetsch, 1989e: 182) 
Just as Canadian novels written as early as the 1920's 

rejected traditional narrative in favour of archaeology, so 

were our writers of that time already resisting modernism: 

Worley Callaghan went to Paris and met the Modern writers; 



he, for Canada, experienced the real and symbolic encounter; 

he, heroically and success full^, resisted. The country that 

invented Marshall McLuhan and Northrop Frye did so by not 

ever being Modern8' (Kroetsch, 1974a: 1; emphasis added). 

Interestingly, Kroetsch later makes statements contradicting 

this view of Frye as a \postmodernist.' For example, 

Northrop Frye is at heart a modernist, 
trying to assert the oneness, the unity 
of all narrative. But the writers of 
stories and poems nowadays, in Canada, 
are not terribly sympathetic to Frye and 
his unifying sense of what a mythic 
vision is. Against this overriding 
view, we posit an archaeological sense 
that every unearthing is problematic, 
tentative, subject to a story-making act 
that is itself subject to further change 
as the \digs goes on. 

(Krsetsch, 1985b: 24) 

But much later, in 1987, Kroetsch again posits Frye as a 

postmodern thinker, or, at least, the precursor of a 

postmodern thinker. 

Frye suggests, in my reading, in my 
wilful misprision, that the moment of 
recognition of the possible departure is 
available only at the mom:nt of 
recognition of the departure's 
impossibility. Realizing that we are 
already where we propose to go, we are 
free to go originally. Ideally, he 
imagines a moment when the poet, by 
knowing everything, is at Past free to 
know the unknowable as well. 
Incompleteness is made possible only by 
completeness. Com~leteness, allowing 
incom~leteness as its other, allows for 
the gap, the rupture, that is the space 
on the shelf, the space in the complete 



library, that desires the poetvs arrival 
as fully as the poet desires to arrive. 

(Kroetsch, 1987: 157) 

In my opinion, Kroetschvs view of Fryevs theories as 

postmodern is necessary to his version of Canadian writing 

as always already postmodern (despite his somewhat empty 

acknowledgement of a 'Victorian periodf in Canadian 

literature). What is of much more interest is the 

contradiction itself and the desire which renders this 

c~ntradiction necessary. Kroetsch must present Frye as both 

modern and postmodern; he must present Frye as postmodern in 

order to support his view of Canada's writers as always 

already postmodern, while, at the same time, he must present 

Frye as modern in order to allow a difference against which 

he can define himself and his contemporaries as postmodern: 

IvAsainst this overriding view we posit an archaeological 

sense. . . .If Also, in the quotation from "Learning the 

Hero,Iv and in support of his 'always already postmodern' 

theory, Kroetsch has somehow managed to transform Frye into 

a precursor of Harold Bloom with his 'anxiety of influencev 

theory of misreading. It would appear not only that 

Canadian 'literaturev has always been postmodern, but that 

Canadian criticism has always been so as well. 

But even more interesting is the fact that we have 

here, again, another of Kroetschvs typical dialectical 

inversions, this time couched in the deconstructive terms of 

'the gap, 'the rupture,' through which \incompleteness is 



made possible only by cornpletenes~.~ But is this gap a 

glimmer of Derridean undecidability? No, alas. As always, 

with binary pairs, the powerful term, completeness, allows 

incompleteness as its other, as that which it is not, thus 

allowing the gap, the rupture, which turns out to be none 

other than the Logical opposition which allows for what 

Kroetsch often describes as the necessary act of violence by 

which a writer can gain 'the space on the shelf8 which he so 

relentlessly pursues. It is the violence which is necessary 

for, and inherent to, any metaphysics of presence. 

Yet, we are to understand that postmodernism is 'the 

crisis of metaphysical philosophy1 (cited on 139), a 

philosophy which, to Lyotard, depends upon the narrative 

function and is, therefore, put into a state of crisis by 

the 'fact1 that "the narrative function is losing its 

functors, its great hero, its great dangers, its great 

voyages, its great goal. It is being dispersed in clouds of 

narrative language elementsn (cited on 139). To Kroetsch, 

this dispersal corresponds to the multiplicity of voices 

that is 'the nightmare and the welcome dream sf Babel1 

(cited on 142), to the postmodern decentring which is "the 

collapse, for North American eyes, of the meta-narrative 

that once went by the name Europeu (Kroetsch, 1985b: 23) , 

and to the \successful1 archaeological act by which 

[tlhe nature of the genealogical 
patterns, when tested by journey and 
quest, becomes more and more elaborate, 



more nearly a maze. . . . There is no 
single source; rather, a multiplying of 
possibilities. The compounding of 
genealogical relationship in the 
Canadian novel of the seventies, 
manifests itself in complex narrative 
structure . . . . Our genealogies are 
the narratives of a discontent with a 
history that lied to us, violated us, 
erased us even. We wish to locate our 
dislocation, and to do so we must 
confront the impossible sum of our 
traditions. . . . We recognize that we 
can be freed into our own lives only by 
terrible and repeated acts of 
perception. (Kroetsch, 1981b: 65) 

Qnly the artist can 'free us into our own lives' by perform- 

ing If[t]he mapping. The naming. The unlearning so that we 

might learn: the unnamed countrytnf teaching us ffHow to see 

the vision, how to imagine the realH (Kroetsch, 1981g: 17). 

Hence, "the figure of the artist is obsessively present in 

Canadian writing; the kunstlerroman is, often, its sub- 

genre. In the beginning is the artist, beginningJf {Rroetsch, 

1981b: 66). "Given the failure of ends, . . . process 
becomes more important than endw (Kroetsch, 1985b: 26). 

The whole business . . . is one of 
capturing process--especially in a 
country like Canada where things are 
being shaped but aren't already shaped. . . . Some of the bad writers don't give 
us that sense of process. . . . [which 
is] more intense in Canadian writing 
than it is in that of an older country 
because we don't have models to play off 
against. (in Brown, 1972: 7) 

We Canadians, a people without a literary tradition, are not 



fettered (as Americans are) by llmoon literature--arising out 

of the Romantic movements of the nineteenth century. 

Canadian writing is sun literature--arising out of the 

twentieth century and the return to the sun as the literal 

source of our beingt1 (Kroetsch, 1971c: 54). 7 2 

So, in the end, everything is a question of ontology, 

and the meek shall inherit the earth. We whom European 

imperialism deprived of a proper origin and a proper name, 

we, who were to history irrelevant and to our neighbours 

invisible, have successfully overcome all obstacles. In our 

lack of an origin upon which we could decide, our lack of a 

meta-narrative upon which we could agree, and our lack of a 

literature which could find a space on the shelf, we have 

found a postmodern voice with which to speak our presence 

(as an absence) and to tell our story (cf having no story to 

tell). And, lo and behold, now that the age of our shining 

7 2  Cf. Lecker: InDorf describes the governing metaphor 
of his quest when he asserts that \we all . . . desire our 
way back to the source of all desire, the sun itselfvv1 
(cited on 109). Also, cf. McLuhanls "step from the dark into 
the light of the mind," as quoted by Linda Hutcheon and 
cited on 72, fn. 38. And cf. Hegel: 

[I]t is not difficult to see that ours is a birth- 
time and a period of transition to a new era. 
spirit has broken with the world it has hitherto 
inhabited and imagined, and is of a mind to 
submerge it in the past, and in the labour of its 
own transformation. . . . The frivolity and 
boredom which unsettle the established order, the 
vague foreboding of something unknown, these are 
the heralds of approaching change. The gradual 
crumbling that left unaltered the face of the 
whole is cut short by a sunburst which, in one 
flash, illuminates the features of the new world. 

(Hegel, 1977: 6-7) 
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is finally arrived, we find that it is we who are closest to 

the sun, the source of our being -- m e  might say, to God. 

Thrvugh the multiple voices of our writers who narrate us 

into existence, through Robert Kroetschvs meta-narrative, 

identifying us as postmodern, we are at last vindicated. 

Almost. We cannot yet be sure we have reached the goal 

of our quest, because, as we would expect, "in postmodern 

writing there appears a scepticism or hesitation about the 

meta-narrative's great voyages, its great goaln (Kroetsch, 

1985b: 23)' and its great hero. "Instead of answers we have 

questions. Instead of resolution we have doubtvv (25) -- 
questions and doubt which cause endless debates between 

critics. However, these debates do not, to Robert Kroetsch, 

\announce1 a Derridean dissemination, but rather, perhaps, 

Ivan acceptance of, even a celebration of, multiplicityvv (22) 

such as that which he hears in Williamsv Paterson. To him, 

these debates are the manifestation of a \metaphysical1 

multiplicity contained in Unity. Just as he claims that '*in 

some perverse way, [the] falling-apart of our story is what 

holds our story togethervt (21), he vvwant[sJ to suggest that 

the debates themselves , . . are what create *unityv. . . . 
The possibility of a single or privileged voice announcing 

the risht version of the narrative is talked away. The 

unity is created by the very debate that seems to threaten 

unityn ( 2 5 ) -  And the critic becomes poet and hero: 

It is difficult, almost impossible, to 
imagine a nation without its epic poem. 



Northrop Frye's work is an extended 
commentary on the great Canadian epic 
poem, a poem whose text we do not have, 
but whose intention and design and 
accomplishment he makes everywhere 
present in his elaborate response. 

Fryers long discourse . . . [is] the 
epic tale of the tribe. . . . 

Northrop Frye becomes . . . by that 
revealing of prophetic presence in 
absence, by that locating of the denied 
or at least concealed story in his own 
commentary, the voice of the epic we do 
not have. . . . he becomes our epic 
poet. 

(Kroetsch, 1987: 161; emphasis added) 

Or, in other words: 

Criticism, it would seem, narrates its 
own intention. Traditional critical 
writing narrates the history of the 
literary past. Only in the late 
twentieth century has criticism 
attempted a narration of the future of 
the literature of which it is the 
mediating force. 

(Kroetsch, 1988: 196; emphasis added) 

'Criticism narrates its own intentionr? Does this suggest 

that criticism is subject to no law but its own? Like God? 

~lso, we may well ask who has the power to narrate the 

future? Only a prophet. Or the inspired poet who tells 

\the epic tale of the tribe' -- a prophet. The 'temptation 

of meaningr has proved itself stronger than Kroetsch's power 

to resist, and he has posited for u.s exactly that which he 

means to abjure -- a prophetic presence, a prophetic 
voice ,... The prophetic Voice he claims to have rejected for 
the voices of Babel. And the speaker, the critic, the 
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prophet, is the mediating force through which opposites will 

be reconciled in that Voice -- in the multiple-voiced 
debates creating the very Unity Kroetsch has forsworn. 

Where, then, is the crisis of metaphysical philosophy 

to which postmodernism corresponds? Robert Kroetsch "has 

repeatedly announced himself anti-Aristotelian and anti- 

theologicalw; "he prefers multiplicity and fragmentation to 

Unities, the voices of Babel to the prophetic Voicel1 (Neuman 

and Wilson, 1982: xi). He is "quite aware of being without 

ideologyw ( 3 3 ) "  and believes in "the failure of ends, 

goalst1 (Kroetsch, 1985b: 26). Yet, his resistance to 

centres, to unity, to ideologies, to meaning, to origins and 

ends, have not the power to allow him to resist the 

metaphysical system he attempts to subvert. None of us can 

\escape1 or \resist1 metaphysics by a simple act of will, 

because the very metaphysics we would resist governs our 

language and t b e  mode of thought with which that language is 

intimately, irrevocably connected. Neither can we resist 

metaphysics by negation, because the negative relentlessly 

confirms and reaffirms (with a new name) that which we deny. 

If we desire to involve our thought with a 'crisis of 

metaphysics,' we must resist by thinking the unthinkable or, 

in other words, by thinking Derridean undecidability. 

73 In writing of Kroetsch, whom he sees as a bridge 
between American and Canadian literature, by virtue of his 
incorporating the best of both (into a paradoxical \wholet), 
Stan Fogel claims that "the ideologic51 baggage, which goes 
with the United States, does not encumber Canadai1 (Fogel, 
1984~: 19). 



Chapter Seven 

'Unhiding the Hiddent: 

Archaeology, Dialectic, Intertextuality, and Voice 

Like Derrida, Robert Kroetsch is concerned with 

resisting the metaphysic?'- implications of notions such as 

'system,' 'ideol~gy/theology,~ and 'meaning.' As we have 

seen, Derrida approaches this project through a strategy 

which displaces the concept of 'presence,' the concept upon 

which all other concepts and implications of Western 

metaphysics depend. Throughout this process -- an ongoing 
project with which we will never be finished -- he does not 
attempt to neutralize the difference between presence and 

absence. Neither does he deny that presence is possible (as 

an effect of undecidability), nor does he reject or deny 

presence in favour of absence; to do either would be to 

nesate presence by absence, which is the first step of the 

dialectical process74 by which presence, as the logical 

opposite of absence, is subsumed and reappropriated within 

74 The term \dialectict is derived from a Greek 
word that means 'to converset or \to discoursef . 
. . . In Platots Republic, \dialectic1 is the 
supreme kind of knowledge, which 'gives an 
accountt (loaos) of everything -- that is, 
explains everything --by reference to the 'Idea of 
the Good1. . . . In Aristotle's logical works, 
'dialectic1 refers to reasoning from premises that 
are probable, in the sense of generally accepted. 
. . . 'Dialectict is Hegei's name for the logical 
pattern that thought must follow. Broadly, Hegel 
argued that thought proceeds by contradictions, 
the overall pattern being one of thesis, 
antithesis, and synthesis. (Flew, 1984: 94) 



absence, thus achieving a coherence in paradox (which always 

indicates a desire for presence) and reaffirming 

transcendental, totalizing meaning in absence. But this is 

exactly what we have seen taking place in Kroetschts 

criticism of Canadian literature; he finds for us an 

identity in a lack of identity and 'presence in absencet or 

'presence as absencet (see 143). Moreover, presence 

reasserts itself (through \attributest such as origin, end, 

and unity) through the rejections by which Kroetsch defines 

his literary theory as postmodern. Those rejections 

include: 1) a rejection of ideology/ theology, 2) a 

rejection of unity and wholeness in favour of multiplicity 

and discontinuity, 3) a rejection of realism in favour of 

self-reflexivity, 4) a rejection of history in favour of 

archaeology (in the Foucauldian sense7" . 

7 5  For the purposes of this study, I am not as 
interested in Foucauldian archaeology per se as in 
Kroetsch's interpretation of that archaeology. However, 
before considering Kroetsch's version of archaeology, we 
should note Derridals comment to the effect that 

what we must be wary of . . . is the metaphysical 
concept of history. This is the concept of 
history as the history of meaning . . . the 
history of meaning developing itself, producing 
itself, fulfilling itself. . . . The metaphysical 
concept cf history is not only linked to 
linearity, but to an entire system of implications 
(teleology, eschatology, elevating and 
interiorizing accumulation of meaning, a certain 
type of traditionality, a certain concept of 
continuity, of truth, etc. (Derrida, 1981d: 57) 

At first glance, it appears that Foucault and Derrida are in 
agreement, as Foucault is also wary of this system of 
metaphysical implications. However, Foucault does not seek 
to displace this system by teasing out the undecidability 



which inhabits it, demonstrating how the 'members' of that 
system are not atoms, but networks of traces. He begins by 
proclaiming that "there is a negative work to be carried out 
first: we must rid ourselves of a whole mass of notions, 
each of which, in its own way, diversifies the theme of 
continuityw (Foucault, 1972: 21). Those notions include 
'tradition,' 'influencett 'development and evolutionfl and 
'spirit.' He understands the problem to reside, at least in 
large part, in our notions of %the bookt as a unity, and he 
redefines the book in terms that would seem to be compatible 
with Derridats notion of the general text: 

The frontiers of a book are never clear-cut: 
beyond the title, the first lines, and the last 
full stop, beyond its internal configuration and 
its autonomous form, it is caught up in a system 
of references to other books, other texts, other 
sentences: it is a node within a network. . . . 
The book is not simply the object that one holds 
in one's hands; and it cannot remain within the 
little parallelepiped that contains it: its unity 
is variable and relative. As soon as one 
questions that unity, it loses its self-evidence; 
it indicates itself, constructs itself, only on 
the basis of a complex field of discourse. 

(Foucault, 1972: 23; emphasis added) 

In this theory, however, the question of unity is never 
problematized, shaken, or displaced -- the book, as "a node 
within a network," is still a self-identical entity, and a 
variable and relative unity is still unity. Also, the unity 
which Foucault unwittingly seeks is, through all his 
'discourse,' grounded in 'discourseIt and his archaeology is 
ultimately, like Kroetsch's, phonocentric. Neither Kroeisch 
nor Foucault can move beyond the metaphysics they wish to 
reject because they do not share Derridats conviction that 
there is no such \thingi as a metaphvsical concept and of 
itself, As Derrida says, "No concept is by itself, and 
consequently in and of itself, metaphysical, outside all the 
textual work in which it is inscribedn [Derrida, 1981d: 57), 
and therefore, no 'metaphysical conceptt can be simply 
rejected out of hand, because the hierarchy of the binaries 
will always reassert itself, and one 'metaphysical conceptt 
will merely be replaced by another. In this case, history 
becomes archaeology, and 'discourse' replaces 'the book1 as 
a master concept; the book, which has been considered to be 
a totality becomes "a node in a network," while the 
'network1 becomes the totalizing structure. 

For a deconstructive reading of Foucault's Madness and 
civilization: A History of Insanity in the Ase of Reason, 



Foucauldian archaeology abandons studies of linear 

succession (historical) in favour of discoveries in depth 

(archaeological). Attention is turned away from "vast 

unities like \periodst or \centuriest to the phenomenon of 

rupture, discontinuityw (Foucault, 1972: 4) and to the 

"concepts that enable us to conceive of discontinuity 

(threshold, rupture . . . transf~rmation)~' (5). Therefore, 

in \unearthingr any subject, the archaeologist discovers an 

ever-increasing number of strata as he or she unceasingly 

discourses on the relations and possible relations between 

the subject and \the world. * 7 6  Archaeology is a \field of 

discourse* by/in which, to Kroetsch, the absence at the 

centre is the blank space frsm/in which one s~eaks to deny 

continuity and unity, while celebrating the boundary. 

Unfortunately, this boundary is the threshold at which 

the transformational synthesis sf opposites has always been 

considered to be achieved. Hence, \presencet constantly 

see Jacques Derrida, "Cogito and the History of Madnessw 
(~errida, 1978b: 31-63). Also, in "Force and significationtt 
(3-30), Derrida discusses structuralism and its 
philosophical presuppositions, which may be of interest to 
those who consider Foucaultls archaeology to be a form of 
structuralism. 

7 6  Robert Kroetsch1s various Field Notes are all stages 
or an autobiographical undertaking which he describes as 
archaeological: "It may be that my journals and this 
interview are as close as I can get to autobiography ... 
Field Notes. . . . I see it as an archaeological site againtt 
(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 207). The fact that the 
archaeologistts work is said to be unceasing, thus 
preventing closure, makes it rather baffling to me that the 
1989 edition of KroetschJs archaeological autobiography is 
entitled Completed Field Notes. 



reasserts and reaffirms itself as absence in Kroetsch's 

work, even though his archaeology includes the notion of the 

active reader. 7 7  In choosing not to work rigorously through 

the metaphysical context of the notions he wishes to reject, 

and choosing, instead, to deny those notions, his resistance 

is negation -- which is, by definition, the work by which 
difference and otherness are effaced and opposites are 

reconciled in presence (whatever name presence may take). 

That Kroetschts literary theory is imbued with 

negativity is obvious in that his preference for archaeology 

over history is motivated by a desire to \erase1 "a history 

that lied to us, violated us, erased us eventt (cited on 144- 

45). Me embraces the l~archaeological modelw (in Neuman and 

Wilson, 1982: 28) as a means of resisting the manifestations 

of presence with which history, traditional narrative, and 

Western metaphysics are concerned -- that is, to resist 
(negate): systems and/or ideologies; [the temptation of] 

meaning; unity in terms of \storyt; unity in terms of a 

single, unified cosmology; unity in terms of the self; 

origins and endings -- teleology. In order to effect this 

negation, he sets up a system of binary opposites: game 

versus system, discontinuity versus continuity, 

77 ~hirley Neuman suggests, and Kroetsch agrees: "in 
[Kroetsch's] kind of autobiography . . . the self isn't an 
open site at all. The reader has to go in and open the 
site, unearth the writer's selfw (in Neuman and Wilson, 
1982: 207). In view of archaeology's presumed preclusion of 
unity and closure, it is interesting that neither Neuman nor 
Kroetsch qualifies this notion of the \writer's self.' 



incompleteness versus completeness, the fragmented self 

versus the unified self, a whole set of cosmologies versus 

one unified cosmology, beginnings versus origins, and 

process versus end. But setting up a system of binary pairs 

and priorizing one term of each pair over its \otherf can 

never subvert the metaphysical implications of conventional 

narrative, because that is exactly what metaphysics does, 

and presence will relentlessly reassert itself through the 

negation which elevates one term over \its other.' 

Beginning with game versus system, we must ask whether 

Kroetsch means the notion of \game1 to refer to the 

Derridean (limitless) play that is the movement of 

undecidability or to the permutations, substitutions, and 

transformations which are believed to take place within d 

structure whose centre determines it, both allowing and 

limiting the play which takes place within it. The latter 

\playt is based on a fundamental ground, on the 

determination of Being as presence, and is, in fact, the 

play which Kroetsch affirms in order to resist systems -- a 
play which is part and parcel of the system he would reject: 

"One could say that Surrealists illustrate the difference 

between play and game; they play but they don't play a game. 

. . . Surrealism, like all writing, is true playing. By the 

time you write the work, you have made up the game plan" (in 

Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 64). If, \by the time you write 

the work, you have made up the game plan,' how can writing, 

or Surrealism, illustrate the difference between \play' and 
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'systemt? And what is \truet playing? Play that is not 

false? Or play that is absolute? Kroetschts notion of game 

includes the idea that one may "[build] into a system 

something that breaks the systemvt (65) -- for example, 
proclaiming the deuce wild in a game of cards. But 

proclaiming the deuce wild is simply a part of making up the 

game plan or system one is devising and, as such, cannot 

break or even threaten the system. 

As for discontinuity velsus continuity, Kroetsch says: 

One can't escape by discontinuity itself 
--it contains the word continuity, 
doesn't it? It says dis/continuity. I 
am totally involved in a sense of the 
tradition, but I relate to it by 
discontinuity. Not to have that is to 
be absorbed into tradition or eraseci by 
it. (60; emphases Kroetsch's and mine) 

In response, Neuman asks whether failing to relate to 

tradition by discontinuity would allow it to \assimilate you 

rather than your assimilating it,' and Kroetsch replies: 

wExactlyw (26). It seems that his yen for \discontinuity1 

is very much a part of his \Bloomian impulset -- the impulse 
which motivates his desire to posit Canadian literature as 

always already postmodern by denying \pre-postmodernl 

literature, thus securing for himself a \space on the shelf' 

by incorporating the past into his present self. However, 

we must also note his comment about the complicity between 

discontinuity and continuity. He is correct in that each 
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term of a binary pair is always already inscribed with the 

trace of its 'other,' but he does not think of this 

complicity in terms of originary doubling. He considers 

discontinuity and continuity to be binary (logical) 

opposites, which will always allow dialectic to reconcile 

them in a supposedly self-sufficient, self-identical unity. 

Kroetsch also takes notice of the complicity between 

incompleteness and completeness: PCompleteness, allowing 

incompleteness as its othert (cited on 152). This statement 

concedes that the notion of completeness or unity is always 

already posited by the notion of incompleteness, but it also 

acknowledges the priority metaphysics grants to the former. 

Also, the idea that the notion of 'a whole set of 

cosmologiest differs essentially from the notion of a single 

unified cosmology is erroneous. Kroetsch claims that 

"falling out of cosmologies is at least an illusion of 

freedomw /25), because it posits a cosmology which is not 

enclosed. This statement is on the same level as his claim 

to "write against systems even if [he], ironically, end[s] 

up incorporating a systemvt (160). Can one 'write againstt 

or subvert the notion of system whiie incorporating a 

system? Is this not also an illusion? Similarly, the 

notion of 'falling out of a cosmologyt merely extends the 

cosmology (as in Paradise Lost). 

Moreover, in regard to a 'whole set of co~mologies,~ 

the words \wholet (which repeatedly occurs in Kroetschts 

conversation/writing) and 'setq concretize Unity, a concept 



which Kroetsch's supposedly unenclosed cosmology leaves 

virtually untouched, replacing, as it does, a single 

\entityf with a multiple but nevertheless unified 'entity,' 

the parts of which are interchangeable. The notion of 

\cosmology~ is not questioned and, more importantly, neither 

are \unityf or the binary pair \inside/outsides -- the 
spatial pair which is vital to the notion of \systems or 

\structurep and which "gives life to the opposition of 

subject and objects1 (Derrida, 1978b: 88). Further to the 

implications of 'set,' Kroetsch says that Margaret 

Laurence's Morag Gunn ("an archaeologist of her own 

finds contradictions, sets 

variationsm (Kroetsch, 1985b: 26) in an archaeological site 

that yields up "a bewildering multitude of fragmentsm (in 

Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 31). However, the \archaeological 

acts v'seems intent on making the archaeological mode 

literally an act of recoveringw (Kroetsch, 1989e: 182), of 

revelation: 

In Canada we insist on the archaeo-, 
logical sense of narrative. We find, in 
our experience and in our psyches, 
framents, traces, possibilities, 
remains, shards. . . . The story is 
concealed from us. Only by a careful 
acknowledgeient of that concealment do 
we allow for a reveiation of the story. 

(Kroetsch, 1989e: 182; emphasis added) 

And a successful act of creation: 

it is a kind of archaeological act that 
succeeds, against the traditional 



narrative. Mrs Bentley does keep a 
journal, and in that journal, without 
recognizing it, she makes her art. In 
The Mountain and The Valley it is David - 
Canaan's grandmother, hooking a rug out 
of the scraps of clothing that represent 
traces of family history, who is the 
successfuL artist. (Kroetsch, 1985b: 25) 

Kroetsch speaks often of fragments and of the 

fragmented or divided self, but the notion of a 'fragmented 

self1 is solidly grounded in the concept of 'self.' It 

depends upon the notion that there was an original unified 

self from which those fragments derived and to which they 

will return in an immediately-present-to-consciousness 

moment (somewhat like the fragments of light, the souls, 

which will return to the divine Source, according to the 

Gnostic view). And such a notion lies at the \centre1 of 

Kroetsch's view of the divided or fragmented self; he 

writes, "As we come to the end of self, in our century. . . 
. [ w ] e  become again, persons in the world, against the 

preposterous notion of self. We are each our own 

crossroadsw (Kroetsch, 1980d: 132; emphasis added). It 

seems that the \self1 has become suspect to postmodernist 

thinkers, so a postmodernist who is still caught up in 

logocentric thought may use the term \persont to avoid 

dealing with the metaphysical implications of the concept of 

self, while still reassuring him or herself of the self- 

sufficient, unified identity to which a metaphysics of 

presence must always return. The problem with this evasive 



strategy is exactly that to which Derrida refers when he 

insists that we cannot escape the metaphysical implications 

of 'master wordsg or 'master concepts1 (transcendentalizing 

words and concepts through which the logos always gathers 

everything into itself) by banning the words or concepts. 

To do so is merely to replace the rejected (negated) 'master 

wordt or 'master conceptg with a new one, which does not 

disturb in the least the metaphysics governing our thought. 

Proclaiming that one prefers "multiplicity and 

fragmentation to Unities, the voices of Babel to the 

prophetic Voicew (see 159) does not prevent one's thought 

from being caught in the metaphysical closure of Unity and 

the prophetic Voice, because multiplicity and fragmentation 

are firmly grounded in the traditional (metaphysical) 

patterns of Western thought. Also, by proclaiming himself 

anti-theological (see 159), Kroetsch involves his thought 

-- through the work of the negative -- with the very system 
he rejects; the anti calls forth, with one sweeping gesture, 

the dialectic of which he is so fond -- the diclectic which 
has all its epistemological, ontotheological, teleological 

roots in the loqos: in presence. 

Given his fascination with the trickster figure,78 I 

Kroetsch defines the trickster figure as Ifenergy 
independent of moral structure and moral interpretstion. 
He's very subversive, very carnivalesque. . . . I suppose 
that there is a kind of sexual origin in the figure of the 
trickster--the prick and its vagariesN (in Neman 2nd 
Wilson, 1982: 100). Pure ereqy, Sexual. Male. Kroetsch 
sees the trickster as an "irrational amoral impulse [which] 
is comparable to the writer. , . . So there's that kind of 
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would say that Kroetsch wishes to think in terms of 

diffgrance. That is, he would like to be able to posit the 

binary pairs not as a reconciliation of opposites, but as a 

maintaining of disjunction, a 'play8 of resisting forces. 

the artist him/her self: 

in the long run, given the choice of 
being God or Coyote, will, most 
mornings, choose to be Coyote: 

he lets in the irrational along with the 
rational, the pre-moral along with the 
moral. He is a shape-shifter. . . . He 
is the charlatan-healer . . . rather 
than Joyce's high priest of art. 
Sometimes he is hogging the show instead 
of paring his fingernails. Like all 
tricksters . . . he runs the risk of 
himself being tricked. 

(in Kroetsch and Bessai, 1978: 209) 

the reader: 

a character out of one of the novels the 
novelist is deconstructing. 7 9  He 

peculiar tension between the rational and the irrational 
that's so intriguing in both sexuality and writinggt (in 
Brown, 1972: 11-12). The trickster is "the force that gets 
you out of the rational frame [by means of an "anti-logicgg 
(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 99), which is, as always, the 
negative]. Out of the frame-up [system]. He kicks loosen 
(in Cameron, 1972: 50). And both sexuality and writing are 
connected with "fertilityw (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 122) 
or generation, which is, according to Western metaphysics 
and Robert Kroetsch, male territory. "Perhaps it was Radin 
who said that ultimately the trickster is comparable with 
the penis: they're both irrational, unpredictable. They do 
their own thingsm (in Cameron, 1972: 50). 

" From this, and from all other instances in which he 
uses the terms ~deconstruction8 or \deconstructingf8 it is 
obvious that Kroetsch does not refer to a Derridean notion 
of deconstruction. To Derrida, deconstruction is not 
something which a writer produces or performs, but something 
which is always alreadv occurring, by virtue of the 
originary doubling through which undecidability operates and 



expects certain consolations: of plot, 
of motivation, of characterization, of 
conclusion. . . . And he, the old 
reader, must slowly unlearn concepts of 
character. Of motivation. Of plot and 
ending. Hes~ust . . . acquire Negative 
Capability. He has entered a world 
where possibilities not only co-exist 
but contradict. Where thesis inspires 
antithesis. Where day and light of 
chapter one become the night and 
darkness of chapter two, where the blind 
see and the seeing are fooled, not only 
by the trickster and each other--but by 
seeing. 

But should not the dichotomies 
themselves be dissolved? (209-10) 

The idea that the dichotomies themselves should be dissolved 

is, in my opinion, typical of thinkers who realize that our 

through which metaphysics achieves the synthesis which 
denies and represses undecidability. To Kroetsch, though, 
\deconstructingf seems to be \decreationfs which, following 
the American ~rojectivist poets, is basic process for the 
postmodern arts: human forms must first be destroyed, if we 
are to be open to the true sources of value manifest in the 
natural processes which create formsw (~ltieri, 1972-73: 
612). Kroetschrs ~deconstructingf is inseparable from his 
\unnamingIi which, to him, is essential for the (re)naming, 
the true naming which makes us real and, in the end, amounts 
to a typically negative (in the sense of logical negation) 
way of saying \structuring.f Like the notion of \self,' the 
notion of \structuret has become suspect, and, instead of 
dealing with the metaphysical implications of \structuref 
-- which have put \structure* into disfavour -- Xroetsch 
exchanges \deconstructings for \constructing,' just as he 
exchanges \personr for \selff and \absencef for 'presence.' 

80 The first writer I know of to use this term was John 
Keats, and Negative Capability was to him the capacity to 
remain "in uncertainties, Zysteries, doubt, without any 
irritable reaching after fact and reasonn (Keats, 1958: 
1,193). Interestingly, Charles Altieri finds in the poetic 
theory of the American postmodern (Projectivist) poet 
Charles Olson na heavy stress on Keats' letter on negative 
capabilityw (Altieri, 1972-73: 607), a stress which also 
appears in George Bowering's article sfAvisonts Imitation of 
Christ the Artistgi (Bowering, 1982b: 5-23). 



habits of thought are problematic, but wk.0 not realize 

that to \dissolve the dichotomies' is both impossible and 

undesirable. 81 To attempt to dissolve chem is to attempt to 

neutralize difference -- \differencet in Derrida's sense, 

which is logical opposition, but the radical alterity 

which prevents any \self8 or concept from subsuming or being 

subsumed by its 'other.' And again, as always, unless 

undecidability is taken into account, metaphysics catches 

the unsuspecting revolutionary in its never yielding grasp, 

because, to neutralize difference is to reduce everything to 

the same, to celebrate and seek identity. 

impossible to think terms 

one considers ''the binary patterns that the human mind uses 

to construct its day and its labyrinthw (in Neuman and 

Wilson, 1982: 26;82 as binaries -- that is, as binary 

The activity of dissolution is the power and work 
of the Understand-, the most astonishing and 
mightiest of powers, or rather the absolute power. . . . this is the tre~endous power of the 
negati-se; it is the energy of thought, of the pure 
ar I . I* (Hegel, 1977: 18-19) 

Incidentally, dissolving the dichotomy male/female is 
precisely what, according to Susan Rudy Dorscht, third wave 
feminism (postferninism) attempts to do. ( S E ~  64-65) 

82 The significance of this statement is twofold. In 
the first place, the statement shows that Kroetsch is caught 
up in logocentrism, because he accepts without question that 
\our day and our labyrinth1 -- our thought and the systems 
governed by that thought -- are constructed by binary 
patterns. In the second place, it reveals the ethnocentrism 
inherent i n  logocentrism. It is not the case that the 
thought systems of all cultures are structured by binary 
oppositions. To say that 'the human mindt uses binary 



op~ositions. The opposition, the anti, controls the 

thought, and one cannot think in terms of thesis and 

antithesis without synthesis. The synthesis always already 

inheres in the priority/privilege/mastery accorded to the 

'higher' term, that priority which we accept without 

question because it is \normal,' \naturalt: inherent in the 

structure of our language and of our thought. 83 The mastery 

patterns to construct its thought is to exclude all humans 
who are or have been members of nan-European cultures. 

For interesting studies on systems of thought which are 
not based upon presence and binary oppositions, which are 
not governed by logic, and for which the law of non- 
contradiction is not a consideration, see the works of 
Lucien Levy-Bruhl, particularly How Natives Think (1926). 

83 The assumption that one term is superior to its 
\oppositet even determines our choices of diction, as in the 
statement: "Right to the bottom, you must never say, 'I 
really want to screw my mother, or make love to my fathert1 
(in Neuman and ~ilson, 1982: 153; emphases Kroetschls and 
mine). Which is the 'higher' term, \motherg or 'father1? 

Of course, this sexist distinction between \motherg and 
'father' is but one of the instances in Kroetschts work in 
which we find the familiar and therefore unrecognized 
phallocentrism that is intrinsic to logocentrism. So long 
as we accept as 'normalg and \naturalt a system of thought 
structured according to hierarchized binary oppositions, and 
so long as we do not question dialectic, which seeks to 
resolve opposition, \femaleg will be considered the negative 
of 'male' and will be excluded and effaced by the work of 
the negative. And so long as our attitudes toward \the 
otheri are determined and confirmed by such a system, "[tlhe 
bride [who] expects to receive as well as giveH will be 
considered to overwhelm "[tjhe male who should be artistItg 
and he will seek to "possess so formidable a woman. . . . By 
transgression. By substitutionw (Kroetsch, 1978c: 75; 
emphasis added). 

This transgression is not the transgression by which 
Derrida teases out the trace of the other within the self. 
It is the transgression by which the logic of identity 
provides for the substituticn of one supposedLy self- 
identical concept with another that is the \same1 
('identical,' according to that logic) and the violent 
transgression by which dialectic negates and conserves the 
\inferiori term of a binary pair within its 'superiorf 



which is part and parcel of logocentric Western thought 

cannot be resisted by a decision to \acquire Negative 

(cited 

We cannot shake the modes of thought by which we Live 

and read by embracing contradictory \possibilities,I because 

Aristotlels principle (or law) of non-contradiction is one 

of the founding tenets of Western thought, and, throughout 

the history of metaphysics, dialecticity has been and is 

nothing more nor less than an attempt to deal with this 

principle. It is the case that \contradictiont is capable 

of shaking metaphysics, if, and only if, by \contradiction,' 

one means Derridean contradiction, which is irreducible. 

According to Derridean thought, contradiction cannot be 

resolved because the terms of binary pairs are not the 

\oppositest (i.e., the flip sides) of each other, as they 

are considered to be by logic, reason, and ordinary 

counterpart. It is the phallocentrie violence by which 
\house1 (the static, passive territory of the female) and 
\horset (the dynamic, active territory of the male) are set 
up as a binary opposition which is satisfyingly resolved in 

the horse-house. Not the barn (though a version 
of resolution does take place there), but whore1s- 
house. Western movies use that resolution. 
Sheila Watson treats of that resolution in The 
Double Hook. Antonia Shimerda [in Willa Cather's 

Antonia] is unhoused, almost into whoredom. 
Philip Bentley is unhorsed into housedom. (76) 

Can we continue to believe that such coherence in paradox is 
'truly1 reassuring? One reader who seems not to find it so 
is Sandra Djwa, who notes in her response to "Fear of Woment1 
that the novels upon which Kroetsch builds his horse/house 
dialectic more cjmplex than the present sexist formula 
allows" (Djwa, 1979: 87). 
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language. Therefore, the terms of a binary 'opposition' can 

be neither absolutely reconciled nor absolutely separated; 

rather, for example, even though \goodv can determine itself 

as good only in relation to \evil,' and vice versa, "we 

cannot conclude wickedness from nongoodnessN (~errida, 1974: 

189). The difference between \goodt and \evilt is 

irreducible, because \evilt carries the trace of \goodt 

within it (and vice versa). Thus, neither \good1 nor \evilt 

can ever achieve self-sufficient, full presence, and neither 

can be resolved within \itsf other. 

But losical contradiction is altogether a different 

matter. For example, evil is considered to be an absence of 

good, and this explanation of the inferior term as a lacR of 

the superior allows the latter, through a dialectical 

movement, to reappropriate its 'other1 in a reconciliation 

of opposites through which the inferior term is both 

subsumed and preserved within the superior. To think that 

traditional thought is constructed according to binary 

oppositions which arrange themselves as \equal,' co- 

existing pairs is to be unaware of how the terms of those 

oppositions violently achieve synthesis in one's own modes 

of thought (as with Kroetschfs Canadian meta-narrative). 

Kroetsch speaks of the 'Canadian myth of stasis' (in 

Netman and Wilson, 1982: 123), defining the 'Canadian world 

view' as a static collection of equally balanced opposites. 



The double hook. The total ambiguity 
that is so essentially Canadian: be it 
in terms of two solitudes, the bush 
garden, Jungian opposites, or the raw 
and the cooked binary structures of 
Levi-Strauss [sic]. Behind the 
multiplying theories of Canadian 
literature is always the pattern of 
equally matched opposites. 

Coyote : God 
Self : Community 
Energy : Stasis 

The balance, whatever th.e specifics, is 
always so equal that one wonders how 
paradigm can possibly issue into story, 

(in Kroetsch and Bessai, 1978: 215) 

This static paradigm is a more detailed version of the one 

he condemns when he says the reader must acquire Negative 

Capability, and he condemns it here as well: 'The balance . 
. . is always so equal that one wonders how paradigm can 
possibly issue into story.' But perhaps the 'total 

ambiguityf which Xroetsch considers 'essentially Canadian' 

has some mysterious influence here, and this statement also 

reflects admiration for a people so ingenious that we have 

somehow forced this static paradigm into story -- as we have 

told the story of our having no story to tell. 

Setting aside ambiguity for the moment, though, let us 

consider 'Negative Capability.' I would not presume to say 

what Kroetsch means when he says we must 'acquire Negative 

Capabilitytr but ke had used the term in an earlier essay. 

'* Others of the many Canadian "binary antagonisms that 
seem to lead to stasis: French against English, East against 
West, Ottawa against Alberta and so on1' (in Neuman and 
Wilson, 1982: 124-25). 



DANGER: proceed at once / past this 
point: 

... it implies a form of literature that 
feeds upon its own impossibility; it 
implies an almost violently paradoxical 
form of literature, one which requires 
for its creation the failure of 
language. 
..,What turns over in Va16ry1s mind ... is 
precisely the idea of this negativity, 
the very inadequacy of a language 
becomes a resource. 'Ineffability: 
"words fail usn1--and yet literature 
seeks to establish itself upon this 
failure, Gerald L. Bruns, his chapter 
'Negative Discourse and the Moment 
before Speecht, from his book Modern 
Poetry and the Idea of Lanquaqe, 1974. 
--negative capability-- 

(Kroetsch, 1980d: 123-24) 

Negative capability refers here to the Hegelian power of the 

negative, the capacity through which, as Kroetsch would put 

it, in agreement with Bruns, 'the very inadequacy of a 

language becomes a resource,' or 'failure becomes success.' 

Or, as a philosopher who acknowledges her ~egelianism would 

put it: the power of the negative to perform the Aafhebunq 

through which 'inadequacyt would be lifted to a higher 

sphere by its negation and conservation in 'plenitude' 

(resourcefulness), But whatever Kroetsch means to say, it 

is clear that Negative Capability works itself out in his 

work as a compulsion to resist in the sense of 'negate,' 

which is, in fact, the very basis of his extremely powerful 

desire for mastery and reappropriation -- the logocentric 
impulse excellence. To him, Negative Capability seems 

to be 'negative powert in the sense of mastery through the 
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anti through the gesture by which he attempts to reverse I 

traditional hierarchies -- the gesture which, by virtue of 
its negativity, is thoroughly grounded in the logos, always 

to be reappropriated by the logos to confirm the very 

hierarchies which he wishes, on one level, to subvert. 

Some effects of this recuperative power of the logos, 

we have already seen operating in Kroetschts work: his 

apostrophe to invisibility, to concealment, celebrates 

revelation; his affirmation of disunity confirms unity; his 

disavowal of meta-narratives constructs a Canadian meta- 

narrative; his announcement of Canadian nonidentity 

proclaims our identity. That the gesture by which his 

negative resistance is a reversed but nevertheless potent 

affirmation of the metaphysics of presence is obvious in the 

respective titles of these essays: "Unhiding the Hidden," 

"Disunity as Unity," OtBeyond Nationalism: A Prolog~e,~ and 

"NO Name is I& Nametf (Kroetsch's emphasis, in the essay's 

final sentence). Kroetschts unshakable grounding in 

traditional Western thought is evident in both his 

archaeological model and his insistence upon negative 

resistance or anarchy, which he equates with carnival. 

The connection Kroetsch makes between anarchy and 

carnival is very revealing. He describes carnival as "a 

community thing, a shaped release. . . . from the system or 
from a sort of work of course which is very oppressiveft (in 

Neuman a d  Wilson, 1982: 35). In tlCarnival and Violencen 

(1982), hr quotes Bakhtin  in order to establish carnival as 
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communal: "Carnival . . . is a pageant without a stage and 
without a division into performers and spectators. . . . In 
the carnival everyone is an active participant, everyone 

communes in the carnival actn (~akhtin (1965) in Kroetsch, 

1982a: 97). Kroetsch sees this as a situation in which 

w[R]ierarchy is destroyed. The distinction between actor 

and audience is erased; actor and audience, indeed, become 

interchangeablee (99). However, an occasion in which people 

"play at a shifting of roles, including that central 

carnivalistic shift, into representing the opposite sexm1 

(101-2) is not a destruction of hierarchy, but merely a 

reversal of the terms of the hierarchy. That this is so 

becomes more and more obvious as the essay proceeds: "It is 

possible that a war of rebellion is a kind of carnivalesque 

upsetting of the worldn -- ncarnivalesque inversions of the 
worldn (104). Kroetsch considers carnival "an anarchistic 

treatment of history. . . . everybody gets to participate in 
that reversal of order upsetting the kingu (in Neuman and 

Wilson, 1982: 36). He does not seem to realize that 

carnival, shaped as it is by the system or the king who has 

authority, does indeed allow that which is repressed to very 

briefly surface without fear of punishment; in doing so, 

however, it strengthens the very system which has the power 

not simply to authorize the breakthrough, but, also, and 

more importantly, to maintain the oppression. Play, in 



Derrida s sense, 85 is as thoroughly repressed through 

carnival as it is through the orderly functioning of the 

system of which carnival is a part. Again, as always, what 

Kroetsch seeks is "the path at once to hell and to 

redemptiontt (Kroetsch, 1982a: 106), the dialectical reversal 

by which heaven is reached through hell and presence is 

achieved in absence, by virtue of coherence in paradox: nWe 

[Canadians] are carnivalized into the possibility of our own 

beingw (Kroetsch, 1987: 160). And again, as always, we find 

Voice at the centre of his immediate concerns: Itthe oral 

tradition is basic to carnivalw (Kroetsch, 1982a: 100). 

But what of the voices of Babel and the prophetic 

Voice? Let us consider first, the title and preface of 

Labvrinths of Voice." I reallze that the preface is signed 

only by Shirley Neuman and Robert Wilson and that Robert 

Kroetsch is the proclaimed pos2modesnist whose theory I am 

committed to reading. However, nothing that appears in "An 

Entrancett is incompatible with Ksoetschts views toward voice 

and dialectic or with his coments on the figure of the 

labyrinth, comments which demonstrate the extent to which 

his fascination with "the whole thinq . . . the labyrinthtw 
(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 79; emphasis added) is in 

complicity with the notions of game, structure, centre, 

unity, and, through these notions, with a metaphysics of 

presence, Some of those comments are as follows: 

'* The reader will recall that, to Derrida, *playt is 
the absence of the transcendental signified. (See 23) 



So the labyrinth is the & to the act 
of interpretation there. What we do as 
readers is to follow the threads. 

(78; emphasis added) 

culture itself is a kind of labyrinthine 
godgame. (80; emphasis added) 

the prairies themselves are 
labyrinthine. They have been mapped 
like grids, all those roads, but you can 
get lost in them so easily, Labyrinths 
are mental experience, aren't they? 

(80; emphasis added) 

These comments touch upon Kroetschls confusion of 

undecidability with indeterminacy, a confusion which is far 

from unique to him but which informs his lamenting the 

Canadian lack of \a meta-narrative upon which we can asreev 

and \an origin upon which we can decidet (see 140). This 

confusion surfaces also in his article on Lowry, an essay in 

which his constant concern with \undecidabilityt is 

epitomized by the statement: "Even Mother cannot escape 

indeterminacvVs (Kroetsch, 198923: 1.71). Obviously, it is not 

Derridean undecidability of which Kroetsch speaks. Also, in 

the third comment, we see signs of the assurance with which 

traditional thought equates ~consciousnessf with \essence1 

and 'presence,' thus attributing to consciousness the 

privilege of the transcendental, which limits the \playt 

that the figure of the labyrinth is presupposed to evoke. 

In "An Entrance," Shirley Meuman and Robert Wilson 

state that 

[tjhree speakers . . . rupture the 



conventions of the interview, break the 
predictability of its question and 
answer format, forestall the stances of 
interviewee (Victim or Duelist) and 
interviewer (Acolyte or Grand 
Inquisitor); they more readily find 
themselves in disagreement at any given 
juncture in the conversation, more 
readily follow unexpected byways in the 
conversation, 

(Neuman and Wilson, 1982: xi) 

The figure of the labyrinth is evoked by the preface's 

title, "An Entrance," and by the metaphoric 'byways' that 

the conversationalists may follow; this figure, together 

with the inclusion of not only three participants who can 

repeatedly exchange interviewer/interviewee roles, but, 

also, of "a representative , . . series of other voices that 
intersect with our own, that (in their absolute 

fragmentariness) allude to other discourse and further 

possible discursivenessn (xi), and are said to 'rupture the 

conventions of the interview.' (Nothing can be Vuptured' 

by anything that is considered absolute, and the oxymoronic 

nature of the phrase 'absolute fragmentariness' invokes the 

coherence in paradox which indicates a desire for presence.) 

The conventions to be subverted are those of the 

conversation, the dialogue, which takes us all the way back 

to Plato, who worked out in his Dialosues the dialectic 

which has ever since governed Western thought, which found 

its ulti~ate (but not final) articulation in Hegel's 
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A~fhebunq.~~ Those conventions are to be subverted Itby the 

multiple voices and by the labyrinth constructed of our 

voices, of fragments of discourse, of \ a  mouthful of airttt 

(xii), but we need merely to think of Platots Symposium to 

remember that a 'multiplicity of voicest will not suffice to 

subvert the Unity that dialectic seeks to achieve. And 

presupposes as part of its very definition. 

The labyrinth described in "An Entrancen is said to be 

double: 

[Olne head of the labrys points backward 
to . . , the chain of prior discourse. . . . The other head . . . points forward. . , The voices (ours, theirs) are 
fragmented by the labyrinth they build: 
doubleness is in the origin and the end, 
in the material and the form. 

(Neuman and Wilson, 1982: xii) 
(emphasis added) 

The ~doublenessf to which these writers refer is precisely 

not the originary doubling we associate with Derrida, but, 

rather, the synthesizing dialectic which allows Eliot to 

write #*In my beginning is my endn and "In my end is my 

beginningw (Eliot, 1971~: 1.1 and V.38), and Kroetsch, to 

write: "Where day and light of chapter one become the night 

and darkness of chapter two, where the blind see and the 

seeing are fooledn (cited on 172 and in Neuman and Wilson, 

1982: 177). If the writers were at all amenable to 

86 In passing. I would note that all of hermeneutics, 
up to and including Paul Ricoeur, has been and contin~es to 
be premised on dialecticity. 



Derridars originary doubling, the labyrinth would have no 

fixed centre,87 and their labyrinth is securely centred (the 

word \centerr occurs no less than three times in the first 

of the two paragraphs describing the figure). 

This double labyrinth does not invoke a labyrinth such 

as the one Mark Taylor sees in "The Library of Babel, which 

refuses closure or completion and in which the play of 

mirrors is without endv1 (Taylor, 1984: 76) . Rather, it 

invokes and is centred in the present, the \Nowf from which 

we look back upon the past and forward to the future. It 

evokes a traditional division of time into Ir[T]ime past and 

time futureN (Eliot, 1971b: 37), which are reconciled in a 

full immediate present. This view can be plotted or 

diagrammed as a line which unifies beginning, middle, and 

end, and which is therefore thoroughly compatible with the 

circle, the unifying figure par excellence. The labyrinth 

which stands as a sign for the mode of thought underlying 

Labyrinths of Voice is a Thesean labyrinth (a figure with 

\an entrancel/exit to be found with the aid of Ariadners 

thread) which dreams that rlonly through time time is 

conqueredw (Eliot, 1971b: 11.44) . 
Ariadners thread, the narrative line, Iris a response to 

the unsettling encounter with Chronosrl (Taylor, 1984: 62), 

marking an attempt to provide a coherence that the 

87 The reader will recall that \centrer is a 
transcendental term which, according to classical thought, 
governs a structure while limiting \playf in the Derridean 
sense; that is, it represses the movement of undecidability. 



chronometric view of time (as simply a serial succession) 

lacks. Narrative transforms Chronos into history, &scribing 

meaning to scattered events by inscribing them in a plot. 

The verb \plot1 denotes \to diagramt and \to map,' to plot 

points Itso that it is possible to join them with a 

continuous linen (63). The noun \plot1 denotes the plan or 

scheme of a literary creation, the structure which ttcloses 

the open-endedness of mere successiono This closure is 

intended to master chronos by uniting beginning, middle, and 

end to form an inclusive totality within which everything is 

meaningfultf (64) , 

Even though the chronometric view of time inhabits the 

historical view of time, we attempt to efface/exclude/ 

forget that anxiety-producing view by means of narrative, 

the centred ''structure determined by one organizing 

principle which holds the whole line together, gives it its 

law, controls its progressive extension, curving or 

straight, with some arch0, telos, or ground. Origin, goal, 

or base: all three come together in the gathering movement 

of the lososIt (Miller (1976) in Taylor, 1984: 70). 

Despite Kroetschts insistent rejection of history and 

origin, continuity and teleology, we find that his sense of 

narrative is exactly that which Taylor has described: 

fishing (the line without end?) 
ubiquitous in Canadian writing; the act 
of fishing itself (delay) as a trans- 
lation of place into narrative. . . . 
The caught fish, the fish, caught: 



explosion, conclusion, ending, fire, 
home, net, night, orgasm. 

(Kroetsch, 1980d: 121-22) 

It may be unfair to judge KroetschNs sense of narrative as 

traditional or logocentric on the basis of a quotation from 

an article written in 1980, even though he spoke of 

deconstruction at. least as early as 1976 (see Hancxk, 1977; 

taped Feb. 1976). However, \the line without endN and 

KroetschNs desire for salvation seem to have changed very 

little by 1988: "In place of the timelessness of New 

Criticism we find in [a Mazinq Space] a concern with \the 

continuous presenttv (Kroetsch, 1988: 199): 

the terrors of the maze of space become 
the hope that lives at the centre of the 
maze of time. And in the maze of time, 
the centre is everywhere. Entering that 
maze, we leave behind the varieties of 
death that are embedded in patriarchal 
history. We enter into the liyLting 
history of the future. 

(Kroetsch, 1988: 202) 

Through a dialectical resolution by which 'Time past and 

time futureN become One in an absolute \eternityt renamed 

\the continuous presenttN nthe future becomes historyn 

(202). 8 8 

88 This \deconstructiveN view of time is perfectly 
compatible with that described by Kenneth Burke -- who not 
only confesses, but strongly professes, to being a 
\theologianN -- in his analysis of "Ode on a Grecian Urn.!! 

The form of thought . . . is mystical, 
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In his 1987 essay in honour of Northrop Frye, Kroetsch 

finds the effacement of time, the salvation that the 

narrative line offers, in both the worst and the best 

scenarios that history offers to Canadians. 

At worst, having no moment of birth to 
recall, we dwell on the possibi1.ity of 
the death that will authenticate our 
existence. In Canada at times, in 
disguises . . . as various as trade 
schemes and international wars, death is 
the beloved, the sweet other that 
mothers, that mutters, our beinq in the 
world. We are tempted even to reverse 
the myths of agriculture. Winter, then, 
is the fair embrace of that assuring 
death, our ragged spring is another 
betrayal into the mere continuance of 
life. 

But at its best, this same 
unrevolutionary predicament, this 
absence that destroys the metaphor of 
birth and its attendant narrative, frees 
us from the appalling ignorance 
celebrated by that birth, celebrates 
instead our life-inspiring decadence. 
Coming always to the end, we are free, 
always, to salvaqe ourselves, not by 
severance, but by the lovely treachery 
of words. 
(Kroetsch, 1987: 159-60; emphasis added) 

in terms of an eternal wesent. The Ode 
is striving to move beyond the region of 
becoming into the realm of beinq. . . . 
In the last four lines of the second 
stanza, the state of immediacy is 
conveyed by a development peculiarly 
Keatsian. I refer . . . to a quality of 
suspension in the erotic imagery, 
defining an eternal prolongation of the 
state just prior to fulfillment. 

(Burke, 1945: 449-50) 

According to Burke, the poem speaks "not of death, but of 
love for everw (456), and he, like Kroetsch, could speak of 
'leaving behind varieties sf death.' 



'Coming always to the end,' we find reassurance of our beinq 

in the 'lovely treacheryq by which the Word (logos) gathers 

into itself our fortunes and misfortunes, our affirmations 

and our rejections, in a kontinuous presentt that is our 

salvation. By means of an Aufhebunq mediated by Voice. 

It is through Xroetschls constant priorizing of speech 

or v~ice over writing that he is invariably drawn into the 

metaphysical system which he seeks to escape by negating 

history, by insisting upon fragmentation over unity. As we 

have seen, in regard to 'divided selvest and 'multiple 

voices,' fragmentation will unfailingly create unity, or 

find itself within unity, if voice is allowed the priority 

over writing that it is accorded by any metaphysics of 

presence. But Kroetsch also attempts to 'deconstruct1 the 

'self1 by speaking of it in terms of intertextuality, his 

notion of which he credits to Julia Kristeva. 

I started from the modernist notion? 
derived from Joyce, that the artist is 
behind the scenes, paring his finger- 
nails or whatever, and I moved more and 
more away from that toward the posture 
announced by Kristeva. . . . We take 
self back into . . . intertextuality . . . because the self is just a kind of 
fragment, a shifting pattern. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 6-3) 

But this notion cannot take account of undecidability 

because, for him, 'intertextuality' seems to be merely a 

word that replaces 'infl~ence.~ 



I would separate the notion of personal 
infl ence from that grouping that you 
makegg because intertextual 
possibilities come in, in a very 
personal way, in influence. . . . And I 
think there is a way around that charge 
that the structures make it impersonal 
and largely unconscious: I think you 
have to come at it as passionately as 
Kristeva does. Therevs an incredible 
sense of order in Kristeva, of a rigid 
system, and yet there's an incredible 
sense of passion at the same time. I 
think the writer can have that kind of 
double view of influence. I guess I'm 
being very skeptical about the notion 
that influence is unconscious. . . . I 
think that what Kristeva says is that we 
have a number of intertexts that don't 
have to come together, that it's their 
not coming together that makes them 
strong because then all these 
possibilities can operate at this point 
in time through the codes of the 
intertexts, 

(in Neuxan and Wilson, 1982: 17) 

A double view is not necessarily disunited, discontinuous, 

or incomplete. Nor does it necessarily take account of 

undecidability or originary doubling. On the contrary, 

through the 'codes of the intertexts' (whatever that 

'means1), 'all these possibilities can operate at this point 

in time,' and unity is achieved. Everything comes together 

in the present, the immediately-present-to-consciousness 

present moment (nun). 

89 This is a reply to Robert Wilson, who has said: 
Whether we think in Kristeva's concept of intertextuality 
or in Todsrov's of total significance, structuralists1 
analyses have made the concept of influence to be 
impersonal, largely unconscious, and certainly unself- 
 conscious^ (16), 



For Kroetsch, intertextuality is connected with 

archaeology and may be what Neuman refers to as his "concept 

of influence in terms of archaeological open siteu (in 

Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 167). The archaeological aspect of 

'influence' or 'intertextuality' emerges also in nThe Veil 

of Knowingtft where Kroetsch discusses 'veiled sexualityt or 

'a veiling of sexualityt (Kroetsch, 1989e: 185) as a 

strategy of discovery, of revelation through concealment. 

In this article, he tacitly connects sexuality and writing 

by positing 'Canadian writing'st obsession with writing as 

another version of veiling (190). The essay ends thus: 

In the storyts going under the 
ground, not underground, it cries out: 
Reader, please. Open this grave book. 
Dig me. Accept the contradictions of my 
sumressed intertextuality. Read with a 
pleased and luminous and violent desire. 

Text is a three-letter word. We like 
it. (193-94; emphasis added) 

What three-letter word? 'God?' \Man?' 'Ego?' 'Sex?' In 

the context of this particular article, it appears that, in 

Kroetschts view, intertextuality is not only influence but, 

also, some mysterious force mediating between writing and 

sexuality, a force which somehow turns 'textt into 'sex.' 

Kroetsch often relates sex and writing, as in: "[sex is] the 

ultimate attempt to deny the loneliness, to join the world 

and have consequences. Like writingw (in Hancock, 1977: 

50); and "[sex] becomes highly metaphoric in my work; the 
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whole process of creation and the life-force are represented 

most explicitly by the sex urge. And I suppose I also 

connect the act of writing itself with some version of the 

sex urgett (in Brown, 1972: 11). To consider writing a 

metaphor for sex, or vice versa, is not unique to Kroetsch. 

What is of interest, though, is twofold. Firstly, 

Kroetschvs desire "to rejoin the world. Stitching the parts 

togetherw (in Hancock, 1977: 49) is a desire for the unity 

he supposedly rejects. Secondly, \the whole process of 

creation and the life-forcet are certainly connected with 

origins, just as the \ending8 and \orgasmv of the narrative 

\line without endv (cited on 186) are emphatically related 

to endings. Unity. Origin. End. Teleology. Always 

\~uccessful,~ even when we seem to reject them. And the 

violence of metaphysics is the violence of dialectical 

synthesis and of the joining or ncouplingm (in Hancock, 

1977: 50) which is heterosexual sex thought in terms of the 

binary opposition which posits \femalet as the opposite (or 

Pack) of 'male.' Kroetsch implies as much when he refers to 

"a kind of opposition, a basic contrary that is implicitly 

sexual in its inclination towards interpenetration: the need 

of violencen (Kroetsch, 1980c: 109). Again, necessary 

violence. But what is interpenetration? 

Kroetschls 'intertextualityv is not related to 

Derridals \te~tuality,~ and his \textv is not Derridavs 

general text, which is but a way of talking undecidability. 

The \text1 is, to Kroetsch, the writing on the page, the 



volume, the book, the artifact and, at the same time, "not 

[just] artifact but . . . enablinq act" (in Kroetsch and 
Bessai, 1978: 208), enabling the novelist to become hero. 

Shirley Neuman asks him whether "the only possible heroic 

act becomes the telling of the storyw (in Neuman and Wilson, 

1982: 179) , and he replies, 

Well, I'm damn near at that point. I 
was supposed to be a hero; I mean I grew 
up somewhat privileged and with a strong 
sense of social responsibility--my 
father was a kind of community leader-- 
and I was supposed to be a hero. And of 
course I read a11 the h e m  stuff so the 
model was in my head. And yet, as I 
began to deal with the world, I realized 
that I was caught in that story, rather 
than telling it. It's a very 
interesting point you made. That's why 
there is so much self-mockery in my 
characters; they are caught in a story 
which they either can't or don't want to 
act out. They are part of a culture 
that is caught in the same posture. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 179-80) 

Because we cannot 'act out' our story, we, Canadians, write 

it -- the story of having no story to tell. Success and 

heroism seem to be Kroetschls raissn di6tre; he constantly 

returns to the 'archaeological act that succeedss (cited on 

151) and the 'enabling act* which will allow him to become a 

successful hero, despite the loss of modernism's great hero 

(see 139). And what is success, if not the logocentric 

gesture of reappropriation which manifests itself in 

Kroetschls Bloomian and dialectical 'necessary violence1? 



Interestingly, one of the citations from Derrida which 

is included in Chapter Two ( 4 2 - 4 3 )  is also included in 

Labyrinths of Voice (lo), embedded in the discussion of 

intertextuality. The quotation in the latter reads: 

... a "textm . . . is henceforth no 
longer a finished corpus of writing, 
some content enclosed in a book or its 
margins, but a differential network, a 
fabric of traces referring endlessly to 
something other than itself, to other 
differential traces. 

But 'traces,' to Derrida, are not lines of influence; the 

Derridean trace is the irreducible mark of the other within 

the self which "cannot be thought without thinking the 

retention of difference within a structure of reference 

where difference appears as suchmr (Derrida, 1974: 47; 

emphasis mine and Derridals). It is the movement of the 

trace which grafts all self-referral "on a structurally 

endless referral to other determinate texts, thus making all 

textual self-reflexivity ultimately impossiblemm (Gasche, 

1986: 281). One of the hallmarks of Kroetschian 

postmodernity, the notion of textual self-reflexivity, is, 

like the concept of influence, firmly grounded in the notion 

of a self-identical, self-sufficient 'textm -- an artifact, 
a book -- to which that \textt can refer. The notion of 

self-reflexivity, in its effort to close up the text within 

itself, within its self-sufficient identity, is concomitant 

with the solipsism which is inherent in all metaphysics of 



presence. 

The movement of the trace which renders pure self- 

reflexivity impassible also makes impossible the self- 

sufficient, self-identical \self,q the \If to which Kroetsch 

refers: "[IJn Hear Q Lord . . . I recognized my own '1,' 
my own will towards utterance. . . . In so far as I 
recognized myself as the writer from Bumble, Saskatchewan, 

Lowry was my otherw (Kroetsch, 1989b: 174). "Lowry was my 

Other," the other against whom \I1 reflect in order to 

become &, reappropriating the other into the self in order 

that the self may be \wholef and self-sufficient. On the 

first page, Kroetsch writes, 

I am a reader writing my reading. In 
typing the title of Lowryfs story, I 
wrote, by accident I believe, Hear Us 0 
Lord from Heavy Thy Dwelling Place. 
Already, I propose my own signature, and 
Eowry as mediator becomes in turn 
usurDer, the deaf mediator who will not 
hear me, and I must write his stubborn 
stmy into story. 

(Kroetsch, P989b: 163-64) 
(emphases Kroetsch's and mine) 

This article, ostensibly about Lswry and/or \hisf Hear Us. I 

: I  is remarkably laden with Kroetschian autobiography, the 

story of Kroetsch's becoming a writer, and the same can be 

said of "Learning the Hero," in honour of Northsop Frye. 

Lowry and Frye are 'written intof Kroetsch's story; both are 

reappropriated in his heroic "quest not for truth or the 

holy grail but a quest for the selfw (Kroetsch, 1971~: 55). 



Kroetschls insistence that he is a writer seems to 

evolve from a desire to put under erasure the \modernist1 

concept Artist, and it could possibly be traced to the first 

phase of the double gesture thr~ugh which Derrida puts 

writinq under erasure, bringing to light the undecidability 

always already inhabiting the structure of the sign. 

However, Kroetschls movement is not a double gesture for two 

reasons: (1) it performs only the initial gesture of 

deconstruction, seeking to reverse the hierarchy inherent in 

a binary opposition (as Derrida \initiallyf inverts 

speech/writing); more importantly, though, (2) it merely 

replaces one \superior1 concept (Artist) with another 

(writer). The necessary second phase of the deconstructive 

double gesture is not performed and a hierarchical 

cpposition still reigns -- writerlnon-writer -- and the 
priorizing of voice over writing is not affected. Despite 

his embracing of archaeology, Kroetsch is as much obsessed 

with the mystique of the Voice -- with the logos and 
presence -- as is any pre-postmodernist writer. 

Robert Kroetsch is caught in the metaphysics he wishes 

to reject, partly by the Foucauldian archaeology by which he 

seeks to escape hist~ry and system and partly by the 

modifications he makes to that notion. The Archaeoloqy of 

Knowledqe opens with Foucaultls stating that "there is a 

negative work to be carried out first: we must rid ourselves 

of a whole mass of notions, each of which, in its own way, 

diversifies the theme of continuity" (cited on 162, fn. 75), 
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and Kroetsch. apparently agrees. The notions Foucault seeks 

to erase (in the usual sense of the word) include \historytt 

\traditiontl and \influence.t In regard to history, we have 

seen how Foucault is caught in the metaphysics he seeks to 

reject, because he does not realize that no concept is 

metaphysical 'outside of all the textual work in which it is 

inscribedt (cited on 162, Pn. 75) and, therefore, no 

'metaphysical conceptm can simply be banned. To attempt to 

erase history out of hand, without problematizing the 

concept \historyt -- that is, without examining the 
pxesuppositions which underlie the concept -- and 
reinscribing it "in order to produce another concept or 

conceptual chain of \history1; a history that also implies a 

new logic of re~etition and the tracew (Derrida, 1981d: 57) 

is merely to open oneself to the work of the negative within 

the thought and language governed by metaphysics. It is to 

allow the concept one means to reject to presevere, with its 

name replaced by another. In Foucaultts case, archaeology 

replaces history as the 'history of meaning1 -- which is to 
be expected, since the very notion of 'knowledge, with its 

implications and presuppositions of grasp, control, 

totality, and mastery, is accepted without question from the 

outset -- without questioning the complicity with which 
Ithistory and knowledge, istoria and epistgme have always 

been determined . . . as detours for the purpose of the 
reappropriation of presencew (Derrida, 1974: 10). Despite 

his resistance to \history1 and \meaningtl Kroetsch sees 
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archaeology as 'an act that succoedsI1 which holds him in 

the bind of metaphysics. 

Concomitant with the problem of history's reasserting 

itself as archaeology is the problem of origins. To reject 

origins in favour of beginnings, without taking notice of 

originary doubling and the trace, is simply to rename 

\originsf as \beginnings,' which does not question the 

presumed fullness and self-identity of the origin/beginning. 

\Originv and \beginningt have always been considered to be 

synonymous, and they continue to be so in Kroetschts 

invocation of beginnings, because beginnings, every bit as 

much as origins, imply and require endings and thus 

presuppose teleology and eschatology -- the very 
implications and requirements which were to be avoided. 

Similarly, Kroetsch exchanges the notion of influence 

with intertextuality, which is, for him, but another way of 

writing \influence.' Influence is indissociable from 

tradition, and Foucault's rejection of tradition is 

transformed in Kroetsch's work, becoming a Bloomian impulse 

both to deny and to reappropriate the past in an effort to 

achieve a unique, proper, self-sufficient identity in the 

form of 'space en the shelf.' This impulse is but one form 

of the metaphysical gesture by which the other is subsumed 

and reappropriated in the self's determination of itself in 

absolute immediacy and plenitude, a gesture which is to be 

accomplished through dialectic and the work of the negative. 



Chapter Eight 

'Carnival and Violencet: The Quest of Love 

Witt the exceptions of Alibi and Badlands, this chapter 

will deal with all of Robert Kroetchts novels. The concerns 

of his novels are those of his criticism and literary 

theory: the notion of the hero and the act of 'telling the 

story,' the act through which the questor defines and 

completes himself as Hero. But Kroetsch and his critics 

claim that his use of parody and paradox prevents this 

Hegelian 'completion of the Self' from ever being 

accomplished. For example, Peter Thomas writes: 

Centred in the sexual act and its 
metaphorical possibilities, [Kroetschts] 
novels ring the changes upon traditional 
narrative forms by parodies of quest 
archetypes, alternating points of view 
and familiar character types, before 
confronting the unknown and unutterable 
in an \opens ending. All those clever 
words to draw back a curtain on the 
void? Yet to say this is unfair to 
Kroetsch's serious questioning of how to 
speak. !The author, unlike his persona, 
flees and returns. . . . [Tlhe satire 
upon \prints or \Gutenbergt men in 
Kroetsch's novels is part of an attempt 
to free voice from the suppressed 
tyranny of the book as a structure, 

(Thomas, 1980b: 37) 

However, even in asserting the openness of the novelst 

endings, Thomas points to the logocentric desire for 

presence in Voice, to the separation of speech from writing, 
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and to the concept of the book as a closed system, all of 

which inhere in the oral tradition and the quest. 

Of the nature of quest, Kroetsch says: "The notion of 

quest fascinates me. What is quest really about? Itqs 

sexual, it's looking for that fulfillment; so I made it 

comic quite often. I think carnival is a way to let the 

secret slip outw (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 23). That 

Kroetsch considers carnival as \a way to let the secret slip 

out' indicates how he connects carnival and myth. Myth has 

been considered, by traditional poets, novelists, and 

literary critics, to be a means of revealinq that which 

cannot merely be told; Truth, which is always paradoxical, 

may be embodied or come to full presence only within myth. 

But Kroetsch claims that his treatment of myth is not in 

keeping with traditional literary conventions. 

NEUMAN: The telling of a particular myth 
in a Kroetsch novel then must be 
analogous to the act of deconstructing 
myth itself. It would not be unlike the 
turning of a particular myth, say the 
quest myth, into the activity of the 
writer: the activity of Demeter, rather 
than the activity of Hazard Lepage. 

KROETSCH: That's right. You tell your 
way out of the story, in a sense. I 
think what it really comes down to is 
that we are entrapped in those mythic 
stories; we can surrender to them or we 
can tell our way out. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 96) 

That Kroetsch's version of deconstructing is merely reversal 

is obvious; the narrator usurps the role of hero to himself, 
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subsuming the ostensible protagonist's story into his own, 

thus becoming the novel's hero by an act of negation which 

renders the protagonist the narratorts 'other.' That the 

notion of hero and the hierarchy which requires that notion 

are left untouched is the basis upon which we can 

legitimately say that no 'deconstructingt is 'taking place.' 

Reversal cannot unsettle the notions of \herot or 'quest,' 

because it leaves us with a hero and a non-hero, a victor 

and a loser posited as a binary pair. 

By virtue of this setting up of opposites, Kroetsch's 

fascination with (the quest) myth and with carnival is 

inseparable from his involvement with dialectic: "In both 

[myth and carnival] there is a renewal, a dialectic of 

transformatisnsn (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 98). The 

'dialectic of transformations' is "[algain, again, again, 

the dialectic of language with its own silence, with 

versions of sroundt' (209; emphasis added), which is, even 

through the detour of \its own silencett an attempt to 

reduce everything to language and to exclude or efface 

silence as the 'other' of language. It is to invoke the 

synthesizing power of the logos as sround, as sisnified, 

elevating voice into the position of a transcendental 

signified (language) within which silence is to be interned. 

Nevertheless, Kroetsch believes that dialectic will 

release us from the metaphysical implications of our thought 

by breaking down the distinctions between language and 

silence, subject and object, even when it works itself out 



in autobiography -- biography of the self -- the \biography1 
or philosophy of the subject, which is, and always has been, 

the quest of metaphysics. He claims that: 

Autobiographyd as I conceive it, is 
paradoxical: it frees us from self. 
Saying 2 is a wonderful release from I, 
isnlt it? Language, then, as signifier, 
frees me into a new relationship with 
signified. Autobiography conceived in 
this way can free us from solipsism, can 
free us from the humanistic temptation 
to coerce the world. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 209) 

'Autobiography1 is 'the humanistic temptation1 of dialectic 

to 'coerce the world' into order by means of the ultimately 

solipsistic logic of identity. Saying 1 is to return, as 

Western thought always does, to Plato's Svm~osium and the 

dream of unity which in our blindness we call \love1 -- one 
of our names for the war-like gesture by which dialectic 

reduces the other to a reflection of the self in order that 

Susan Rudy Dorscht considers Kroetschls use of 
autobiography to be both paradoxical and as subversive of 
humanistic notions of the Self as Kroetsch claims it is. 

Many of [Kroetsch's] most recent poems 
interrogate the concept of \experience1--and a 
writer's relationships to it--through an 
examination of the conventions of autobiography, 
often in the form of (always already) fictional 
postcards, letters, journal entries. . . . The 
poem as a place to \hanq a self* (a 'poet treet) 
is autobiography as self-affirming and self- - 
effacing, in the most literal sense. Written with 
the conventions of the 'letter,' these poems 
exploit what is always the precondition of 
writing--the absence of sender and receiver. 

(Rudy Dorscht, 1988b: 164-65) 



'what is not I1 may be reappropriated within the self. 91 

This 'humanistic temptation1 is a violence, whether it is 

described in the Platonic terms of l1that mythic notion of 

the split, the divided eggt1 (173) or in contemporary psycho- 

logical terms: 

HANCOCK: W.H. Auden considered that your 
ego was looking for its alternative in 
another hemisphere, trying to find its 
match in another latitude. 

KROETSCM: Yes, . . . Trying to rejoin 
the world. Stitching the parts 
together ... It's human loneliness. 
Travelling the world back together. 
It's a double thing. 
(in Hancock, 1977: 49; emphasis added) 92 

I direct the reader to one of Kroetschls statements 
about \the doppelgangerI1 the inimitable and ultimate figure 
of metaphysical doubleness. It is of interest in regard to 
our inveterate habit of disguising the metaphysical gesture 
of reappropriation by clothing it in sentimentally 
reassuring and humanistic terms such as \love.' 

Eli Mandel1s poem \the doppelganger1 turns that 
latent schizophrenia [the \divided consciousness1 
which characterizes Canadians] into a statement 
about love, about art itself. . . . About the 
predicament of the Canadian artist. 

\the doppelganger1 appears in a longer book. . . . [that is] a statement of Mandel1s own 
recognition of himself become his own other. 

(Kroetsch, 1987: 156; emphasis added) 

TO turn oneself into onels own other is the negation through 
which the self reduces the other to a reflection of itself, 
in order that the other may be subsumed within the 
supposedly complete self. How this violence can be called 
love is certainly \paradoxical1 -- and one of the \fictions1 
by which we live -- and it is made possible by the necessity 
with which metaphysics effaces its own gestures, making us 
blind to our familiar and Pnaturall habits of thought. 

92 Compare Platols divided egg, Audenls ego/alter ego, 
and Kroetchls \Lowryl or 'Fryel with Hegel1s Subject's self- 
restoring reflection in otherness: 



'Stitching the parts togethert is not a 'double thingt 

in any Derridean sense of irreducible originary doubling; it 

is hermeneutical and made possible by ambiguity, the 

indeterminacy by which a 'double meaningt is presented in an 

obscure way. A 'double meaningt is always fully grounded in 

the desire for meaninq, for a fully present and immediate 

meaning which is considered to include and reconcile both 

possibilities. Kroetschts 'double thingt is Hegel1s 

dialectical work of the negative, the work through which 

presence as being, unity, or meaning is sought as truth or 

the True -- even by way of ambiguity. Or polysemia, which 

[Tlhe living substance is beinq which is in truth 
Subject, or, what is the same, is in truth actual 
only in so far as it is the movement of positing 
itself, or is the mediation of its self-othering 
with itself. This substance is, as Subject, pure, 
sim~le nesativitv, . . . the bifurcation of the 
simple; it is the doubling which sets up 
opposition, and then again the negation of this 
indifferent diversity and of its antithesis (the 
immediate simplicity). Only this self-restorinq 
sameness, or this reflection in otherness within 
itself--not an orisinal or immediate unity as 
such--is the True. It is the process if its own 
becoming, the circle that presupposes its end with 
its goal, having its end also as its beginning; 
and only by being worked out to its end, is it 
actual. 

19. Thus the life of God and divine cognition 
may well be spoken of as a disporting of Love with 
itself; but this idea sinks into mere edification, 
and even insipidity, if it lacks the seriousness, 
the suffering, the patience, and the labour of the 
negative. (Hegel, 1977: 10) 

All philosophies of reflection are ultimately solipsistic, 
because they are based upon the self, or the subject, which 
must perform 'the doubling which sets up oppositi~n,~ thus 
positing the other as its own other, an 'otherness within 
itselft against which it must reflect itself in order to 
realize or complete itself in actuality or full presence. 



is another \name1 for the multiplicity which Kroetsch 

favours over unity, a preference which is firmly grounded in 

a desire for unity and presence. Derrida notes that 

polysemia, as such, is organized within 
the implicit horizon of a unitary 
resumption of meaning, that is, within 
the horizon of a dialectics . . . a 
teleological and totalizing dialectics 
that at a given moment, however far off, 
must permit the reassemblage of the 
totality of a text into the truth of its 
meaning, constituting the text as 
expression, as illustration, and 
annulling the open and productive 
displacement of the textual chain. 

(Derrida, 1981d: 44) 

Polysemy is not dissemination -- which is but another way of 
talking Derridean undecidability. Unlike polysemy, 

[dlissemination, . . . although 
producing a nonfinite number of semantic 
effects, can be led back neither to a 
present of simple origin . . . nor to an 
eschatological presence. It marks an 
irreducible and senerative multiplicity. 
The supplement and the turbulence of a 
certain lack fracture the limit of the 
text, forbidding an exhaustive and 
closed formalization of it, or at least 
a saturating taxonomy of its themes, its 
signified, its meaning. (44-45) 

Like ambiguity, polysemy presumes a transcendental meaning 

into or under which diverse meanings may be subsumed; that 

is, polysemy "requires the logic of presence, even when it 

begins to disobey that logicw (Derrida, 1974: 71). Just as 
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Kroetschls notion of multiplicity is grounded in polysemy, 

which, by definition, seeks and requires a transcendental 

signified, so is his notion of doubleness grounded in 

ambiguity. Moreover, the ambiguity he invokes is always 

resolved through the qlpossibility of healing going on in the 

novels and I think healing is a kind of faithpt (in Neuman 

and Wilson, 1982: 172; emphasis added). Healing is the 

process by which wholeness is restored, and the desire for 

wholeness which invokes 'healing' motivates Kroetschts 

insistence that 'process becomes more important than endD 

(cited on 155). But, in the end, to Kroetsch, process is 

not more important than end, because 'the whole business . . 
. is one of capturing process1 (cited on 155). Ca~turinq is 

but a way of saying the Aufhebunq through which process and 

end are believed to become the One. 

In speaking of The Studhorse Man, Kroetsch says that 

one of the healing acts that we engage 
in is the transformational act--metamor- 
phosis--the way in which you have to 
move out of yourself into other 
possibilities. . . . The basic change 
at the end of 2 Studhorse Man is . . . 
a parody of the biographical act, of 
that dangerous submission into another 
figure. But it's much more than that: 
Demeter literally gets himself together 
by putting those two figures--Hazard and 
himself--together. I guess I am haunted 
by that mythic notion of the split, the 
divided egg, whatever. Even though I'm 
uneasy about the reunion, I also feel 
uneasy about the split. Just as in 
Demeter there was a strange union of 
male and female in a way he couldn't 
quite deal with, so later on through 



narrative, through telling the stmy-- 
that's the secret I think--through 
telling the story he puts himself 
together. It's not an easy victory; 
it's very ambiguous. But he has to 
talk; the An~ieng~Mariner is the story, 
isn't it really? (173) 

A s  Louis K. ~acKendr-ick notes: "In The Studhorse Man, its 

principal voice, Demeter Proudfoot, is a writer whose 

subject, a biography of Hazard Lepage, becomes himself, and 

who becomes his subject, the studhorse man" (MacKendrick, 

1978: 28). That is, Demeter becomes a transcendental third 

term, or transcendental ego, by \putting those two figures 

--Hazard [antithesis] and himself [thesis]--together. How 

is this victory ambiguous? In that Hazard is not entirely 

\erased,' is still \presentt within Demeter or his story as 

the \other1 which has been negated and conserved within tne 

93 Kroetsch speaks of @& & gr= Exiles, commenting 
upon one of its first reviewers' being embarrassed by the 
parallel to "The Rime of the Ancient Marinerft; in both, 
"there's the protagonist and there's a narrator and they 
become one at the endx (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 180). 

KROETSCH: Other writers have said, In our time, 
how do you know you're alive? You can also ask, 
How do you know you're dead? Hornyak is still 
present, functioning with the crew of the boat. 

CAMERON: Interestingly, when he's shipped 
overboard and Peter takes his place, it's not 
night, but a kind of blinding vision of whiteness. 
So the whole business of the night world and the 
day world has become kind of intermingled by the 
end. 

KROETSCH: Exactly. 
(Cameron, 1972: 51; emphasis added) 

This eschatology which seeks unity in a successful and 
heroic self-identical self is precisely the \groundr upon 
which, according to Kroetsch, his novels depend. 



self 'in and for itself 'lg4 This is the ambiguity through 

which dialectic operates to achieve unity, pa.radoxicallv 

coming to rest in the transcendental signified, whether it 

is called  substance,^ 'ground,' 'Subject, 'signified, 

'God,' or 'Derneter.' It is the ambiguity by which the 

fissures in unity -- the saws which undecidability always 
already cuts (in) 'unity' -- are denied and covered over 
through the unifying synthesis of dialectic. And Kroetsch 

does seek unity, repeatedly emphasizing the tellinq as the 

process by which presence can be attained through a 

hermeneutical synthesis based on dialecticity. 

[Tlhere are often paired figures at the 
centre of my books as if I have split 

94 This is the final stage of Hegel's process of self- 
actualization, a triadic process which may be repeated 
indefinitely, but each stage proceeds as follows: 

The spiritual alone is the actual; it is essence, 
or that which has beinq itself; it is that 
which relates itself itself and is determinate, 
it is other-beinq and beins-for-self, and in this 
determinateness, or in its self-externality, 
abides within itself; in other words, it is in g@ 
for itself.--But this being-in-and-for-itself is 
at first only for us, or in itself, it is 
spiritual Substance. It must also be this for 
itself, it must be the knowledge of the spiritual, 
and the knowledge of itself as Spirit, i.e., it 
must be an object to itself, but just as 
immediately a sublated object, reflected into 
itself. It is for itself only for us, in so far 
as its spiritual content is generated by itself. 
But in so far as it is also for itself for its own 
self, this self-generation, the pure Notion, is 
for it the objective element in which it has its 
existence, and it is in this way, in its existence 
for itself, an object related into itself. 

(Hegel, 1977: 14) 



the thing but it's also the hero/teller 
as one. . . . On the one hand I'm -- 
interested in the gap between the two 
because somebody as ineffectual as 
Demeter can be sitting there telling a 
story of high heroism. . . . So there's 
this awful split between story and self. . . . Yet there's some connection, they 
come together. . . . there's a and 
yet there is a closure. That's right. 

(in Meuman and Wilson, 1982: 180-81) 
(emphasis added) 

That's risht. \Rightt as opposed to the 'wrong,' the 

'transgression' that is dissemination -- the endless 
substitution by which the self is differed and deferred, 

never coming to rest in the transcendental signified which 

is, in Kroetsch's autobiography, the hero, the teller of the 

story. And yet, Kroetsch tries to present this act of 

'faith,' this \healingf by which dialectic 'travel[s] the 

world back together,' as a subversive, 'deconstructing' act: 

"1 suppose the biographer in The Studhorse Man slowly 

usurping the subject of his biography is unwillingly 

deconstructing the notion of a hero. He starts to see 

himself as the hero as he sits in the bathtub writing the 

bookw (in Hancock (1977), quoted in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 

179). Demeter is no more 'unwillingly deconstructing the 

notion of a hero' than Kroetsch is willingly 'deconstructing 

the novel1 (see 171); through Demeter, Kroetsch 'usurps' or 

appropriates to himself the role of hero, reversing the 

hierarchy while perpetuating the structure (of hierarchy). 

It is clear that Robert Kroetsch's mode of thought dogs 



not go beyond the boundaries prescribed by metaphysics; it 

does not take the plunge into undecidability, even though he 

attempts to take that plunge by espousing incompleteness, 

fragmentation, multiplicity, carnival, and doubleness. But 

the doublenessg5 he invokes is merely ambiguity, which 

allows and requires presence as unity and completeness, as 

we can see in his comments on Gone Indian. 

To Indian: an ambiguous phrase: to - 
become released or wild in the carnival 
sense. And I was playing that off 
against the professor (Madham) and 
graduate student (Sadness)--people who 
are into the whole notion of 
control ... ordering, explaining. It is 
their extreme movement from this 
professorial stance into carnival that 
interested me. 96 Sadness arrives in a 

95 That is, Hegelian 'sim~le nesativity, the 
'bifurcation of the simple,' or 'the doubling which sets up 
oppositiong (see 204, fn. 92). 

96 Kroetsch says that many of his characters are 
'speaking namesg and that a name can be "taken seriously as 
a language actw (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 189). For a 
discussion of Kroetsch's 'speaking namesg ('Sprechende 
Nameng), see Micolaisen (1978), who sees Madham's name as 
"anthroponymic rhyming slang for Mad Adamw (60). Kroetsch 
agrees (with Shirley Meuman) that "Madham and Sadness and 
Demeter [are] genuinely mad narrators," and he adds: IgI 
still think of art as healing and madnessgt (Neuman and 
Wilson, 1982: 172). In connection with madness, and in 
reference to Xroetschts claim that postmodern writing (art) 
is self-reflexive and not mimetic, it may also be 
interesting to note the following anecdote: 

Sometime during the 'sixties I was directing an 
honorfs thesis on Pale Fire; the student I was 
working with went mad. . . . So there I was 
caught up in this weird ncvel and yet it was no 
more strange than the boy who was writing the 
thesis and was having this strange, strange trip 
of his own. So life and art are behind Demeter as 



carnival: he is both released and 
reali ed b that; hc is com~leted by that,"&& by the loss of identity and 
the shift into a new identity by acci- 
dent, by the mixing of life and death 
that takes place, the kind of phallic 
connection. 
(36-37; emphasis Kroetsch s and mine) 98 

nE'&3 full of theories. (174) --- 

With respect to \life1 as a signified to which the \text1 
(in the traditional sense) can be 'traced,' Kroetsch says: 

I think in my coming to the United States I 
discovered how hopelessly Canadian I am, in my 
sense of what reality is. . . . I really want to 
come to terms with my sense of this American- 
Canadian thing more clearly. I find that Itm 
going to write something about it [Gone Indian]. . 
. . Almost by accident, I1ve had this double 
experience, and Ptve got to write it out. In a 
comic way, perhaps; not in any sociological way. 

(in Cameron, 1972: 48) 

Comedy is that which 'restores1 wholeness, thus performing 
the healing that, in Kroetsch's view, art is to accomplish. 
The 'happy ending1 which comedy implies and requires is, in 
his novels, nothing more nor less than a working out of the 
Hegelian 'process of becomingt through which the Subject 
becomes itself, in and for itself, by subsuming the other 
within itself. 

97 Cf. Itwe [Canadians] are carnivalized into the 
possibility of our own beingw (Kroetsch, 1987: 160). 

98 What is Ithe kind of phallic connection1 to which 
Kroetsch here refers? In view of the fact that Gone 1ndian 
is the third novel in the Notikeewin w, following The 
Studhorse Man, we might consider that Madham refers back in 
some subliminal way to Demeter Proudfoot, in whom (with the 
name of a fertility goddess), Itthere was a strange union of 
male and female in a way he couldntt quite deal withn (cited 
on 206). A union in which, as prescribed by the 
phallocentrism which logocentrism includes and requires, 
fertility, or, more accurately, generation, is considered to 
be the dominion of the male, of the phallus which releases 
the seed of life through an explosion which is considered to 
presuppose closure by virtue of the sacred insemination 
through which everything is returned to the father. Also, 
is it just by coincidence that Madham -- the narrator who 
gathers into himself Sadness in the final novel in the 



?To go Indian.' How is this phrase ambiguous? More 

importantly, how does 'to become released or wild in the 

carnival sensep 'express9 originary doubling? Particularly, 

how can undecidability be taken into account w h a  we 

consider that the phrase becomes, in the nove! Is title, Gone 

Indian. Gone. Finished. \Realized1 ard 'completed' in the 

past tense to bring everything to full and immediate 

presence in the present moment, the now. 

Gone -- Indian, Kroetsch works with an occasion 

which people \play at a shifting of rolest (cited on 180), 

to the point at which It[t]here1s a complicated sense in 

which Madham is using or really stealing ... is parasitical 
. . .the question of symbiosis.. . llg9 (in Neuman and Wilson, 

trilogy -- carries in his name (\a language act1) the 
crowning victory by which the binary pair \horse8 (male 
territory) and \housel(female territory) -- ubiquitous in 
prairie or western literature, according to Kroetsch -- is 
reconciled in a professorial (male) Mad(h) am who is "into 
the whole notion of controlIt (cited on 210)? 

99 In passing, I wonder how this \usingt or 'stealing1 
can be both parasitical and symbiotic. A parasitical 
relationship is one in which the parasite feeds off its 
host, causing the host inconvenience or suffering, while a 
symbiotic relationship is one in which each participant 
needs the other in order that it may survive. Symbiosis is 
a mutual affair, which could be compared with Derridean 
originary doubling: each member is differentiated from its 
other but neither member is privileged over its \otherf or 
seeking to subsume the other within itself; neither member 
can be wholly and self-sufficiently present. Parasitism, on 
the other hand, is not mutual, but is beneficial only to the 
privileged member, the parasite who makes use of the host 
only to maintain itself; it is a relationship of violence 
which is comparable with the synthesis desired and required 
by the logic of identity that dialectic seeks to resolve. 

Also, it is interesting that, with respect to Madham, 
Kroetsch \correctsg himself, offering \the question of 
symbiosis1 to qualify, or lessen the violent impact of 



1982: 175). Kroetsch seems to propose that Sadness's 

identity is stolen by Madham, but the notion of stealing 

presents a logical problem: nothing can be stolen unless it 

is another's property -- uniquely 'her own.' Paradoxically, 

though, this 'stealing' can only be accomplished if the 

other's identity does not fully and properly below to the 

other; if it did fully and properly belonq to the other, it 

would be impossible for the self to steal it. This problem 

is solved by logic, through the negation by which the other 

is considered to be one's QWJ other: 'not I.' 

In Gone Indian, that negation is accomplished through a 

more complicated strategy than in The Studhorse Man. 

Sadness 'losesE his identity as a graduate student -- an 
identity which is very closely related to that of Madham by 

virtue of their both being 'people who are into the whole 

notion of control... ordering, explaining' -- and, by 

accident, through the 'double thingt that is carnival, 

Sadness shifts into a new identity; he goes Indian. Order, 

which is imposed by authority and is implicit in carnival, 

is maintained through the professor, the authority figure 

who reappropriates both Sadness's 'American student' and 

'Canadian Indiani identities when Sadness travels from the 

east (his point of origin and Madham's destination) to the 

west (Madham's point of origin), and Madham's \easternf self 

'stealing1 and When Robert Wilson responds 
to this comment by discussing Anna Daweis parasitical 
relationship ta her father's story, Kroetsch does not thus 
qualify, or abject to, or 'correcti his comments. 
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is reconciled with his \westerna self in a unity which could 

be seen as a return to the origin, a 'realization' of nthe 

circle that presupposes its end with its goal [origin, as 

purpose], having its end also as its beginning; and only by 

being worked out to its end, is it actualw (cited on 204, 

fn. 92) -- that is, fully present to itself. 
In this novel which celebrates carnival and was called 

Funeral Games while the work was in progress, order is 

maintained through duplicity, just as order is maintained in 

carnival through the duplicity which leads us to believe 

that the authority which authorizes carnival has been 

subverted, and just as order is maintained in a logic of 

identity through the duplicity by which undecidability is 

denied. "Madham is a very devious character and I think he 

is also acting out the reading act, he is taking fragme~ts 

--tapes . . .--and he is imposing an order: thatas what 
readers doM (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 176). In the end, 

which is most important to a novel entitled Gone Indian, the 

negation and conservation of the \protagonista within the 

'narrator' is accomplished through the tellinq of the story, 

as it is in The Studhorse Man. 

But how does \doublenessa relate to carnival and to 

Gone Indian? Or, as Kroetsch asks, and answers: 

So the carnivalization is what? It's 
happening to the characters and it's 
happening to the novel. It's double. 

I certainly wanted to go into the 
whole notion of that kind of narrative 



occasion of carnival where things are 
both happening and being talked about, 
That whole kind of conjunction of two 
forces: the wildness of action which is 
shaped by ceremony or festival. 

(37 ; emphasis added) 

'That whole kind of conjunction of two forces' is precisely 

the work of dialectic, through which the other is negated 

and conserved, lifted up into a transcendental signified 

which is, in this case, Madham, or the \festival,' which 

cannot be wild if it is 'shaped1 by ceremony, with all the 

ritual order and control that 'ceremony1 brings to bear upon 

'~ildness.~ Wildness/play/undecidability is repressed by 

carnival's implicit order just as surely as it is by 

authority's explicit order, even if the 'end1 seems double: 

"If you want to believe the couple went over the trestle, 

through the ice, and drowned--that's fine. If you want to 

believe they escaped, went into the north to live a new 

life, that's your privilege too. The text doesn't resolve it 

as far as I'm concerned. It's leftw (in Hasicock, 1977: 51). 

That \the text doesn't resolve it' does not mean that 

undecidability is recognized. One cannot, with any degree 

of assurance, decide whether the couple (another 

synthesizing term) falls into the lake to drown or rides off 

into a new life. But this conundrum recognizes only 

indeterminacy. By definition, indeterminacy assumes and 

requires that there be an answer, or a Truth, even if that 

answer cannot be known. With undecidability, there is no 



absolute answer, no absolute Truth, because all the 

possibilities play off one another in an endless chain of 

substitution and deferral which makes possible all \answerst 

or \meaningst while never allowing one or another of them to 

become absolute, to control the multitude of meanings Truth 

would reign over and contain. 

Kroetsch tells us that the reader, like Madham, imposes 

order by resolving the question for herself and that there 

is nothing in that ending which prevents her from making 

that decision in favour of one or the other of the 

possibilities proposed. However, without his telling us so, 

would we even recognize that the ending is ambiguous? 

The train comes on, indifferent. Into 
the indifferent storm. And they have 
time to see it, Jeremy and Bea. They 
have time to see the unbearable 
indifference. Unbearable and sweet. 
They have that much time. As the beaver 
might, its foot in the trap. The 
antelope, turning to lick the bloodied 
arrow. The buffalo, driven to the 
cliff's blue edge. 

The water below is indifferent; 
through a labyrinth of rivers and lakes, 
it falls off and down, to Hudson Bay, to 
Baffin Island, to the drifting Arctic 
wastes. 

They leap. 
They leap from the iron path. From 

the spanning bridge. From the closing 
lights. Together they fall, clinging to 
nothing but each other's regret, 
spilling down the sudden sluice, the 
dark incurious flume, their eyes alive 
to the nail-point snow, their tongues 
unhinged in the whistling night. 

They are lovers. 
They do not even scream as they fall. 

(Kroetsch, 1973c: 157-58) 
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If there is ambiguity in this ending, it enters in by virtue 

of the fact that, near the end, Jeremy "turned off his tape 

recorder. He punched it deadw (156). We feel confident 

that Jeremy has disappeared, because his disappearance is 

confirmed by his wife as well as by Madham, who says: 

I personally feel he was a deluded 
little asshole (in spite of his height) 
who should have been strangled at birth. 
Or set on a hillside to perish. I only 
wish he had drowned in his mother's 
bathtub. Or got himself killed by a 
drug-hungry black in the streets of that 
city from which he fled ever westward. 
I sent him out there.... ---- 

(154-55; emphasis added) 

Because Jeremy punched his tape recorder dead, we do not 

have the tape's version of the \end1; Madham ends the novel 

by describing what he thinks (or wishes) has happened, after 

saying: "It would seem apparent that the tape recorder 

itself, and not what was recorded on its tape, tells the 

whole story. The recorder was found dangling from a timber 

in the middle of the famous old Ketchamoot Bridgen (150-51; 

emphasis added). ''One can conceive of their hitting, quite 

by chance, the pair of steel tracks in the snoww (156). The 

ending, which is not ambiguous, is Madham's. But then, has 

not the entire story been Madham's? Has he not, all along, 

been devious, a parasite, stealing Jeremy's story and 

rewriting it into his own? And is not Madham's wish for 

Jeremy's death -- a wish he fulfils by writing that death 



-- exactly the negation of the other which is required and 

desired by the metaphysics that seeks to dissolve difference 

(into \indifferencet) in identity and to \dissolvet binary 

oppositions in an \ indifferent, unified presence?100 

Gone Indian is the final novel in Kroetschts Notikeewin 

(or \Out Westt) Trilocw. As in But We are Exiles, he uses a 

third person narrator to tell a protagonistts story in The 

Words of MJ Roarinq, but, in The Studhorse Man and Gone 

Indian, he uses first-person narrators to tell their own 

stories by ostensibly telling the protagonistst. He 

comments on his move to the first-person narrator: 

[With Demeter Proudfoot] I was 
unwittingly making that distinction 

- 

loo What is 'indifferencet? The lack of caring, the 
unconcerned indifference of the universe, which, according 
to existentialist philosophy, we must combat by 
authenticizing ourselves, which amounts to 'realizingt 
ourselves, in Hegelts or Kroetschts terms? Or is it the 
lack ~ f ,  or elimination of, difference, the repression sf 
differance, which metaphysics performs by setting up and 
reconciling opposites through negation? In the end, these 
possibilities amount to 'the same,' and are, as Derrida 
points out, ultimately and essentially theological: 

Only infinite being can reduce the difference in 
presence. In that sense, the name of God, at 
least as it is pronounced within classical 
rationalism, is the name of indifference itself. 
Only a positive infinity can lift the trace, 
\sublimate1 it (it has recently been proposed that 
the Hegelian Aufhebunq be translated as 
sublimation; this translation may be of dubious 
worth as translation, but the juxtaposition is of 
interest here. We must not therefore speak of a 
\theological prejudice,' functioning sporadically 
when it is a question of the plenitude of the 
logos; the logos as the sublimation of the trace 
is theolosical. (Derrida, 1974 : 71) 



[between story (what is told) and 
narration (the act of telling)]. . . . 
I've come to much more interest in the 
act of telling the story and that's 
where you have to go back to first 
person quite often because you have to 
confront who is telling the story. And 
why? (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 174) 

As always, it is the tellinq, the narrative act that enables 

men to become heroes, which is of utmost importance to 

Kroetsch, despite his resistance to traditional narrative, 

which moves him to call this group of novels a triptych: nI 

don't like to call it a trilogy because its connections are 

not narrative ones, they are of another sort: juxtaposition, 

repetition, contrastv (in Brown, 1972: 2-3; emphasis added). 

Let us reflect for a moment upon the \triptych1: "a 

picture or carving on three panels with sides able to fold 

over centre, set of three associated pictures so placed, 

esp. as altar-piece; set of three writing-tablets hinged or 

tied together; set of three artistic worksf1 ( O E D ) .  'Sides 

able to fold over centref: three in one. Juxtaposition in a 

triadic form. The three pictures, carvings, or writings 

reflecting off and against and into one another. Philosophy 

of reflection? Hegel's triadic "process of coming-to-bew 

(Hegel, 1977: 15)? An altar-piece? Perhaps -- Kroetsch 
says of his work: "A lot of my material is profane. But the 

telling sf the story about that material, the language 

itself, changes it in some way to what I call sacredw (in 



Hancock, 1977: 47). Three: the sacred number of the 

Some of [the characters in What the Crow Said] are 
desperately trying to make sense by those absurd 
acts ... flying into the air and so on ... Liebhaber 
shooting the bees into the skies ... if he could 
somehow just return things to a primal myth of 
total fertilization, and let them start over. . . 
. [In] my own thinking or feeling [t]here1s a 
scatological vision of the world ... against all 
that will to fly into the sky. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 162) 

I am not sure how Kroetsch would define his \scatoPogical 
vision of the world,' but Peter Thomas deems it 
misanthropic: 

Liebhaber's humiliation and the abundance of shit 
in the novel are reductive in a way that is new in 
Kroetsch's fiction; compounded of terror and 
contempt for humanity they exceed any misgivings 
about the validity of tragedy. It is not that 
human dignity need stand very high. But to bring 
the quest for love down to a pitiful crawl back to 
the womb and a matter of shit and silence makes 
enormous demands upon the aesthetic virtues of the 
novel. (Thomas, 1980a: 115) 

and nihilistic: 

Since What the Crow Said includes a War Between 
Earth and Sky, the relations of fundament and 
firmament are clearly in mind. The novel is a 
parody of metaphysics in its cosmic religious and 
existential dramas, seen respectively in the inane 
speculations of Father Basil and in Vera's 
orgasmic experience, a ~roetschian pun on bee-ing 
(m, p. 10) and bee-coming (m, p, 9). JG1s 
reduction of language to fundament is further 
reiterated late in the novel by the death of Joe 
Lightning who falls into a cess-pit after trying 
to fly. Flight, aspiration, and even the 
Fortunate Fall are reduced to crap -- this is a 
powerful nihilistic strain, admittedly drawn from 
a complex novel. (Thomas, 1980b: 38-39) 

In any case, the preoccupation with scatology that we find 
in Kroetschfs work, particularly in The Studhorse Man and 
What the Crow Said is entirely in keeping with the I 

eschatological 'will to fly into the sky.' Scatology may 



Trinity. lo2 Or "three different voices which together 

UJ -- maybe to a fourth. I don't know. You pay a high 

price for using first person, for getting at that awareness 

of subiectivityw (in Cameron, 1972: 50; emphasis added). 

Or, as Hegel says: 

The circle that remains self-enclosed 
and, like substance, holds its moments 
together, is an immediate relationship, 
one therefore which has nothing 
astonishing about it. But that an 
accident as such, detached from what 
circumscribes it, what is bound and is 
actual only in its context with others, 
should attain an existence of its own 
and a separate freedom--this is the 
tremendous power of the negative; it is 
the energy of thought, of the pure "I." 
Death, if that is what we want to call 
this non-actuality, is of all things the 
most dreadful, and to hold fast what is 
dead requires the greatest strength. 
Lacking strength, Beauty hates the 
Understanding [the power which 
dissolves] for asking of her what it 
cannot do. But the life of Spirit is 
not the life that shrinks from death and 
keeps itself untouched by devastation, 
but rather the life that endures it and 
maintains itself in it. It wins its 
truth only when, in utter dismemberment, 
it finds itself. It is this power, not 

be, on one level, merely a preoccupation with excrement, 
but, on another level, that very preoccupation can be seen 
as another way of 'getting to heaven1 or of reconciling 
mind, body, and spirit in spirit and thus attaining full 
presence simply by shedding the body as, in Kroetschls word, 
shit. with JG dead, "the parlor . . . no longer smelled of 
shit, it smelled of dustw (Kroetsch, l978f: 155) , 

For Derridals treatment of scatology in reference to 
Antonin Artaud, see "La parole souffl6efW in Derrida, 1978b: 
169-95, 

lo' Geert Lernout points out that in What the Crow Said 
Itall things come in threes: the premonitions, the cries, 
Vera's husbands, etc.I1 (Lernout, 1985b: 59). 



as something positive, which closes its 
eyes to the negative . . . [but] by 
looking the negative in the face, 2nd 
tarrying with it. This tarrvinq with 
the nesative is the masieal ~ower  that 
converts it into bei-4. This power is 
identical with what we earlier called 
the Subject, which by giving 
determinateness an existence in its  ow^ 
element supersedes abstract immediacy, 
i.e., the immediacy which barely is, and 
thus is authentic substance: that being 
or immediacy whose mediation is not 
outside of it but which is this 
mediation itself. 

(Hegel, 1977: 18-19; emphasis added) 

Whatever name is given to presence, its attainment is 

considered magical or sacred and authentic, and this tlpure 

'I,'" this Being or prezence is, according to Kroetsch's 

unrecognized mentor, Hegel, attainable only in Death. But 

both Kroetsch and Hegel refuse to recognize that this heroic 

quest of the Self unfailingly writes an autobiography which 

excludes difference and, thus, is essentially and 

inescapably solipsistic, oppressive, and exploitative. 103 

In Kroetschts opinion, the question of \who is telling 

the storyt (cited on 219) is more complicated in Crow than 

'03 Louis MacKendrick notes that "Madham is quite the 
solipsist; even his covering letter to Jill about his 
transcriptions turns from academic propriety to a 
description of sportive copulation with Carol Sadness 
without shamew (MacKendrick, 1978: 23). Yet, he finds "in 
the context of the fiction. . . . the postmodern argument 
against absolutes and for ongoing processte (25). 



in Gone Indian, but voice is so highly privileged that one 

might say he accords it the governing \rolev in the novel. 

In What the Crow Said I was playing with 
that sense of multitudes of voices that 
become one voice; it isn't quite a third 
person because there's always the 
temptation of possible narrators there, 
whether the typesetter or type 
itself .... 
WILSON: It was really given to you to 
some extent by the literary model of 
magic realism, the idea of a communal or 
collective voice, wasn't it? 

KROETSCH: That's right, that's why it 
was a storymaking process: how people 
talk toward a story. 

(in Meuman and Wilson, 1982: 171) 

Kroetsch is fascinated with the \oral tradition,' so much so 

that, in speaking of Liebhaber, the printer, he says, "1 am 

tempted to say . . . there is no difference finally between 
written text and spoken textt* (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 

39). To dissolve the difference between writing and speech 

is not to subvert, to deal with, or even to acknowledge the 

privilege that metaphysics accords to Voice; it is to reduce 

writing to voice and to confirm the governing power of the 

logos, exactly as Kroetsch does in all his novels. Whatever 

he says about multiple voices, those voices find unity in 

the \communal voice' or the voice of the poet (prophet) who 

tells 'the epic tale of the tribe1 (cited on 158) -- that 
single voice of the omniscient and omnipresent third person 

narrator. A third person narrator is necessary to this 



novel, which carries Kroetschls Bloomian quest through to 

its \propert Hegelian conclusion -- a conclusion which 
recognizes that the Aufhebunq through which Subject is to be 

transformed into Spirit through absolute knowledge is 

achieved only through 'tarrying with the negative1 (cited on 

222) -- with Death. With Funeral Games. 

In regard to the governing power attributed to the 

logos, it is interesting that Kroet.sch insists that \people 

talk toward a story1 or \invent each othere l" according to 

a grammar -- a phonetic system by which language is ordered 
according to rules, just as Kroetschian \play1 is ordered by 

\the rules of the game.' He says that, in Crow, we find a 

disjunctive grammar, and a willful 
playing with pace. We have in our heads 
a sense of how long a scene should be, 
for instance; we have a highly defined 
sense 02 space and scene length. And I 
willfullv throw away in a paragraph what 
might have been a chapter, even a novel. 
But I still trust that the reader is 
able to deal with that, once he sees how 
he's supposed to read; I would hope that 
by the time he's into Chapter 111, say, 
in that novel, he would have seen what 
is happening and would be reading 
creatively. I think even as radical as, 
say, Jack Hodgins is, he is very careful 
to honor that sense of how long a scene 
is, almost exactly, the traditional 
length of a scene that I move throush: 
the bees, then a little short chapter 
where Vera Lang almost starts over 
again, then another starting over with 
Liebhaber playing pocket pool. But you 

'04 Cf. What I was tuning in on in Gone Indian and 
What the Crow Said was the kind of self-creation that goes ---- 
on orallym (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 39; emphasis added). 



have to send these signals very early to 
readers so that they begin to see what 
grammatical shifts they have to make. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 161) 

Once the reader 'sees how he's supposed to read' -- 
according to the \signalsf that the willful author, the 

authority, sends to him as part of the godgame he plays -- 
the reader will 'begin to see what grammatical shifts [he 

has] to make.' He will be an 'active reader,' playing the 

game according to the rules decreed by the god, the hero, 

who, in writing the work, has 'made up the game planv (cited 

on 165). Kroetsch elaborates upon the connection between 

grammar, game, and play as follows: 

[Crow is] really drawing on the lexicon 
of story, isn't it? It's dealing in 
framents, assuming you know the rest of 
the story [the whole story]. . . . I 
trust a good deal to the reader of that 
novel, there's a good deal in every 
reader's head that I want him to use. 
There is a larger story, . . . as 
storyteller you have to be very good at 
hearinq your storv qrammar. You take a 
big risk with those fragmented stories; 
if you aren't really hearinq that 
srammar, a lot of readers are going to 
say, what's this all about'? . . . And 
why tell it all? What are the pleasures 
in reading a long novel that just lays 
everything out? I just don't happen to 
be in on those pleasures. But I like 
the sense of same or and those 

'05 The reader will recall that, to Derrida, play is 
the absence of the transcendental signified (see 23). Of 
play, Kroetsch says: 

I think a kind of erasure of self goes on in 



framents are a part of play. I like 
the sense of active reading, of being an 
active reader. I like difficult texts 
--that's really what it comes down to, 
texts that demand a lot from the reader. 
And I accept that. It engages my sense 
of play. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 162) 
(emphasis added) 

The writer must 'be very good at hearing [his] story 

grammarIf not only because to fail to do so would confuse 

the reader, but also, because to hear oneself speak is to be 

fully present to oneself; it is to hear Itthe voice one hears 

upon retreating into oneself: full and truthful presence of 

the divine voice to our inner sensew (cited on 25). 

With respect to Kroetschls use of fragments, Shirley 

Neuman suggests and Kroetsch agrees (in Neuman and Wilson, 

1982: 15), that one Itcantt read What the Crow Said 

metaphorically; all your emphasis on metonymy works against 

such a readingtt (14). The thesis here is that metaphor has 

to do with totality (history) whereas metonymy has to do 

fiction-making. It's interesting that we play the 
game, isn't it? There is a double thing that goes 
on even in the statement which is very fascinating 
to me. The two words contradict each other in a 
signifying way, Plav resists the necessary rules 
of the same. (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 50) 

But Kroetschts \play1 does not resist the rules of the game 
in the least. He says that "[writers of fiction] do act out 
what we canat do in the non-play worldw (54), which suggests 
again that, to Kroetsch, play is the godgame that the writer 
plays with his characters and readers in his quest to become 
the telling hero. He says, nSince The Studhorse Man I've 
been much more interested in literature as an intellectual 
activity, as play. I say to my reader, watch me do this, 
this is impossible, Then I do itw (in Twigg, 1981: 113). 
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with fragments (archaeology). Yet, Robert Wilson suggests 

that the fragment or "shard represents, or can be made to 

represent, the whole of that from which it comes. Once you 

understand what the piece is, you can see it as a piece that 

represents the whole same," and Kroetsch responds, nExactlylf 

(11)- Kroetsch also differentiates the postmodernist 

treatment of mythology from the modernist, and the 

difference between them is the difference between metonymy 

and metaphor. 

I see Ovid as an example [for the 
treatment of mythology in What the Crow 
Said]. He was doing something compar- 
able to Freud and Jung, only he was 
doing it in quite a different way. He 
just put his stories in a bag, so to 
speak. But he always got to the mythic 
basis of stories. . . . Ovid is much 
more metonymic and much more inclined to 
let myths be, to let them do their own 
thing, than the highly interpretive 
psychoanalytic schools. (113) 

We have seen that metonymy is inextricably aligned with 

wholeness and interpretation. But we must also note that 

the 'mythic basis of stcriesy is the transcendentalizing 

power which allows a story to be 'more than a story,' to 

represent a larger universal pattern which allows and forces 

the \storyr to embody a Truth which can only be revealed in 

the events of the myth, Such a \storyq takes everything in, 



leaves nothing out, and does not allow for differance. 106 

lo6 Incidentally, I think Ovid has been somewhat 
misrepresented here. In the Metamorphoses, which must be 
the Ovidian work to which Kroetsch refers, the 'bag of 
storiesf is narrated in what often seems to be an incoherent 
manner; the connections between one \storyv and the next are 
not always obvious -- in fact, often, there seem to be no 
connections. However, one must remember that the book 
begins with a clear statement of intention: 

to tell of bodies changed 
To different forms; the gods, who made the changes, 
Will help me -- or I hope so -- with a poem 
That runs from the world's beginning to our own days. 

(Ovid, 1955: 1.1-4) 

The \bag of stories' explores a central, universal theme -- 
the history and nature sf things (beginning with creation 
myths) -- and the book ends, after Ovid's account of "The 
Deification of Caesar," with a restateinent of his intention, 
which is as \mythic1 and metaphysical as it could possibly 
be, in terms of its transcendentalizing universality. Ovid 
very clearly states that it is in pursuit of immortality 
that he undertakes the quest that is his writing of the 
book. Even though his desire is expressed in literary 
terms, its ultimately religious basis and the faith upon 
which it rests is clearly indicated by the juxtaposition of 
nThe Epiloguen with I'The Deification of Caesar" and by the 
firm assertiveness of the poem's final line: "1 shall be 
living, always. 

Liebhaberls quest is exactly that of Ovid, which is 
made clear to us throughout the novel. Crow begins with a 
creation myth which is, of course, a 'tall tale,' but no 
more so than are any other creation myths. "Kroetsch begins 
What the Crow Said by conflating myths of origin and myths 
of 'the Fallvw (Hoeppner, 1987: 230) and "with stories of 
transformations~ (231). The novel opens thus: 

People, years later, blamed everything on the 
bees; it was the bees, they said, seducing Vera 
Lang, that started everything. How the town came 
to prosper, and then to decline, and how the road 
never got built, the highway that would have 
joined the town and the municipality to the world 
beyond, and how the sky itself, finally, took 
umbrage. (Kroetsch, 19785: 7) 

Throughout the novel, Liebhaber formulates various plans by 
which he intends to achieve immortality: (1) "'I'm not going 
to die,' he told [Tiddy]" (20); (2) "He stopped playing 
pocket pool [religious abstinence, for Liebhaber] for a 



Throughout this novel, the characters appear as pairs 

or clusters which function as sets, as unifying devices. 

The most important male characters are Liebhaber, Martin 

Lang, and John Skandl, who are inextricably connected with 

each other in various ways, one of which is their inter- 

action and interrelatedness throughout the episodes 

concerning Martin Langls death, disappearance, and spectral 

reappearances, which is in itself a nice unity of life, 

death, and afterlife. The other most important way in which 

these male characters are 'stitched together1 is through 

their mutual marriage(s) to Tiddy Lang -- not necessarily 
legal, but marriages nevertheless. We are told nothing of 

Martin's and Tiddyls marriage ceremony, but they were 

already bound as kin before their marriage. We witness John 

and Tiddyts wedding, but If[t]he reader doesn't always know 

who got married and who diedtr (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 

118), because, in this case, no one can decide whether or 

not the service is actually completed before Tiddy rushes 

off to deliver John Gustav, and no one knows whether or not 

total of thirteen [one beyond the number of completion] 
days, and during that time he hit on the notion that he 
might evade death by telling the trutht1 (67); (3) "Liebhaber 
hit on the notion that he might avoid Gutenbergls fate by 
making a few autobiographical notes. I g  become m~ QWJ 
lesend, he typed on the big machine; he was secure, there in 
the night, the matrices falling into place at his command. 
I perish. But only in dream.. . " (74) ; (4) "Liebhaber, at - 
that exact moment, formulated his intention of winning 
immortality by becoming a philosophern (130); (5) "Liebhaber . . . hit on a way to win immortality. He, Gus Liebhaber, 
would be the warls victor. . . . Liebhaber, that night, was 
set on gaining a victory over death itselff1 (181-82). 



the marriage is legal. Similarly, Father Basil conducts a 

marriage service for Tiddy and Liebhaber in the presence of 

three old women and in the absence of the bride and groom 

-- besides, he delivers *la burial sermon rather than a 
marriage sermon; for him the two were sometimes interchange- 

able1' lo7 (212). Also, Martin Lang is the father of Tiddy's 

daughters, and Liebhaber 'takes overf his family. 

[Liebhaber] was quite simply the 
patriarch: a man who deserved to have a 
large family, friends, visitors, 
admirers. He began to feel a 
condescending pity for poor Gutenberg, 
crazy as a bat in a curious way, 
obsessed to the point of self- 
destruction; old Gutenberg, dying 
childless, penniless, friendless, 
anonymous, almost not invented into his 
own story. (73; emphasis added) 

Just as Madham and Demeter invent themselves into their 

stories by appropriating, respectively, the stories of 

Sadness and Lepage, so does Liebhaber invent himself into 

his own story by appropriating Langfs (and Scandlls) -- 

'story.' Just as Lang had Igmarried a cousin and farmed her 

farmv (16), Liebhaber marries a 'grass widow' and appoints 

himself the patriarch of 'herf family, even while she is 

\married1 to Scandl: When the second daughter, Rose, 

lo7 It is worth noting that much is interchangeable in 
this novel, and that 'interchangeability' is made possible 
by the copula \isfl by Being, the ground of the logos. The 
notion of interchangeability works in the novel as it does 
with Kroetsch's I1whole set of cosmologies that in turn 
become another elaboration of each other" (cited on 73). 



announced one evening at the kitchen table that she was 

pregnant, Liebhaber demanded that they hold a family council 

at oncen (66). In keeping with his view of himself as 'the 

patriarch,' he claims paternity of John Gustav, who is 

Lang's? Liebhaber's? Scandal's? son and is, thus, a figure 

of indeterminacy. lo8 Embedded within the act by which 

Liebhaber may have sired JG, we find the following: 

When the question of the father was 
argued, later, in the Big Indian beer 
parlour, Liebhaber was willing, each 
time, to fight to the death. 

When, years later, any drunk or fool 
or hero had Dutch courage enough to 
suggest it was big John Scandl who sired 
the strange child, he had in the instant 
of his speaking to deal with Liebhaber's 
unaccountable wrath: the wrath of a man 
who could be aroused to fighting by 
nothing else on the face of the earth 
but who, in that one matter of ultimate 
truth, would take on a man twice his 
size, would take on two opponents, 
three. Liebhaber, with only love as his 

lQ8 Interestingly, JG or John Gustav is 'killed off in 
the novel, as are Martin Lang, John Scandl, Vera's Boy, and 
all of TiddyFs daughters' husbands and would-be husbands 
such as Jerry Lapanne and Marvin Straw, with the single 
exception of Terry's most recent suitor, Darryl Dish. In 
regard to Martin EangFs death, one could ask whether 
Liebhaber's ability to remember the future is merely a gift 
of prophecy or the power to 'play the godgame.' Would Lang 
have died if his horse had not been forced to carry both 
Lang and Liebhaber, who insisted upon directing the horse in 
a blizzard? Could Lang, alone, have given his horse his 
head and arrived at home before freezing to death? Does the 
narrator not suggest that Liebhaber 'plays the godgame1 when 
he writes about LiebhaberFs "hands this one time telling him 
to snatch this one man out of his own storyw (18)? 



weapon. log (41; emphasis added) 

The female characters of significance in this novel are 

Tiddy Lang, her mother, and her daughters, particularly 

Vera, and they are connected in various ways, the most 

important of which is their closer than usual kinship; 

Tiddy's daughters' grandmother is also their great-aunt.. 

One of the strongest symbols of identity, the very model of 

the elimination of difference, is the concept of incest, 110 

log It may well be that Liebhaber \could be aroused to 
fighting by nothing else on the face of the earth,' but it 
is also the case that this 'love haver, this 'Liebhaber, in 
love,' exemplifies the necessity with which, in a mode of 
thought which operates through a dialectic which is meant to 
synthesize hierarchical binary pairs, love must \include1 
hate. Of Liebhaber, our narrator tells us: 

He concentrated on hating Scandl. (45) 

Liebhaber couldn't decide whether to love or to 
hate Vera. (63) 

He hated the man for the ease with which he 
proposed to escape death, absolutely hated him. 
(206) 

"O In regard to instances of incest included in the 
first draft and notes on the novel in progress, see Hoeppner 
(1987). In one version "Kroetsch called Vera 'Jane' and had 
her impregnated by her father's ghost: 'Jane- the eternal 
virgin, pregnant, finally, by her father's ghostfw 
(Hoeppner, 1987: 231) and "Gertrude Lang (Old Lady Lang) is 
raped by one of her twin brothersw (231). According to 
Hoeppner, Vera's impregnation by her father is brought about 
through the working out of one of "the superstitions about 
bees contained in Kroetsch's notes . . . that bees are the 
souls of the departedN (232) "hint[s] at the possibility of 
an incestuous relationship between Vera and Martinff (233). 
Interestingly, Hoeppner mentions that an incestuous society 
is a self-contained worldw (233), and he posits Liebhaber as 
the wcutsiderw who wpersonifiesv the Inliberating forcem that 
"can bring the civilizing influence that will 'bust her 
loosenw (233). In contrast, I see Liebhaber as the 
\outsider,* the Self who appropriates 'his own' other -- the 



and the unity 

in Tiddy; she 

be understood 

2 3 3  

inherent in that notion finds representation 

has a Pgropert name in the sense that it can 

to name a self-identical self who carries the 

surname \Langt as both child and married woman, being called 

'Tiddy Langt even when she is Skandlts and/or Liebhaberts 

wife. However, Tiddyts \propert identity is of no \valueo 

to her, but is necessary only in order that she can serve as 

a means through which nLiebhaber, in lovew (e.g., 39, 52, 

74, 182) , may "embrace all mankindtt (71) -- that is, gather 
all the others into himself. Liebhaber is Itthe herot0 ( 7 3 ) ,  

depicted most typically in his role as referee, despite his 

being, at times, a figure of ridicule. 

Liebhaber, as referee, removed yet 
always there [like God]. . . . The 
rougher the game became, the clearer his 
vision. He was some kind of arbitrator, 
the civilizing man. He liked that. The 
civilizing man: at the center, and yet 
uninvolved. The dispassionate man at 
the passionate core. 

(72; emphasis added) 

Liebhaber, the writerlprinter who is the novel's 

central character, is the \shardt who represents all men 

(also being connected with everyone through the control 

mechanism of his newspaper stories). 11' Tiddy is all women, 

novel's self-contained world -- into himself. 
"' Kroetsch says, "In What the Crow Said I allow that 

the real hero might be the poet. Liebhaber, setting type 
for his newspaper, might be the poet as heroft (Kroetsch, 
1987: 161) . And t:[m]aybe character is the congruence of 



234 

partly through her intermediate position between her mother 

and her daughters, and partly through her being the one who 

always announces that lfSomeone must take a wifefg (e.g., 18, 

19, 69, 187; emphasis added), even when it is one of her 

daughters for whom she seeks a husband. And true to his 

strongly phallocentric faith, Kroetsch manages to have 

everything become One in Liebhaber through the sexual 

consummation, If in   art in Lang * s bedw (28) , of Liebhaber * s 

and Tiddy1s \marriage.* 

He, the having lover : 112 **Ho , If his cry, 

many stories; . . . like Liebhaber as typesetter with a11 
those stories going through him. The stories we hear, the 
stories we read, are part of us as characterff (in Neuman and 
Wilson, 1982: 189). 

112 Kroetsch refers to Liebhaber as "the love haber; in 
other words, amateurff (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 164), 
thus drawing upon the figurative meaning of his name. But 
the word's literal meaning is 'love haver; male lover; 
beau,' a definition which, particularly with Kroetschfs 
emphasis on haber, draws attention to the connection between 
Liebhaber and Habe (property; belongings), haben (to have), 
and, by association, unter sich haben (to be in control of, 
command), denotations which surface very obviously in this 
passage. Perhaps "the having lovert* is Ksoetsch*~ working 
out of the problem to which he refers in "Fear of Women," 
the problem of how to ffpossess such a formidable womann 
(cited on 174, in. 83). It is significant that Tiddy Lang, 
rather than being formidable, is reduced to a symbol of male 
sexual fantasies by the \transgressionf or \substitution* 
through which her \properf first name, Theodora, is replaced 
by the "speaking name," Tiddy. 

Robert Lecker refers to the \speakingf character of 
Tiddyfs name in nonsexual terms when he notes that "Tiddy is 
a joke; she is the product of that tidied up, tidy language 
Liebhaber wants to destroyw (Lecker, 1986: 216). Somehow, 
Lecker justifies the violence inherent in Liebhaberfs 
appropriation of Tiddy by insisting that If [ t ] o argue that 
[Tiddy] continues Kroetsch8s line of women who protect 
hearth and home misses the point; the line has been 



as her mouth found him. 
She raised her mouth away from his 

rising: "Sometjmes you're just a little 
boy." She took him into her mouth 
again. They lay, ,ogether, in the naked 
circle of cvervthinq. Tiddy, then, 
taking every man who had ever loved her 
[she was courted by as many men as was 
Penelope: everyone]. It was dark 
outside. The tower of ice [Skandl's 
"erotic dreamw (46) /tower/penis, Lang's 
frozen body, Liebhaber's frozen 
body/penis], in the depths of her 
present mind, flared a crystal white. 
The white tower was almost blue. He had 
been so huge, John Skandl; he smelled of 
horses. Her husband was plowing the 
snow. His arms upraised against the 
night, against the held and invisible 
horses, his hair alive in the combing 
wind. Those same men who had loved her. 
Liebhaber: "Whoa.lV And those she had 
wanted. . . . And those she had wanted 
to want: Vera's fated lovers. She kisses 
Liebhaber, hard. And hard. He, the 
havins lover, thirty-three minutes in 
one best trial. Tiddy was proud of him. 
"NOW," she said. "No." And then she 
said, Wow. No. Now. Child. Husband. 
Son. Brother. Old Man. Friend. Helper. 
Enemy. Lover." (215-16; emphasis added) 

The men who had loved Tiddy are all connected by their 

destroyed, the stereotype is dead1' (104). But even if Tiddy 
does not continue the stereotype of the protectress of 
hearth and home -- a claim with which I disagree -- how can 
Lecker justify the fact that 'the tidied up language 
Liebhaber wants to destroy' is (necessarily) represented by 
a woman? Necessarily, because the malelfemale binary to 
which Kroetsch has always been devoted operates as surely in 
this novel as in any of his earlier novels, despite Leckerws 
insistence that it does not (Lecker, 1986: 98-99 and 100). 

Also, Nicolaisen suggests not that ftKroetsch's 
\onomastic strategies'" subvert traditional values or 
metaphysical notions of identity, but that they "order the 
chaotic, vouchsafe the survival of the mind, and in doing 
so, they serve as a eulogy, a paean to homo nominans -- Man 
the Namerm (Nicolaisen, 1978: 64) . 



pr0ximit.y to horses, by their right to men's territory. And 

Tiddy 'takes in' all men, making them aavailable' to 

Liebhaber through his \taking1 of her, as she calls him 

"Child. Husband. Son. Brother. Old Man. Friend. Helper. 

Enemy. Lover.ff \Lover,' the English translation of 

Liebhaberfs name, resolves all these \opposites,' and \in 

the naked circle of everything,' Liebhaber is on the way to 

becoming the transcendental signified. 113 

Once Liebhaber's (English) name subsumes within him all 

males, the dead and the living, the narrator draws us back 

to the Past of Liebhabervs conscious plans for ''gaining a 

victory over death itselft* (182), to the night of his war 

against the sky. A war of love described thus: 

'13 Despite his attempt to show how, in this novel, 
Kroetsch abandons \the old dualities' along with their 
metaphysical values, Lecker's penultimate chapter on Crow is 
in agreement with the reading presented here. He writes: 

In truth, it is only Liebhaber who \represents1 
the informing theory behind the text; the other 
characters exist as mockeries of what they might 
have been had Kroetsch \roundedf them. . . . Yet 
none of these characters is ever permitted to 
develop in the conventional sense. 

(Lecker, 1986: 105) 

What Lecker fails to take into consideration is that one 
character's 'being allowed to represent the informing theory 
behind the text' (that is, the transcendental meaninq which 
the text, \in truth,' represents) confirms and reaffirms our 
metaphysical notions of hierarchy and (justified, normal, 
familiar) appropriation even more strongly than a 
traditional \permittingf of all the characters \to develop 
in the conventional sense' would do, because the one 
character who is \developedg enjoys from the outset the 
transcendental privilege of representinq the novel's meaninq 
-- whatever name that \meaningf might be given. 



Liebhaber, in the sweat of his need, 
stooping and rising, stooping and 
rising, would fertilize the barren sky. 
Gus Liebhaber, his quick hands finding 
more powder, finding more bees, striking 
a match, lighting a fuse. Liebhaber, in 
love, holding his hands to his aching 
ears, his eyes watering themselves 
blind; in the lsng blind fury of his 
love, stooping and rising; in the 
passion of his greatest scheme, in his 
night-long aiid greatest fury against the 
death of the w~rla, Liebhaber, shelling 
the crimson and careless sky; shelling 
the red sky black; alone and alone, he 
charged his gun. . . . Liebhaber, aiming 
to crack the intricate knot of all his 
undoing. . . . The clash of his own 
soundinq onto heaven's rim. 

(182-83; emphasis added) 

Now, with Tiddy's having spoken Liebhaber into being, 

repeating 'his own saunding onto heaven's rim,' and with no 

mention of love throughout this night-long 'love-making,' we 

are told that his quest for immortality suceeds: 

And people, years later; years later 
they will say: against all knowledge, he 
fired the cannon. He fired the cannon, 
after all; it was he who dared. He took 
the bees. He pumped them into the sky 
itself, rammed them into the sky's 
night, into the sky's blue breaking. . . . He knocked them high, shot them into 
the one androsvnous moment of heaven aid 
earth. He spent the queens into their 
myriad selves; he, the first and final 
male, h~rny to die. - 

(216; emphasis added) 

What is \the first and final male,' if not God? The 

narrator's embedding Liebhaber's gaining immortality within 



this sexual encounter parallels 'hism embedding the 'one 

matter of ultimate truth' (cited on 231) within Liebhaberts 

copulation with Tiddy. "What is quest really about? It's 

sexual, it's looking for that fulfillmentw (cited on 200), 

the fulfilment that is the herots victory -- victory over 
woman, over death through woman. 

In this magical moment through which Liebhaber is 

transformed in a unity "of mind and body and spirittv (143), 

heterosexual intercourse is the mediating force by which the 

profane becomes sacred. His \trial1 of thirty-three minutes 

echoes his proposing marriage to Tiddy thirty-three times 

(18?) and parodies Christ's 'earthly trial' of thirty-three 

years. This magical transformation is accomplished through 

Liebhaberls attaining absolute knowledge in the present 

moment, in Tiddy, who, "with her hardheaded radiance, held 

together the past and the futuregt (68). 

She, with no imagination at all, 
dreaming the world. Liebhaber, finally, 
understands. She only dreams what she 
has dreamed. But she is dreaming. He 
knows now. . . = Liebhaber, turned end 
for end in the old bed, his head to the -- 
foot, like printers of old, always, 
reading backwards, reading upside down. 
They lay, he and Tiddy, together, in the 
naked circle of evervthinq. . . . Rita 
is writing. She flings the words across 
the page: he is dying, she writes. He 
is dying in the next room. He is always 
dying in the next room. She, bent to 
her tablet, her fingers tight on the 
ball-point pen; alone. Alone. All one. 
A lone... (216; emphasis added) 



(Liebhabergs) understanding is the power of the 

negative, the power which dissolves in order to reverse, to 

set up opposites, to posit oneself as other -- 'backwardsI1 
'upside downIt or 'turned end for end1 -- in order that the 
self can become actual or fully present through the 

paradoxical unity by virtue of which, "in speaking about the 

Many, we also refer to the One" (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 

129). Then, in 'absolute kn~wledge,~ the subject becomes 

Spirit, and \the naked circle of everythingt is completed. 

ItLiebhaber is happy. He cannot remember anything" (217). 

Throughout the novel, Liebhaber oscillates between having 

mortal memory of the past and having divine or prophetic 

memory of the future. But now, having gained knowledse, he 

is fully and immediately present within the present moment, 

and he needs memory of neither the past nor the future. 

Echoing Liebhaberls "Ism a happy man. . . . I1ve 
decided to live foreverw (129), the narrator tells us that 

"~iebhaber is happy. He cannot remember anything. He rests 

his head on one side of the towel. He tastes his own semen 

on Tiddyts bellyw (217). By virtue of the context in which 

we find it, Liebhaberts 'tasting1 is entirely a gesture of 

appropriation and exclusion of the other. Liebhaber is 

clearly a figure of auto-affection, and Kroetsch is so far 

removed from resisting meaning or risking meaning nothing 

that not only dissemination but even insemination is 

resisted, through Liebhaberts possessing or \havingi Tiddy 

(who is all women and who concretizes Liebhaberts being all 



men), only to take his own seed back into his mouth and, 

thus, to become 'in one androgynous moment DE heaven and 

earth' (cited on 2 3 7 ) ,  'the first and final male' and the 

phallocentric image of woman in man, Adam with all his ribs, 

one might say. He is the One.... 

IgHe tastes his own semen on Tiddy's belly. . . . 
Liebhaber is happy. After all, he is only dyingvt (217-18). 

And Hegel comes to rest in 'his misogynist disciple' who 

\demonstrates,' through Liebhaber, that "the life of Spirit 

is not the life that shrinks from death and keeps itself 

untouched by devastation, but rather the life that endures 

it and maintains itself in it. It wins its truth only when, 

in utter dismemberment, it finds itselfw (cited on 221), or, 

in the narrator's words: "~iebhaber . . . trapped into 
death, hit on the realization that he had escaped. I 

perish, he imagined, but only in 3 dreamH (163). 

With his Kroetschian "paracinematic [existence] or a 

sort of psychological depthlessnessff (Wilson in Neuman and 

Wilson, 1982: 192), Liebhaber \acts out' ''how we 

work....well cinematically is an interesting word, 

but ... qrammaticaliy in the storyn (Kroetsch in Neuman and 
Wilson, 1982: 192), the story that is the sexual quest of 

the hero, the Self. Can we possibly believe that 'saying k 

is a wonderful release from I' (cited on 202)? 

Liebhaber: the love Haber: in other 
words, amateur. We're all amateurs in 
the game. The game is too far ahead of 



us and in that sense we are all trying 
to tack enough of it together; to build 
a boat that will help us deal with it. 
The book is autobiographical, including 
the talk about writing a novel. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 164) 

'Trying to tack enough of it togetherv is the aim of the 

quest which fascinates Kroetsch, and the means through which 

he pursues that goal is a sexual dialectic. His faith in 

dialectic is a 'faithv in the humanism that we celebrate 

because we are conditioned by the familiar, \normalv and 

'natural1 mode of thought prescribed for us by metaphysics. 

This humanism is, unwittingly but surely, a solipsistic and 

oppressive \disporting of Love with itselfv (cited on 204, 

fn. 9 2 ) .  Because this humanism that we hold so close to our 

hearts is based upon a metaphysics of presence that is 

implicitly and necessarily phallocentric -- based upon the 
quest of the Hero, who must be the conquering male -- it is 
intensely and irrevocably misogynistic. 



Chapter Nine 

'Fear of Women1: A Misogynist Erotics 

To consider Robert Kroetschls views on the influence 

feminism has had on male writers is to encounter again the 

male anxiety to which he refers in his review of A Mazinq 

Space, the 

kind of unease that we can see almost as 
a sub-text behind the ways we have of 
picturing the world or telling a story, 
even writing a poem; those ways were 
based on male supremacy, on premises 
that the male experience was somehow 
superior to the female experience. 
Upsetting that has made an unease in 
male writers which is a very useful, a 
very good thing. 

(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 34) 

Without dwelling upon the fact that he says, in the past 

tense, that those ways 'were based on male supremacy,I while 

referring, in the present tense, to those male supremacist 

ways as 'the ways we have,' I do suggest that Kroetschls 

(inseparable) ways of 'picturing the world or telling a 

storyf show no evidence of having been influenced in any 

substantial way by feminism -- despite his claim that the 
movement has caused "a re-examination of the very notion of 

the quest story. We realize most of us aren't on quests; 

male literature said we were on questsn (in Neuman and 

Wilson, 1982: 34). Kroetsch's 'male literature1 still says 

that we are on quests and that the successful hero is male. 



Given that Kroetsch considers the quest to be sexual 

(which is to say \heterosexualt) and if the quests in his 

novels are exclusive to males, women can play only two 

roles: to serve as the muse for the male artist or, as a 

dutiful daughter, to search for "the disappearing 

father.lfH4 The first of these roles is filled by Tiddy 

Lang and the second, by Anna Dawe. But before addressing 

Anna Dawe's love story, let us consider again What the Crow 

Said. 

Tiddy is obviously not a 'bride [who] expects to 

receive as well as give,' a woman who might overwhelm \the 

male who should be artist.' She is the woman who knows her 

place, the housewife who stays in the house, or at least at 

home, and "must alone, as always, keep the farm in its 

thrivingm (9) while Martin tells his stories in the Big 

Indian beer parlour, and then, after Martin5s death, must 

continue this work with the additional chore of caring for 

the father's son (after caressing frozen Liebhaber back to 

life), while the men involve themselves in \heroic1 

activities such as erecting a phallic tower of ice, going 

*'The Disappearing Father and Harrison's Born-Again 
and Again and Again and Again West," is the title of 
Kroetsch's review of Harrison's Unnamed Country: The 
Strussle for g Canadian Prairie Fiction (1977). In that 
review, he writes: nThe world does not end. It's hard to 
make literature out of that realization. But at least the 
father disappears. And that, out west (as opposed to down 
east), makes everything possibleI1 (Rroetsch, 1978b: 9). 
What is "everything8*? It is I1[h]ow to see the vision, how 
to imagine the realw (9); it is the immediately present 
revelation which is the goal of every quest. 



off to represent the community in the capital, filling the 

pages of the weekly newspaper, or engaging in a marathon 

schmier tournament for one hundred fifty-one days and 

nights. "' The parodic nature of these male quests does not 
in the least subvert the premise that men venture out on 

quests and women stay at home to keep things together for 

them. However humorous or ridiculous the male quests might 

be, Tiddy is the passive woman who serves as Muse for the 

male artist, for Liebhaber and the \predecessorst whom he 

usurps. She is the necessary evil required by the quest 

which is Kroetsch's \kunstlerroman.~ 

In view of the way in which Tiddy serves as the medium 

through which Liebhaber gains immortality, it is no surprise 

that Kroetsch's comment on the sexual nature of the quest 

(see 200) leads into the following: tl[T]herets a kind of 

obsession in my work with finding a female muse. Itm very 

uneasy about that because I don't want to think of a muse as 

passivew (in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 23). That statement 

is followed by a quotation from "Robert Kroetsch: Malen: 

I'm someone who believes very 
consciously that the writing energy 
comes out of a confrontation with the 
Muse and the Muse takes the immortal 

115 This heroic feat, the schmier tournament, is 
paralleled by one of the 'sub-anecdotes' of Badlands, 
although the one related there is more explicitly sexual. 
The two Annas "talked with an old man who rgmembered Mary 
Roper's place and who said, bowinq araciouslv, 'Excuse me, 
ladies, I must tell vou--I was a customer 144 niqhts & 
a row, and the monev well spenttw (Kroetsch, 1975a: 261). - 



form of immortal woman. Often one almost 
hates a dependence on that. But I 
really depend on that relationshfp6with 
a woman for that writing energy. 

(in Twigg, 1981: 109) 

Again, writing and sex are tied together by a vampiristic 

violence, Hegelian violence in the disguise of love. 

However high the pedestal upon which the Muse stands, the 

gesture by which woman is categorized as Muse, or, which 

amounts to 'the same,' reduced to a mere figure or a role, 

is a misogynistic gesture which robs her of humanity and 

life. It is to 'play withv a stereotype. It is Liebhabervs 

need to be "playing pocket pool, . . . dreaming a woman for 
himselfu (15) or to "come either to the Sleeping Beauty 

figure or to the vasina dentata--but not to a flesh-and- 

blood womann (Kroetsch, 1978c: 77). It is to come to Tiddy 

as Sleeping Beauty, who is "asleep. She, with no 

imagination at allw is no threat to the male artist, but, 

because she must be the immortal Muse, she is Ivdreaming the 

worldw (2 16) for Liebhaber . 
Rather than hypothesizing the diffgrance which 

determines \femalev as irreducibly different from 'male,' 

116 Cf. 

Woman: muse, Cunt, if you want to be sarcastic 
and--No, I like that. Cunt. The mystery. The 
place of entering. Of creation. Of deceit. Of 
art. Of self-deception. Of all knowledge. Of 
smell and taste, Of enter/attainment and thus the 
excitement/pleasure of intelligence. 

(personal correspondence, dated 8 Feb. 1978; 
quoted in Harvey, 1978: 29-30; emphasis added) 



Kroetschts \playingt with the social construction of 

gender'17 in this novel confirms and reaffirms the 

\differencet between male and female as that difference has 

always been perceived by traditional metaphysical thought. 

\Femalet is determined as the other of male, as the logical 

opposite which can be dialectically and sexually subsumed 

into the male who thus achieves wholeness and fulfilment in 

Linda Hutcheon claims that ttKroetsch s novels 
assert the male myths of the quest journey . . . in order to 
show the male (and female) cultural roles as fictions, as 
constructed by culture rather than as 'naturalt in any sense 
of the wordn (Hutcheon, 1988a: 3) . 

The quest journey is definitely a male myth and, as we 
will see in regard to Anna Dawe, the \female1 version of the 
quest is a 'voyage of discovery1 through which a woman comes 
to accept and resisn herself to the role prescribed for her 
by a patriarchal culture -- that is, a \mediatingt role in 
which she acts as a vehicle through which the man is enabled 
to succeed in his role as hero. To 'assert the male myths . 
. . as fictionst is still to assert male myths and concepts, 
and women's involvement in them can never serve to subvert 
those myths and concepts or the patterns of thought which 
depend upon them. For women to attempt to venture out upon 
quests can signify nothing more nor less than their 
acquiescence in a cultural structure defined by the male- 
dominated forms of thought to which we are accustomed and to 
the male rules which dictate to women a subservient role. 
In order to subvert the patriarchal hegemony, male myths and 
concepts (such as the concept of the quest) must be 
questioned, problematized, and somehow broken down, because, 
so long as these concepts are accepted as valid, women will 
necessarily be confined to subservient, male-defined roles 
-- as is aptly demonstrated by John Clement Ball's comments 
on Kroetschls treatment of male and female territory (see 
100) and by Peter Thomasf and Robert Leckerls comments on 
Anna Dawels \questf (see 282, fn. 121 and 291, fn. 124). A 
'feminist endeavour* cannot ever be premised upon acceptance 
and participation in the 'male game,' but must be based upon 
an examination and exposure of the presuppositions and 
assumptions which govern that \game.I One feminist who has 
made such an attempt is Luce Irigarary (S~eculum of the 
Other Woman (1985) and This Sex Which is Not One (1985)). 
Incidentally, for her efforts, Irigaray has been expelled 
from the Freudian School and from her teaching position at 
Vincennes. 
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a transcendental signified. And the setting up of opposites 

which this dialectical operation requires is achieved, as 

always, through negation, through the exclusion by which 

'femalet is denied the \humanityf which links 'male1 and 

'femalet in an originary doubling that is repressed by 

metaphysics in order that the difference between the two may 

be negated and resolved in an 'identity1 which is Male. The 

exclusion by which this work of the negative sets up binary 

pairs is accomplished, in Kroetschts novels, partly through 

a 'proclamation' of territorial rights which, in Crow, are 

blatantly \spoken.t The territories are exactly those of 

which Kroetsch speaks in "Fear of Womenlw when he says that, 

according to the 'Western dialecticIt the 'horse,* with its 

connotations of riding out into the world, is exclusive to 

males, while the 'housett with its connotations of 

confinement, is exclusive to females, and the two come 

together in the 'horse-house* or 'whoreho~se.~ By virtue of 

the sexual, dialectical nature of the Kroetschian quest and 

of his male characters' inability to approach 'flesh-and- 

bloodt women, these opposites must come together in the 

whorehouse, which is no longer the confining, \nurturingIt 

'familialt territory of women, but, rather, the \worldlyt 

territory of men, a house populated with women for men. 

In this novel, the exclusion of women from male 

territory -- which posits woman as the opposite of man -- is 
'told1 by the narrator and the male characters in no 



uncertain terms. Near the beginning of Liebhaber Is 

story, the narrator writes the rules governing the novel's 

'playt: "It was against the laws of the municipality for a 

woman to enter the beer parlor. Tiddy Lang was standing 

behind her husband, behind Liebhaber, facing Skandl. She 

lifted a scarf off her red hair and the snow fell on her 

husband's shoulders, fell on Liebhaberw (18). Eiebhaber's 

subsuming Martin Lang is foreshadowed by the ambiguity of 

'behind her husband, behind Liebhaber' and 'fell on her 

husband's shoulders, fell on Liebhaber.' But also, by 

118 Peter Thomas sees the dialectics of maleliemale and 
oral/written as central to What the Crow Said (Thomas, 
1980a: 101-13 and Thomas, 1980b). Geert Lernout also finds 
the dialectic of the oral and the written central to the 
novel, "although not in the way suggested by the schematic 
reading that Peter Thomas imposes on ittt (Lernout, 1985b: 
60); instead, he deals "with a general characteristic of the 
oral tale and of language in general that involves a 
dichot~my between, on the one-hand, memory, and on the 
other, fantasy, imagination, creationtt (60). In contrast to 
Thomas, Lernout, and myself, Robert Lecker claims that 

Kroetsch has always been a writer who allowed 
various formal and thematic tensions to provide 
his work with metaphor and structure. But here 
the binaries have in large part been consciously 
ignored because Kroetsch is attempting to 
repudiate the realistic pole that he has always 
recognized--both implicitly and explicitly--as a 
fundamental element in his work. 

(Lecker, 1986: 98-99) 

Or, to put it another way, "'the old dualitiest informing 
[Kroetsch's] richest works are abandoned in favor of a 
nonbinary modeltr (100). Yet, in his discussion of Crow as 
"a unique attempt to confront the theoretical problems 
inherent in writing a fabular taletr (loo), Leckerts 
discussion of the novel is centred upon the binary 
opposition between language and silence. How would this 
discussion be possible, if 'the old dualitiest ha6 indeed 
been 'abandoned in favor of a nonbinary modelt? 



virtue of the laws of the municipality, the laws of our 

familiar patterns of thought, 'one's other' can be excluded, 

can be rendered 'absent,' even when that other is 'present,' 

which is exactly how originary doubling is denied by 

metaphysics. 

Tiddy, again, tried to speak; ehe men, 
not lettinq her there. Nothing was 
so important as her not being allowed to 
violate their secrecy [their exclusive 
territory, their self-sufficiency]. 
Liebhaber, too, in his outburst, 
excluded her from the misery of their 
terror and their loneliness. Liebhaber 
saw her hair, the perfect texture of her 
skin. She was immune to the sky, to the 
seasons. (20; emphasis added) 

Tiddy is there but 'not there,' and Liebhaber can even speak 

to her while denying her as a 'flesh-and-blood woman,' 

because he sees her as 'immune to the sky [and] the 

seasons,' as 'the immortal form of immortal woman.' His 

seeing her as such makes everything possible for this male 

artist: "'I'm not going to die,' he told herw (20). 

That \lovef has little to do with the relations between 

men and women is adritted by the men, but denied by most of 

the women, whose belief in male-female love is one of the 

means by which their subservience is maintained. confirming 

the 'horseness' of male territory, the narrator says that 

"Tiddy had smelled the horse smell on CatLy, and knew it was 

serious loven (91). But when, in the midst of the schmier 

tournament, Liebhaber brings the news that Joe Lightning and 



Cathy Lang "were marrying for love" (99), the men 

cite instances of neiqhbours who took 
wives to avoid cooking or to grow their 
own help or to get another quarter- 
section of land. Eddie only shook his 
head. Bill Morgan and Alphonse Martz 
and Ken Cruickshank together named 
thirteen sirls who sot married because 
of the back seats of cars, one who 
wanted an indoor toilet, three who hated 
having to do the milking. Liebhaber 
himself couldn't resist arguing, even if 
it meant disputing his own assertion. . 
. . He argued vehemently that lust and 
sloth alone were the reasons for 
matrimony; he defied any man in the room 
to name a single person, in the whole 
history of the Municipal District of 
Bigknife, who married, who would marry, 
for anything but lust or sloth. 

The men didn't believe it. 
(100; emphasis added) 

'Men take wives' while 'girls get married,' which conflates 

the binary pairs of meniwomen and boys/girls so as to 

attribute adulthood and power to men, just as their takinq 

of wives grants them power. Women merely 'get married': 

bound in a state from which men are virtually free. 

Eddie Brausen is in love with Cathy Lang. 

Nevertheless, he interprets the men8s interrupting the 

tournament Itto go see for them~elves'~ as a surrender to the 

women. "'We're surrendering, aren't we?' Eddie Brausen 

saidw (101). And the narrator adds: 

He was in pain at the thought of Cathy's 
wedding. He was too young to know when 
to lie. 



\Surrender?# Liebhaber said. \To 
what? 

\TO the women. It 

ttNevertl (101). 

Presumably, Brausen will grow up and learn 'when to lie.! 

That the lying refers to the men's denying a surrender which 

somehow occurs despite their denial is impossible, for the 

men claim their territory at the church (the basement) and 

continue to play their game, neither mixing with the women 

nor participating in or witnessing the wedding. But even 

while having nothing to do with the wedding -- or, one might 
say, with marriage per se -- they reap the material benefits 
of it, in the form of food and drink provided for the 

wedding reception they deign not to attend. 

The \houset to which the men will never surrender is 

Tiddy Langls house, the farmhouse outside which the men 

asse&Is a ~ d  wait, watching the man spinning on the turning 

windmill, while "[tlhe women stayed in the house. The house 

was full of women; now and then a face appeared in a window, 

pale, drawn, curious; a face appeared, hesitated before it 

withdrew. The women in the house were taking care of the 

women in the housett (178). But that house full of women 

also \doublest as the whorehouse whenever the men enter it, 

as they do, swarming like bees around a queen, to court 

Tiddy or one of her daughters. That these \multiplet 

courtships render Tiddyts house a brothel is suggested by 

the fact that the men never enter the house except for 



'courting1 and is reinforced by the the fact that the 

courting of Tiddy results in the birth of the son whose 

paternity is 'undecidable.' Also, we have Gladys's 

marvellous pregnancy; when Liebhaber asks Tiddy who fathered 

the child Gladys carries, she replies, "Everybodyw (75). 

However, these women are \redeemed1 by marriage, by 

their consenting to serve as housewife or Muse. But in this 

novel, we also find an unacceptable female stereotype, the 

Muse's 'double,' the formidable woman who will not be 

subordinated to the male quest, or, in Kroetschls terms, 

"the Terrible Motherf1 (Kroetsch, 1989b: 171). That the Muse 

is embodied in Tiddy, the mother, while the Terrible Mother 

is embodied in Vera, her daughter, does not in the least 

upset these stereotypes, for we all know that, in a 

patriarchal and Christian world, daughters become mothers 

and the Virgin and Madonna are one. And Vera becomes a 

'virgin mother' when she gives birth to \the supernatural 

hero from the forest retreat1 (Kroetsch, 1987: 161), the 

\wolf boy1 sired by bees, the very creatures whose social 

structure, with its male, inseminating drones and female 

workers, is almost parallel to that of Big Indian, with its 

studhorse men and women who 'keep the farms in their 

thriving.' But what of the Queen Bee, the matriarch of that 

\lower1 society? Certainly no woman rules the hive that is 

Big Indian. Yet, through her sexual encounter with the god 

come to earth in the form of bees and her resultant 

obsession with providing hives for them, caring for them, 
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and collecting the fruit of their labours, Vera does, in a 

sense, 'take the place of' the queen bee. 

Vera is the formidable woman who threatens to overwhelm 

Liebhaber, the questing hero, and she does so through 

passive aggression -- the form of aggression which is 
powerful precisely because it is not acknowledged. Yet, she 

is treated as formidable women are treated in all 'male 

literature9; she is eventually forced into the submission 

required for the sucess of the male quest. Vera's greatest 

sin is that she scorns men and does not feed their egos by 

sexually desiring them or by depending upon them to 

determine her identity. Throughout the novel, her honesty 

about her perception of men as useless renders her an 

'~utsider,~ and, through most of the novel, her willful and 

disdainful virginity 'paradoxically' renders her, in the 

eyes of the men, the whore. When she does decide to cohabit 

with men, those she chooses are \outsiders,' and this 

preference, rather than redeeming her, adds to the insult 

she has always been to Big Indian manhood. And why does 

Vera eventually do what seems to be entirely out of 

character for her? That is, to marry, not once, but three 

times. The narrator tells us that It[i]t was Joe Lightning's 

laugh of death that made Vera Lang decide to take a husbandt9 

(166). This may seem a strange cause for Vera's apparent 

"reversal,' but the reversal itself is perfectly compatible 

with the \grammar1 of the story, which requires that Vera 

marry, in order to portray her Terrible Mother tendencies to 
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the utmost (in case they are not sufficiently ~bvious when 

she throws her son to the wolves) and to prepare the reader 

for her final submission to Liebhaber, when she lifts Marvin 

Straw into the floating granary. 

Liebhaber and the narrator intimate that Vera has the 

power to incite men to suicide. Her first husband, a 

literal outsider who works for Alberta Government 

Telephones, "in some unnameable agony, or fear, or 

desperation, had charged the bullu (169) which tore him 

apart. Her second husband is an outsider in that he is 

"from north of town," with l1a face like a skull and most 

women didn't like himtg (171); also, he courts and marries 

Vera after the death of her first husband, a death which 

moves the local men to ostracize her: "none of them returned 

to the farm. Not onew (169). He meets his death after 

falling through a hole he had cut in the ice, but It[t]he 

curious thing was quite simply that the drowned man . . . 
had apparently been swimming away from the hole through 

which he'd fallenn (172). Vera's third husband is even more 

of an outsider in that he works on a road gang sent to the 

municipality by one, or possibly both, of the provincial 

governments, and "Vera was very careful that no one ever 

learned his name for certainw (175). According to the 

narrator, in 'her versionr (newspaper report) of his death, 

Vera hinted . . . that t n e  husband--the 
windmill lover, she called him--she 
claimed there was some suggestion, from 



his position on the turning wheel, that 
he'd leapt from the small stand by the 
gear box, had actually fastened himself 
onto the wheel, had let the wind paste 
him against the spinning blades. (177-78) 

Despite Vera's 'man-killing' tendencies, Liebhaber, the 

poet who cannot decide whether he loves or hates her, "liked 

best of all Vera's submissions, the crabbed, tight, perfect 

handwriting on the page of scribbler paper that told him 

with impartial concernn (17; emphasis added) of the local 

events she reports. It is significant that Vera's \concern8 

is 'impartial,' for it is her very impartiality which makes 

her suspect in the eyes of Big Indian's men. So is it 

significant that, unlike Liebhaber, Vera is not a reporter, 

a journalist, or a printer, but merely a gossip columnist 

-- 'gossip1 being the verbal territory of women, a form of 
speech which is neither a 'language act' nor a telling of 

stories describing important male quests. And it is 

interesting that Vera's sub-literary \submissionsy point 

already, at the beginning of the novel, to the ultimate 

submissions through which Liebhaber and the narrator (or 

story grammar, or author) force Vera into a \helpfulr or 

\Muse-liket role for Liebhaber. Those later submissions are 

very much a part of the 'sexual quest' through which he 

subsumes everything and everyone as he becomes the Hero. 

Liebhaberts 'War Against the Sky' synthesizes his wars 

against Isador Heck and Vera Lang, both of whom he hates 

because, in their respectively 'male' and \female1 ways, 
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each of them represents competition to him. According to 

the capitalistic ways prescribed by our familiar patterns of 

thought, competition is considered to be healthy in that 

onefs own progress is achieved through the elimination of 

competition, through one's subsuming the other's business 

(or story) into one's own. Liebhaber absolutely hates Heck 

(see 232, in. log), as Heck presumes to venture out upon the 

very quest which Liebhaber considers to be uniquely his own: 

"Isador Heck proposed to include himself into heaven, To 

that end he'd built a cannon of the sort he'd been shot from 

while traveling with the circusqt (181). Although Heck's 

proposed method is naive, it can, in a perfectly Hegelian 

way, be negated and conserved at a \highert level by 

Liebhaber's s~perior genius, just as Vera Langts entire 

fortune and her life's work [her quest] too, her dedication, 

her passionw (179) can be subsumed into Liebhaber's quest. 

Throughout the night of Liebhaber's war, through the 

passionate and superhumanly repeated ejaculations by which 

he enacts 'his own sounding onto heaven's rim,' he stoops 

and rises, over and over, filling Heck's cannon with Vera's 

bees, to "fertilize the barren skyw (182) in the heroic act 

which will, in turn, be reconciled with his 'taking' of 

Tiddy (as he is dying) in a synthesis through which he gains 

rebirth into immortality. 

Although Liebhaberss victory over Heck is punctuated by 

Heck's complaining loudly that his cannon (penis) is ruined, 

his victory over Vera is diminished by her characteristic 
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'impartial concern.' When the sky releases the ejaculated 

bees, Vera beg:ns to collect them, but Liebhaber's victory 

is seii~usly impaired by her refusal to acknowledge it. 

After "the night of his secret warringtt (184) , 

Liebhaber drove Vera's Essex t2ck to the 
farm. The few drops had become a 
drizzle by the time he got there. "It's 
going to rain cats and dogs," he 
shouted, hardly up the steps and ont3 
the porch. It was not Tiddy, but Vera 
who first came to the door. She 2idn1t 
bother to look at her Essex, returned, 
rinally, from wherever Liebhaber had 
taken ic. She said nothing of his 
theft, his vast conspiring to unhinge 
the world; he might have been, for all 
her attention, innocent. (185) 

Liebhaber's \theftv hearkens back to the scene in which he 

decides \ t ~  snatch this one man [Martin Lang] out of his own 

story' (cited on 231, fn. 108), the scene in which we find 

Tiddy Lang, speaking in that awkward, 
pontificating, fatal, afterthought way: 
Someone must take a wife. The simple 
statement slammed through Liebhaber's 
mind Pike an ex~lodinq rock. It had all 
the excitement of theft about it, a vast 
and terrible conspiring to unhinge the 
world's illusions. (19; emphasis added) 

But his \theft8 of Vera's story is less complete than his 

\theft1 of ~iddy's and Martin's, because Vera refuses to 

acknowledge the theft -- she will not, of her own volition, 
submit to Liebhaber and his quest. So \how does one possess 
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so formidable a woman?' Vera, the Terrible Mother who, it 

is intimated, has at least contributed to the deaths of 

three men, must be forced to submit, forced to subsume 

Liebhaber's competitors into herself for him, just as Tiddy 

gathers into the 'having lover' all her lovers, would-be 

lovers, and lovers she wishes she'd had, including Vera's. 

And Vera does become the tool through which Liebhaber is 

ridded of herself, her son, and Marvin Straw. According to 

the story's Hegelian 'grammar,' these three must be defeated 

because, of all the novel's characters, they present the 

most dangerous threats to the successful completion of 

Liebhaber's quest -- Vera, through her 'unfeminine' and 
impartial fsrmidability, Vera's Boy, through his heroic 

status, and Marvin Straw, through his role as the hangman 

who represents Death. 

Vera's Boy, who is never graced by the 'language act' 

which would confer upon him a proper name or a proper 

identity, is the only male progeny of Martin Lang, Lang 

having been his maternal grandfather, and therefore, his 

death enacts one of the later stages of the 'multiple' 

synthesis by which Liebhaber achieves his goal. But Vera's 

Boy is also threatening in that he is a 'herot in the 

original sense of the word, according to the ancient Greek 

classification by which a hero is the Frogeny of a mortal 

and a god, a god who may manifest himself in any form. That 

Vera's Boy is a hero in this sense is emphasized by his 

miraculously being adopted and raised by wolves in 'the 
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forest retreat' (cited on 252), eventually to emerge as a 

strange creature with supernatural powers that allow him to 

somehow \foundt or \save1 the human community to which he is 

connected through his mortal parent. Certainly, this 

mythology is parodied in What the Crow Said, partly by the 

fact that the people are said to be unable to understand 

what he says. However, it is entirely in keeping with 

tradition that this should be so, because the flip side of 

the gift of prophecy has always been that the prophet is 

either not understood or not believed by those for whom he 

or she prophesies. If there is parody here, it emerges in 

the fact that, despite his peculiar way of speaking, the 

people are able to benefit from Vera's Boy's superhuman 

weather predictions until, in a negating reversal, he 

becomes unable to make those predictions correctly. But his 

loss of that gift merely signals the more important parody 

which occurs in regard to Vera's Boy. That he loses his 

ability to prophesy signals his unconventional reverting to 

a merely mortal state, and that parodic \fallt is entirely 

in keeping with the Hegelian impulse through which the 

\realv or \chosent hero, must \stealf Vera's Boy's heroic 

status, subsuming that status into his own story, in order 

that he may 'include himself into heaven.' With Martin 

Lang's grandson, the hero, out of the way, Liebhaber is 

almost free to become the one and only successful hero. 

Almcst free, It is also necessary, according to the 

'grammar1 of Liebhaberrs story, that Marvin Straw be not 



killed, but nevertheless defeated, rendered impotent with 

regard to Liebhaber* Marvin Straw has variously been the 

obsessed would-be lover of Vera, Liebhaber's spokesman, and 

the hangman, the person who holds power over the lives of 

the condemned -- the person against whom the schmier players 
"were playing to win, and to win they had to loset' (108), 

just as, according to Christian theology and Hegel, men must 

win by losing against death. That Death itself will not 

just "get sick of everything and dieM (131) is indicated by 

the fact that, even though the schmier players succeed in 

cancelling Jerry Lapannets sentence of 'death by hanging,' 

Lapanne does die and, in fact, dies by hanging. Death must 

be tarried with and overcome through an individual's lone 

heroic quest. The fact that Marvin Straw, the mere mortal, 

will be subsumed into Liebhaber's story as a symbol of the 

death which Liebhaber defeats by submitting to his dying, is 

indicated in several ways. The schmier players do succeed 

in stealing Straw's identity as hangman by losing against 

him until he misses his appointment to execute Lapanne. 

Also, Straw becomes hopelessly infatuated with Vera Lang and 

cannot leave Big Indian, which reaffirms in a physical way 

the loss of his identity. And finally, Straw tecomes 

Liebhaberts spokesman (118), which foreshadows his eventual 

succumbing to Liebhaberts power and his role in soundinq 

Liebhaber's attainment of imortality. 

But what is most important here is that it is love for 

Vera which causes her son to die, that it is lust for Vera 
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which causes Marvin Straw to disappear, and that Vera thus 

submits to Liebhaber by becoming the vehicle through which 

the three most dangerous threats to his success are 

simultaneously negated and subsumed into his quest. Vera's 

Boy is doomed because, wheroically, abandoning his own 

ambitions, he went to his mother's rescue" (198). Marvin 

Straw is doomed because he perceives Vera as "[tlhe 

seedhouse of all [his) dark need, the world's vulva and 

fulfilment in onew (199), and he responds to her 

*tmotion[ingJ now to the man, her final lover, flagging the 

black horse through the mudw (199) (the same horse upon 

which Martin Lang met his death). It is fitting that Vera's 

Boy and Jerry Lapanne die together, while each pursues a 

heroic quest, the former attempting to rescue his mother, 

the latter, attempting to rescue 'her final lover,' Marvin 

Straw. Both had already been marked for death, one because 

he was born a hero and the other, because he must pay for 

the hubris which compels him to invent a machine enabling 

him "to leap from the face of the mortal earthf1 (206). 

Liebhaber's rivals for the status of hero meet in "[t]he 

paddleboat and the flying machine [with] the center piling 

of the old CN bridge; at the exact and same instant, they 

were in collision. They became onen (202-283). They become 

one in a moment that echoes Liebhaberts "chargring] his 

[Heck's] gun. . - . aiming to crack the intricate knot of 
all his undoing. . . . The clash of his own sounding onto 
heaven's rimw (183) and foreshadows the echoing of that 



sounding in the 'one androgynous moment of heaven and eartht 

(cited on 237) which announces Liebhaber's victory. 

Vera stands naked on Scandl1s floating granary, "wild 

with her first longingw; the bees' "presence filled her with 

a desirew (201), just as their presence so filled her when 

Vera's Boy was conceived. But now, her desire transforms 

itself into an autoeroticism which is a desire for death, "a 

desire she did not even wish to understandn (201). 

She urged two fingers, quickly, between 
her thighs. 

The black horse saw the break in the 
bridge. The black mare stopped in the 
middle of the bridge; Marvin Straw went 
head over heels, into the river. He was 
gone for a long time. Marvin Straw was 
gone for a long time. Then he burst to 
the river's surface; his head came up 
shining, clean and strong, out of the 
water's rip. He swam like a man who had 
never in his life needed or known water, 
and yet who now, in an act of creation 
born of the water itself, invented 
motion itself. He threshed his way 
toward the granary. (201) 

Marvin Straw's being gone for a long time is repeated, 

emphasizing his bursting anew to the river's surface, and 

that disappearance and rebirth of Liebhaberts spokesman, the 

hangman, is symbolic of Liebhaberts overcoming of death in 

immortality. Marvin Straw, this novel's symbol of death, 

cannot die, but he can be tarried with and overcome by the 

questing hero. He cannot, however, be overwhelmed or even 

resisted by Vera, who now welcomes him, unwittingly 



welcoming death and her inevitable role as 'the worldvs 

vulva and fulfillment in onet or 'the immortal form of 

immortal womant -- the roie which Vera, the only 'flesh- 
and-blood womant in the novel, has hitherto resisted. 

And Vera Lang reached out a hand. 
Naked and beautiful and wild with her 
first desire, she reached a perfect hand 
to the swimmer. She helped him up into 
the doorway. In his terror or in his 
need, under the water, he had torn loose 
from all his ragged clothes. They 
passed the barrier of the bridge, Vera 
I,ang and Marvin Straw; their floating 
granary sailed thiough the gap in the 
broken bridge. (201) 

With death, Vera sails 'through the gap i~ the broken 

bridge,' having finally done her duty to the patriarch. Not 

knowingly or willingly, but nevertheless, completely. That 

the bridge (between heaven and earth) is broken surely 

signals to the \active readert th3t her end is no reward, 

as, indeed, according to all the fictions we live by, it 

should not be, for her submission is not voluntary, but is 

forced upon her by the grammar of the Hegelian story 

Kroetsch here presents. And we may well ask where the 

influence of feminism could possibly leave its mark upon 

Liebhaberts quest or how Kroetsch's %restling with [the] 

notion of eroticsn has led him ttbeyond mere role into a kind 

of human-sexual intertextualitytt (in Neuman and Wilson, 

1982: 21), an 'intertextual erotic' that is not "male 

aggressionw but "total exchangew (24). 



Chapter Ten 

'The Disappearing Father': Anna Dawels Quest 

Robert Kroetsch says that Badlands expresses his 

positive response to feminism, that the 'male anxiety' 

feminism had caused him has motivated a \feministt stance 

which, in that novel, upsets the notions of male supremacy 

inherent to our culture, to our modes of thought, and to the 

notion of quest. Of the novel, he says: 

I was playing with the woman's first 
person narration and with the whole 
notion that a story speaks in what I 
call the male story. The knight out 
(the night out!) questing or hunting. 
The knight, leaving his love in the 
castle, going out to kill or be killed, 
and in the process generating desire. A 
story has its own energy which carries 
it along and I was letting this happen 
so that I got a double effect, a playing 
~ f f  between the story and the woman's 
narration, almost a discomfort for the 
reader who wonders where the story comes 
from. 
(in Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 170-71)'19 

"' It would appear that Kroetsch's attempt to provoke 
discomfort has been successful in that readers do feel 
confused, or, at least, cannot agree about the effects of 
the \doubleg narration. For example, Connie Harvey notes: 

Although the main narrative seems to be written 
from the standpoint of an omniscient narrator, 
Anna indicates in the initial commentary that she 
is the narrator: \m it was left to me to mediate 
tlie story don't know.' Anna, then, is both the 
narrator and the commentator. Formally, however, 
there are two voices: the third-person omniscient 
narrator of Dawe's journey and the first-person 
subjective commentator and narrator of Anna's 
story. These two, altlnough they differ in style, 



The 'woman's first person narrationv is broken into 

fragments embedded like fossils or dinosaur bones in 'the 

male storyv and occupies thirty-five pages of a novel of two 

hundred seventy pages. 

Because Badlands is a 'male story,' governed by the 

phallocentric modes of Western thought, it is necessary for 

Anna to write herself into her father's story in order to 

have an 'identity.' In this novel, and in the male- 

dominated culture which motivates it, men are recognized by 

their '~niqueness,~ even though it takes different forms in 

the perceptions of women and men. As we have seen in 

respect to Proudfoot, Madham, and ~iebhaber, men recognize a 

man according to the violent and heroic feats by which he 

gains a fully present, self-sufficient identity. But 

because women stay at home and are not concerned with the 

tone, and point of view, show similar 
characteristics in their use of language. 

(Harvey, 1978a: 29) 

In contrast, Sherrill Grace writes the following: 

Badlands employs two narrative voices, the largely - 
impersonal camera-like narrator who tells the 
story of Dawe's 1916 expedition, and the first- 
person voice of Anna, who tells her own story, as 
well as mediating her fathervs by containing and 
commenting upon it. (Grace, 1981: 29) 

unlike Harvey and Grace, I will argue not that Anna is the 
narrator of the main narrative or that her Pstory' contains 
her father's, or, with Susan Rudy Dorscht, that Anna's 
#mediation sf the story is a deconstruction of male 
privilegen and that "her father's story was always already 
(a) 'herv story" (Rudy Dorscht, 1988b: 86), but, rather, 
that the omniscient male narrator is the author of both the 
'male narrativet and Anna's 'first-person narration.' 
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quest of the 'knight out,' they recognize a man by physical 

features or personality traits which are unique to him. 

That this is so becomes obvious as Anna Dawe tries to remind 

"that other Annan (Kroetsch, 1975a: e.g., 26, 259, 266) of 

her fatherss 1916 expedition; even though Anna Yellowbird 

\accompanied1 William Dawe on that expedition, she refuses 

to remember him. It is only when Anna Dawe says "He was a 

hunchbackIs (26) that \that Anna1 responds. As we might 

expect in a novel by Kroetsch, her response is sexual: "The 

Indian woman straishtened. She stretched her less, moved 

them apart, as if even the memory of that man is enoushn 

(26). It would appear that sex is the only \languages that 

women are considered capable of understanding, and that both 

men and women recognize a woman only by the roles she 

assumes in relation to men and not by any 'unique identity' 

which is \propers or exclusive to herself. Therefore, Anna 

Dawe, who feels she has never been acknowledged as her 

father's daughter, must write Anna Yellowbird into her story 

in order that she may subsume the \whorett \wife, and 

\motherf roles into her \daughtert role, thus assuming all 

of those roles, as Tiddy Lang does, in order to become 

complete -- or at least as complete as a woman is allowed to 

become, which is to act, in her \multiple1 role, as the 

\immortal woman1 whom the questing male negates and subsumes 

in his attempt to become the immortal Hero. 

In the first of Anna Dawe's \autobiographicals notes or 

soliloquies, she immediately attempts to define a space for 
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herself in her father's story, to define herself according 

to an identity which only her father can determine for her. 

The passage opens thus: "I am Anna Dawe. I named Anna 

because father, eleven years after that season of 1916, 

remembered the Indian qirl, Anna Yellowbirdw (2). The 

season of 1916 is William Dawe's first season as an 

archaeologist, and it is that continuous male story, the 

omniscient narrator's story, in which Anna's \storyt is 

embedded. When she identifies herself again in that first 

section, Anna emphasizes the importance of her father's r ~ l e  

in determining her identity: nI am Anna Kilbourne Dawe, 45, 

unmarried, conceived b~ William Dawe out of the woman was 

no lower livinq with but upon whom he occasion all^ imposed - 

himselfw (3). Already we have a woman whose identity is 

defined according to whether or not she is married to a man, 

and we have a genealogical chart written in the language of 

the studhorse catalogue; Anna is but a registered filly, 

'conceived & a stallion QI& of a mare.' At forty-five, 

though, a woman can no longer be considered a filly, but is, 

in Anna's case, a failed brood mare, an unmarried middle- 

aged woman who says of Anna Yellowbird's having been a wife 

and a widow that that is l'g feat I have not accomplished in 

a lifetimeN (26). That Anna perceives herself as a failure - 

becomes obvious throughout her 'story' and is suggested here 

by the lonely sterility of the life she describes as her 

own: was there alone with only my parents1 financial 

acumen ward me, and I bouqht b~ the case, bouqht 



and read books b~ parcel, imaqined mvself g past.. -- 

an ancestor, a lesend, a vision, a faten (3). The ancestor - 

she imagines for herself is, of course, her father. The 

legend is his legend, the one Anna will create for him by 

surrendering to the fate she imagines for herself -- to 
immerse herself in Ifold hoards of field notes" ( 2 ) ,  because 

was left to [her] to mediate the storvw (3). 

This novel is so permeated with the male conventions 

determining the roles allowed to males and females that Anna 

must attempt to justify this 'archaeological act which 

succeeds.' She doesn't know why it was left to her to 

mediate the story, because "women are not suwposed to have 

stories. We are supposed to home, Penelopes to their 

wars and their sex. As my mother did. & I was doinq" (3) . 
Even mediatinq her father's story seems to her an illicit 

infringement upon male rights or territory. Moreover, we 

might ask by whom it is 'left to herf to so mediate; she 

never tells us that her father makes such a request. 

I don't know that I ever received a - 
letter from g absent father. He sent 
us instead, left us. deposited for me to - 
find, &I& field notes, , , , Those 
crmtic notations ,,, rofl the only 
menories The1 would ever cherish: the 
recollections of Fhisl male couraqe and 
fhisl male solitude. (2) 

Women 'are supposed to sit at home,' as Anna ' w a s  doing' 

before setting out upon her 'questf; even while attempting 



to tell us she is not a Penelope, she tells us she is: I1And 

yet L was not Penelope because no man wasered his way 

towards me, The one who did, ever--the man w h 2  violated 

inherited dream crf mvself, if not me--assuminq I did not 

seduce him into it--was gone, not travellins, but into 

deathw (3). Again, as when she identifies herself as 'Anna 

Kilbourne Dawe, 45, unmarried,' she tells us that men's 

actions determine a woman's identity. 

The quest is sexual, to Kroetsch, even when the woman 

is the hero's daughter; 'the one who did1 'wager his way 

toward1 Anna is her father. She says, "the man who 

protected my honour from human decency was not 2 husband 

a father. absent father. And when the stranqer came to - 

m~ shore, he my father, was that stranserIr (45) . She 

fifteenw (2621, the same age as was Anna Yellowbird when 

William Dawe, "&I her davs of srief found her: isnored her, 

and used her in her srief, and then let her vanish aqainw ----- 

(261, just as he does with her namesake. The connection 

created by both women's being fifteen years old is 

strengthened by their grief; one Anna mourns the husband 

killed in a war she does not understand, and the other 

mourns the imminent death of her mother. 

I was fifteen, my aother was dvins: - -  
showed on a blustery dav &I late 
October I . and came to a room 
instead & goinq to my dyinq mother, his 
dvinq wife; and lay down on the bed 
beside me; held me in his arms, held 
me, and ltAnna," said, "Annan: and 



then, &I midst of his maudlin crvinq 
he told me; "You were named for that -- 
Anna, and she was fifteen, then, too; 
your mother dvinq then, too, always 
dyinq--lf. and he kissed m~ neck, m~ -- 
shoulders, young breasts. And I told 
that &ma. 9 was friahtened. But L 
touched his back. And he kissed m~ - 
breasts--It 

And Anna interrupted me. i'He was q 
great one for the nipples." ,,, 3 
him suck & the hour. If that's what he -- 
wanted. PI 

And I had to ask her then. 1 was 
pulling m~ panties. (262-63)  

Both Annas touch Dawe's back, although it is to Anna 

Yellowbird that he says, "1 have a hunchback1I (190). How 

far Dawe's wagering his way toward his daughter proceeds is 

momentarily left indeterminate, by virtue of Anna's 

interruption, but Anna Dawe does soon say, IfI'm a goddamned 

virqin. I'm forty-five and I wculdn't know 3 prick--" (263 ;  

emphasis added). But the most important aspect of this 

encounter is the daughter's perfectly conventional and 

misogynist perception of the event's cause and her 

shouldering of the blame by "assuminq [&I did not seduce 

him inton (3) violating her, an assumption which, by virtue -- 

of its being mentioned, suggests, as phallocentric thought 

always does, that, indeed, she did 'seduce him into it.' 

~ccasisnalfy, this forty-five year sld \goddamned 

virgin1 displays anger towards her father and towards the 

misogynist culture which employs the nnarrative tricks of 2 

male adventure: the lies that enable the lovers meetu 

( 2 7 ) ,  the tricks and lies to which she assumes Anna 



Yellowbird will be faithful in her Itformal tellinqn (27). 

However, her anger does not suffice to expose or subvert 

those tricks and lies. In the first place, we see in her 

opening soliloquy that Anna redirects her anger toward 

herself by taking the blame for her father's double 

violation of her, his violation of her right to be an 

individual who may identify herself according to her own 

merits and his violation of her body through sexual 

overtures, the latter reinforcing the former. She also 

manages to indirectly repress that anger, by condemning 

Web's parricide and his denial of the past: "There is 

nothinq else, Web. That you should misunderstand 

unfortunate; on that one issue, on that issue only, 

father perceived correctlyw (4). That one issue is the 

past, the past with which William Dawe is obsessed because 

he can dig it up to gain a ghandsome profitw ( 4 ) ,  not only 

in terms of its commercial value, but also, in the same 

capitalistic and Bloomian spirit, in terms of the heroic 

stature accorded to him by the legend through which his name 

will live on in the Daweosaurus he discovers in 1916, the 

\sont that Anna should have been, that Ithis surname must 

deservew (109) . 
In the second place, Anna's angry attacks cannot 

subvert the misogynist conventions of the male story because 

her protests are nothing but empty words, words which her 

actions, the story's grammar, and Anna herself contradict 

even while she speaks them, as, for example, when she denies 



and assumes the Penelope role and when she expects Anna to 

adhere to 'narrative tricks' and 'lies,' even while she 

condemns them. In her first soliloquy, Anna already 

'succeeds' in subsuming her personality -- and/or the story 
she might have had, had she not been a male-identified woman 

-- into her vision of her father's story. His story is the 

one in which she, 'ignored1 and \used1 and 'let to vanish,' 

desperately wishes to 'appear,' to be negated and conserved. 

That the 'story grammar' overwhelms Anna's resentful 

outbursts becomes particularly obvious in the 'whorehouse' 

episodes, those which include the 'realt brothel and those 

which deal with Anna Yellowbird, the widowed child who is 

'used in her grief.' 

As the men arrive at Drumheller, the male story is 

interrupted by an 'Anna Dawe' section in which Anna 

reiterates Kroetsch's analysis of the quest as a 'knight out 

(night out!)' that satisfies the male need to avoid 

surrendering to women. 

a father, there, in that brand-new 
town, found the word fusitive, and 
lovinsiv underlined in his notes. 
Good Gcod, how men love their 
symbols. Each of them, every man, 
svmbolic of another. Fusitive. From 
all the women in the world, no doubt. -- 
Those men. expeditionarv, running upon 
their own runnina, had found , I g 
cluster of wives and children. W~men as 
desperatelv alone, there tosether ~IJ 
that civilized street, as the woman in 
her stony ranch house. & sadly alone - 
as the women who, as ~loistered as nuns, -- 
ran the half-dozen whorehouses on && -- 



lower side of town: unless those women 
were happy. (63) 

*Wives,' women defined by "the bosses sweetly advocatinq 

order. work, taxes, tradition, family, possession of house 

and wifev (63). Why are they \desperately1 and \sadly -- 

alone*? Because no men appear on the street? Because the 

company of women does not count?... Unless which women were 

happy? Those who 'ran the half-dozen whorehouses*? If so, 

the lives they live provide a strange source sf happiness, a 

masochistic 'happiness' which justifies to men the cruelty 

they inflict upon women in their exploitation of them. 

[Web] opened the door; he stood stock 
still, 

He had found her, after all; 
unexpectedly he had found her when he 
had forgotten that he was searching: she 
lay on her right side, apparently naked 
under a single white sheet on the narrow 
bed, her left eye blackened, the left 
side of her face skinned and swollen and 
crusted, She lay in an oddly broken 
position, away frmn the light that 
pressed through the small and blind- 
drawn window behind her. 

Awkwardly, not expecting to, he said: 
"America?" . . , 

Again, he tried: "America?" 
The sleeping, broken figure did not 

stir. 
And W2b thinking: Goddamn, like those 

pictures on the piano. The fuckinq 
bride. The first night. That piano - .- 
player keeps on like that, I'll go out 
there and club him over the head with a 
bone-on, If I get one. Ovcortunitv of 
a lifetime. , . . Studying the stars in - 
Americals messed-up hair, With his left 
hand brushing at his new mustache, with 
his right giving himself an encouraging 



tug. ''Hey, America. Look what we got 
here." But the woman went on sleeping. 
Too many worries; they're turning me 
into a corpse. What's the word for 
fuckinq a corpse? Don't believe it. 
Unless it's warm. . . . He noticed the 
long, narrow mirror on the back of the 
closed door. Like those pictures: those 
weddins pictures, the smiling brides, 
the proud husbands. He stood in front 
of the mirror: eighth wonder of the 
world, he told himself. 

(87-89; emphasis added) 

In perfect accord with the chapter's title, "Scarlet Lady 

Sound Asleep," the \opportunity of a lifetime' is the 

opportunity 'to fuck* a corpse, a Sleeping Beauty, a 

'smiling bride' who has already been beaten into submission 

or, like Anna Dawe, will submit by "invent[inq] no g& of 

qirlish poses that allowed Iherl to be smalls' (232) and, 

therefore, is no threat to the 'male artist,' the man with 

'a bone-on' who/which is 'the eighth wonder of the world.' 

In this novel, sex is 'male aggression' and not the 

'total exchanget (cited on 263) that Kroetsch claims it is. 

That this is so is underscored by the narrator's choice of 

diction, whether he writes as the narrator of the male story 

or as Anna Dawe. Sexual intercourse is referred to as 

'f~cking,~ and it is always the man w?:o ~fccksl and the 

woman who is 'fuckedE or, like Anna, fantasizing about 

"settinq fucked a manw (260). I find it rather strange 

that Anna, a forty-five year old virgin, verbalizes her 

fantasy in the language used by the narrator and the male 

characters to describe the sexual exploits of the 
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expeditionary men. Furthermore, the 'signature' of the 

omniscient narrator signs itself in the fact that Anna's 

fantasy is a \femalef version of the male fantasy of the 

Sleeping Beauty or \immortal form,' because the man by whom 

she considers \getting fucked' is "3 man whose name I did 

not know, wh~se face I could not quite remember, would 

never see aqainw (260). However, this \femaleg fantasy is 

not even a gender-switched version of the male fantasy, 

because it is a version foisted upon her by the \male story' 

which ordains that she must be \settinq fucked.' 

Anna also has thoughts about the sexual habits of these 

expeditionary men, habits which demonstrate attitudes toward 

sex which she contrasts with those of women, 

I suppose the curious thinq about - 
those men on frontiers is the sexual 
lives thev lead, Where the two most 
obvious answers to their presumed needs 
are to love each other or share a ---- 
woman, they will & neither. Thev avoid 
violent relations with each other b~ 
violence; the ssuaw wrestlinq of their 
pale bodies & meant to deny the 
wrestlinq of their spirits tosether. 
And the notion that a woman is not to -- 
shared is one of their notions also. 

We have the instinct of community, 
will share or & shared: the avoidance 
of Anna was no idea of Anna's. (162) ------ 

It is interesting that \to love each otherf becomes, in the 

following sentence, 'violent relations with each other,' the 

%loving1 thereby being negated by a transformation that 

parallels the transformation of feelings by which these 
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homophobic men violently repress and deny, prohibit and 

inhibit \the wrestling of their spirits together.' It is 

also interesting that, although the possibility of male 

homosexual activity is mentioned and negated, the 

possibility of female homcsexual activity is carefully 

avoided, even as Anna contrasts \malef and \femaleq sexual 

options and attitudes. Men have the options sf 'fucking' 

women or each other, but women may only \be fucked' by men. 

Again, a woman is regarded as property, a property to 

be exclusively \possessed.' And Anna reveals that her 

version of the difference between male and female sexual 

attitudes is shaped by the \male story' which requires women 

to believe that they \have the instinct of communityIt an 

\instinct1 which is touted as normal and natural but is 

clearly conditioned by a culture that requires the \wifet to 

submit to 'sharing,' to condoning the husband's 'lcommitting 

adultery with a squawI1 (198) or a whore, or "fornicatinq 

with a child" (198), while requiring the \whoret to submit 

to \being shared.' That Anna Yellowbirdfs submission is 

presented as her own preference demonstrates not the 

\communal instinct1 of women, but, rather, the extent to 

which her attitudes and expectations are determined by the 

'story gramarJt the man-made rules governing her life. 

Both Annas are conditioned, by these rules, by that 

male story grammar, to passively accept, condone, and even 

excuse men and "the sexual 3% [William Dawe] provoked 

it, in his diabolical and orqanizgd grid executed fashionI1' 





entrance. ... In his not resistins .... In 
his lettins be, ~ e r h a ~ s  .... he already 
knew what Anna was learninq, what the ---- 
others would never learn--. (187) 

The 'others1 will never learn self-effacement and submission 

-- presented here in the lofty terms of 'not resisting . . . 
letting be,' which mocks the Buddhist faith that Grizzly 

possibly follows -- because they have no need for such 
lessons. But because Grizzly is a Hchinaman't (e.g., 7, 

10(2), l3(2), 14) living in a society dominated by white 

males, he must learn what this novel tells us all women must 

learn. The difference between Anna's and Grizzly's lessons 

Is that the 'chinaman' must submit to having 'his womant 

stolen, while the woman must submit to being stolen, taken, 

possessed. Secause the hero's quest is a sexual one for 

which woman is ostensibly the prize, she must learn that "if 

that corridor 9 tha afterw~rld hers, the hell of mine, 

was lined, commanded, ~3 domineered by ruttinq mentt -- and - 
it is -- Itthen she knew what she must do; remembered the 

follv gE each man's hunser and posture and body's outlineN 

(260) and remembered to cater to those 'follies,' zs Vera 

Lang refuses to do. That she learns her lesson well becomes 

obvious when Anna describes her father as "the head of an 

expeditionw (25), and then, as having "q black beard, with 

eves to match, and a heart to match the beard and the evestt 

(25). Anna Yellowbird "would sav nothinq to the speeches 
fAnnal had been rehearsinq for so Ion@ (26); when &he does 



admit to remembering William Dawe, Itq hunchback9@ (26), the 

first words she speaks invoke an interesting repartge, 

@@He did what he did," Anna said. ---- 
That other Anna. 

"He did what he wanted,It corrected ---- 
her. 

"Then is not the man knew," 
Anna said. 

Even after fifty-six years she would 
defend the man--her recollection of 
man--who &J her days of srief found her: 
and iqnoredj and used her in her srief, 
and then let her vanish aqain. ---- 

"He did as he pleased," I corrected ---- 
her. 

"1 did not know that man, said." ---- 
(26) 

This exchange is related in the second italicized section 

entitled "Anna Dawen and demonstrates that Anna Yellowbird 

has learned the lesson which Anna Dawe has come to the 

Badlands to learn. The older Anna serves as the female 

version of the Jungian 'old man,@ the guiding spirit who 

makes possible Anna Dawels coming to terms with her father 

and her relationship with him in such a way that she becomes 

the 'dutiful daughtert she longs to be. That is, Anna 

Yellowbird serves as the whore/mother/wife who will be 

subsumed into the daughter when the women join as one in 

Anna Dawets awakening, her joyful receiving of the symbolic 

phallus which \completesf her as a woman, 120 

la' Anna Yellowbird's >statust as *wifet is confirmed 
by her telling Axma Dawe that she has had 'four or fivei 
children, all named Billv Cr~wchild (and all dead, by the 
way). Anna Dawe responds to this information by asking, 



But how does Anna Dawe respond to that other Anna's 

account of 'that Billy'st repeated and demeaning outbursts? 

In keeping with her 'father-defined' attitudes, the rage 

with which she describes her father's 'diabolical' 

provocation of sex is utterly overwhelmed and subsumed by 

her reaction to Anna Yellowbird's tale. She writes: 

And I was ready lauqh then. L was 
not laushins, but 2 was ready lauqh. 
Not the pained and uneasy and nervous -- 
laushter of a lifetime of wonderins, of 
trvinq to recover and then reshape 
then relive g life that wasn't quite g 
life. I was ready for real lauqhter. 

(263-64) 

This newfound capacity for laughter, for joy, precipitated 

by that other Anna's memory of Billy's using her while 

denying her as a person, marks the beginning of the sea 

change which I suppose we are meant to interpret as Anna 

Dawe's new beginning, her new lease on a life unfettered by 

her obsession with her father. 

When the two Annas decide not to go to Tail Creek, 

where the 'male story' of the 1916 expedition began, but to 

journey instead '*to j& ,,, hiqh source of the river," 

Anna says, "Let's & it for Web. The older Anna corrects 

her, saying, "Fuck Web. , I , Let's & for ust' (264), and 

the Annas set out upon their own 'quest,' one that 'male 

narrative conventionst permit to women. They embark upon 

- 

"m relations of mine, mother?" (262) . 
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the 'journey of discoveryf through whicn Anna will resign 

herself to the role of dutiful daughter, but it is presented 

in such a way that Anna seems to experience an epiphany that 

frees her from her fixation upon her father and from the 

male-defined constraints imposed upon women in a patriarchal 

culture. This duplicity is not necessarily \intentionalfa 

but the patriarchal conventions and attitudes governing the 

'story grammarg render it inevitable. 

Anna begins this journey carrying Dawefs field book, 

the emblem of her fixation upon him. But finally, the 

ffqhost of Grizzlyw (265) appears in the form of a grizzly 

"in g nvlon netgr (267), slung from a helicopter, imprisoned 

as Anna has been. He is a "sreat, shassv beast,, , about 

to be born into a new lifew (268), as is Anna. The women ---- 

watch him, "so comicallv human and male" (269)) finding him 

comical because he "had awakened too soonw (268) and is 

panic-stricken, Itrunninq in the airfg (268) in his tangled, 

imprisoning net. Anna Yellowbird's response is a coalescing 

of her reaction to Anna Dawels telling her that Dawe was a 

hunchback (cited on 279) and of Anna Dawefs response to 

'that otherr Anna's telling her of Billy's Igcrvinq out 

xMammal. in the middle of & sgf (cited on 277) : *!Anna 

fell backwards, laushinq, off the fallen tree; Anna lay 

fallen, her skirt UP, her less spread, her bodv shaking with 

lauahterl' (268). As w e  might expect, the sexual overtones 

crescendo as the old Anna's spread legs are joined by the 

younger Anna's holding out her arms and fists, reaching up 



to "the qallo~ins, flvinq beareq (268), and the two women 

share a joyful, magical moment inspired by an overtly 

phallic image. The Annas laugh tt[them]selves into g tear- 

qlazed vision of - awakeninq old qrizzlv. lifted into the 
sun, his prick and testicles hunq over us like handful of 

dead rice berriesft (268-69). 

Anna Yellcwbird had been preparing to show her protegg 

the only extant photographs of Dawe and his ftillustrious 

creww (71). Now, with the women's having shared a phallic 

\vision1121 rendered sacred by the bearts ascent into the 

sun, the symbol of the Good and the Holy, this wise woman 

121 In regard to this phallic vision and the freedom 
affords the two Fanas, Ann Mandel comments: 

two Annas, Dawets daughter and the Indian woman 
who has guided them both, held by the vision, not 
of bleached subterranean bones, but of a living, 
sexual a~imal, a grizzly, ncomically human and 
male," suspended above them. Caught in this 
vision, the two women, laughing, drunken, bacchic, 
are free to throw away all 'they have of Dawe-- 
documents of the past, photographs and field- 
notes--and walk away from that past and all it 
held them to, (Handel, 1978: 53) 

Similarly, Rosemary Sullivan writes that both Annas Itare 
finally freed by a-comic apotheosis. . . The women finally 
release thenselves from their Penelope obsession with 
heroism by uncreating the father; they burn his fieldnotes, 
his hold over nis dynastyn (Sullivan, 1978a: 175). 

Peter Thozas disputes these fexale critics' readings, 
saying that ?;[t]he grizzly . . . is perhaps more complex a 
symbol than is suggested here, and the freedom of the two 
Anna * s more ambiguousff (Thomas, 1980a: 83) . Although Thomas 
insists that "[tlhe male / female contention is never 
resolved in Kroetsch's work," he nevertheless concludes 
that, "despite herself, Anna serves William's storyM (83; 
emphasis added), 



raised her photoqraphs; she flunq them 
out at the gproachinq helicopter. She --- 
flung them up at the bear's balls. , I , 
she was laushinq: she flung up the -- 
pictures into the movih air: like ss 
many vultures thev huns, descendins. 
onto the still water of the river's -- 
source. (269) 

Thus, the teacher, the 'old womar leads her willing 

student to the relezse which we are to believe finally frees 

her from her father and the male constraints, rules, wars, 

and games he represents: 

And then could & it too. I opened -- 
m~ purse. took out the field book L had 
carried like a curse for ten years. , , 
. And I took that last field book with - 
the last pompous sentence & ever wrote, -- 
the only Doem he ever wrote, a love poem 
to me, his only dauqhter, L threw - 
into the lake where too miqht drown. --- 

(269-70) 

However, I am convinced that Anna Dawels being born into a 

new life is in no way indicative of a feminist stance. Her 

epiphany is a resolution, a dialectical synthesis through 

which she becomes the dutiful daughter who w~ites herself, 

in the \autobiographicalt notes embedded in her father's 

story, into her father's story. 

Anna has spent "a lifetime of wonderins, of trvinq to 

recover and then resha~e and then relive g life that wasn't 

mite a life" (264). This statement is ambiguous in that 

the life to which she refers may be her own or her father's, 



but that ambiguity is resolved, as ambiguity always is. By 

means of the \questt through which she \recoversf and 

'reshapesf her father's life, Anna is \born into a new 

lifeIf a life contained within his. To put it in terms of 

\loveIf the magical word which denies the violence inherent 

to that marvellous reconciliation, she becomes able to 

forgive her father's incapacity for love and convinces 

herself that he did indeed love her, but was, as all men are 

expected to be, merely unable to express love. And the 

\newf Anna, the Anna who is now her father's daughter, finds 

in last pompous sentence ever wroten -- "1 have ccme 
to the end of wordsgt (269) -- a love poem to herself. 122 

Her quest is to nfind and free the imprisoned ghostn (199) 

of a loving and not absent father who is now dead, just as 

Anna Yellowbirdfs quest was \to find and free the imprisoned 

ghostf of her dead husband. Having found this loving father 

by reshaping his life in such a way that her story is 

embedded or subsumed within his, she is finally able to 

forgive and excuse him -- even to alovef him, which, for a 

122 Peter Thomas finds in these words an echo of 
Hamlet, which 

is surely intentional, and with it the kinds of 
resonating questions concerning language and 
selfhood posed by the play. Dawefs fieldnotes are 
consistently narcissistic; an sttempt to provide 
an historical record of devotion to scientific 
aims which is really Dawets \heroict self- 
projection. The language of the notes vacillates 
between the cryptic and the poetic as Dawe 
struggles to maintain his fictive self, 
necessarily exclusive, against the claims of human 
relationship and love. (Thomas, 198Clb: 34) 



woman, means to allow herself to be posited as the negative, 

the 'not male,' in order that the male may succeed in 

fulfilling himself as a hero, becoming immediately and fully 

present to himself for himself by negating and conserving 

within himself the 'completev female as 'mother,' 

'daughter,' \whore,I and 'wife.' That this is the case has 

already been foretold: 

he locked me w in the house I had - 
inherited. Or was inheritinq .... He 
locked me in an education L misht as 
well have inherited, & was so much mine -- 
before realized it was qiven me; he 
locked me w in the money L did not know 
until years later, too late, was not 
even his to aive. --- 

Who could I learn to love, but him? 
And how, but in his manner? Loving loss 
as he loved it, findinq no live world -- 
that was absolute enouqh to be worth the -- 
gainins, he would seek only the absolute 
of what was gone. (110) --- 

It is the privilege and duty of men to lock women up, 

possess them and imprison them, because this imprisonment is 

the means by which men are believed to show their love, 

their concern, their 'protective instinct.' Anna Dawe 

rewrites the story of a father who could not be bothered 

with her, attributing to him this proper demonstration of 

'lovev that a decent daughter expects from her father -- 
even to claiming that he 'lockedt her in silence: 

[The two Annas] drove talked and 
sometimes lauqhed outraqeouslv, that 



Anna so unthinkinsly and absolutelv -- 
obscene that I could only stop the car 

laush until the tears ran down my and 
cheeks; and then dared too, tried 
those words gg mouth: and slanced & 
her face and saw she was lettinq me ------ 
in the same way that m~ father --- 
stopped me-- (259) 

Anna's newfound capacity for speech, her supposed \feminist1 

freedom, is the means by which she finally achieves 

\wholenessv in a role which allows her story to be contained 

within her father's. e his \woman's first person narration' 

is nothing more and nothing less than a means by which 

Kroetsch may relieve the 'male anxietyt feminism has caused 

him and, at the same time, may \usurpv Dawels story, which 

contains Anna's, into \his own storyI1 the \male storyt told 

by the omniscient narrator who \writes1 or tells everything, 

both the numbered chapters of the acknowledged male story 

and the italicized, fossilized bones of 'Anna's' story. 

Of feminism, Kroetsch says: "males are a little uneasy 

about it all. We're not supposed to know, in a sense; the 

movement has been kind of exclusive of males, at least in 

its initial stages; there's the same kind of unease one 

might feel in writing about minority groupsw (in Neuman and 

Wilson, 1982: 34). Despite his being "exposed to a lot of 

feminism,'' his having "heard about it and read some of itw 

( 3 4 ) ,  Kroetsch's \misreading1 seems to have missed 

feminism's major points. For example, women are not \like a 

minority group,' but are a minority group, minority having 
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nothing to do with numbers -- as the blacks in South Africa 
know very well -- but having everything to do with the 
minority group's being considered the inferior other of the 

'majority groupv which holds power over the 'minorityt and 

assumes that that oppressive, exploitative power is its 

natural, normal right. Also, how could feminism, 'at least 

in its initial stages,! be anything but exclusive of men, 

who are the powerful, oppressive majority with which 

feminists seek to gain equality? However, in view of the 

fact that feminism attempts to teach men, as well as women, 

that women are equal to men, what could it be that males are 

'not supposed to knowv? 

In Badlands, though, as in all of Kroetschvs novels, it 

is women who are excluded, excluded from male territory and 

from the \sexualv quest which can only ever be male, because 

the conventions, the grammar, of that quest requires that 

woman serve as the other that is to be negated by and 

conserved in the successful hero. Except for when she can 

be used elsewhere, Anna Yellowbird is excluded by being left 

to walk alone to the archaeological site and then, by being 

relegated to her Ifcabin of bones, her fossil tipitv 

(Kroetsch, 1975a: 144). Anna Dawe is excluded by her fate 

and her character, bath \femalet: was in fate 

dream 2 father, in character to waitw (138). She waits 

for her absent father in the house he locked her into, the 

house owned by her mother, the Penelope who cannot be 

someone whom Anna can 'learn to love.' As women, neither 
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Anna's \natural1 mother, who, according to her father, was 

'always dying* (cited on 270), nor Anna ~eblowbird, nor Anna 

Dawe could be expected to have a \lifeq or a \story3 which 

Anna could \quest1 to \recover,' 'reshape,' 9relive,g tell, 

or even 'mediate.' 

The sections sf the novel comprising \the woman's first 

person narrationv are unfailingly headed ItAnna DaweIt' while 

the sections comprising 'the male story1 are headed with 

chapter titles such as "Web's ~irst Discoveryn (5) and 

gt~illiam Dawe in Commandst (6) , titles which mark those 

sections as stages of a quest in a story which ns~onsor[s] 

the curious little narrative tricks of g male adventurew 

(27). Why is it that Anna's italicized \autobiographical 

notes1 are not headed with such titles? Because 'Anna Dawet 

emphasizes the fact that, by writing these notes, Anna is 

attaining an identity? Perhaps. But the \compositet 

identity she attains is not \properlyt her own, but, rather, 

is dependent upon and supportive of her father's. Could 

'Anna -- Dawet be the \mark1 or \signaturet of the omniscient 

narrator who thus informs us that he writes under a 

pseudonym which allows him to signal his \presences through 

his \absencet? Possibly. \Hist signature could serve to 

assuage the idiscomfort [of] the reader who wonders where 

the story comes from1? A \discomfortt which is very slight, 

because Anna's interruptions do not in the least disturb the 

continuity of this male story, this novel which Kroetsch 

claims is characterized by "blatant discontinuity" (in 



Neuman and Wilson, 1982: 25). The exclusion of women from 

male territory and the male quest, the nCHRQNOLOGY1t that 

comprises the novel's first page, and the fact that each of 

the italicized interruptions comments upon the section of 

the male story which it follows or prccedes protects the 

'realD story's continuity from interruption. 

Despite the attempts of Kroetsch and many of his 

critics (particularly some of his female critics) to give 

Anna a story of 'her own' at the end of the novel, 123 Anna ' s  

story is her father's. Her Pquest' is to achieve for her 

123 For example : 

Through an examination of her imaginative 
recreation of her father's story, Anna comes to 
understand and accept her father as an individual 
and a male, and to realize herself as an 
individual and a female. The commentaries are the 
record of her self-discovery and the creation of a 
new perception. (Harvey, 1978a: 33) 

Also, Rosemary Sullivan claims that: 

The book is about the relatio~s between men and 
women, the daughter's release from the father, the 
wornants from the man. . . . The men are motivated 
by a myth of male courage and male solitude and by 
the quest for fame and immortality. The women 
decreate that myth and effect their own recovery. 

(~ullivan, 1978a: 175) 

Sullivan sees Badlands as the means by which Kroetsch 
mdeconstruct[s] the very binary structures that inform his 
thinking in order to seek genuine mediationw (174), thus 
releasing his thought from the "terrifying and total 
solipsism1* (171) in which Backstrom finds himself at the end 
of Words. She proclaims that, in Badlands, "[h]omecoming 
will be understood as a spiritual achievement and the modern 
woman become the vehicle of mediationN (174). I would ask, 
how does this mediatorv image of 'the modern woman' in any 
way 'decreate the myth of male courage and male solitudet or 
'deconstruct the binary stuctures that inform [Kroetsch's] 
thinking1 in such a way that solipsism is avoided? 



father his \preserxcev in his \absences and to reaffirm, 

celebrate, and make obeisance to the male story grammar 

controlling her life. She accomplishes this \femininef task 

just as, in Kroetschts opinion, Canadian literature 

accomplishes its attainment of an identity: by telling the 

story of having no story to tell. The novel does not 

subvert male story grammar or phallocentric attitudes, as 

Kroetsch claims it does, but celebrates \malenessf through 

negation. In the end, the \born againt Anna(s) 

walked throush the nisht, stumblinq our 
wav by the lisht of the stars: we looked 
at those billions of years Qf lisht, and 
Anna looked the stars and then & me. 
and she did not mention dinosaurs or men ---- 
or their disci~line or their courase pr - 
their goddamned honour or their -- 
soddamned fuckinq fame or their 
oddamed fuckins death-fuckins death. . 9 . We walked of there hand hand: - - - 
arm in arm. holdinq each other. We -- 
walked all the way out. And we d z  not 
once look back, once, ever. (270) -- 

'Present in their absencea are not only the \dinosaurst 

which symbolize "the male will to knowledge (and power)If 

(Hutcheon, 1988a: 7-8), but also, the exclusively male 

\discipline, \courage,' and \honour1 which characterize a 

successful hero. And, of course, 'their death-fucking 

deatht names the Aufhebunq through which the quest succeeds 

in immortalizing the invariably male hero who, in this case, 

is the absent father whom Anna Dawe immortalizes by doing 

exactly what the omniscient narrator has her say she does 



not do. That is, she looks back in order to 'relive' and 

'reshape' William Dawe's life as she writes her part of his 

story in the retrospective 'autobiographical notes' embedded 

within the story of his quest. 124 

lZ4 In her attempt to believe that Anna does not 'look 
back,' Connie Harvey would have it that "[tlhe actual 
descent from the mountains . . . comes after [Anna's] act of 
writing. It would seem, therefore, that the novel, and its 
narrative recreation of Dawe's expedition and Anna's 
comments, is written after her journey to the mountains, but 
before the final descentM (Harvey, 1978a: 51). But even 
Harvey sees the ending of the novel as "a com~letion of 
Dawets quest based on the acceptance [Anna's acceptance] of 
the pastm (50; emphasis added). 

Robert Lecker refutes Harvey's "conventional approach 
to the novel [which] sees Anna freed at the endt1 (Lecker, 
1986: 80). 

"And rthevl did not look back, not once, evergf . . 
. is the most ironic statement in the book, and 
also its greatest lie--one that should alert us to 
the beginning of a grand inversion process. For 
no sooner has Anna announced that Ifwe did not once 
look backw than she proceeds to tell us the story -- 
that brings her to the point at which she tells us 
she did not look back. The story, we realize, is 
not created in process; it is recollected, and 
apparently built on Anna's imaginative 
reconstruction of Dawe's notes. . . . But if Anna 
never looks back ("not once, evern) . . . why is 
it that they appear with such insistence to form 
the imaginative core of her story? The truth is 
that she has only looked back, that she has not 
thrown away the notes, that she wants to provide 
an ending appropriate to her intent, but an ending 
she cannot live. At the end of the ncvel, she is 
left in a vicious narrative circle, forever 
creating the story she will never be able to 
forget. But at the same time, she defines the 
story she will tell and untell. In this she does 
declare the freedom embodied in her narrative. 

(Lecker, 1986: 81) 

Certainly, Lecker considers the fact that Anna must look 
back to tell the story, but, in his assertion of her 
'defining the story she will tell and untell' and in her 
'declaring the freedom embodied in her narrative,' his 
reading differs not at all from Harvey's 'conventional 
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In this novel, the disappearance of the father indeed 

'makes everything possible' (cited on 243, fn. 114). Anna's 

complaint about why it was left to her to 'mediate the 

story' (2) only emphasizes the fact that her story is not 

hers, that her purpose is to uncover or \recovert the 'love' 

through which the dialectical opposites of male and female 

may be reconciled within the superior male. She longs to be 

\her father's daughter,' to posit herself as 'his own' other 

against whom he can become immediately and fully 'the 

father,' and her 'quest' is her attempt to do so. 125 The 

\feministr message Kroetsch presents is that a father need 

not be bothered to subsume his daughter's story into his own 

-- and why should he? He has more important \malet quests 

to pursue. Besides, 'his' daughter will write herself into 

his story \on her own.' Badlands 

re-reads Lacan's transposition of the 
Oedipal scenario into linguistic terms 
to make char that, for the daughter, 
what is at stake in the entry into 
language is her separation from her 
mother, and the suppression of female 
sexuality, the female subject, and a 
female relation to language. 

(Neuman in Moss, 1987: 101-102) 

In this statement, Shirley Neuman points out exactly the 

approach to the novel.' 

125 His own other, or, as Connie Harvey suggests, an 
aspect of his countersexual ~ungian anima (Harvey, 1978a: 
36), as is Anna Yellowbird. 



extent to which feminism has influenced Kroetschfs thinking 

and the manner in which that influence directs his treatment 

of the 'first-person female narration' in this novel. The 

feminist concerns to which Neuman refers are precisely those 

which are at stake for Anna Dawe, if she will dare to speak 

or to 'enter into language,' which is, in this patriarchal 

culture in which we live, the exclusive domain of men. 

Women are allowed only Tiddy's 'tidied-up language' (cited 

on 235, fn. 112) which will not in any way 'diminish the 

man's heroic stature or threaten the integrity of his role 

as cowboy, orphan, and outlaw' (cited on l o o ) ,  because, hike 

Anna Dawe, that 'language' rejects and denies the mother and 

suppresses 'female sexuality, the female subject, and a 

female relation to language.' Because Anna Psucceedsf in 

doing so, she is, unlike Vera Lang, rewarded by being 

allowed to live126 and to \speak1 in an authorized voice, in 

the words attributed to her by the omniscient male narrator 

who writes her traditionally 'female' and decidedly 

nonfeminist story. 

126 I realize that some readers may think I am 
attributing a certain 'Lawrentian streak' to Kroetschfs 
writing by suggesting that Vera is n ~ t  allowed to live 
because she refuses to succumb to the roles allowed to women 
by a patriarchal culture and that Anna Dawe is allowed to 
live because she does so succumb. Actually, I am merely 
referring to the appropriation of the other which 
metaphysics and its quest requires. However, in the light 
of Kroetschls treatment of sexuality in his novels and of 
his stating that he "agree[s], often, with Lawrencell (cited 
on 146, fn. 68), it is possible that a reader who is 
interested in tracing 'influence' may find such a streak in 
his work. 



PART I11 

Canadian Postmodernism and Difference 

Some days though I want, still, 
to be like other people: 
but then I go and talk with them, 
these people who are supposed to be 
other, and they are much like us, 
except that they lack the sort of thing 
we think of as a voice. 
We tell ourselves they are fainter 
than we are, less defined, 
that they are what we are defining, 
that we are doing them a favour, 
which makes us feel better. 
They are less elegant about pain than we are. 

(Margaret Atwood, 
"The Words Continue Their Journey,I1 

in Atwood, 1984: 82) 



Chapter Eleven 

Concluding Comments 

Although many theorists have confessed to the 

difficulty of finding or devising a concise and accurate 

definition for the term \postmodernismIg all agree that 

postmodernismgs major concern is to disturb or displace, to 

somehow resist, our traditional values, conventions, and 

modes of thought and, thus, to challenge and subvert the 

patriarchal, repressive hegemony which depends upon those 

patterns of thought to determine and control our attitudes 

towards ourselves and each other, as well as our social, 

political, and cultural interactions with one another. 

Canadian (literary) advocates of p~stmodernism seem to agree 

that postmodern writers achieve this subversion by a 

paradoxical practice of asserting/subverting which is based 

upon preferences for multiplicity, fragmentation, and 

discontinuity over unity, wholeness, and continuity. 

Moreover, these theorists posit Derridean deconstruction as 

the 'philosophical basis' upon which their asserting/ 

subverting is to accomplish the dismantling of the 

repressive humanism which they seek to disturb at its 

'unifying, transcendentalizing core.' However, the notions 

of \deconstructiong which we have seen o~erating throughout 

Robert Kroetschgs work and the work of his critics are 

notions which, in their dissolving of the differences 

between continental theorists or philosophers such as Michel 



Foucault, ~ulia Kristeva, Jacques Derrida, and Roland 

Barthes as well as American deconstructionists such as 

Harold Bloom, already begin to accomplish a dialectical 

(metaphysical) gesture by which difference is repressed and 

denied. ~eginning with such a gesture, their 

\deconstructive' attempts to undo the metaphysical 

implications of 'wholenesst and 'unityt inevitably result in 

a practice which cannot 'assert and subvert,' but must 

unfailingly reassert and reaffirm the metaphysical notions 

and the repressive hegemony which, on at least one level, 

they wish to subvert or disturb. 

According to Jacques Derridats usage of the term, 

\deconstructiont is related to diffgrance, to undecidability 

and originasy doubling, to the radical alterity which is 

always already operating in our thought, our \languagert our 

'writing.' To put it simply, when we think according to 

logic -- which is how we must think because our patterns of 
thought and our language are structured according to logic 

-- we think in terms of hierarchically structured pairs 
which dialectic resolves into identity, with the \inferiort 

member of the pair being dissolved within the superior, and 

this resolution is always achieved in paradox. Because we 

know no other way of thinking, we accept the notion of 

paradox and are satisfied that our propositions, arguments, 

and resolutions of opposites are logical and coherent. 

Indeed, we have only to tnink briefly of the poetry of 

Donne, Marvell, or T. S. Eliot to realize that we do not 
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merely accept paradox; we ascribe to it a theological 

significance and consider it to be magical or sacred because 

it is through paradox that transcendence is believed to be 

achie-ded. However, dialectic -- the logical process by 
which this identity is believed to be accomplished -- can 
only work by repressing and denying radical alterity, by 

excluding difference. That is, if we were to \thinkt 

irreducible difference, we would realize that, although each 

member of a binary pair can never stand as a self-sufficient 

'presence,' unmediated by \itst other, neither can the two 

be resolved in a \thirdf or \transcendentalt term which 

dissolves the difference between them. \Deconstructiont is 

simply the operation by which that (logically repressed) 

irreducible difference is always already surfacing to 

prevent identity and presence from ever being fully and 

entirely achieved. The work of the deconstructionist is to 

push logic to its limits in order to find the places where 

that repressed difference erupts, forcing the speaker or 

writer to speak against his or her argument or \intention.@ 

\Deconstruction1 is not to Kroetsch what it is to 

Derrida. In Kroetschts usage, \deconstructiont is a 

\destructiont of the old (narrative conventions, myths, 

stories, etc.) to make way for the new. Kroetsch, the 

\deconstructing novelist,' dissolves the old \storyt in 

order that it may be reappropriated within his new. As I 

have shown throughout this dissertation, this 'meaning' of 

\deconstruction1 is inseparable from Bloom's image of the 
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\newt poet struggling against his 'anxiety of influence.' 

It is inseparable from notions of 'creativityf which can be 

traced directly to  oler ridge's view of the imagination as 

that which Ndissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to re- 

create; or where this process is rendered impossible, yet 

still at all events it struggles to idealize and to unifytf 

(Coleridge, 1307: 202). It is inseparable from Hegel's view 

of "the activity of dissolutionn as "the power and work of 

the Understandinq, the most astonishing and mightiest of 

powers, or rather the absolute powerm (Hegel, 1977: 18). It 

is inseparable from the notion of intention, which is a 

phenomenological notion concerned with the perceiving 

consciousness and its essential relationship with 

transcendental subjectivity. And all of the above are 

philosophies of the subject, philosophies of identity which 

are based upon the myth of the questing hero. Hence, it is 

no surprise that the quest of the ('deconstructing') hero is 

invariably Kroetsch's theme, whether he is writing criticism 

or novels or speaking about his novels. 

Derridean deconstruction is a strategy of reading which 

points out 'the necessity with which what [an author] does 

see is systematically related to what he does not see' 

(cited on 19), which is what I have attempted to do in this 

dissertation. The question I have repeatedly asked is not 

'what does this statement, this essay, or this novel mean?' 

but, rather, 'what are the presumostions from which it is 

being made?' To put it another way, I have examined the 
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relationship between what Kroetsch ?intends1 -- which is to 
resist the 'tyranny of narrativet and of 'meaning,' to 

subvert traditional values, attitudes, and conventions -- 
and what his presuppositions compel him to produce. 

Frank Davey, who claims for Kroetsch a Derrfdean 

'influence,' says of his critical essays that they not 

seek logical coherence and that they refuse to complete 

their implied arguments or to build the implied system (see 

138). Of course, Davey's analysis is correct, so far as it 

goes, which is to consider Kroetsch's essays from the point 

of view of his \intent.* However, because even writing 

criticism is a quest for Kroetsch, and because metaphysics 

cannot be resisted by merely a conscious intent, those 

essays find for themselves a logical coherence that neither 

he nor Davey see, and the limplied system' is built into his 

'intensely nationalistic criticism of Canadian literaturet 

(cited on 101). As I have shown in Chapter Six, the 

Bloomian quest of the successful, heroic poet is extended to 

a national level and 'the tradition' is first 'erased' (in 

Kroetsch's sense, which is \dissolved1 or negated) and then 

reappropriated into a 'postmodernismt which Kroetsch claims 

was always Canadian. 

However strenuously Linda Hutcheon insists that the 

gesture which characterizes Canadian postmodernism is a 

simultaneous asserting and subverting, it is the case that 

Robert Kroetsch's rejection of history for archaeology, of 

origins for beginnings, and of unity for fragmentation are 
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reversals or negations which are perfectly in keeping with 

our traditional metaphysical modes of thought. As I have 

shown throughout this dissertation, each of his rejections 

is perfectly compatible with the rejection of presence which 

permeates his readings of ~anadian literature. Just as, in 

those readings, 'presencet comes back to haunt us as a 

'presence of absencefl so do all of the concepts he 

theoretically rejects come back to haunt us, with all their 

metaphysical implications intact, in the name of that for 

which he rejects it: 'history as archaeologyfO 'meaning as 

processfl 'origins as beginnings,* and so on. And always, 

through his 'dialectical theory,' the transcendentalizing 

term to which he reler,tlessly returns is Voice, that through 

which the transcendental subject finds 'itself, or, rather, 

'himself.t In the 'voicet of the 'deconstructing novelist, 

the creative subject or author become writer is believed to 

attain full and unmediated 'presence,' because 'the telling 

of the story is the only heroic act.t So long as Robert 

Kroetsch continues to believe that 'the old dualitiest are 

the basis of 'human thought,' his thinking will inevitably -- 

seek \universals1 (transcendentalizing terms) and will be 

governed by the 'coercive humanism1 he seeks to resist. It 

will be dialectical and metaphysical, logo-, ethno-, and 

phallo- centric, as well as inescapably solipsistic, racist, 

and sexist. Or, to put it another way, it will be 

repressive of the irreducible difference which is the 

concern of Derridean deconstruction. 
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Moreover, so long as Kroetsch's critics consider his 

work as a realization of his intentions, they will be caught 

in \his' (our, Western thought's) bind. Regardless of how 

sincerely and passionately they \intendt to write criticism 

that is not 'thematic,' they will, \unwittingly,' find 

resolution in the very \themest and \conclusions' that they 

claim do not govern Kroetsch's novels: the successEul quest 

for identity, the valorization of language and voice, 

rebirth, redemption, and so on. More importantly, so long 

as Kroetschts disciples tout his backhanded support of the 

repressive modes of thought and the patriarchal hegemony 

under which we live as 'new,' \subversive,' and 

\liberating,' Canadian postmodernism will not \reflect1 or 

incite any 'crisis of metaphysical philosophy' (cited on 

139) and will never \amount1 to anything but a \period1 in 

'literary history.' 

Linda Hutcheon seems to be in agreement with Mark 

Taylor when she claims for postmodernism a concern with 

difference -- with a liberating move away from the 
repression of difference and otherness which any philosophy 

of identity must inevitably accomplish. And she, along with 

other Canadian theorists and critics who are concerned with 

postmodernism, consider Robert Kroetsch to be at the 

'cutting edge' of that \movement.' Moreover, they consider 

Kroetschls work to be concerned with difference and 

otherness because his thought has been \influenced1 by 

Derrida's thought and is, therefore, \deconstructive.' 
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However, the difference to which Taylor refers and with 

which Derrida is unceasingly concerned is radical difference 

or irreducible alterity. That is, difference which cannot 

ever be reduced to identity by any operation of logic or 

dialectic, the difference which precludes the possibility of 

the other's being perceived as \onets own othert or a 

reflection of the self. If we were to seriously think 

irreducible difference, we could not posit 'the old 

dualities1 and could not reduce members of those 

hierarchical binary pairs to identity in a comforting unity. 

We could neither think of 'femalet as the inferior other of 

\maleit nor dissolve the two in a \postfeminist' s/he. 

Unfortunately, as it is 'manifestedt in the work of Robert 

Kroetsch, the postmodernist interest in 'the differentP is 

not concerned with radical alterity and does not finally 

allow for the recognition of "previously silenced ex- 

centrics: those defined by differences [inferiorities] in 

class, gender, race, ethnic group, and sexual preferencew 

(cited on 11-12). If Kraetsch's criticism, literary theory, 

and fiction epitomize Canadian postmodernism, as his 

colleagues claim, Canadian postmodernism is every bit as 

repressive of 'ex-centricst and supportive of those with 

power as are our traditional modes of thought. 
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